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ACHARYA NAGAR.IUNA UNIVERSITY: : NAGARJUNA NAGAR

PAPER -II Thermodymaics and optics (for Maths combination)

(PHYSICS)

Part - A: TI{ERMODYNAMICS

TJNIT -I
f . KII\IETIC TIIEORY OF GASES: .Deduction of Ma:cwell's law of distribution of

molecular speeds - Transport phenomena Viscosity, thenral conduction and

diffiision of gases.

2. TIIEROMODYNMICS: Heat and work Internal energy - Indicator Diagrams work

done in Isothermal and adiabatic processes - First law of thermodynamics- significance

and applications of first law of thermodynamics- Reversible and irreversible process -

carnot's Theorem Carnot's engine, efficiency- Clausius -.Clapelyron equation - Second

law of thermodynamics, different statements - Thermodynamic scale of temperature -

Entropy concept - Entropy and disorder measurement of entropy changes in reversible

and irreversible processes - Entropy of universe - Entropy - temperature diagrams.

.3, THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL AND MAXWELLS EQUATIONS:

Thermodynamic potentials - Derivation of Maxwells thermodynamic relations -
specific heats- Dirivations ior ratib and difference of two specific heats -Joule - Kelvin'

effect - expression for Joule- Kelvin coeffrcient

tINI'T.II
4. LOW TEMPERATI,JRE PHYSICS:

Liqueiaction of gases using Joule-Kelvin effect - porous plug experimentDistinction

between Joules Expansion. Adiabatic expansion -and Joule-Thomson's expansion -
expression for Jouie-Thomson cooling - liquefaction of Helium Kapitza's method-

Adiabatic demagnetization production of low temperatures, Principle of Refrigeration -
Vapgur comPression tYPe.

JJ {}I.IANTUM TIIEORY OF RADIATION:

Block body Fery's black body - distribution of energy in the spectrum of a

black bodi - Wlen's displacement law, Wien's Raleigh Jeans law - Quantum theory '

of radiation - Planck's law Deduction of Wien's law, Raliegh Jean's

. Law Wiens Displacement Ldw fiom Planck's Law - Measurement of radiation -
Types of pyrometers- Disappearing filament optical Pyrometer 

- experimental

Uei;mridion - $,ngstrorg phyeliometer - determination of solar constant



Part - B:OPTICS
Unrr - rrr

6. MATRIX METHODS IN PARA)ilAL OPTICS:

Concept and derivation transition, refraction and system matrices position of the
image plans and magnification of the optical system - application of matrix
methods to simple optical systems 1i) a thick lens (2) thin lenses in contact

(3) two thin lenses separated by distance cardinal pciints of lens system Unit and
nodal planes.

7. ABERRATTON (MATRIX METHODS)
Chromatic aberration in a lens- achromatic doublet - Achromatic for two
lenses in contact and separated by a distance 'monochromatic in aberration. The
spherical aberration ( longitudinal spherical aberration) due to (i) a plane refracting
surface and (ii) a spherical surface (expressions without proof; minimization of
spherical aberrations - explanation of coma - astigmatism .

8. INTERFERENCE:

The super position principle - coherehce - temporal and spatial conditions for
interference light. Interferencerby division of wave front- Fresnel's biprism -
de-termlnation of wavelength of light change of phase on reflection - determination
of thickness of a transparent material using prism. Interference by division of
amplitude- oblique incidence of a plane wave on a thin film ( the cosine law)
colours of thin films - non reflecting thin films - interference by a plane parallel
film illuminated by a point surface - interference by film with two non parallel

: reflecting surfaces ( wedge shaped film) - determination of diameter of wire
Newon's rings in reflected and transmitted light, Determination of wavelength of
monochromatic light - Michelson Interferometer, types of fringes, determination of
wavelength of monochromatic light, thickness of a thin plate.

UNIT.IV
9. DII'FRACTION:

Fraunhofer diffiaction - diftaction due to a single slit and circular aperture, Limit
of resolution - two - slit Fraunhofer diffraction - Fraunhofer diffiaction
pattem with N - Slits - The Fourier transform and its properties - the shifting
theorem and application of the F.T. to Fourier diffractipn due to single slit. A
double slit and the diffraction grating - The diffraction grating - normal and oblique
incidence determination of wavelength of light- Fresnel diftactionfresnel half
period Zones - Zone plates diffraction at a straight edge - diffiaction of plane
waves by a straight edge.



rO. POLARIZATION AND DOUBLE REFRACTION:
Polarized lighr Brewster's law - Malus Law - phenomenon of double refraction

in calcilte- Reftaction of plane wave incident on a negative crystal like calcite -
Nichol prism. Analysis of polarized light by quarter wave plate Babinet

compensaror - Optical activity Laurent's half shade polarimeter experiment.

II.LASERS, FIBER OPTICS AND HOLOGRAPHY:)

Spontaneous, stimulated emission - laser principle - population inversion Einstein
coeflicients - Types lasers, He-Ne and Ruby lasers and the applications of lasers.

Optical fiber types, rays and modes step and graded index fibers and their structure -
fiber materials. Principles of fiber communication ( qualitative treatment only)

Basic principles of Holography - Gabor Hologram and its limitations application of
Hologram.

REFERENCE BOOI(S:
Introduction to modem optics - G.K. Fowles ( Holt- Rinehert),
B.Sc. Physics Vol. II
B.Sc. Optics
B.Sc. Heat
Optics

- Sastry Shanker Rao and Babu Rao ( S.Chand)
- Telugu Academy
- Telugu Academy
- Brijlal and subrahmanyam (S'Chand and Co:)

Heat and Thermodynamics - Zemansky ( Mc Graw Hill Publ)
Thermodynamics - D.C. Tayal ( HimalayaPubl)
Heat and Thermodynamics .- Brijlal and subrabmanyam( S Chand and Co.)
Fourier optics -Goodman:
Fiber optic communications -Aggarwal, ped wheeler pub.

PRACTICALS - B.Sc., Physics - paper -II
1. Thermo emf thermometry determination of temperature using a thermocouple.
2. Heating effrciency of electrical kettle with varying voltages
3. Thickness of a wire - wedge method.
4. Determination of wavelength of light - Biprism.
5. Determination of Radius curvature of given conv'ex lens - Newton's.rings.
6. Determination of wavelength of light diffraction at thin wire
7. Resolving power of grating
8. Determination of mean diameter of lycopodium powder,( Diffraction)
9. Study or optical rotation - polarimeter
10. Dispersive power of prism
11. Determination of wavelbnglh a light using diffraction gratipg minimum deviation

method
12. Pulfrich refractometer - Determination of refractive index of Iiquid
13. Wavelengthpf light using diffraction grcting - normal incidence method.

14. I -d curves - using spectrometer
15. Resolving power of a telescope.
16. Refractive index of a liquid and glass.

17. Wavelength of a Laser using diffraction grating
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(Examination at the end of Second year) .---- 

''

PAPTE II _ PhYSiCS PAPCT II _ THERMODYNAMICS AND OPTICS

Time: Three hours 
M'DEL QIJESTI'N PAPER

Mar<imum: 100 marks
PART A- (2 x l5 = 30 marks)

Answer any TWO quesrions

l. Basing on Maxwell's distribution law for molecular speeds explain c,n ,e andc,
and velocities of gas molecules at a given temperature. Deduce the relation between
these three velocities.

2. Define Maxwell's thermodynamic potentials. obtain the relation (cr_c,)= p

betrveenc, and q from Maxwelrs thermodynamical equations.

3' Explain with theory the adiabatic demagnetization process ofproducing very low
temperatures.

4, what are.pyrometers? Describe Ferry's total radiation pyrometer.

. PART-B (2x 15=30 marks)
' Answerany TWO questions

5' Explain various defects of lens. Describe the methods to minimize each defect.
6' Describe the principle and working of a Michelson interferometer. Describe the

method to determine the wavelength of a monochromatic light using this
inteiferometer.

7' What is meant by polarized light? How is polarized light produced? State and
explain Malus law and Brewster,s law.

8' Write differences betrveen.Fraunhofer and Fresnel diffraction. Discuss the
Fraunhofer difhaction due to N slits. I -



PART C{}x 4 = 20 marks)

Answer anY FIVE questions.

g. Explain the workingof refrigerator.

10. State and explain thermoelectria power with graph.

11. Define mean free path and deduce the expression for it.

12. Define dispersive power and resolving power of a grating.

13. Obtain first T-ds equation.

14. Explain the cardinal points of a lens system.

15. Explain the formation of colours in thin f,rlms.

16. Define block body. D€scribe Farr's black body.

PART-D (4 x 5 =20 marks)

Answer any FOUR questions.

17. The efficiency of a Cornot's engine is 60%. Calculate the increase in the temperature

of the source so that effrciency becomes 75%.

18. Find the wavelength at which maximum energy is blackbody atatemperature

3270C. Wien constant is 3xl0-3nK

19. The radius of the 8tr ring 12th ring in Newton's ring apparatus is and respectiv-ely.

Find the diameter of the 20'h ring.

20. Calculate the change in entropy when 500gm of water at00C is mixed with 500gm

of water at l00oC

21. Calculate the order of tire spectrum when grating with width grating having 15,000

lines with resolving Power 75,000.

22. Ablack body at 5000C has a surface area of 0.5cm2 and radiate heat at the rate of-

| .02 xl 04,/s-r Calculate the Stefan's constant.

23. Two thin lenses of focal lengths 16cm and 12cm form a combination which is

corrected for spherical aberration. Find the distance between the principal points of

the combination.

24. Ordinary light is incident on a plane glass plate at angle 580.ttre reflected light is

plane polarized. Find the refractive index of glass plate material and also the

refracting angle of the light raY.
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-UNIT.1

LESSON-1

KINETIC THEORY OF GASES

Objectives:-

In this lesson the following particulars will be able to understand

l. The velocity of gas molecules range from zero to infinite.

2. There is certain probability for the molecules having the velocity in a panidular

range.

3. Transfer of momentum of gas molecules produce viscosity of gases.

4. Transfer of kinetic energy (K.E) of gas molecules to produce conduction.

5. Transfer of molecules of gas gives rise to diftrsion.

Strueture of the lesson:-

l.l lntroduction

1.2 Maxwell's speed distribution law

1.3 Transfer phenomena

1.4 Viscosity of gases

1.5 Thermal Conductivity

1.6 Diffrrsion of gases

1.7 Solved examples

1.8 Summary

1.9 Keywords

l.l0 Self Assessment Questions

l.1l Reference Books
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., 1.1 Introduction:-

The molecules are in random motion with all possible velocities and in all

directions. The molecules collide with one another and with the walls of containing

vessel. All collisions are perfectly elastic. The distance between two successive collisions

is Called free path of the molecule. The average distance between two successive

collisions is called mean free Path

"l,i = --F-
J2 xd'n

Let m be the mass of each molecule, n be the number of molecules per unit volume, V be

volutne of the container and v be the root mean. square speed of the molecules . On the

basis of the kinetic theory of the gases, the pressure exerted by the gas molecules is given

by

p-

Where v =

p = L Yi' where M:mn=mass of the gas in the container
3V

= p =I or' Where density e=+

2I-z
=-X-pV3 2'

=? '*K.E .of the molecule
t
3

= ?rf- ff wn"re k is Boltzmann's constant k: 1.38x1023J/mole- K
32

:.P- kr.

I mn-z
--v3V

vl + v',



1,2 Maxwell's speed distribution law:-

The law of distribution of speeds among the molecules of a gas was first established by
Malrwell. In order to derive the law the following assumptions are considered.

l. The gas consists of molecules with all possible speeds between 0 and co.

2.ltheaverage density of a gas enclosed in a vessel in equilibrium is same at all plaees,

3. Though the speeds of individual molecules are changing. But a definite number of .

molecules have speeds between definite ianges.

4. Thd probability that any molecule selected at random has velocities lying between

certain limits is a purely function of velocity and the limits considered.

5. The components of velocity of a molecule in three mutually perpendicular direslions

are considered to be independent ofeach other.

-' --l !. 'r - ./;t t

ovipr l,"{*j'i*
" frLr
:$

J'

A: .i'o"v//:;,. ,_ *.- ,*

ti

-***7 *- "l

.' rr

figI.1

Let us represent the molecules in a velocity diagram. Conslder a molecule at point P

having a velocity C represented by a vector as shown in fig(l.t). Let the projections of,

this vector in X, Y, Z. directions be u, v, w res i :ctively. All the molecules having the

velocity components lie in the range u and u*{iu, v and v+du.and w and w+dw will be

conlained in the volume dudvdw. The probability that a given molecule having t[e



velocity between u and u+du is (u)du. The probability that a given molecule having the

velocity between v and v+dv is f(v)dv. The probability that a given molecule having the

velocity in between w and w*dw is (w)dw.

The probability that a molecule having the velocities between

u and u*du, y and v*dv, w and w+dw:f(u)du f(v)dv f(w)dw

:(u[(v) f(w)dudvdw----( I . I )

The resultant velocity of the molecules is a single vector C.

The probability for a molecule having the velocity C in the volume dudvdw is

f(c) dudvdw. More conveniently it can be written * O(C')a*a*.......(1.2)

From equations (1. l) & (1.2) we can write

f(u) f(v) (w) du dv dw = O(C)Zdu dv dw

=+ f(u) (v) (w)=/(c' ) . -+. (1.3)

For a particular value of C chosen, O(C' ) is constant

Diff eqn.(I.3) and equating it to zero we get,

dlf(u) f(v) f(w)l : dlo(C)2] = 0 +(1.4)

This equation can be written as

d1u; qv; f(w) du + (u) fl(v) r(w) dv + f(u) f(v) fl(w) dw = 0

Dividing with f(uXvX(w) we get,

rrQ o" . 1::l * - r:!i) dw =o + (r.s)
f (") /(v) .f (*) \ /

'."C is considered as constant we can write,

C2=r?+v2+w2=constant

Diffwe get,

d(q?=d(u2+v2+*2):0
F+ 2udu + 2vdv + 2wdw = 0

:+ udu+ vdv + wdw = 0



+ Audu + Xvdv + 
^y* 

=0 -r (1.6)

Where ,1. is a constant quantity

Addingequations <*l *(1.6) we ger,

rll \ -t, \

ry du + L udu +# dv + t vdv + Hl * + A" wdw = 0t lu) J lvt I lwl

=,lr' -*n,1d,*11ll2*,r"'l *.lr!,**n*]dw=0+(r.z) -."-Lm-*"J'"- lf(v)-^"J*'L7G4* 
n 

J

u, v & w are independent upon each other, we can equat€ each term to zero.

l#.r,ldu=0,

[#. nnf,'=0, .(r.s)

[#.^4dw=o

Consider

l#+Aufo'=o
*#ldu =-).udu

Integrating on both sides wc get,

tos, fU)= + + log, a
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Where log"a is a integration constant

toe" ffu)- tog" a = A!
2

. (f(u)\ -)"u23IOU l" l--'l. a ) 2

-2 u2

+ f(r) -' o s--
-lvz -,i r,2

Similarly f(*r= /(v) = o eT, f(r) = a e T

The probability of finding a molecule having the velocity in between u and u*du. v and

v+'dv, wand w*dwis/(z) J'(r) f(",) au * dw = o r-n" . a e-0" . a e-'"'' du dv dw

+ .f (r).t'(v) 7(w)tlu dv dw = ot ,-h(u'*v2*'2) dudv dw + (l 
.9)

[..et 'n' be the number of molecules per unit volume. The probability of finding.the

molecules in one unit volume having the velocity in between -o and + ois n.

, +9

, J I If@) /(') .f(,) du dv dw = n
-@

:+ IJkt u-h(u2+t2+w2\ du dv dw = I

. r? f -/rfr2*u!tu2) , , ,:' at [ [ lu , du dv dut = t-+(t.tO)
JJJ

-@

Solving this integral we can obtain,

.e)t-ol-6

[r-n] d, = ^11, [e-,c av = ,l{, lr-h"'' dw =r \lD _r_ \|b j

t-

Writing fhese values in equation (1.10) we get,

t:r:E
3 lta ltL ltL t

" lr {t{t='



3

= o'( o\' 
=\6/

I
( n\1*"lu)=
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We can obtain O = *+ (1.12)
KT

Where m is the mass of each molecule

k is the Boltzmann's constant

T is the absolute temperature of gas

Writing equation (1.12) in equation (1.11) we get

I( m \ta =l+ | +(1.13)
\znkT )

The probability of finding the molecules in one urtit volume haying the velog.ity in

between u & u+du, v & v+dv and w & w+dw can be written as

dn = n f(u) (v )(w)dudvdw

+ dn = na' ,-t''('2*'2 
**\ 

du dv dw

/ -- \; g(u2+v, +#l
+ dn= nl L 

1- sffi\" 
+v ]w 

' -+(1.14)
\hKr )

It is called Maxwell's speed distribution law.

The probability of finding the molecules having the velocity in between C & C+dC in

one unit volume can be obtained by replacing the volume dudvdw with volume between

the spheres of radii C & C+dC

du = !y1 (c +ac\' - ltta'
^\raJJ

:

I

= o =f 
t'lt * 1r.rr ;\r) \
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= fn l{c*acl'-"d]

= *t [c'* dc'+:tr,2dc+T&2-ct]
3L

= 1n rc2dc
3

:. dv = qnC2aC

Wchoverr2 +v2 +w2 =C2

Thc no. of molecules hpving fhc valooiry between c & c+dc in one unit volume cqn.5s

witten as

&t(c),= "(*)'''. ,# . nnczdc

( -- 13/2 -rcl
+ dn(c)= lnrl #l . "fr.czdc -+ (1.15)

tzflb )
tt k slso called Maxwell's speed distribution law.

Mrrwd'r r@ dbtributler 3rryor:

If a graph is drawn taking m. of molecules per unit speed interval along Y'oltis

and velocity of the moleculcs plong X-axis tho curves are obtained at different

Semperatues as shown in fig(I.2).

fl

si

Fig.(1.2)
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It'is observed that the no. of molecules in a given speed interval inc.rehses up to' a'max.

and then decreases towards zgto atany temperature .The ng, of molecules in a glven

speed interval is obtained by the area under the curve which is shown as shaded rcgion.

The total area under the curve and X-axis gives the total no. of molecules as the

temperature is increased. The distribution curve becomes flatten and broaden. The sp@

at which the no. of molecules is maximum coresponds to peak value shown by curve is

called the rnost probable speed c,
l

Most probable speed (cn ): tt is the spe-ed possessed by maximum mrmber of molecules
'

in a given sample.

cp =l'414

I

Average speed (;)ftt is the qpeed of all the molecules divided by total numbpr of

molecules"

c = 1.59

RMS speed(Crrr):It is the square root of average of squares of sprtieds of' all the

molecules.

C^, =
' 4 +cl +........+i2, 

= 1.732

Mean free path: The distance between two successive colli'siOns is called free path. The

average distance between two successive collisionlis called mean free path. It is denoted

by l.from Maxwell's speed distribution law. The nilean free paft is obtairred as

i=#
Where d is diameter of each molecule

n is number of moleculcs Per unit volume.

n

KT

m

g
fn
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13 Transport phenom€non: When the gas is not rn equilibrium state. We can obtain the

tbllowing three cases. 
.

l. The velocity components may not have the same value at all parts of the gas. Now the

layers having mote rnomentum transport momentum to the layers having less momentum

to get the equilibrium state. This gives rise to the phenomenon of viscosity.

2. The different parts of the gas may be at different temperatures. Now to bring the

equilibrium state, the molecule of gas will transport kinetic energy from the regions of

higher temperature to the regions of lower temperature. This gives rise to the

phenomenon of iondition.

3.the different parts of the gas may have different densities i.e., no. of molecules per unit

volume .Now to bring the equilibrium state, the moleculeg of gas transport mass from the

regions of higher density to regions of lower density. This gives rise to the phenomenon

of diffirsion.

The transport of momentum, energy and mass represent conduction, viscosity and

diffirsioru they are called transport phenomenon.

1.4 Viecosity of gases: Let the molecules in different layers possess different velocities.

Irt us assume the molecules which are present in the layers which are in touch with X-
aris posses zero velocity and velocity of molecules will increase along Y-axis.

fi

l_u
A+-T-^--- - -/E
I;T

s;-+-i-u-r{o',/9t =

'lcl 'r
l{

.Fig(1.3).
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The change in velocity per unit distance is called velocity gradient.'it is dehoted by

Let u be the velocity of the molecules: in layer,AB as :shov{n in fig{,13).. N'oryv

velocity of the moiecules in the layer CD which is at distance ),' is u' + ).' $
ty

drt
Consider another layer EF at distancef below the layer AB .the velocity'of the

dy

molecules in this layer isz -^ #

Let the number of molecules pet unit volume be n. ffow we can

numbei of molecules along any a(es.

The number.of molecules which are trdvefing along any a:ies in a particular direction is

n

6

Let C be the averagg velocity of the molecule.

The no. of molecules which are traveling through one unit area in one second can be

du.:.
Cy

':th€

write,'I as

written as

,e=6 l.;!re=!N"r=1,. N *rl
L 6 6V t 6 Axs tJ

Let m be the rirass of each molecule.

The mass of the molecule traveling through I unit area in lsecond

-*re
6

=f 
r -'l :

The momentum of the molecule inthe layer cD=*:c l" * l' {l + (r.rO)- 6L dYJ '

The momentum of the molecule in the layer er:Y | " - ^*] 
+ (r . r z)" 6 L dvJ \

The change in momentum per unit area per second is
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+= Tl,*^#l ry1"-^#1,

= +1".tfi-u+^#l
mne ^^ du *re ^ du=T"n dr' =T ^ e'

p'll-t-=lnncx. + -(t.ts)
A 3 dy \-'- -''

The viscous force ufiich is acting between the layers can be written"ps,

' Fr=rt,a4
dy

p! du+ 7 =,t fi+(t.tt)

Where 4 is coefficient of viscosity

From equations (1.18) and (1.19) we can write,

,4 =! ^ne 
). d,

'dy 3 dy

t-+q =i ^rC i,+ (1.20)

We know that m n= p (density of the gas)

t-q=:PCl
J

We have the expression for the mean free path as

.lx.=ffi-r(t.2l)
Writing equation (1.21) in equation (1.20) we get.

ibl=l:
q=*mnCx---:-

' Wd: "



me?ft= +(1.22,' 3,t2 n d'

From this expression we may conclude thbt

1,, The coeffrcient of viscosity of a gas is independcnt of pressure or density or numhr of

molecules per unit volume.

2. The coeflicient of viscosity of gas is directly proportional to average molecular spe€d

("1 :

3. n is directly proportional to .F sirrcec n JT

4. The coefficlent of viscosity 4 is invendly pmportional'to square of the diamaer of

molecule.

l.t ttcrnal conducthlty: Let us assufie the presenfe ofdiffer.ent layers of a gas wtrich

ar€ at different temperatures. Let the layCr which is irl touch with X-axis pos$es zcro

temperature and the temperature increases along Y-a.ris i.e., along OY.

Fig(l .4)

[,€t T be the tdmperature in laydf AB. Consider two layer:s Ctt&'EF at a distance X, on

boflr sides as shown in fig(l.a). The tcmpetaturc at thc udper layer is T + l'' {,*nercty



dT.
Or 

r, temperature gradient i.e, change in temperature per unit distance .The temperature

of the lower layer EF is T- 1t. t", n be the number of molecules per unit
dy

volume.The number of molecules travel along any a:<is is f .fne number of molecules

traveling along any axis in a particular direction is 3.
6

Leti be the average velocity of the molecules and m be the mass of each molecule.

The number of molecules which are passing through an unit area in one second is +

Themassofthemoleculestravelingalonganyaxisinonedirectionis'*":.
6

The heat energy transferred through in one unit area in one second from the upper layer

CD is

Q, = mass * speciJic heat x temp

I l^ ^dr1q= 
A 

mnc x c,, x 
lr 

. 
^;l-+(t.zr)

Where c,is specific heat of gas at constarit volume. The heat energy flowing lower layer

EF through one unit area in one second in the upward direction is

l-(sr\
O, = ; mni,c, * 

[r - ^;) 
+ (.ze)

The resultant transfer ofheat energy per unit area per second is

- e = ! ^,;,, l, 
* 

^ #l | *,;,, l, - ^ #l
=]-*,ir" [.. ^#-r+^#)

I -  ^ dT=6mnccv"n 
O
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I - Ldr-(r.25)a=;mnccv gt \ ,

The coefficient of thermal conductivity (k) is defined as the transfer of heat ir::*::;i' iii"

unit area per second per unit temperature gradient.

.or= 7q
"'lo)

Here A:1, t=l sec

' o e=k+ +(r.zo)ts=6+- 
dy

ldv )
From equations(1.25) eQ.26) we can write,

.drt-k=-----mn9C,dy '3

.1+k=|runcc,),
J

We have m n:p

.lk=;Pccv X'
5

We have the expression for the mean free path as

^dr
dy

-) ft,zt)

-+ 6,zs)

I.w,
-) (r.zt)

(^)=Th
Write equation (1.27) in above eguation,

k =+*i,.
, mcc"
lC = -"-F----

3"12 x d"

Equation (I.27),(1.28) & (1.2g)represents the expressions for coefficients of r i

conductivity.



We have

mi
fl = ----' 3J2rd2

k = 
t7 c, + (.fp)

It is the relatioh between k arrd 11

The conclusions are as trelow.

l. For a given temp. k is independent of rt or pressur€ or densiry.

2.k a i,i o "F tl"nr"w€carrwrite & " rlT

l.' Dilfnslon olgeses: 
).. . . ..,.Let us assume the gar in a container ha$4g different cp-ncentrations

in different layers. Let n be the nutnber of molectrles in the layer AB l.e. number of
molecules per unit volume in tlrat layer.

' Let us imagine the two layers CD and EF which ar€ pres€nt ar a distance on

either side. Let the cohcentration is increasing atpng positive z.axis and increase in

concehtration per unit distanc e is ff, ft is called concentrarion gradienr. The change in

concentration for 2 units distance h if{l) One rhird of rhe concenrration of
\dz )

molecules wiil travel along any axis. ] of rorat molecules will travel along any axis in a'6
particuiar direction. fet i be the average velocity. Ihe number of nmlecules tfavelling

from the layer cD to EF per unil area per s€c ,r= * [, 
* , 

#]r.......:......(1.31)
The no. of molecules rraveling from thc tayct EF to cD per unit arEa per sec is

I [ ^ dn1-=;ln-7 .lc -+(1.32)6L dzJ \ /

The resultant number of molecules crossin! thmugh I unit area in I sec
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;[,. ^*);-il'- ^#)'

* [" 
*^#-n+) #)'

Ir^t;; =l^r# + (r.33)

Diffiision of a gas is defined as the ratio of the number of,.rnolecples taveling tluough

one unit area in one.sec and concpntralipn gradient-

l ^-dn-AC

t . r-r

D=LI c
3i

D=! ^Pc3p.

+D=!L +
P

-+ (1:t+)

t-
(1,35)'.'n=ip,i x

rl 'i:

I
Wehav6,l -- 

-

J2 r d'n
.(1.3s)

Write above eqpali6n (1.35) in qq (1.!4) we get, 
,.,

o=! -i..r. +{r.16)
,' -!2'r d, n ,

Eqqations (1.34), (1.05), (1.36) r€preqgqt the -expression for fli.ffirsion of a gas.

(i)D a i " JT
,d m't/ ' ' \'

(iDD o L o k' o+t. P=nkT='n= Ll
n p -P\- kT)

Combiningthese two we ge! '/
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JT oLDa JT a:p:'
3

+ D a Ti . p-' -+ (r.rz)

.3
Diffirsion for a gas is directly proportional to Tl and inversely proponional to pressuvy'

1.7. Solved Examples :-

at27" c. They are found ts

have arms speed of 1.4 x 10-2 m/sec .Calculate Avagadro's numbei.

Sol:

nt'= 6.2 x l0-t7 kg

T=2'loc = 27+273 =300&

c,*" = 1.4 x l0-2 m/sec .|y' =?

c,,, = 1.732 ^lg, c' rms = (1.n2)'z (g\-rms --.--- 
\ *, \"'--t 

| 
^ 

)

, m , 6.2xl(=-c-rms = 
-

lo-r7 x (t.+ " lo-')' 6.2

3T 3 x 300'

l2.l52x 10-23

3kT
=-

m

9

k:1.35x10-" J I K

kJ/=R

n
.1V --

k
.t.'i ),.

8.314
- --: -:- * = 6.1585x l0r3 molecale l(mole)

= 1.35 * ro-n Jh.

1.96 x-10-2r



ffi:::ffiil,.0r"rr*" 
remaining constant will the rms tp""4 oru eut ue

s
\=o.oc= o+

Cr^"1 = C^"

C^,r = 1.732

273 =273K

i C^r2 =

W, /,
!; 

vrnrs2 -

C-,"

2

t.732

Tz=?

@
\;

16
c^,r _ rr12 l:; = Ec_,"2 

r.73a ^l*r, 
IT,

lm
c^" E . rr .=Lrc-.= 'l+ + 2=\l; + 

rz
I :-''l \T' Y rz

t2)
rr=L = ry = 68'25k

44
Tz = 68'25-2730c = -204'750C

3.Deduce rms value speed of hydrogen molecule at 5000K. Given

K=l.38xlo-23JtK:

's9!i I = 5000K,K =1.38x lO43 J I K

m = 2x1.67 xl0:27 kg

l:. At what temperature will the average spde

that of hydrogen molecule at 35'C.

= 7.8'lxl03z'/sec

' of hydrogen molecule will sanre as

l.38x10-23 x 5000

t-t.67xtoa'

l'



Sol:

Hydrogen:'

crr=c
mr =2 units

Tt =?
Nytrogen:

tr, =,
mz =28 units

Tz =35" c = 35 + 273 =308K

i=r.ss.l54,; =r.rn @"' \ry'"' \^,

KTt 
=KT2mtry

T, =\Tz = 
ti1o8 

=22tk'm228

\ =22-273 =:2,51. C

5. Calculate the rms speed of hydrogen.(i) at.NTp (ii)At a pressure of 2xl0sl\I/m2

Given that the density of hydrogen is g.9x tO-,\Kfi na

R=8.4xt0, J/xs_mote_K

Sol: Consider



@DrsrAhrcEEpuqATIoN

4=4"2[..,fcu=nfM IVM'
M PYI':PV=IRT I=m= m,tlrv=Mifn=lj

=Y1l.M=m{M'

P( ,tl)
=;l." P=v )

KTP. 

-=-
"M p

c* =r.rt ff =t.732

fP.
C^" =l.732lLp

p=8.9xlo-2 Kglms

(tNiTP,3

T =OeC =0+273 =273

p=lai1n=|fumof Hg{.76m of Hg

*o.76x13.6x fi x9.Sl^,

= i.013xlot'Y*,

C^"=l'732

= 1.232*.Fliiilff
= l.?32x 1"0667x ld
= 1.84?xl03n/s

(DF2xl0t N tn'



,KINETIC rHgoR.v or ceses
.___G WC -u = 1.732 ^lL = l. I J zx. l------------=

\ P V 8.9xlo-'

=1.732xJ0.224? 
",10,

=1.732xt|2.247 xl06

=1.732x 1.4989x 103

=2.596x103 m/ s

p =0.3gm/. =g1 --, -- 0.3 l0-3
/ ttt totffiltt =#'<ft Kg/m3

:. p-0.3Kg/m3

p =300mm of Hg

=300x l0-3m of Hg =0-.3m of Hg

= 0.3x13.6x I03 xc).BN /m2

p =39.984x103 N lm2

we know that

C, =l'414x =1.414

=1.414

=1.414

= t.+t+.,[l:zgm?
=1.414x3.6507xI0'2

=5.l62xl02mls

=E"lo-t Kg lm,

6. Find the values of e ,c,,,,.,c, for a molecule of a gas with density of ufl. at

a pressure of 300mm of Hg.

Sol:

KT _P
Mp

W
!M T

p

39.984x 103
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= 1.59x3.6507x1O'z
tt r

c =r.seli- = l.5e

= 5.804x l0z ml s
./

<--\___"_\
c .,r ='r 

"13'ffi 
= t 'tzz [!o = | .732x3 '6507 x I 02

=6.323x102 ml s

Sol:

7. The rms speed of hydrogen molecule is 1.84 km/s. What will be the rms speed of

oxygen molecule at the same temperature. The molecular weights of hydrogen

and oxygen arc2 and 32 respectively.

ffir = 2,emu 
,

tflz = 32 amu

(c,^")Hr=C, =1.84% =1.84 xff%
(cr,,)or=cr-'l

fvrt- - 1 111 l^l . (C,.,,,,)H, -- 1.732Lr*, = L,I)L 
l-

(C,^")o, = 1.732

w= E=w,=E=

w
l^,

ir = I
ri{ 16 4

+ (c,-")or=1J!f, = 0.46x ro3 m I s
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ii. Caiculir're iliu aiarrieier oi moiecuie of benzene, if n =2.79xl}te molecules / cc

ettt-! rncan tiee 1i.it!i Iirr i13117911g is 2"2x10-n cm

j.ij!:

) - 
i -* s2- I

-i- - -' ;;* -4 't - -==-----'-:-
i2rt.j"rt 42r),n

24 KTNETIC T.'f.IEORY.OF GASES

.)u=
1.414x 3.14 x 2.2 x 10-6 x 2.79 x l}te 27.252x 10r'

= *-**' t --* ,' = 0.3{:694 x 10-r'
2.7':.52. x l{.}i '

i.l = A.6A57 >( l0-7

= 6.tjl"l x li)-s crit.

t. Th€r.nirrir ir*e patii of'{l{i:, niolec:ulc flil iii acontainer is),=7.9x10-sm.Ifthe

,J.:nsit}, of a gtr.s is i .7 A;q I nl .' [:tnC the cliameter of COz molecule.

$gt_q 7'" 7 "9.x i i.i 'ii,r , fi,= L7 K1.1 I int , d:?

tit , ('(.tr.,, l' .;,. () + () =, ] 2 -F 16 +16 = 44amu

"4'f .'ii .t;7xi{i " = 73.48x10-"?7 Kg

I rr) --- ,_-.- - r"
f -)i-lll1.lt= P:34=--

r.I l,::Q tt tn

^W!-1 mL-. -{ .1- ---/L-r'
rl2nd'7t 12tr),p

1i 7 i.48xitt-21 .

(l- - -----
i "44 x 3. l4x7 .9xl0-5 x i.7

= 
7-i,-S::9---

5q.678

=1.232x10'))

.'"d - l.llx10-rirr

!f , irin<t the coefficient of thermai conductivity of air from the following data.
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c, = ll.s x 103 t/or_mole_k ls = 1.38 x l0'' .r/o

m = 8 x 10-26 kg d = 3.2 x, l0-r0 rn, T = lO0 c

Sol:

ft-

f l0oc = 10+273 = 283k, k =1

mc c., IkT----------- And C = l.)Y .i-
3'12 nd" \m

=1.59

c=1.59 x
390.54 x l0'

8

i= 1.59 .,/+8.8tzs * 103 = 1.59 x 10n

8 x 10-26 x 3.513 x 102 x 15.5 xl03

4.88175

x 102c =1.59 x 2.209 x 101 = 3.513 */,
,/s

\_
, mcc,
K = -'-'='--'-=- =

3^12 n d' 3x r.4r4i tJq " (3.2' rO'uf

3.193 x l0-' J/
/ms-L

k = 0.3 r% JA.r.x

I l. If the coefficient of viscosity of hydrogen gas is under certain conditio;rs. Find the

coeffrcient of thermal conductivity. Given

Sol:

Cv : 1.1 X 104 J/m.k.

,lK =-
J

4 =8.6x lo-6 N./, c, = t l x loa tA_o k= ?

mni c, ). ,land q=:mnc2.

x 10-6 x l.l x lOa

1.38 x 10-23 x283
8 x 10-26

.'. k=1C, = 8.6

I
.tt
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= 9.46 x lo-2 J/^rx

l.t.summuy:

Even though the gas molecules are moving'randomly in ?rll possible directions
'with 

all possibte vclocities, lvtaxwell derived the expression for cert4lq.pr-obability of thg

moleules ttavhg c€rtain nnge. Trarpport phenomena explained the transfer of

momentum, kinetic en€rgf and molecules from one layer to another layer to get

equilibrium staie. In thq transport phenomena we obtained viscosity of gq"o, thernral

conduction and diffirsion.

1.9. Key words:

Morwell'sspaed distibution law, mean fiee path, viscosity, conduction,

diffirsion.

1.10. pelf Assegsment Qucctionr:

l. Derive an expression for Maxwell's laws of distrib.ution of molecular $p99ds in a gas?

2. What are transport phenomena? Deriv-e the expression for the coefficient of viscosity?

3. Derive the expression for thermal conductlriry of,a,gas and diffirsion of a gaseson

the basis of kinaic theory.

Exercises:

l.Determine the rms velocity of /V, molecules at S.T.P.(density of ) iV, is 1.25 gm/c.c)

l- hp' I
f HintC-, -- ^12 Aw:4.93xl}acmlslL rP J

2.At what temperature is the ems speed of oxygen molecules will be double of its rms at

27oc.

3.Find the rmrs velocity of hydrogen molecule at N.T.P.and at 1270 c .

It ,.
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Fundamentals of Thermodynamics

$irjectives:

til this lesson we are be able to learn

1 Main fundamentals of thennodynarnics.

2. System, surroundings, equilibrium state

3. Carnot's heat engine constructipn, working, efficiency.

4. First law of thermodynamics and second law of ther'modynamics.

5. Carnot's theorem.

6. Absolute scale of temperature.

Structure of the lesson:

j.'l introduction

?..2 system and surroundings

2.3 Thermodynamic equilibrium

2.4 Concept of temperature

2.5 Intemal energy of the system

2.6 Workdone in an isothermal system

2.7 Workdone in an adiabatic system

2"8 First law of thermodynamics

2.9 Application of First law of thermodynamics

2.10 Reversible and irreversible processes

2.11 Camot's reversible heat engine

2.l2Effrciency of carnot's heat engine

. 2,.13 Carnot's theorem

2.14 Coeffrcient of Performance

2" 15 Clausius- Clapeyron's equation
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2.16 Second law of thermodynamics

2.1 7 Thermodynamic scale of temireraiure

2. I 8 Important formulae

2.19 Solved examples

2.20 Summary

2.21 Keywords

2.22 Self assessment questions

2.23 Reference books

2.tr Introduction

Thermodynamics is the branch of physics, u'hicft deals with,fhO iransformauon af
heat energy to the other forms of energy sucl) as rnerhanipa$ etergy, chernical dnergv,

electrical energy etc and vice versa. Here \r€ dr$crrg& Sre tranSlonrulion of heat

energy into mechanical work and vice versa.

2.2 System and surroundings:

If a definite quarrtity of matt$r is present betwe€n tire specified bourrdarre's, if ig

called a System. Everything around the sys't€rn is catled p4rroundings. The gas which

is plesent in a cylinder with m.ovable pision crn ba taken as 4 syste,rn.

The systerns are classified into 3 ty1>cr;

1. Open system: When there is trnrrsfurmation of bcth eneryy aid ffiatte! bttween

the system and the surroundings, it is called ryen system.

2. Closed system: When there is transformatroh of qncrgy but not rnatrdr bcrrrrerr th€

system and the surroundings, it is called clcs€d systsnr.

3. Isolated system: When there is transforrnatim of wiflrcr snergy nor nnatter

4.Between the system anci tire suruoundingS, ae ig called isolarod syruern.
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2.3 Thermodynamic equilibrium:

Ths state of the.ystem can be represented by pressure, volume and temperahre

provided the system is in equilibrium. These parameters are called thennodynamic

variables or thermodynamic coordinates. For a system to be in thermodynamical

equilibrium, the following conditions must be fulfilled.

l. Mechanical equilibritrur: When there is no unbalanced force between the system

and the surroundings, thefl the system is said to be in Mechanical equilibrium.

2. Thermal equilibrium: If the temperature at each and every part of the system is

same and it is same as that of the surroundings, then the system is said to be in

thermalleQuilibrium.

3. Chemical equilibrium: If the chemical combination is same at each and every part

of thQ system and it is same as tbat of the surroundings, then the system is said to

be in chemical equilibrium.

Thermal equilibrium: lVhen all the propefiies of a body remain unchanged, we say that

the state of the body is not changed. On the other hand, if any property changes we say

that the state of the body is clnnged.

When there is rc heat exchange between the bodies, the bodiei are said to

be in thermal equilibrium. Ex: Consider two identical bodies A and B. Bbdy A feels hot

to the hand while body B be feels cold to'rhr h*d. Both are placed in contact for

suffrcient time. Due to this, heat flows from body A to body B. Now both the bodies are

separated. Both A and B give the same temperature sense. It means Aand B are in

thermal equilibrium with each other.

2.4 Goncept of temperature: -

All the bodies in thennirl equilibrium must have a common property, which has

the same value for all of them. This propggy is called temperature.
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Temperature is the physical property that tells whether a body is in thermal

equilibrium or not with another body .If the two bodies aro in thermal equilibrium thei:.

temperature is same.

Ifeat: .

The temperature of a body is a measure of its.degree of hotness or coldness. H;g,

is transfened from one body to another body due to thg te.mperatufe difference. (Heat is

a form of energy, which is transferred from one, body to another body due to the

temperature difference between them).

Work When a force acts on a system such tliat it produces a displacement in the system.

the work is said to be done. ..::

If the system is displacing the surroundings in the outward direction the work done'is

external work and it is positive. Here the work is done by'the system on the surroundingr.

Ex: Consider the gas present in a cylinder, uitiich is cxpanding. If the piston displaces

then the work done is external work and it is +ve .If the work is done by the surroundings

on the system again the work done is external work and it is taken as -ve.
If a part of the system does some work on another part of the $ystem, it is callecl intem*-ii

work.In thermodynamics external work is more importarrt.

2.5. fnternal energy of the system; -

The stored energy which is not apparendy shown by the system is called its

internal energy or intrinsic energy.

Ex: l. A mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas on explosion prwides mechanical energy.

2. When Zinc plates are arranged in Copper sulphate solution (Daniel cell) both react and

provide eleetrical energy.

3.A liquid freezes into a solid by giving heat energy

According to kinetic theory of gases matter consists of small partitles calletiir

molecules. The molecules move randomly with differentv0lircities in differerrt{irections.

Due to this each rtrolecule possess some K.E. The surh of the kinetic energies of all ttt€'

molecules is called internal kinetic energy.



Due to inter molecular forpc'of dtt4tion crh molecule possess some potenfial

energy. The sum of potential energies of all tlre molecules is called internal pu-tartial

energy.

The sum of internal kinetic crrg urd intcrnal potential energy of a system is

called intemal energy of a system .lr is demred by'U'.

Consider the presertce of a grr in r cylin&r with movable piston. Let U, be fie

initial internal energy. Let sonle lyort W is dorc on the system (gas) by moving the

piston in the downward direction llr fo thir rhe tcmperature of a gas increases .As a

result of the internal kinetic energy irltrscr urd imenral pot€ntial energy increases r&

means intemal €nergy of ttrc gar inuels.lf,t l.rr be rhe final internal en€rgy. Now wa

can write the change in imernal GnGrSf 6t Ui -U, =,-lV

Here W is the work done by rhe slnrurdngron the system. lt is taken as.-ve.

Indicator diagrrn:

Consider the presence of a gas in r cylinder wirh movable piston. Let thc initial

pressure and volumes of tlre grp b4,ti . tfrgpph irplOtedtaking Pr€ssure 
along y-axis

and volume along x-44is thc idrlid'lalithn i5 gept€sented by point A as shown in

figure(2.I). Que to the exponsionof gEs lct thir prsron is mwing in the outward direction.

Due to this the volume of thc Slao iryry end'pr€sottrc decre.aTs. lt is shown,by the

curve AB on the gaph. After expclpion Pr lc llit pf€Istltg qrrd. 4 be vglume.

During orpansion consdgr " rt1ult rrgigtl 
lrf .Wtrictr the pressure P is alrnost

constanr and volume iq clungC h eV., n*'*ods Aorc Ouring this small expansian is

duFPdv:shaded at"a COPf, The, $rrt fry,,in tt* Ftltil€ p!\9p€ss is rpptesented bv the

area between the cuwe and volume rxis.
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2.6. Work done in an isothermhl process:-.

The changes, which are taking place in pressure and vqlunie. by maintaininil 
.

constant temperature for a thermo dynarirical.system, are called "isothermal changes".

When the volume of the gas increases, pnessure and temperature will dbcrease. $ut W

absorbing heat energy"'the ternperitriret'i5'"ErAiataineid constant. When tl:e gas is

compressed, volume decreases, pressure and temperature is maintained cansrant.

Consider 1 gm mole of an ideal gas in a cylinder with movtibl+fr,tsiorr tjer Xis'' i

initial pressure and volume be P,,V,. Let T be the temperature of the gug Tfv irirtol

position is represented,lpy'point A'bir,f-V.,epa,ph-(ile.; F.*p&oirgY;aocis'&'V a,lung X-*xir,

Let the gas isallowed,to enrpandr.Drig toilhisiyottliing'irtirnease+" prassure,and'ternperatr*e "

will decrease. But bV absorbing heat*ertprgy,,.the,.t€t^nnerature ,T is main{4#d cpnqtant

Let P, and V, berthe final pressurq'4r-r4"ynh*mppsThis*xpffrsiapris:"rep{9s,pnM ,W:fle.

curve AB.

During expdnsiori; cbnsider.a..snralhetrprinSlon'at,point C.,l{ere; let the;presdwe P

is constant ard thq,,,volgglp is.incrgsed,,W 4,y,r,*T,[e*qrpr!..done. dgrlng,.this:9mall

expansion is,

dw = pdv I pitV =lx'ris . awT'LAJ
': dW = shaded area. CDEF.

The work done during the entire expansion is



I ncHanva NacnzuuNa u]rnrpnsny z crNrne ron usrANcr eoucattoN I

v.
p

w = lP.dv
v,

t, t,

y7='[rav = 
'iSour...pv:Rr) 

.
d iv

= *rl#= nr[roe.v]J'
{v 

I rYi

/rr \
=Rrros"l+l

\vl ,/

/,, \
=2.303 RT log,ol + t

\V'J
W = ?r€o ABB'A'A

It iS the expression for the work dorie, during'isothermal process. If the initial

pressurO"and'volumes arc P,Y, and the final pressure and volumes ate, P2,V2,,then we

can write the work done as.

W=2.303rtrlog,o (?\

2.7.Work done in an adiabatic process: -
'

The chinges, which are taking place for a thermodynamical system in pressure,

volume and temperatuie without having any exchange of heat energy betrreen the system

and the sunoundhgs, atre called'adiabatic changes.

Consider I gm mole of an idsal gas, ina cylinder witli movable piston. Here the

walls, piston and base bre made with perfectly non-conducting material. Let the initial

pressure, volume and temperature of the gas be P,,V, and 4 . When the gas is allolred to

expand, volutne increases and pressure and temperattre will decrease. After expansion,

let the final pressure, volume and temperature be P,Y, ar:d+.On a gaph which is
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drawn taking pr€ssure along Y-axis and volume along X-oris, we can obtain the curve

AB as shown in figure(2.2).

Fie. Q2\.

During ,the expansion, consider a snrall expansion:at, point C. During this'small

expansion,;let the pressure rP' is constant qnd the volume is inoreascd,by dV. T-.he worlr

done duing this small expansion can be uritten as . . 
:

dW = PdY

=shaded drearyrs

The work done during the entire expansion from A to B is
yt

,= lrav
yl

yt

'= k [v-av
vt

= rl n'" 
1n'

L-r +l'1r,

=filr;n'-Y'-u'f
:i; .'r1,rl ,

,: .,'!.fi

' .t

.:i'i8 l'

'ifi!;

Io

#dvH-
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= lr[O V;,*, - kv-r*t] + (Z.r)
-y'i t-

.i

Tire points A and B lie on the same adiabatic.

We can write. P,V: = PrVl = 1s

Writing riris in eq (l) we get,

I; w=--ln1v7v7-t - p,uln,r*t) 
,l-y ' r

Pt v.r-Pivi
L-y

. . ,:t . .. ,,;.". .: i;,-

= ltoL-J'!',+4A,2)
l-y

We havq !',1/, = R7, and 4,V,4 =,kTr
'l--P.

'-,= t lnf,.',RZl= + f,7..'-'Zli .-

l.-r,L"'t "'i J l-),L'l 'lJ
pl-

:* ::,- -l.-l-i., -l] -t (z.l;1,.-vL'

;1c1. (2.2) is the expression foi the adi66atidUipansiciriiliteims oiprebsriie and volume.

Pq. (1.-l) is tire expression for the adiabatic expansion in terms of temperature.

For adiabatic compression, we can obtain the curve Bto The work

clone riuring iheladiabiitc co

A.from
:lf :.

l-
! w=;l&Yc.J.PiVJ'

T-r'

w=!t1-TI
f-,1' ' 'J

If the initin!.pressurg.,Volulqe .aod" I€r-4ppr4$rfe

veilume and temperatures are, Pz,V2and T, we

expanslon fipir,;:

,are p*V,.4r1d T, ,anC the final pressure,

can write the work done during adiabatic

?$ t-. .+
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w=*[r,Y, -B'i,l

. or w= R 
l{r-r,J:I

The work done in adiabatic corrpresskn oOn bc u[itren as,

w= fr [p, v, - P, v,l

or w = j|1lrr-r,l

2.8 First law of Tlonodyllrltll- ' , , ,, :

First law of Thermqdynamics ir !9rcC on thp pttt*ipfu .law oJ conservation of

arergy. It may be stated in two wrys.

i. According to the First law of rcr, if PT qugloqri"ul work is done, a

ce.tain amount of heat will be d11q4 .If rgmo h4i,sngr€y disappears an equivalent

mechanical work will be done.

WaH

W=JH where J is called rrchanicnl equivolent of heat

J =4.2J lcol

=4.2x10*t J I Kcol

2. if some heat energy (dQ) is supP|id b c systfir it is rnilized in three ways.

(i) A part of heat energy is utplizod to incrcase the temperature of the gas; As a

result the internal kinetic cnptgy of thc syctem ircreases. It is denoted by dUo

1ii) A part of the. heat energy is ulilizpd agpinst thp intermolecular force of

attraction .Due to this intenrrl pqte4lisl energy incrcases .lt is denoted by

dU,

(iii) The remainingpart of tlrc hod ii Ulli?FC to do the external work .It is

denoted by dw. The iotElttssrrrsrgyidQ nrpplied csn bc written as
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dQ=dUo+dUo+dW

dQ=dU+dl(+(2.4)

Where clU is increase in internal energy .It is the mathematical or of first law

of thermodvnamics.

We knou'that dW:PdV

dQ:dU+Pdv

It is also rhe mathematical form of first law of thermodynamics.
'.ilhe first larv can be stated, as the heat energy supplied to the system is equal to the sum

cf increase in internal energy and the external work done.

Significance of first law:-

l. I{eat is lbnn of energy in transit.

2. Energy is conserved in thermodynamic system.

3. Every thermodynamic system in equilibrium state posses internal energy, which is a

function of the state of the svstem.

2.9 Applications of first law of thermodynamics: -

1, Isotherrnal process: In isothermal process, the temperature of the gas is

maintained constant .Due to this the internal energy 'U' remains constant.

'.' . U is constant we can write dU:O

i]ron'r first law of thermodynamics we have,

clQ=69 +dW
dQ =0+ dW

:' dQ = 41'Y

hi this process the entire ?nergy which is supplied to the system is utilized to do the

external work only.

2. Adiabatic process; In this process the exchange of heat energy between the system

and the suroundings is equal to zero.

i.e., dQ:0
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From first law cf ihermodynamics we have,t :

dQ=dU+dW
0=dU+dl4t
:. dW = -dU

In this process the work done is equal to change in .ntemal energy.

3. Cyclic process: A Cyclic process is the process in rvhich the system gains thb

tnitiat state after number of changes. Since the system is gaining the initial state, the

temperature of the gas is same for the initial and final states .Due to this the intemal

energy U is same.

The change in internal energy dU:0.

From first law of thermodynamics we have,

dQ=dU+d\r
dQ =0+ dWr

dQ= dw

In this process the heat energy, which is absorbed in the cyclic process, is equal to the

work done in the cyclic process.

4. Isochoric process: Isochoric process is the process in which the volume of the gas

is constant

V:constant

:+ dV:0

:+PdV:0

It means the extemal work done dW:PdV:O

From first law of thermodynamics we have,

dQ=dU+dllr
dQ=dU+0

dQ=dU

In this process, the entire heat, which is supplied to the system, is utilized to increase the

internal energy only.

5. Free expansion: Free expansion is an adiabatic process is which no work is

performed on the system or by the system. Consider two vessels A and B, which iire

iclenticai and the walls are made with perfectly rigid material. Both the bulbs are
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connected by means of a narrow tube. Both are separated by using stopcock. Bulb A is

completely filled with gas where as bulb B is evacuated. When the stop cock is pulled

suddenly the gas A rushes from bulb A to bulb B. since the gas is not doing any work, the

expansion is called free expansion.

dW =0

Since the walls are perfectly rigid, there is no exchange of heat energy between the

system and the surroundings.

From first law of thermodynamics we have,

dQ=dU +dW
0=dU +0
:. dU =0
U = constant

i.e,U, -U, = 0

:'u, =u,

Since the internal energy is constant in this expansion, the temperature of the gas

is constant.

2.10 Reversible and irreversible prooess:-

Reversible process: A reversible process is one, which can be reversed in such a way

that all changes occurring in the direct process are exactly repeated in the opposite order,

and-inverse sense and no changes are left in the system or in the surroundings. If heat is

absorbed in the direct process, the same amount of heat would be given in the reverse

process. If work is done on the working substance in the direct process and the work will
'be done by the working substance in the reverse process.

Examples of reversible process:

l. Slow isothermal and adiabatic processes are reversible.

2. If the spring stretched or compressed slowly, it is reversible.

3. If a perfectly elastic ball is allowed to incident on a perfectly elastic surface. it is

reversible.
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4.

5.

6.

In thermo electricity, Peltier effect and Thomson effect are reversible.

Slow evaporation or slow condensation is reversible.

By absorbing heat energy, ice converts into water. If same amount of heat energy

is removed from water, it converts into ice.

Irreversible process: A process which is not reversible is called irreversible procQss.

Almost all processes in nature such as conduction, radiation, radio activity aqe

irreversible.

Examples of irreversible process:

1. Sudden isothermal and adiabatic processes are irreversible.

2. Sudden stretching or compression of a spring is ineversible.

3. If a steel ball is allowed to fall on the lpad surface, it is irreversible.

4. Sudden evaporation or condensation is irreversible.

5. The heat produced according to joule's effect (r2nt) due to the passes of current

through a resistance wire is irreversible.

6. Joule-Kelvin effect is irreversible.

2.11 CARNOT'S REVERSIBLE HEAT ENGINE:-

7n1824, Camot conceived a theoretical heat engine, which cannot be obtained in actual

practice. But it is useful to determine the efficiency of the other heat engines. The

Carnot's heat engine mainly consists of 4 parts

l. Working substance

2. Source

3. Sink

4. Insulating stand
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l. Working substance: As the working substance an ideal gas is taken in a cylinder

with movable piston. The walls and piston are made with perfectly,,non-conducting

material, where as the base is made with perfectly conductingmaterial.

-; Pirton

Cyllnd*r
Ws{eing -

subotanee

Fig(2.3)

2. Source: Source is maintained at high constant temperature T (K). Even though it

gives heat energy continuously its temperature should bC maintained constant. It happens,

ifthe thermal capacltyis very high.

3. Sink: Sink is maintained at low constant temp{ k.. Even though it absorbs heat

energy continuously its temperature should be maintained. It happens if the thermal

capacity is very high.

4. Insulating stand: In order to isolate the working substance from the surroundings,

this insulating stand is used. When the cylinder is placed on the insulating stand, the

working substance is isolated.

The working substance undergoes the following 4 operations.

l. Isothermal expansion

..2. Adtabatic expansion
:i "
,'r1. Isothermal compression

1 l{. AdiaUatic compression

f,ondurc*ing

fru*R
[,] T* D'l

l*:::"*:{J

Gortdt^w*ing

tffi



1. fsothermal expansion: One-gram mole of an ideal gas is taken in a cylinderwith

movable piston. I,et the initial pressure, volume and temperaftres of the gas be

P1,V1,T1.On a graph which is drawn taking pressure along Y-a,ris and vollme along X-
axis, the initial state is represented by point A as shown in fig (2.4).Now the cylinder is

placed on the source. The gas is allowed to expand. When the gas is expanding volume

increases, pressure decreases and temperature decreases. But by absorbing heat energy

from the source, the temperattue ofthe gas is maintained constant. This isotherrnal

expansion is represented by the curve AB. At the point B, the pressure and volurires are

& and %.

P*
I
I
I
'|

; B [Pr. \"]

AdEha&
nryarumn

e trs,vat

Frg.(2.a)

The work done during this isothermal expansion is

t/

I ,<



w,=\'* =i?'("' PV= nr)

= -rif = Rr,fios"vl,,"

w, = R\"r" lll
\vz /

\ = ar€aABB'A'A

If Qr is the heat energy absorbed from the source we can write,

/rr \
w, = g, = RT, toe,l # I ..... (z.s)

\vr,/

2. Adiabatic expansion: The qylinder is separated from the source and placed on the

insulating stand. The gas is allowed to expand fuither. Due to the expansion, volume

increases, pressure decreases and temperature decreases. The gas is allowed to expand 
.

until the temperature of the gas becomes the temperature of the sink i.e., after expansion

let the pressure be Pg and volume be Vl. This expansion is represented by the curve BC.

The work done during this adiabatic expansion is

vl Yt tz
w., = fra.o = J) *[t PV' = ft]

v2 Yzt

Vl '

wz= x iv-r av

n2

= frf 
v-r + r'lvr

| -r *r 
Ju

- k l{r*r2-v-r+rfl-rLr z 
J

= +l*7+r-Pr-r 
+l)

Since B and C lie on the sanre adiabatic,
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pzuL = plu{ = k :constant

wz=

wz=

l-y
I

---l-y

lorr{u;'*'- orvl vlr +r

[p, vj - P,vj]

since pv = RTz

fa)
t%J

At point B, P2V2=RT1

At point C, PlVr=RTz

Writing these values in the above equation wo gef

1r'r
W^ = - lrtr^-R?iJz l-yL z lJ

Rr''lw^= " tr^ -?iJ..........(2.6)z l-y L z

WZ= are.a nCCl gl n

3.Isothermal compression: The cylin&r is scparatcd ftom the insulating stand and

placed on the sink. The gas is allowed to compress. Duc to compression, volume

decreases, pressure increases and tempcrature increases. But by rejecting the excess heat

energy to the sink, the tempcraturc of the gqTZK is mainaincd constant. After

compression, let the pressure bcP.and the volurnc b V+

This isothermal compression is represcrrtcd by the curvc CD.

The work done during this process is

w3 = ti,;, rv = ii**
= RTz

'i,;
# = 

^rr 
lsee
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,,3=-Rrz"rr(Z)

= area CD ol cl c

r11 is the heat energy rejected to the sink we can write,

(v.\
t,3 =-Q? = - Rrz los, Itnl .......(2.7)

\'4)
{.Adiabatic compression: Now the cylinder is separated from the sink and placed

on insulating stand. The gas is allowed to compress further. Due to this, volume

decreases, pressure increases and temperature increases. The gas is allowedto compress

until it gains the initial state A. i.e., pressure P1 volume Vr and temperature T1. This

adiabatic compression is represented by the curve DA.

The work done during the adiabatic compression is

w^ = - 4 lr^ -4.l...............(2.8)4 l-:f LZ lJ

.:

The total work done in the entire.cyclic process is

rr, = R?, ro*e (?\ . *lr, -1] Rr, troe, (a -' + lr, - rrl

hd, ('r\ ('"\

,' = Rrr",trli) - Rrz"t, lr;
'.' (.)r is the heat absorbed from the soufce *9,Q2 ir the heat rejected to the sink we can

rrritd the work done as

fil =Ql - Qz



(v^\ ( n\- Rrr 
"r" li)- Rrz 

"t'lt)""""""(2'e)
2.12 EFFICIENCY OF. CARNOT'S HT.AT ENGIhIE :-

The efficiency of Carnot's heat engine is defined as lhe,ratio of work done in the

W

'= er=

cyclic process and heat absorbed from the source.

,=*=Qr;Q, =r- ? ...(2.r0)qqQl

Writing the values of W & Q1 from equation (2.9) &(2.5) we get,

.(2.1l)

i:i -' .;.,.,,:!Jir i

In the adiabatic prooess we have

PVl = constant

RTy

-V' 
=cons tartt

Y

y-l cons tant
TI/' =-

n

v-lTV' =cons tant

:;'il"';iji'

The points B and C lie on the same adiabatic we can unite,



,ru{ -' Frzvgr -

a= url-t
Tz vf4

3=fll'-' ...r2.t2,rz [vz)

Similarly,

'.' The points D and A lic on &c rc dirbub wG can writc,

rrv{:r = TzrI -' 
.

(u)' -'=-L
\vr ) rz

+ + =(?)' ...(2.r3)rz \\)
From equations (2.12)& (2.13) wE can Wric,

[5]'-'=l,rY-rl.vz) lvr J

5=LYz Vt

3= 9 ......(2.r4)v+ vt

Writing eggations Q.l4)in Q:l l) nc Ft"? .':'
\\

It
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RTrloe,

4-

="-"
Tt

\4=t-f ......(2.1s)
^l

OT
;. n-L=l-v2 =v2qqrr
It is the expression for the efficiency of the Carnot's heat engine.

IMPRATICABILITY OF CARNOT'S HEAT ENGIhIE:-

l. Even though the heat engine is extracting heat energy from the hot body (source), its

temperature should be maintained constant. Even though the heat englne is giving the

heat energy to the body (sink), its temperature should be maintained constant. Both are

impossible.

2T\e walls and piston are made with perfectly non-conducting material where as the

base is made with perfectly conducting material. It is also impossible.

3. The heat engine is slowly working. Whatever may be the efficiency, slow working heal

engines are not useful in our day-to-day life.

4. If the engine is operated in the reverse direction, it has to take heat energy from the

cold body and has to supply heat energy to the hot body. It is the principleof refrigerator.

It is impossible wi&out taking any help from the external agency.

2.13 Carnotts Theorem :-

According to Carnot's theorem no heat engine is more efficient than the reversible

heat engine, which are operating between the same two temperatures. The second part of
the statement is, all reversible heat engines, which are operating between the same two

temperatures, possess some efficiency (irrespective of the nafure of the working

substance taken)
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Proof:

Consider two heat engines one is irreversible (I) and the other is

reversible(R) which are operating between the hot body (sotuce) of temperahre Tr and

cold body (sink) of temperatr:re Tz as shown in figure(2.5) '

Hol g#urr:e

T.K

t
I

o g -.!T'

Fig. (2.s)

Let the reversible engine I is absorbing Q units heat energy from the souqe.

Converting a W of heat energy W into work and rejectiog the remaining heat energy

(AW) to the sink. Let the reversible engioe 'R' is absorbing "Q" heatenerry from the

cold body, some work"Z"' is done on the working substance and rejecting fte total

heat energy I +W' to the source. Let the heat energy rejected to the source be 'Q' i.e

Q'+l{' - Q Due to this the heat content of the source is maintained constant. Let usr

assume that the efficiency'of irreversible heat engine(4 ) is more than the efficiency of
I

reversible hest engine (np.

I

I

0T
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qI'4R
WW_t_
O,g
W, W-l

I
W -W' is positive

Let both the engines are connected by means of a belt and they are allowed to more
combine.

The combined engine is drawing Q'=Q-l/' heat energy from the sink and giving

Q-W heat energy to the sink.

The resultant heat energy taken by the combined engine from the sink is,

(s-r')-(n-,)
+Q-W'-Q+W

+l(-IU'
But it is obtained as positive

It indicates that Q-W'is greater than Q-W. It means the combined engine is

extracting more amount of heat energy from the cold body and giving less amount of
heat energy to the hot body. But it is contadiction to second law of thermodynamics. It
rneans our assumption is wrong.

The efficiency of reversible heat engine (eil is more than the efficiency of
j

irreversible heat engine (n , ).To prove the second part of the statement considers two

reversible heat engines A and B, which are operaiing between same two temperatures

TtK andT, K . Let both the engines A and B are combined by a belt. If A. is moving in

the forward direction and B is moving in the back ward direction. Jt means A drives B.In

ttris case?, , eA. If engine B moves in the farward direction, A moves in the

backward direction. It means B drives A. In tl':^ case we canwriteq n , 4f*,.
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From the above two cases we can witeq n = 48. It means the efficiency of

hoth the reversible engines is same.

2,1{ Coelficient of performance (K):-

The coefficient of performance K is defined as the ratio of the heat taken from the cold

body and the work needed to run the refrigerator.

o,
=-1

w

Q)
=--'--at- oz

I=T
r _l

Q2

I=fli 
Jl-r-ll[%)

,1& = T-:f-'l '2
------

Tz

T)
=+ Tt-Tz

T^,

:. k=
Tt -Tz

It is the expression for coeffrcient of perfonnance. For a good refrigerator, the coefficient

ofperformance is more.

Rslatlon between Q &Kr

rc hutt the expressions for q arrrd K as,

T)
=..---

Tt -Tz
, =t-L and k'Tr
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Consider
Tn

k- z
Tt -Tz

Adding one on both sides we get,

r^fr+l= z +l
T 'TI'l- tz

T^+7, -TK+l= 2 -l -2

Tt-Tz

T
K +l=

Tt-Tz

1

K+l =--;-
l^

l_ z
Tt

K+t =1
rl

I

"'q =V +l

It is the relation between 4 and K.

2.15 Clausius - Clapeyronrs equation:-

consider two isothermals ABCD and A'B'c'D' at temperatures T and r- dr on

a graph which is drawn taking pressure along Y-axis and volume along X-axis as shown
in figure(2.6)' Consider two adiabatics BE and CF to complete the carnot's cycle. At
points B and E the substance is in liquid state while at points C and F the substance is in
the vapour state. Let Vrand Vrbethe specific volumes of liquid and vapor. Let.L be the

latent heat of vaporizations. Let m be mass of the liquid at temperature T and pressure p.

At point B, the volume of the liquid ismVr. At point C, the volume of the,liquid is mI/,

Change in volume
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- *vl

-n,) ...(2.16)

f'*-.-*n
..__*_.** 

E

Vnlllfrr* ---t^

Fie.Q.6)

The working substance undergoes the following cycle.

1. Isothermal expansion BC:-During this isothermal expansion ,the substance is

changed from liquid to vapour at constaht temperature T. the heat energy absorbed for

this process is Q, = mt......(2.t7)

2. Adiabatic expansion CF:-During this process, the pressufe is decreased from P

to P-dP and the temperature is decreased from T to T-dT

3. Isothermal compression FE;- During this process' by rejecting

T = 270 C = 300K heat energy at temperature T-dT, the substance changes from vapor

to liquid state.

4. Adiabatic compression EB:- During this process, the pressure is increased from

P- dP to P and the temperature is increased from T- dT to T'

the work done in the entire cycle process is ,

W:areaBCFEB

:BC X CF

: Change in volume X Change in pressure

= *v2

=*(r,

Yi

+.

I

:l)
:1
ft
i'f
E
lj-
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;i ., ;n(vr-vt)lp -1r - ar\
rt

w =mlvr-vr)ar-+p.tt)

we have the expression for the efficiency of carnot cycle as;

w .7"n-_=I____sqrt
' ^(v, -t r\ T1
*--: irt- " dP=l---r|

't

2.18 Fornrulae:-

L In{sothermal process, PV: constant P, V, = Pr%

2. In adiabatic process, PV,/: constant P, Y, = PrVi

TrYr't = TrYr''

Pr''Tr' = Pr'-'Tr'

' 3. rvork done in an adiabatic isothermal process W = 2.303R f bgl+)
\rt )

4. work done during adiabatic expansion W = 4[l Vt - p2vzl
y-l''

=Llrr*r,ly*I

work done in adiabatic compression,W = L ,[rrnr- r, ' 
I

r -r' ' - 'v'l =;iLr' -r'l

5. from first law of thermodynamics we have dQ = tltl+r/W = rJU + PdV

6. Fromcornotscycleweha'e o=Y =Q -Q' =t-9-=t-L'a'Q,Q,r'
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7. From thermodynamic scale of tempera** 
*=+

8. coefficientofperformanceK = T' -Q'' T,-7, w :

g. Relationbetween q and k is ry= -l-k+l

10. Clausius-Clapeyron's equatio n4L =-J-a-.r_J__-_ _ _____-___ 
dT T(I/r_Vt)

2.19 Solved examples:-

, l. A certain mass of a gas at NTP is expanded to three times its volume under

adiabatic conditions. Calculate the resulting temperature and pressure.

Sol:- 4 = Ooc = 273k,Pt =latm,Yt =V, % =3V

Tz = ?,P, '= ?, f = 1.4

(v )'(o) P, v( +P2v!=r - += * [t,,l

= p, fll)' = ,, "!'\3V ) ' 3r

p^=1"+= I 
=o.2l5atm' 3'" 4.65

T \r y-t z rz-l

(t\ rrvr'" = Trvr'-' + T, = W = t [+j
/ rr \

zr I -I- h.+-r
\3vl

:+ rz = 273(+)', =# = #
= 175.9k = l76k

Tz =176- 2730c

= - 97oc



2. A certain volume of a gas at l}i N I m2 pres.sure.expaqds,lsotheq4tly rurtil its
volume is double.d and then adiabatically until its votumt is redoubled. Find the

final pressure of the g s.lf = t.41

Soh-

4=Y 4 = 105 N'ln2

Isothermal:-

Y =2V Prr,*? , ,

nU I}s xVD -'l'j-2=-== =:: yo, 
.,, 2,V.,

..pr=0.Sx1l,0tNlm2

Adiabatic:-' '. ,' ,

-i- 

. t..-......

v -)v D':q ,

, , -2V, Ft =?
P2V2' = 4Y{ ,t," :

'.: ' :

''.t''

(v\r'
p3=o.5x rnlA

= o.5x ro, |,_%-')' 

4 
'

\2v, )
I

=0.5x105"*
. 2''o

0.5 x 105=6
Pr = 0.19x 105 N /m2

3. A fixed mass of air at I atm pressure is compressed adiabatically to 5 atm allowed to

expand isothermally to its original volume. Calculate the pressure at the end of

isotherrral process. fT",, =1.41

Sol:-

P, =latm Yt =V
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Adiabatic compression:-

Pz=Satm Vz=?

P,V,, ; P,V',
pvr

v-t - !L-' Pr.

t,-/ IxI/l'{Vr'=-?=o.ZxVt'a

l
' V2=0'2t4 xV

L't = A3169l'

I sothermal expansion:-

l"t=V Pt=?

PtV, = P'l'r..

PV
P ='22-'V,

5x0.3169V

V

Pr = 1.5845 av l.6atm

4. A mass of a gas occupies a volume of 4 litre at s pressure of'latm and a temperature

of 300 C .It is compressed adiabatically to a volume of I litre .Determine a)The final

pressure and b)the final temperature .Assuming it to be an ideal gas for which0 = l '4)

Y = 4 litre Pr = latm T' = 300ft

% =llitre P, =?,T, =f

(a)=l,%, =Ry, +& =Rt+l =t'(+)''

= 4''n =8utnl
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P: = Satm

,\ r^\l-t
lh) p,'-r TrY = pr'-' .T{ + I 

g.l 
t

\.P: j

( - \L-/7' _trllt? _l;f
\I'2 )

Tr' =T!

| -t.5
( 1 \-r;-x /; = l--l x 300' \8/

-t/r\;=lil x300 =\E/

= 2x.300 = 600K

T2 = 600K= 600-273 = 3270C

f.- " 300

5. A tyre pumped to a triressure of 3atm ,suddenly burst .Calculate the fall in temperature

due to adiabatic expansion .Temperature of the air before expansion is 270C and y:1.4.

sol:-

Pr=3atm Pz=latm

T, =270 C = 300K, Tz =?

In acliabatic process.

Pt-rTr = constant

I1'.7;' - Pr',-rTr'

7,, =Y-T-:( L\'-' *r.,,' Pr'-' (Pr/ I

( p\t-'
7|r=l*l 

"7,,' \P,) '

l-1.4
f?\|.4 -q{fr=l1l x300:(3) rr x300' \1/

0.4

T2= (3;-ii' x 300 = 3-02857 x 300

i

I/
/t

!
.1?#

!:
;!

f't.

n'r

j

'i
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t loo 3oo = 2rg.rgKtz= ronnx 1.36g7

Tz =219-18-2730C

Tz = -53'820 C

6. lgm of water (volumelcc) becomes l67lCC of steam when boiled at a pressure

of latm .The latent heat of vapourization it 540 cal/gm .Compute the external work done

and increase in intemal enersy h or* = 1.013 x 105 N/ \
t , *'l

sol:-

V' = lcc = l0{ ffi3, fr= | gm = l0-3 kg,Yz=l67lcc=l67lxl0amt

L = 540 "'/* - 540 x 4.2 t/r^ = ff /ur

= 2.268 x l}u J/
/K8

dw =P[v = p(vr-v,)

=l.ol3 x to5 (rozr x lo{- I x to* )

= 1.013 x 1670 x 105 x l0{

= 169.17l J

dQ ' mL = l0-3 x 2.268 x 106'= 2.268 x 103.I

dQ = 2268 J

dQ = dtJ + d\N + d{J = dQ - {V,l

= 2268 - 169.2

= 2098.8./ - 2098

4.2

'dlJ = 499.7 cal
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7. I m3 of water is converted into 167l m3 of steam at atmospheric pt€ssure and 1000C

temperature .The latent heat of vapouization of water is 2.3xlO6'J I Kg .If 2Kg of

water be converted into stem at atnospheric pressure 1000 C, tbcn how will be the

increase in it's internal energy.

'Sol:-

P =latm= l.0lx 105 N I m2

Ln*u,=2'3xl06J lKg

p =l.0xl}3 Kg l.m3

y, =L=a= 2x103 Ks lm3'pl0'

Vz =l67lx2xl0-t m3

dI(.= PdV =l.0lxl05 x(1671x2x10-3 -2x10-3)

= l.0l x 105 x 167l x 2x l0-3

=33734x102

=3.3734x105 J

dQ = mLn*,

=2x2.3x106

= 4.6x106 J

=46x105 J

dQ=dU +tt'I

du =dA_ry

=46x105 -3.3734x10s

= 42.6266x105

:.dU =4.263x10oJ



8. A reversible engine takes heai a source at 5270 C and gives heat to the sink at 1270 C.

If the power of engine is 750watts .What is the heat it takes per second from the source .

sol:-

Tr = 5270c = 527 + 273 = 800K

Tz = 1270c = 127 + 273 = 400K

wp=T

=t-L
r,

wln=-=-'42
= 1500 J

=750Watt,Q=?,I=lsec
.400 I I

= =l.l-- = -800r22
=150 +o, =750x2

Qt 
e'

9. The efficiency of a cornot's engine is25o/o.On reducing the temperature of the sink by

500C the efficiency becomes 50% what are the source and sink.

Sol:-

4r=25%o =I,q,4-+4'" r,

T)=Tr-50
I

4z = 50 % =;

. r: I ?;-50 r4z7t-T=r*r- I, =,

:+l-!=4:!o2r,

4, = r-+ = i
+ l- t ="4rt
*1=+ * (r)
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=1=T?-50 - r, =2+(212 r, T2 -50 \/

TT,3^3(t)x(Z) '2x --=-xz=-\/ T, T2 -50 4 2

= Trr==]- 3Tr-2Tr= l5oT-50 2 '

4 = l50K

r, _!=T
723

= 200K

4T +"iso
-----=- =33

10. The carnot's engine with the cold ,body n0 C has 3ff/o efliciency .By how much

should be hot source alone be raised in temperature if it requires 60% efficiency.

Sol:-

Tz=l7oc=17+273=290K

Qt =30/o=0'3

T
n, -l-2=0.3,, 

r,

T+l-0.3=2
Tl

-7, =0.'r +r,:Lr, ' o'7

290 ,1 ^ ^ot,r, =-=+14.28K' 0.7

Q=64%o=0.6

n, =l-L=0.6,"r,
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+l-0,6=\
Tl

+Z--0.4:+ T:= T'

Tt ' 0.4

T' -290 =725K' 0.4

T,' - T, = 725 - 414.2t K = 310.72K

11. Carnot's engine has the same efliciency between 1500K arid 500K and T K and

1000K(being the temp of the sink in this case ).Find the value of T.

Sol:-

ltt case:-

4 =ISOOK , Tt=500K

4r=r-3=r-:9=r-1=3T2 150 33

2nd cpse:-

Tt =T , Tr= 10fi)K

4z=r-+=l-ryr, rt

Given that 4t > 4z

2 10003-=I--3 .T
1000 I

-=-
T3

=+ Ixl = 3x lfi)0

:.1=3ooor
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12. Acamot's refrigerator takes heat from water at 00C and discards it to the room at the

temperature of 270 C. If 100Kg of water at 00 C are to be changed to ice what is the

required work in Joules. Iatent heat of ice =3.4x I Ot J t Kg 
:

Sol:-

Tz =0oC= 273K

T, = 27oC = 27 +273 = 300K

m = lookg, Lice = 3.4 x lot t/rr, w = ?

Q=mlice =100x3.4xlOt =3.4 xl07J

w = e, -e2 = 
"l*-l]= 

n 
l+-,1

= 3.4 r lo' flqq -l'l .:

w =3.4x lo7 x #=0.336 xlo.J

W=3.36x106J

13. Calculate the work done when a gm mole of a perfect gos orpands lsodrcrrnally ar

270 Cto double its original volume (Given R=8.32 J/Kcil-mole)

sol:-

T=270C=300K

R =8.32 J/tnot.^otr,w = ?,v, =v, Vr =2v

= 2.303 x8.32 x 300 x 0.301 0

=1726J

.z.zlSummary3

This lesson explains the complete basic frndamentals of tlrernodynamics.

Hence the student leams about system and surroundings. Work done in an isothermal
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pr.ocess and adiabatic process are explained effrcie,ncy of camot's reversible

heat engine is explained. First &second law of thermodynamics are explained relation

between Carnot's theorem and second law of thermodynamics is discussed. Absolute

scale of temperature is explained with division of scale.

2.21Key words:

System, surroundings. equilibrium. isothermal, adiabatic, carnot's reversible heat

engine, carnot's theorem, absolute scale, first and second law of thermodynamics,

, reversible and irreversible process.

2.22 Self assessment questions:

l.Distinguish between isothermal and adiabatic processes. Derive the expressions for

work done in isothermal and adiabatic process.

2.Describe ihe working of carnot's engine and derive an expression for efficiency.

3.State and explain camot's theorem. Explain the absolute scale of temperafure

Short answer queqtions

l.explain first law of thermodynamics.

2.explain second law of themodynamics.

3.derive clausius-clapeyron's equation.

4.Explain irreversible and reversible process

S.State and prove Carnot's theorem.

6.What are the applications of first law of thermodynamics.

Exercies:-

l.How mech work must be supplied to transfer 1000J of heat from a cold reservour at

-730 C to the hot reservo ir at 270 C by means of refrigerator .

!

Ans:500J.
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Hint:Q, = 1000.rr,T2 = -73o C = -73 + 273 = 273 K

T, =)Jog=27+273=300K

w=Qr - Qz = o, [*-'] = o, [+-r] 
= r000[#-r]

'= 1000xl = 500J
2

2.Assuming that a doniestic refregerator can be regarded as a nevcrsiblc engine working

between 00C and n9C Calculate the energ; ihat must be supplied to freeze lKg of

water already at OoC

L=4.3xlOsJ lKg

Hint:T, = OoC = 0 + 273 = 273K,r4= lKg.
'lr 

= 170 c =17 + 273 = 290K,Ltu = 4.3xl0s J I Kg

Qz= mLu= lx4'3x 105'/

w=(Q, -Q,) = a, fs-rl = o,f+-tl =2.677 xtra r-LQz I -Lru 
J

3.Calculate the workdone when amole of an ideal lasexpande

isothermally at l23oCto double its original volume,R=8.314 J/degree-mole. Ans:2305.3J

Hint:T= I 270 C = 127 + 27 3 = 400K, R=8. 3 I 4Jldeg-mole.

$Y:?,Vr -V,V2 =2Y.
rvr)

W:2.303RTlog,ol ir /''l

4.Calculate the workdone when a gm mole of an ideal gas expands isothermally at 270C

to double its original volume. R:8.3JlCal-mole. Ans:1726J.

l- t'v \l
I HintrT:2zoc = 300K,Y = v,V, =2Y,w=21^3RTlo&rl + | |L rv,/J
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LESSON-3

ENTROPY

Objectives:

In this lesson student will be able to know the following

l. Concept of entroPY

2. Physical significance of entropy

3. Entropy in reversible and irreversible Processes

4. Entropy of universe

5. Change in entropy due to change of state.

Structure of lesson:-

3.1 Concept of entroPY

3.2 Measurement of entroPY

3.3 Change in entropy in a reversible process

3.4 Change in entropy in an irreversible process

3.5 Entropy and second law of thermodynamics

3.6 Entopy and disorder

3.7 Entropy of universe

3.8 Entropy and temperature diagram or TdS diagram

3.9 Entropy of the Perfect gas

3.10 Change in entropy on heating a substance

3.1I Change in entropy when ice converts into stream

3.12 Change in entropy during free expansion

3.13 Sohed examples

3.14 Summary

3.! 5 Keywords

3.16 Self assessment questions

3.17 Reference books
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3.1 Concept of entropy:-

Entropy is a Greek expression used for transformation concept we know that in an

isothermal process. temperature of the system:remains constant. In an adiabatic process,

Clausius showed tl'rat one property remains constant in an adiabatic processrand it is

callegl6ntrop;y. The entropy is denoted by S.

Consider a graph which is drawn by taking pressure long y-axis and volume along x-

axis. Consider three isothermals at temperatures, {, ', and { as shown in Fig(3.1).

U.)[r(trs

Irig. (3.1).

Consider trvo adiabatic A and B on these isothermals. Let the intersecting points be a, b,

c, d e. f . l.ct us asslrnrc that the system absorbs Q, heatentropy at temperature { from a

to b. Let the system rejects Q, heat energy at ternperature { from c to d. We can

consider abcdri as carrrot's reversible cycle. We have the expression for the effrciency of

Î
I
I

.J
L
_i
(iJ
'n
fj'

u- T:J

.t,

ci.rrii(jl'5i cr:giLte as.

I'
n --l--t2 = I -'0, L- :+ Q' = ?L =+ Q, = Q,

Tt Q, Tt Tt T2

g=9t=
T; T2

g 
=.......=9=constantrtT

! iS udetinite thermal property of the workirig substance and is termed as
T

'l'he quantity

r;tti"c,rpv.
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Physical significancc oi entropy:-

We have the expression for the change of entropy as,

change ofentropy:
heat energy

temperature

dQ
=

T

Heat energy :change of enftopy x temperature......(3. I )

In mechanics we have the formula

Gravitational potential energy =ngh
Gravitational potential energy: mass x height.... (3 . 2)

If we compare equations (3.1) & (3.2\ the height in gravitational potential energy

corresponds to temperature in heat eneigy. The mass in gravitational potential energy

corresponds to change of entropy in thermodynamics. Hence entropy may be thought of

as a property which bears to heat motion similar to that of mass in linear motion- Hence

entropy is also called as'thermal inertia.

Entropy is not a physical quantity because there is nothing to represent it physically.

Hence it is called as thermal property.

3.2 Measurement of entroPY:-

It is impossible to measure the absolute value of energy at any state.We always

measure the change in entroPY.

Change in entropy :heat energy/temperature

If a small quantity of heat energy dQ is absorbed or r-ejected at constant temperature T,

the change in entropy is,AS =+
T

If a system changes from state A to state B ,the change in entropy can be written aC,

ds

'lrS, -S, =
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Let us assume that the entropy in the initial state is zero. i.e., Sr:0
ll ta

....s, -o ="lQ+,s" = eQ-" ir " JT

So, by considering the entropy in the initial state as zero, we can determine the entropy in

the final state.

Consider a camot's reversible cycle ABCDA .Let us calculate the change in

entropy between the points D&B along the paths DAB and DCB .Change in entropy in an

adiabatic process from D to A is eqrral to zero .In an isothermal process from A to B,the

heat energy absorbed is Q at temperature {.Change in entropy from A to B:9
T,

Change in entropy between the points D and B along the paths DAB = O -+ =?

In isothermal process from D to C,Q is the heat energy absorbed at temperaturef .

Change inentropy from D to C:b

In the adiabatic process from C ro U,n" change in entropy :0.Change in entropy between

the paths D and B along the path DCB =*-*0 =+T2 T2

From carnot's reversible cycle we hur",$=9r, T2

It means change in entropy between any two states depends only upon the initial and final

states but not upon the path.

3.3 Change in entropy in a reversible cycle:-

To calculate:the change in entropy in a general reversible procpss, first of all let us

calculate the change in entropy in carnot's reversible cycle.

Consider a carnot's reVersible cycle ABCDA.In isothermal process from A to B,Q

heat energy in absorbed at temperature{.
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Increase in entropy from A to B= +9
r,

In adiabatic expansion from B to C, change in entropy =0.1n isothermal expansion from C

toD ,Q, heat energy is rejected at temperature T2 .

Docrease in entropy:from C toD =.-*
T2

In adiabatic compression from D to A, change in entropy:0

Total change in entropy in carnot's reversible cycle

=L*o-b+o=q -8, =o[.. 
g=91

r, T2 r' T2 L r' Tr)

It means the change in entropy in a carnot's reversible cycle is zero .

i
i

rI
ilt;

€il

lnItnI
sln-l-l

I
J

\ftltuile 
--tr,FlE, (S.g)

Now let us apply this to a general reversible process in which the system is changing

from state A to state B and then to s&rte A. Now let u consider the nurrber,of carnol

cycles abcd, efgh, ijkl, mnop,--------on this general reversible process. But the paths

bfr,fljp--------are traversed for twice in opposite directions. Due to this, the effect of

these paths is zero. The resultant path is abefijmn---opldgftcda.

Since the change iir entropy in each carnot 
"r.r. 

,, zero, the.change in'entropy iri

these carnot's cycles can be written as A,S =2d? =O-T
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\t$$me ---+
Fig" tijl

If we consider a very large number of carnot cycles, the agzagpath converts

into a smooth curve from A to B and B to A.

The change in entropy in th€ reversible process is

l
I
:g
5
$,
{D
9
o"

as=[f=o

It means in all reversible process the change in entropy is zero.

3.4 change in entropy in an irrevercible process:-

The examples for irreversible process are conduction ofheat, radiation

diffirsion of grs, electricity through conductors etc.

consider an irreversible heat engine which is absorbing Q heat energy

from the hot body of temperature?i and rejecting Q heatenergy to the cold body of

9i.its efficiency can be written as,

o =l-b,q
Consider a reversible heat engirie which is operating between same two

temperature s TrK and Tr,K.its efficiency can be written ds,qn =l-+.. rl

We know tha\n <4n
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=r-!L.t-LO, r,

+-Q'.-L--4

=brLA, r,

:+ br&

-brLT2 rt

: =L-g,oTz rt

=+dS>0
+ dS is positive

Since the change in entnopy in a reversible cycle is zero, this increase in entopy is taking

place in irreversible process. It means in all irreversible processes the value of entropy

increases.

3.5 Entropy and second law of thermodynamics:- '

The second law of thermodynamics is a law which is connected with the directioni

in which any chemical or physical process involving energy change takes place.In

reversible process the change in entropy is zero and in irrcversible process the value of;

entopy increases.Basing on this the second law of thermodynamics is e:rpressed as

below.

A natural pnocess that starts in one equilibrium state and ends in another

equilibritrm state will go in a direction that causes the entropy of the systemplus

environment to increase.

Let the system is changed from initial state A to final siate B. In thii process thC

change in entro'py is,
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.( -( -\arr-D,{= jT

If the system absorbs a small quantrty of heat energy dQ at constant temperature T, the

change in entropy is

ds =*I'; dQ =rdslT' J

This equation is called mathematical form of second law of thermodynamics.

The basic principle of entropy explains both the statements of,qecond l4w of

thermodynamics as below.

l. According to Kelvin's statement "it is impossible to draw the heat energy from a body

by decreasing it to temperature less than the temperature of the surroundings". Let us

assume that it is possible.

If the heat engine draws Q units heat energy from a body of temperature T, the

decrease in entropy ir-9. Since the working substance gains the initial state, its change
T

in entropy is zero.Hence the total ohange in entropy it-? .The decrease in entropy of

the system is against the principle of entropy. :

2. According to Clausius staternent "it is impossible for any self acting machine to

transfer heat energy from cold body to hot body without having any aid from external

agency."Let us assume that it is possible, a heat engine (refrigerator) is transfening Q

units heat energy from the cold body of temperature 4 to the hot body of temperature{.

Decrease in entropy of the cold body __a
T2

Increase in entropy of the hotbody=a9

The entrotiy of the workin$'substance is considered as remains constant.

Total chanse in entrnnv
)

it



* =9- I = nl +-I'l = -*[., r,,r,lf, T2 -L7|, tz J

This shows that the total energy of the system and sunoundings is decreasing. It is
agaitrst the principle of entropy.

3,6 Entropy and Disorder:-

The solid state is an orderly state as the arrangement of molecules can

be specified because they are held by intermolecular forces. Here the orderliness'is mor€'

and disorder is less. When the solid is convertd into liquid, the liquid moiecules can

move from one place to another place within the liquid. As a result the disorder increases

and entropy increases .When th6 liquid is converted into vapour the disorder further

increases, because the gas molecules can mo{e randomly in all possible directions with
all possible velocities. Due to this the entnopy also increases. The converse of this effect

is also tnre. it means if steam is converted into water disorder and enhopy will decrease;

If water is converted into ice again disorder and entropy will decrease.

The entropy of a system is the measure of the degree ofthe disorder

prevailing arnong the molecules.

Examoles:-

l. Jgee e,xD?nsior Consider nvo bulbs A and B which are connected by means of a
nanow tube and separated by using a stop cock. The bulb A is completely filled with gas

and bulb B is evacuated. If the stopcock is pulled suddenly the gas nshes from bulb A to
bulb B. It is an irreversible process.

Before pulling the stopcock all the gas molecules are present in bulb A. When.the

stopcock is pulled the gas rnolecules are present in butb A and bulb B. Due to this the

disorder is increased and entropy also increases.

2.conduction of heat:- Consider two bodies at temperatures 4K and2lK . Let

7|r>fr.Now the rms velocity of the molecules in the first !o!y is greater thagr ttre rrrs

velocity of the molecules in the second body. When both the bodics arernade in contact
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conduction of heat takes place. They acquire a common temperature TK. Now both the

bodies are separatea. the rms velocity of the molecules in these bodies is same. It means

the classification is less when comp.ared to the initial stage. It indicates that the disorder is

increased. It is also an irreversible process. Therefore entropy increases due to conduction

ofheat.

3.7 Entroplof universe:-

In a reversible process the entropy remains constant.where as in an irreversible

process the entropy is increases. In the universe almost all the process are irreversible and

entropy is increasing.

,dccording to the principle of degradation of.energy the available energy.of

the universe is tending towards zero.

Consider a caRlot's engine whiih is operating between the temperatures { and

Tr.Letit is absorb ng Q heat energy from the hot body of temperature T, ndrejecting

Q, heatenergy to the cold body of temperaturef . Available energy for work= 9-Q,

=o.h-91. _,1 
OrJ

F ,nl
= o,l l-" I"'L r, J

If Q is the heat energy absorbed from the hot body available energy for work

f rl
=ol I -" I-L r, )

Now let us consider still lower temperature [ . If the engine is operated between the

temperatures { andf,

available enersy for work= tlt-?]

If the engine is operated betweQn temperatures f and[,

available enersy for work= Olt-*1
L tz)



when the engine is operaLd betur€n the temperatwes { andf ,

Loss of available energ v= Olr +] t[ ,-?,]

=g-QTo -o*QTor, T2

=QT, _QTo
T2

*lo al
=t-t*--t'oLr, rrl

=ToxdS

where dS is change in entropy.

As irreversible process is continuously going on in nature, the entropy is increasing

while the avaitable energy ofthe universe is continuously decreasing.

3.8 Temperature -entropy diagram of T-dS diagram'or T-S diagram:-

In camot's reversible cycle, the working substance undergoes the following

four operations.

l*nthprr*l*l

I
I
a

s,

V **'+
(pl

FT*, (3.41
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l. During isothermal expansion from A to B,Q heat energy is absortied at constant

temperature{.

2. Duing adiabatic expansion from B to C, the temperature decreases from { to 4
3. During isothermal compression from C to D,Qheat en€rgy is rejected at

temperature ?1.

4. Dnring adiabatic compression from D to A, the temperatue is increased from Trto fr.
In a graph which is drawn taking pressure and volume along Y and X-axis, the

curyes are obtained as shown.

In these four operations are drawn in a graph taking temperature along Y-axis and

entropy along X-ocis we can obtain four lines as shown.

l. During isothermal expansion, temperature { is constant and the entropy is increased

from S, to S, by absorbing Q heat 
,:,

2. During adiabatic expansion from B to C, the temperaturE decrgases from: I to T, at

constant entropyS2

3. During isothermal comprcssion from CtoD,Q, heat energy is rejected at constant

temperature T, andthe entropy is decreased from S1 to.S,

4. During adiabatic compression from D to A, the temperature raises tiom 4 to { at

constantenmpysr. ' t'

From second law of.thermodynamics we have ;6 =-!9-+de=,TdS.T
The heat energy absorbed Q during isothermal expansiop from A to B is

g =7,(s, -s') =-lF(oE-oF) = lFx FE

Qr1areaAFEB

The heat energy rejected (Q) during isothermal compression from c to D is

Q, =Tr(st -s' ) = DF(oe - oF)= DFx FE

t Q:area DFEC



The heat energy which is converted into work is W = O, - q
=area AFEB-area DFEC

=AIEA ABCD

The efficiency of the heat engine is

W 8-0, Areat4BCD ADx AB N - DF T, -7,
-=-74. =-=-=-=-'A, Q, AreaNEB AFxAB AF f,

T
4 =l-+,r,
Thus the efficiency of camot's reversible cycle can be obtained using entopy -

temperature diagram.

Uses of T-S diagram:-

They are used in meteorology.

They are of great use in predicting the defects in the performance of the engrne.

To check the efficiency of heat engine.

To obtain the work value of the fuel used.

3.9 Entropy of the perfect gas:-

Consider one mole of perfect gas.Let its pressur€ be P, volume be V and

temperature be T.

Frcm fint law of thermqdynamics we have, dQ = dU + dW . .. .. . (3.3)

Duc to absorption of heat, let us assume ttrat the internal energy is increased initially. If

Cn is the specific heat at constant volume and dT is the increase in temperature, the

incrcase in internal energy is dU =Cril
later on, if the external vvork is done and the volume is increased by dV, the external

workdone isdW = PdY

Writing these values in equirtion (I) we get,

dW =Cril + PdV....(3.4)

l.
2.

3.

4.
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dQ=Td,s...(3.s)

From equations (3.a) and (3.5) we can write, TdS =CvdT + PdV

c, Rdv ,- -,f"' PV =*tl .

+4dr+=-.....(3.e)l r n I7' v 'l;=i 
J

4g =cvdr 
+ Pdv + ds =9a.t +PdvTTT

Let the initial volume, temperature and entrop y beV,,4 an4 S,

Let the final volume, temperature and entropy beVr,Tyand Sr.

Integrating equation (3.6) and applying these limits we get,

.Y Tf n Yr ntt,'ias 
= 

'[*ar. TY= [s]:l'= cnfros"rl'f * n!og"vl\,
il if i, V L Js,

+ sr -g = c,togo(+)'Rlog" (?)

It is the change in,entropy in terrns of temperature,and volume

To calculate the change in entropy in terms of temperature and pressure we have to

eliminate volume.

For one mole of perfect gas we have PV:RT

differentiatingwe get, PdV + VdP: RdT

pdv = 
^0, 

-vdp + 4y = 
Rdr 

:vap.....(3.8)P

writing equations (3.8) in equatiort (3.6) we get,

as =Ltr +Rl Rdr -vdPl
T VL P J

.'. s1 -s, = z:o3[c, r"r,,[?). *r"r-(?)],rr,



=|n *{ynar -varll.; pv = p71T RT'
CU ,fr RdT VdP

=+aI +___TTT
=(c,.4+-ry

=c,*-n * l-', c o -c, = R= c o=q *R],T T L P v t

ds =c,*-** l'; pv = x2J............(3.e)NT P L J

Let the initial pressure, temperature and entrop y be.I,4 anO S,

Let the final pressure, temperature and entropy b"b,Trand S,

Integrating the above equations and applying these limits we get"

sr T1

Trr= rr'!+-;i+
q i' ir

lE:: = c, [rog, rf, - n!og, rlP;

=sr -g = c,tog"[?)--"r,[?)
:

| (r.\ /P-\l
sr -{ =2.3031 c"log,ol f l-nbg,ol * | 1......(l.to)L _."\ I / _,"i.1 /J \ /

It is the change in entropy in terms of temperature and pressure.

To calculate the change in entropy in terms of pressure and volume we have to

eliminate the t€rnperature .

For one mole of perfect gas we get, PV = RT

Differentiating this we get

PdY +VdP = RdT

47 = 
Pdv 

:vdP...........(3. l l)
R

vvriting equation (3.1l) in equation (3.6) we g :'



4s =c, ( 
pav +vdp)*&n

r\ R ) V

^ ( pav+vdP\. Rdv
-vt., l ---------llll-- tT 

-

'\ PV ) V

=c,,({-*!r\*w-",1V'p),v
=c,.dv *c,.dP *RdY,V P V

=(C,. + AL+C,,dP\/ ,V P

=r,T*c,$l'; cr-cv = R+ c, =c, + Rl

ds =cp+*c, +. ......(l.rz)'V P \ /

Let the initial pressure,volume and entopy be 4,4 and S,

LeJ the final pressure, volume and enfopybr. 4,Irand,S,
Integrating this equation and applying these limits we get,

l1 '''nc.. , 
nlap

Jas = ftt, *r, )?
[s]::: = c" [log" vlT, *c,[rog, rfl

=+ S, -S, =2.303cp[log,o Vl!|, +Cr[bg,rf]f

[ /v-) /p-\l+ S, -s, = 2 3031 c, rog,o[+).." 
"r,,[+)]......o.t1L

It is the expression for change in entropy in terms of pressure and volume

3.l0.Change in entropy on heating a substance:-

Consider a substance (solid or liquid ) of rnass m and specific heat c .By absorbing

small amount of heat energy dQ , let the teurperature of the substance is incrsased by dT.'

"'dQ = mcdT
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The increase in entropy is

Ls =99-mcdr

By absorbing the heat energy if the temperature of the substance is changed from t to

T, ,then the change in entropy is

ds ='w =iry = ^::f = mcltog 
" 

rl?,

ds=mctos,[?)

...ds=2.3o3rog,o[?),r,-,

It is the expression for the change in entropy of the substance in the same state .

3.11. Change in entropy when ice converts into steam:-

Consider m units mass of ice at {K (00C).Let L,." be the latent heat of ice and Lo.,n be

the latent heat of steam. Let C be the specific heat of water.

l. For the conversion of ice at { K to water at { K, the heat energy required

isdQ = mL,,"

Change in entropy is dS, = * = 
*!: 

....P.15)'rrr,
It is the expression for change in entropy when ice converts into water at 7iK

2.Now we have to obtain the change in entropy when ice converts into water at TrK,

By absorbing small amodnt of heat energy dQ, let the temperature of water is raised

by dT.

"'dQ 
= mcdT

Here the change in entropy i, AS, =+=*t{.TT
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The change in entropy when water at TrKis changed into water at I K is

,d \dQ rimcdL 
=*rltog"Tl?er2= 

lT= i f 
: u'LLtwvet lrl

' (r\
dS, == *r^*lt)

ds 2 = 2.303mctor,, 
[?) 

........(3. I 6)

It is the expression for change in entropy when water at {K is changed into water at

TrK'

3. Now we have to calculate the change in entropy when water at TrKconverts into

steam atTrK

The amount of heat energy required tp convsrt water into steam is dQ = mLo*,,

The change in entropy when water converts'into steam at'f K is

ds3=+=ff o.n)

The total change in entropy when ice at {K is changed into'steam,at TrK is obained

adding equation (3.15).(3.16) and Q.lil)
:.dS = dS, +dS, +dS.

ds = ^*" + 2.303mct"s,. {'+) * 
*,L-t;" 

...11.tt1r -'-\lil 12 \ /

3.l2.Change in entropy dtrring free expamion:-

Consider p moles of an ideal gas in vessel A. Both vessels'A and B are thermally

insulated, connected by a narrow tube and separated,by a stogcock.The bulb B is

completely evacuated.

When the ptop cock is pulled-suddenly, the gas rushes from bulb A to B. The expansion is

called free expansion. Since"the gas is entering into vacuun1""*re work done by the gas is



vrqC

zero' At the same time, the intemal energy U is constant due to constant temperature. The
change in intem;rl Bnligy is zero i.e., du:0
'fhe heat energy supplied is zero i.e.,de:0
Here we are not in a position to calculate the change in entropy. But actualiy free

expansion is an irreversible process in which entropy increases .So we consider an

equivalent reversible process to obtain the change in entropy.

From first lawof thermodynamics we have, de: dU + dW

For an ideal gas, U is constant in free expansion, it rneans dU:O

dQ=Q+dl4/ =dW

dQ = PdV

de- PIr avl.; pt, = pRrl
V

dQ _ un/LTV
The change in entropy is

s =!Q-= uRdvTV
The change in entropy when the volume of the gas is changed fromV1 to Vz is

ot =1* ="fol!' - o^'i+= pRfiog"vlf,,
ir I, v i,

ds = FR^u"(9)
\vr )

(v\
dS =2.i}3pRtog,rl * |

\Yr )

It is the increase ih entropy during free expansion. SinceVr>Vr The increase in entropy

of the uniyFrse due to free expansion can also be written as

dS :2.303rnrcr,r(3)
\4)

3.13 Solved examples:-

Formulae:

1. Change in entropy when the temperature of the substance is changed is
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ar

/r\
.'. dS = 2,.303mc'tot''Iri)-- ---(3.14)

2. Change in entropy when the state of the substance in changed is

a3 --da- -^LTT
3. Change in entropy when the volune of substance is changed is

dS =2.303lrRl"e,r(+)
\rr,/

where p isnumberof moles.

4. Change in entropy when the same substance of equal masses at different temperature

are mixed with each other is ds =2mclos- ( ry)-"\2J\r, )
l. One gram mole of a perfect gas expands isothennally to four times its initial value.

Calculate the change in its entropy in terms of gas constant R?

sorution: * =\4g -_'io, ='ipav ='i\, = n\!Li,r ir ir iv iv
= R[ros, vli: =Rtog, (?)=2.303RIog ,,(+)

V, =V,Vz = 4V,'

d,S =2.303x Rlog,o (r+)

=2.303xRx0.6020

dS=1.386R J/K

2. One Kg of ice at 00C is melted and converted to water at 00C. Compute the change in

enhopy . Given that latent heat of L,* =3.34 JtKg

m =lKg,jn = 00c =273K,L,"" =3.34x\os J t Kg
r.'l *l f ., t trl ., f n5

ds =dQ -ffiL,"" 1x3.34x105 
=0.01222x10sTT273

dS=l.222xl03JtKg
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3. one Kg of boiling water at 1000C is mixed with one Kg of water af OoC . Calculate the
change in entropy.

Solution:-

(^.-)
i ds =2mctog"]#l

VJT{,1

m=lKg,C = 4.2xtot J/y 
_ xs

Tr=0oC =0+273=273K

Tz =1000 C =100+273=373K

dS=?

ds=z.i03x2xlx4.2xl03x log,n { zll+lll I-'" lz.lzll+373 )

= 19.345.x lo' *log,^ { *u }'t2.,@
=le.345xro3 xlog,o {#o}
= 19.345x 103 x log,o I .0122= 19.345x ld x O.OOSZ

= 0.10059x103

dS =100.59J I K

4. Calculate the change in enEopy when l0 Kg of ice at OoC is changed to water at

t-
z'c (r,* =soKCyKr)

@:-
m = llKg,Tr= 00C = 273k,Tt = 20 C = 2+ 273 = 27 5k.

L,o =8}lrcal / Kg =80x103 x4.2J I Kg= 336x103 =:3.36x rcs J t Kg',.r
specific heat of water
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c = rt/s,r, 
- K = & = 4'2xrot J/xs 

- *ot

when ie T,k is clranged to water at \k we have

d,S, =^L*,T

when icn T.k is changed to water at Trk we have

Nz =2.3o3mctog,. fll[4J

dS = dS, + ds, = + * 2.303mclo*,, [9], I T _,"1.q/

- lox3'36x105 +2.3ojxl0x4.2il03 xlos,^ (ry\
273 -'" \273 )

= 0.1236x1 05 + 0.028 x I 0{

=1.236x104 + 0.028 x lOa = (t.Zl0 +0.02g) x lOa

dS =1.264rrc'Jh

3.14 Summary:-

This lesson explains, what is entropy.How entropy can be measured.

What is its physical significance? How the entropy of universe is changing

3.15 Keyrvords:-

Entropy, frree expansio& reversible process, irreversible process, universe.

3.16 Self assessment questionss-

Long answer questions

l. Define entopy? what is the plysical significance of entopy? Derive change in

entropy in reversible and irreversible process.
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2' Explain the concept of rarite about entopy. Explain T-dS diagram. Derive the
expression for efficiency using it.what are the uses of T-ds diagram.

Short anlrwer questions

l..Explain change in entropy in free expansion

2. Explain the concept of enhopy and second law of thermodynamics
3. Describe the change in entropy of universe, - aJ -- ---

Exe4cises:-

l. Calculatb the change in entropy wtren 300 gm of lead melts atSi,:Rol; Lead has the
latent heat of fusion as 5.85 cal/gm.,

[n,n '* =!Q--il*^LTT

2.Find the increase in entropy when l0 gn of ice at 00C is converted into water at

sarne temperature, given that latent heat of firsion of ice is g0 caugm.

lorn,* -dQ -mLruo,* -Jox8o :2-9 I
L--"'* T

3.Find the change in entropy when 0.1 kg of ice at -100C is completely converted

into steam at l000c.Given specific heat of ice =2100J&g-k; Latent heat of fusion of
ice80 cilgm.

L.,*,=540callgm

t 
, + ds, + ds. =2.303- -;t^^ ( r'\ ' ^t'- fg')* nLo-

| 
^ = 

^,,**r+ds, 
+dS. =2.303xmd,"r,r[t'J +ff+z.303mctog,.[r, 

/ T3

lAns=867.9J I k

ans:tZ.ztJ / k]
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LESSON-4

MAXWELL'S EQUATTQNS ANn
THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIALS

Objectives:

We will be able to leam in this followinglesson:

l. The energy functions of thermodynamics which are called as thermdlmamic
potentials.

2.us'rg thermodynamic potentials, Maxrrrell eqdations arp derived.

. 3. Alternative derivation of maxwefi equations is discussed.

4. Difference of specific heats and ratio of spgcific heats are obtained.

5. Joule-Kelvin effect and its expression using Maxwell's equations.

Structure of the lesson :

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Thermodynamic potentials

a) Intemal energy (U)

b) Helmholtz tunction (F)

c) Enthalpy or total heat energy function (H)

d) Gibb's tunction (G)

4.3 Ma.xwell's equations (alternative treatrnent)

4.4 Ratio of specific leats

4.5 Difference of specific heats

4.6 Joule Kelvin effect and Joule Kelvin coefficient

4.7 First and second T-dS equations

4.8 Solved problems

'4.9. Summary

4.10 keywords

4. 1 l Self assessment questions

4.l2Refercnce books
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4.1 Introduction:
Thermodynamical state of a.sYstem may be represented by

thermodynamic variables like pressgre P, volume V' temperature T and entropy S'

We have frrst and second la'ar of thermodynamics as 
'

dQ:dU+PdV and dQ=TdS

Using four thermodynamic variables and these equations we caR formulate number

of relations. In these only four relations are important and they are called as Maxwell's

equations. At each time two variables are independent and other two are dependent'

4.2 ThermodYnamic Potentials:

Thermodynamic functions or potentials are energy functions which

are formed by combining the basic thermodynarnic variables. They are intemal energy U,

Helmholtz function F, enthalpy or total heat energy functions H and Gibb's function G'

a) Internal EnergY (U):-

The internal energy (U) of the system is the energy which it possess due to its

molecular constitution and motion. This is the sum of kinetic energy and potential energy

of the molecule.

From first and second law of thermodynamics we have,

dQ= dU + PdV..-..-..(4.1)

dQ =TdS.......(4.2)

From these two equations we can write,

drJ + PdV =TdS+ dU =TdS- PdV...(4.3)

Taking the partial derivative of U with respect to S at constant volume V we get,

=Txl-PxO

=7........(4.4)

Taking the partial derivative of U with respect to V at constant entropy S we get'

.l



I aul
| * | =?nx0-iDxl
LoY Js

l*1=-P......(4.5)
LAV J,

Since U is perfect differentiable we can write,

la(au\l l- a(au\1:l-l --:l I =l - l"- | |'Las( 0v ),l, Lar,[ as ), ),
lh..l f a -1

L;(-")J" =Lnt 11,

( ap\ ( ar\
Ias/,, 

=-[a7l """""1

It is called first Maxwell's thermodynamic relation.

b) Helmholtz functiou (F) :-

From equation (4.3) we have,

dU =TdS-PdV
dU -TdS = -pdV........(4.6)

If the process is isothermal the temperature T is constant.

Now we can write TdS:d(TS)

Writing this in equation (4.6) we get,

dU-d(TS)=-Parr

dlu -N)= -pav
Let U-TS=F, where F is called as Helmholtz free energy function or work function.

.'. f = t/-2S...........(4.7)

faking small change in F we get,

dF = dU -TdS -SdT
dF =TdS - PdV -TdS-SdT
dF =-PdV -SdT

Taking the partial derivative of F with respect to V at constant temperature we get,



(#),

(#),

= -Pxl-0

= -P..........(4.8)

Taking the partial derivative of F with respect to T at constant volume v we get

fqr) =o-sxr
\0r ),

fql) = -s.........(4.e)
\0r ),
Since Fis perfect differentiable we can write,

l*(#),1,=[,?( #),),

[gto] ,=l*c,t),
/ as\ ( aP\

-l-l =-l-1
\av ), \0r ),
fas\ (ar\ ,r,\, l* ), 

=l * ),...........(/o

It is called the second Marwell's thermodynamic relation.

c) Enthalpy of Total energr function(Il):-

The Enthalpy or Total energy firnction is defined as

H = U +Prl...........(4. 10)

Considering a small change in H we get,

dH = dU + PdV +VdP

=TdS- PdV + PdV +YdP

dH = Td'S + VdP.........(4 -l l)

Taking the partial derivative of[I wittr respect to s at constant pnessure P we get,



( an\
ta ),= 

rx r+o

(y\ =r\ a,s /"
Taking the partial derivative of H with respect to P at constant S we geq

(Y\ =o+vxr
1.dPl,

(%\ =n( arl"
Since H is perfect differentiable we can write,

I a (an\l 
=[. 

u feg'] I
LarI asJ"J, Lasl. aP ),J,

[#,.,]"=[*rn] p

( ar\ ( av\
I = I =l - | ...........(///)\aPl, \ as/"

This equation is called third Maxwell's thermodynamic relation.

d) Gibb's function (G):-

Enthalpy is an extensive thermal propcrty and it is mathem*ically defined

as Ff = U + PY..........(4.10)

Considering a small change in H we get,

dII = dU + PdV +YdP

dH =TdS - PdV + PdV + IzrlP(using equation 4.3)

dH = TdS + VdP....,......(4.1 l)

If the process is isothermal i the temperature T is corutant

:.Tds =d(?s)
If the process is isobaric, the pressure P is constant

:. dP =0
If the process is isothermal as well as isobaric cquation (4.1lltrcomes
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dH = d(TS)+0

dII -d(TS)=0
d(H -7r1= g

dG =0
WhereG = H -7J...........(4.t2)

and it is called as Gibbls function.

The Gibb's function G is constant and minimum, if the process is isotherrral and

isobaric.

Considering a small change in G we get,

dG = dH-TdS- SdT

\

Using equation (4.11) in this equation we get,

dG =Td,S +VdP -TdS - MT
dG = VdP -Sdr..........(4. I 3)

Taking the partial derivative of G with respect to P at constant T we get,

( ac\I | =Vxl-0
\aP ),.
(ac"r| | -v
\0P ),

Taking the partial derivative of G with respect to T at constant pressure P we get,

( ac\l_l =0_,Sxl
\ar )n
( ac\| - - | =-$
\0r ),

Since G is perfect differentiable we can write,
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l*(#),1,=[#( #),],

[#,*,]. =l*vtl,
-[#), =(#),

(#), =-(#), <,'m

It is called the fourth Maxwell's thermodynamic relation.

Importance :-

l. The change in internal energy when a system changes from one state to another is

independent of the path followed between the two states.

2. In an isothermal process, the {ecrease in Helmholuftee energy (F) is a measure

of the maximum work obtainable from change in state(-dFdw)

3. Enthalpy (H) is an extensive thermal property of the system. The change in

enthalpy is equal to the quantity of heat given to the system for the change of state at

constant pressure.

4.Gibb's free energy function (G) is a characteristic property of a system. In an

isothermal and isobaric process dG=0 . It means Gibb's function G is constant and

minimum.

4.3 Maxwell's thermodynamics relations(Alternative derivation) :

The internal Energy of a system is completely described by volumeV and temperature T.

Dge to this we can write the independent variables as pressure P, volumeV,temperature T,

enfiopy S and internal energy U.

From l$ and 2nd lawof thermodynamics we have,

dQ = dU + PdV..........(4.1)

dQ =Tds.........(4.2)



Taking two independent variables at each time and using first and seconrl law of

thermodynamics we can obtain number of relations .In these relations only four relations

are important. They are called Maxwell's thermodynamic relations.

From equations (4.1) and (4.2) we can write,

dU + PdV = TdS + dU = TdS - PdV ... (4.3)

We have to take two independent variables at each time .Let us assume the independent'

variables as x and y. Now wG can wdte dU, dS and dV in terms of partial derivations as

below.

ou=f+) a.*[9] a,\&/, \ry./,

or=f+) a,.*|l$'l a, --{4.r4)\a(/, \ry/.

av = 1,9Y') a* *(.9Y) a"\a(/, 1.ry/-

Writing equation (4.14) in equation(4.3) we get,

(#), *.(#), o, ='[(#] *.[#). .,]-'[(#), *.[#). *]
Comparing the cocfficients of dx and dy we get,

f+) ='fS) -'f+.l -(4r5)
\ ax /, \&/, \ ax'l,

f+) ='f+) -'[+] --(4,6)\ry/. \il), \ry/,
Differentiating equation (4.15) with respect to y we get

+=[g] fg) *1 ab -fgt) fg.l -'* sr7)axay \ay),\a,lr " axay (ayl,\4./, - axay

Differentiating equation (4.16) with respect to y we get

*=1,g) fs) *r =a'-! -fg] fg.) -'4-axay \ry/,\a(/, -ffiy \ay/,\axl, -tuay

Since u, s and v are perfcct differentiable wq can write,

a2u a2u a2s a2s a2v a2v..::=TrT=..-r..-
AyAx AxAy' AyAx AxAy' qdx AxW
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Writing equations(4.19) in equations (4.17) and (a.lS) we get,

r+l r+l -r+lrsl =rs) rPl -rst r+)(ay,/.\axl, \fl_\.a*/, \ax/,[ryJ, IaJ,IayJ.
It is the general expressiog using which we can obtain the required thermodynamic

, relations.

(i) Let the independent variables be S and V

x=S,y=V
' as=l.ov=1€=o.ov=o

Ax 'Ay '0y '&.

Writing these values in equation (4.20) we get,

f!!) xr-o=o-fgl) xr\avl, \as/u
. f ar) /ap)

=l.*J,=-[^J"

.It is called first lvla.xwell's thermodynamic relation.

(ii) Now let us choose the independent variables as temperature 'T' and volume 'V'
x=T,y=V

9I=l{=t.4=O.il =oAx 'Ay Ay ' &.

Writing'ttrese values in equation(4.20) we get,

o-o=r.fq) -f9L) ,t\dVl1 \dr,/u

*fg) =fg) ----i--------(r)\0vl, \dTlu
It is called second Maxwell's therrnodynamic relation.

(iii) t"et us choose the independent variables as entopy S and pressure P.

i.e., x=S,y=P
6 =l.oP =t.€=g.9L=9a( 'W 'Ay -Ax

Writing these values in equation (a.20) we get,
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fgl') *r-r*[{) =o\aPl, \as/"
(m) f av)

=[*J, =[^.j, -(m)

It is called third Maxwell's thermodynamic relation.'

(iv)Let us choose the independent variables as ternperature T and pressure P.

i.e.ox=T,Y=P
tr_raP ,aT ^aP^ -.r;-=lr:-=0r^ =0ox oy oy ox.

Writing these values in equation @.20) we get,

o_r"(,9Y') =,"[€) ,_o
\aTl. \dPl,

(av\ /as\+l=l=-l =l- (ry)\.drl, \dPl,

It,is called fourth Ma*rrell's thermodynamic relation

4.4 Ratio of specific heats:

ln the case of solids and liquids,the changg in volume is very small with the increase in

temperature .But In case of gases , volume and pressure will changes with change in

temperature to the greater extent by the absorbing the heat energy.

Specific heat at con-stant pressure(Co ):

Specific heat at constant pressure is defined as the amount of heat energy required to raise

the temperature of unit mass of the substance by I oC or lK at constant pressure.

,,=(*\ =tf+l .. . .. (4.2r)' \07 ), \0'r')u
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Specific heat et constant volume(Cn ):

Specific heat at constant volume is defined as the amount of heat energy required to raise

the temperafure of unit mass of the substance by lC or lK at constant volume.

___F__i ____(4.27)cu=(#),='(#)"

The Bulk modulus of elasticity can be unitten as,

Elasticiw= 
sftess 

= -JP rrr aP 
.) 

,lrw'lrv"r 
stain --favT=-" lavj-[vJ

In an adiabatic process entropy'S is constant.So we can write,

Adiabatic elasticity= t, = -u (#), ...........,0.t9

In an isothermal process temperafure T is constant .so we can write

Isothermal elasticifi E, = -u (#),..........<o.rol

The ratio of adiabatic and isothermal elasticities can be written as

,,( aP ) /ap\
u, _ 

-" 
\*1, = LuuJ.E-;Iq-rq
\avl, \fl//, ,

(ae ar) raP) rar)
B, _ \m'avj, = \m/, \avl,E,-fgtgg)--faP)-f4

(as'av/, Ias/r{.arl,

Using fourMaxwell equations, in this equation we ge!
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feq) fet) f as) fq)
+=ffrtitr=lffl lfrl

\oVl" \drlv Iav,/' Idrl"
E" (as) f.)

''E;=l.a),Ias.,"
This equation can be written as

( as) -( as)
E, =\F1, ='\t1* =E-Er rql rf 9l'l cv

\arlu \dTlu

... 
E, 

= 
c, '=,

Er cv

It means the ratio of adiabatic and isothermal elasticity is equal to the ratio of the two

specific heats.

4.5 Difftrence of two lpecific heats:

In the case of solids and liquids, the change in volume is very small with the increase in

temperature. But in case of gases, the volume and pressure changes with temperature to the

greater extent by the absorbing the heat energy. Due to this reason, two specific heats are

considered for gases.

Specilic heat at constant pressure(C, ):

Specific heat at constant pressure is defined as the amormt of heat energy required to raise

the temperature of unit mass of the substance byl'C or lK at constant pressure.

c^=(Q\ =rfgl -s.zt)- r \07 ), \0T ),

Specific heat at constant volume(Cn):

Specific heat at constant volume is defined as the arnotutt of heat energy required to raise

the temperaflue of unit mass of the substance by l'C or lK at constant volume'

=r€) re!)
tdr/"\as/u
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,, =(*\ =.rg) ----(4.22)\aT )n \ar ),
C' ir always greater than Cr. (C, > Cr) .

The reason is, in the case of Cn , the heat energy which is supplied to the gas is utilised to

increase the temperature of the gas and to do the extemal work. In the case ofC, the entire

heat energy is utilized to increase the temperature of the gas only. Hence C, is always

greater than C,

c,-c, =(#),,-(#),

=rf9r.) -rfq)\ar ), \.u, ),

...c,-c,='|-fg] -fg) L ----(4.2s)
L\ar )P \or )' t

Let us assume the entropy 'S' as a function of volume V and temperature T.
.. s = f(v,T)

Writing S in terms of partial derivatives we can write,

ds=rpl) ar*(E\ av
\0r ), \av ),.

Dividing with dT and taking pressure P as constant we get,

f9q) =f9[) "r*1.9s) 
(az)

l* l, \or ), \av ),1* ),
fg) -fg) =fg) P:\ ---(426)\0r ), \ar ), \av ),\ar ),

Writing equation (4.26)in equation (4.25)we get,

c,-cn=rrg) (%\' \ov ),\ar ), -----(4'27)

From second Maxwell's thermodynamic relation we have,

I as) _( ap\
l* ),=l* ),

Substituting this equation n(4.27) we get

o



I

t2Bg

c, -c,, =r( t\ ( %\ - - - - -(4.28)-vv _' 
\ar )r\ar ),

It is the expression for the difference of specific heats.

Case (1) per{ect gas:-

For lmole of a perfect gas we have, PV=RT---- (4-29)

Differentiating equation(4.29)with respect to temperature T at constant volume V we get,

fgr) xv = Rxt *[4] =+-----(4.30)
\ar ),. \ar )y v

Differentiiting equation (4.29) with respecl to temperature T at constant presstre P

weget ,"(%) =Rxr -(+\ =*-----(4.3r)ylT ), \AT ), P

Writing equation(4.30) and (4.31) in equation (4.28)we get,

c,,-c, =r'+'+= r-Y 
=R, VP R.T

"' 
Cr'-C, = ft -------- (4'32)

(ii) Vandenvaal's equation:

For.ordinary gases we have the Vanderwaal's equation as

( n\
lp*#l{v-D=nr\ r-)
f .")= RT
lP+\ v') (v-b)
p+aV-z = RT(V -b)-r -----(4.33)

Differentiating equation (4.33) with respect to 'T'at constant volume 'V' we get,

( aPt
\*),+o = Rx rx(V -b)-l

-(u') - R 
<4.34)\;),=fi;-:-----<4'34)

Differentiating equation (a33) with respect to temperature T at constant pressure P we get,
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=( *) =-4 -u, ------(4.35)\ar)o I Rr zol \'

L<v: --= t

Writing equations (4.35 ) and (a.3a) in equation(4.2S) we get,

R %-uC..-C..=Tx " y-(-!--D-
(v -b) I Rr 2a

l@:ry-7
Cp -C, =

C, -C, =
*, _za(uib)'?

:.V >>b,(V -b)2 *V2

^ ^ TR2 TR2Lp-L'=@= 

^ 
ll_]

V" L VRTJ

= nlr - 'o 1-'L VRTJ

:. c, - c"= *[r . #]- - - - - -(4.36)

It is the expression for difference ofspecific heats for ordinary gases.
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Another form for difference of specific he.ats (Cr-Cn)-

The difference of specific heats in terms of bulk modulus (E) and coefficient

of volume expansion (4) 
:a" 

be obtained as below'

We have the expression forthe difference of specific heats as,

c e - c. = r(#),(#),- - - - - (4 37)

Let the pressure P be the firnction of temperature T and volume V.

P = f(T,V)
Iin terms of partial derivatives we can write,

dP =(@\ dr +( g-\ dv
\07 ), \0v ),

If the resultant pressure P is constant then dP = 0

...0=rg4) n*(9\ av
\0r )n \0v ),

Dividing with df we get,

o=r-aP.).re-.) (v)
\0T )n \ov )r\ar )

- \ar ), \av )r\ar ) o

(s\ =-(s\ (Pr.t --(4 3s)
\ar ), \av ),.1* ), (4'38)

c,-c,=ra(#),(#),(#),

Writing equation (4.38) in equation (4.37)we get, =.(#),(#),'

,1ffi]j"'[HAT

I'
I

J"

C r-C, =f,, ExVz xaz
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d. $res.r 0PJlnceE = 

- \v )

- _ change in volume per unit volume(r- =Temperature diffrence

,'.Cn-C, =TEVa2

It is another form of difference of specific heats.

From this equation, we draw the following conclusions.

(l) If T:0, then Cn -Cv =0 + Cn =Cr:

It means at absolute zero, the two specific heats are equal.

(2) As T, E, V and a are always positive, C, -Crcannever be negative. It means Cp is

always greater than C,

4.6. Joule-Kelvin effect or Joule-Kelvin coellicient :-

In this lesson we derive the expression for Joule-Kelvin effect using lvla:rwell's

equations.

Joule-Kelvin effect :-

When a gas is passed from high constant pr€ssure place to low constant prcssure

place through porous plug (like cotton), there is a change in the temperature of the gas,

This is called Joule-Kelvin effect or Joule-Thomson effect . The experimentrtl results of
Joule-Kelvin effect are as below.

l. All the gases (expectf/rand He) suffer cooling effect when they are passed from high

constant pressule glace to low constant pressune place.

2. The change in temperature is directly proportional to the change in pressure.

3. If the initial temperature of the gas is increased, the cooling effect decreases

4. At one particular temperature called invenion temperature(4)the gas is suffering neither

heating effect nor cooling effect.

5. Ifthe temPerature of the gas is more than the inversion temperanire CDT); the gas

suffers
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heating effect. For Hrand He, the room temperature is more than their inversion

Temperature. Due to this reason only ^F/, and He are exhibiting heating effect at room

temPerature

6.If temperature of the gas is less than inversion temperature (T>Ti), the gas suffers

cooling effect.

Expression:-

When a gas suffers Joule-Kelvin effect the enthalpy of a gas remains constant

:. l! -U + PV = Constant

Considering a small change in H we get,

dH = d(J + PdV +VdP =0

From first and second law of thermodynamics we can write

dU + PdV =TdS

Writing this in the above equation we get,

dH =TdS +VdP = 0------(4.39)
Let us assume the entropy S as a function of pressure P and temperature T,

s = f(P,T)

,, ds=fg') dP.fg.) dr ---(4.40)
\6P ), \0r ),

Writing equation (4.40) in equation (4.39) we get,

f r n
rl I ef) dp*fE) ar1*vdp =oL\aPlr \ar ), I

rfgf) o, *r{ 9),r +vdp-o----- (4.4t)
\0P ), \0r )o

From fourth Maxwell's equation we have,

(as) (av\r-r =-l -' I --------(4.42)
\ap ), \ar ),

we can write,

^( as\ f ras'\ (aO\
t | ==l -t 

- 
| -t ---- I =C,,............(4.43)- 

\or ),, \ or ),, \ar ) n
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writing equations (4.42) and (a43) in equarioh (4{l\we ger,

)( ar\-'l* 
),,dP+crdr+vdP=o

' c,dr =r(y\ dP -vdP' \6r)t'
Dividing with dP we get,

c,ar =r(Y\ -v' aP \0T 1,,

f+l =*lr(*) -".i ----(444)
\6P ), C,,L \Ar ), I
It is the expression for Joule-Kelvin effect. or Joule-Thomson effect.

G) If fg) is positive, the gas suffers cooling efflect.
\aP ),

(ii) If (#) 
ris 

negative, the gas suffers heating effect.

t nor cooling effect.
\aP ),

a) Joule Kelvin effect for perfect gas :-

For one mole of perfect gas we have, PV:RT

Dif,lerentiating with respect to T at constant P we get,

,( {\=R x r :+ ( %\= +........... ..(4.4s)\ar) \ar) P

Substituting equation (4.45)in equation (4.44)we get,

(gL\ =r[., L-r1
\aP ), c,,L P I
( ar\ I [4]_ v1=Ll IL 1

fA),=T|,, ) c,LP-v)

f+l =*V -vf=01... pv= Rrl' \0P)o C,,'

fq) -o
\0P ),



It means perfect gas suffers neitherheating effect norcoolisg effect.

b) Joute-KeMn efrect forvendemaaltb equation :-

For ordinary gases we have the vanderwaal's eqtration as,

(, . fr)v - u>: Rr - - -' - (4is)

Differentiating equation (4.45) with respect to T at constant P we get,

(". fJ( #),+ tr - arlo + a(-2\v'3(#)"] = -

#(#)".[#( #),)n-D)=R

Multiplying with (v-b) we get,

*(#),-#(#),{v -b)''= R(v -b\

(#),1*, -#r, -u','f= R(v -b)

( av\ R(t/ -b)ldr),=@
';V >>b*(Y -b12 oV2

(avl v-b
\ar).*=M

=r-rrft.#)
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r(Y\ =v-b*2ov -Zab\aT ), - tlRT VRT

ThetermZab =oVRT

. r( +) -v - 4-t - - -----(4.46)\07)p RT

Substituting equation (4.46)in equation (4.44)we ge!

(ar\ fzo,ll
la, ),= L 

^t 
-'J I - - - - - - - (4'47)

It is the expression for Joule-Kelvin effect in the case of vanderunal's 
"q,rti*. 

:

$rr Z= b.then ( {\ = Q 
:

RT \0P),
Now the gas suffers neither heating effecf nor cooling effect. The corresponding

tgmperature is called Inversion temperature (f ).

+ = b + r, = 4 - --- - ---(4.48)R| Rb \--'-l

It is the expression for inversion temperature.

(ii) If T >T,.th*f g) is negative. Now the gas suffers heating effecl." \dP)n

(iii) If T <T,.then(#) 
ris 

positive. Now the gas suffers cooling effect.

4.7 First and Second T-dS equations :-

First T-dS equation:

Let us assume the entropy S be the function of temperattre T and volume V.

S: f(T,V)

In terms of panial derivatives we haveo

ds = rgq) ar *( E\ av* -[ or )n" -\oY )r"'
rds =rf+.] dr +r(+\ o, (4.4s) :

\or )n \ay ), \ "- '
,ip
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., -ral.l =fry) =(9\ - cu------(4.s0)we can wnte' t 
lar ),:\ ar )r-\ar )r-"'

From second Maxwell's themrodynamic relation we have,

f as'\ fg) _(4.s1)

la, ),=l* ):------\'r
Substituting equations (4.50) and (4.51) in equation (4.49) we get

rd,S = c,dr +r( +) dv ----(4.s2)\ar ),
It is called first T-dS equation.

Second T-dS equation:-

Let us assume the entropy S be the function of temperature T and pressure P.

.'..s - "f 
(T,P)

In terms of partial derivatives we have,

ds=rq) n*(E\ ap .

\07 ), \0P ),

rds =rfg'l {r +r(y) *-----(4.s3)
\0r ), \0P ),

we can write, r( F 1 (ras) ( u9\ 
- cu ------(4.s4)wv q' wr'rv" 

1oT )r=l ar )r=(.-ar )r- -'

From fourth Maxwell's thermodynamic relation we}ave,

fgl =-(%\-----(4ss)
\aP ), \0r ),

substituting the equations (4.54)and(4.55) in equation (4.53) we get

rds = cedr.r(_#), *
.'. rds = cpdr -t(#), dp - -- - - (4.s6)

It is called second T-dS equation.
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4.8. Solved problems: -

I .considering mercury at 0" c and I atnospheric pressure calculate y . Given

c, = 281 / mole - k, specific volume c" = 1.47 x l0-5 m, / mole volume expansively

a, = 1.8 I x I 0{ k-r and compressibility is 3.94 x I 0{ atm-ror3 .89 x I 0-r 
r pa-r,

Solution: -

Given Co = 28Jlmole-k,V =1.47 xl0-5m3 /mole,c = l.glxl0-6k-t

E' = 3.94x l0{atm-ror3.89 x 10-rrpn-r,T = 0"c = Z73K

P = I atm = l.0l x l05N/m2 orpo,,f = !

co - c" 
= 

rEa2v = +3 = 
zzl x (r's r-:-r!:'I;.r'+z x r o-l

- 273 x 3.27 6l x 1.47 x ll-t? x | 0.s x l}tl
3.89

=337.977 x|}a
= 0.0003379J/mole-K

C, = Co -0.0003379 =28-0.0003379 =27.9996J/mole-K

Ato\y=5- 28 
=lc" 27.9996

r-
'.y= -P 

=1. __. 
Cu

2. Calculate the molar heat capgcity at constant volume of mercury at 0"cand I

afinospheric pressure. From expansion we have,C p=2g!/mole-degree,V=0.0l47litre/mole

a = l.8l x l0{ deg-l and compressibility is 3,,,x10{ /atm
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Fplrtrion:-

Cp = 28Jlmole-degree,T = 0"c =0+273=273K

c = 1.8 I x I 0* deg-r, E' = 3.94 x I 0* / atn = 
3'9,1 

" L$pu-t

,\

=3r8?xtO-ttPa-'

V =0Ol47xl0-3m3 /mole,C" = !

Cr-C, =TEVcl2 =Y

273 x 0.0147 x I 0-3 r (t.A t 
" 

I 0* )'

-13'1473 xlo{ = 3.379x lo{
3.89

C, -Cn =3.379x10{ = 28-0.0003379

C, = Cp -0.0003379 = 28 - 0.0003379

.'.C" = 21.996J lmole-K

,.1. Sunrr]' :-

The four important energy functions are discussed using thermodynamic

vafiEblqs pr€ssure, volume, temperature and entropy. Using these thermodynamic

potenglalq Mocrrrell's equations are derived.The ratio of specific heats and difference ot

rp*iffs1cats are explained. Joule-Kelvin effect is explained in detail and it is obtained

udng Mo(well's equations.

On K.YUords:'
' Tlrr-odynamic potentials, Maxwells equations, specific heats, Joule-Kelvin effect.

{l l. f,oI esgessment questions:'

long answer questions

l. netkp four thermodynamic potentials. Obtain Maxwell's thermodynamic equations

rulng theno Potentials.

2. Whil ls Joule-Kelvin effect? Derive the Joule-Kelvin effect from Maxwell's

tlmflmdynarnic rPlations.

I

)
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3.Explain specific heats. Derive the expression for difference of specific heats.

Short answer questions:

4. Explain specific heats. Derive the expression hr the ratio of specific heats.

5. Derive first and second T-dS equations.

Exercise:

l.For a metallic copper disc at 300K, the following values are known

Cp =24.sJlmole-k,cr = 50.4x lO-{k-t ,y =7.06cmr /mole

Isothermalcompressibility = 7 .7 8 xl 0-r2 N / m2

[Hint Co - C" i TEVa2 = 
tYg 

Ans:23.8085 J/mole-k ]E'
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UNIT II
LESSON 5

LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS

Objectives:-

In this lesson the following topics will be discussed

l. Joule Kelvin effect process in detail

2. Difference between Joules expansion, adiabati.; expansion and Joule-Kelvin effect

3. How the gases can be liquefied

4. The process of adiabatic demagnetizationto obtain very low temperatures

Structures of the lesson:-

5.1 lntroduction

5.2 Joule-Kelvin effect or porous plug'experiment

5.3 Expression for Joule-Thomson expansion

5.4 Distinction between Joule expansion, adiabatic expansion and Joule-Kelvin effect

5.5 Liquefaction of gases

a) Principle of regenerating cooling

b) Liquefaction of air

c) Liquefaction of hydrogen

d) Liquefaction of helium

, 5.6 Adiao-atic demagnetization

5.7 Refrigerator

5.8 Solved examPles

5.9 Summary

5.10 Keywords

5.11 Self assessment questions

5.12 Reference books
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5.1 INTRODUCTION:-
Phase change of first order

The thermodynamics state of the system is explaiued by the varialrles pressur.e p,

volume V and temperature T. In thermodynamics we use the word the p6ase for
hansition of matter. For examples ice, water and steam are the phases of a single

distance. A first order phase change is one which is accompanied by emissi<,.r or
absorytion with out any change in temperature.

For each substance, there is a set of temperature and pressure at which any of the
two states of the three (solid, liquid, gas) may exist in equilibrium .We can consider the

following curves.

l. Liquid vapour curve on curve of vaporisation:-

Consider an enclosure filled with liquid and its saturated vapour. The vapour
pressure increases with the increase iri temperature. Both liquid and vapour are in
equilibriurn at some temperature and pressure. It is shown by the curve OA in fig 5.1 and

it is called curye of vaporisation. Above the curve, the substance is liquid and below the
curve the substance is vapour.

2. Fusion curae:-

The solid may coexist in equilibrium with liquid .The temperature and pressure at

which the solid and liquid may exist in equilibrium, is shown in curve OB in fig5.l.The
curye is known as fusion curve. On the right side of the.curve the phase of the substance

Ternp$ralure ---*-.>

ris.rn G . f)

Fig.5.l

it is solid.

+
i
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U

is liquid and on the left side of the curve
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3. -sublimation curve:-.

The solid may co-exist with vapour in equilibrium .The temperature and pressure at

which the solid and vapour may exist in equilibrium is shown by curve OC in fig 5.1. The

curye is known as sublimation curve .Above OC the substance is in solid phase, and

below the curve the substance is in vapour phase.

When all the three curves are plotted on the same graph with the same scale, they

intersect at point O. The point 'O' is called tlrc "triple point". The triple point may be

defined as the point at which the temperature and pressure are such that the solid' liquid

and vapour phase co-exist in equilibrium .The corresponding temperature is called "uiple

point temperature (T1)"and the corresponding pressure is called "triple point pressure (Pr).

5.2 Joule -Kelvin effect (or) porous plug experiment:- 'i

According to Joule -Kelvin effect when a gas is passed from high constant pressure

place to low constant pressure place the gas suffers change in temperature.

The results of Joule -Kelvin effect are as shown'

l. Almost all gasses (except hydrogen and helium) suffer cooling effect, w-hen they are

passed from high constant pressure place to low constant pressure place.at room

temperature.

2.T\evariation in temperature is directly proportional to variation in pressure.

3. If the initial temperature of the gas is increased,the cboling effect decreases'

4. At one particular temperature called inversion temperature (T;) the gas suffers

neither heating effect nor cooling effect'

5. If the temperature of the gas is less than the "inversion temperaturet' (T<Ti) the gas

suffers cooling effect.

6. If the temperature of the gas is more than the "inversion temperature" (D TJ the

gas suffers heating effect.

For hydrogen and helium the inversion temperatures are -800C and -2400C

rrspectively due to this reason only hydrogen and helium are exhibiting heating effect at

room temPerature.
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5.3 Expressions for Joule -Thomson cooling:-

Consider a thermally insulated cylinder PQ which is divided into two compartments

by a porousplug as shown in fig(5.2). It is fitted with two noqcprlducting pi'stons A and

B.Suppose the piston A forces one gram mole of a gas through the porous plug at a

constant pressure ({).The gas coming out from the porous plug pushes the piston B in

out word direction to a small constant pressure(Pr). Let V,V, be-thevolumes of the gas

before and after passing through the porous plug.

Flg:F,e)

Work done by the piston A on the gas in the left compartment= p,Vr

Work done on the piston B by the gas in the right compartment = prV,

Net work done by the gas = PrVr- Pr4 ---S.l
Let, initial internal energy=U,

Final intern al energy: U,

, Decrease in internal energy:U, -U2---5.2
As the system is thermally isolated, this work must have been done at the expense of

the internal energy of the gas. Hence we can write,

pzVz- ptVr=Ur-U,
pzVz+(Jz =Ur+ pt\
Pt41U, = PzVz+U,
i.eH =U + PV

:constant--------------5..3

Hence enthalpy H is constant in Joule-Kelvin effect. From equation (l) we havs;

Net work done by the gas (4) : Pr4 - P,4
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In addition 16 rhis some internal work is done against the inter molecular force of

attraction .If we assgme the gas to obey the Vanderwaal's equation, the attraction

between the molecules is equal to internal n "rr*rfr, 
where a is constant and V is

volume.

The work done against the inter molecular force of attraction

*r="W="W="(+):;,

n,=,(+-+l .....0.4)
\.Zt Y, )

Total work done bY the gas is

W --4+W,

(r r)
= pzvz- p{r*tli- 

nJ......0.5;

From Vander waal's equation we have,

[".*]t v -b)= Rr\ v')'
+ P'Y -Pb+4.v -!= nr' vz 'v.

+PV-Pb+?=Rr f. 4=ol-- v-t'r L' v' J

*PV=Rr+ru-f, ---(s.6)

For the valucs in the left compartment we can write,-

P,V,= nr + N-f,-------(s.7)
I

For the values in the right comparfinent we can write'

PzVz = RT + Prb - f,-- - - - - - (5.S)
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5.8 -5.7 =+
PrVr- PrY, = M + P2b-atyr- M - prb+ atVl

Prtl- 4Y = RT + pr6-*- nr - nb++v2Y
PrV, - PrV, =( P, - f r,rU * "(j-*) U,

Substituting equation (5.9) in equation (5.5)

(a o). (r l)IT =(pz_ n,;6+l"- \i- h)-\i- ,,)
l{/_(pr_ ,,16*Z (, I ),I'- 

n).........0.r0)
tl

since values t 
^d; are small we can use the approximate relation4Y2
pV=RT=l - P.V 

RT
for the values of left and right comparfinents we can write,

| --4 --, 1 P2

4=fro*yr=tr
Substituting these vaiues in equation (5.10) we get

.,
W =(P2 - Pr)D+ 4G,-r,lRT'' "
w =(p.- r-',[4. -\,. \,,r(Rr -b)..........ts.tt

As the system is isothermally insulated this work is drawn from tlreintemal energy of
the gas 'rf ce is the specific heat at constant pressure and di is the change intemperature

,the heat energy drawn by the gas is cpdT calories =codTJ joules --------(5.12)
From equations (5.1l) and (5.12) we can write,

a

cpdrJ =(1-p,ll ?"- I\_f -rrynf -bJ

n=@l#_rl_______(513)
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It is the required expression for Joule-Kelvin effect

(i\If 4:b ,then dT:O, nowthe gas suffers neither heating effect nor cooling effect.The
,.,.. 

RT

corresponding temperature is called inversion temperature .It is denoted by {

2o - b+T'=?"""0'to)
RT, Rb

(ii)lf r > | , then dT is negative, now the gas suffers heating effect.

(iii)Ifr < f , then dT is positive now the gas suffers cooling effect. ,

5.4 Distinction between joules expansion, adiabatic expansion and

Joule-Kelvin expansion (or) Distinction b-etween different types of

expansions:-

(DJou{ers expansion:-It is a free expansion in which the gas expands into vacuum and

hence does no external work.In this expansion ,some intemal work is done by the against

the intermolicular force of atraction .Due to large heat capacityof apparatus ' the

temperature of the gas is maintained constant'

(ii)Adiabatic expansion:- In this expansion ,the compressed gas suddenly released into

atmosphere .The gas performp External work 'The process is so fast an*external work is

drawn from the internal energy of the gas 'Thus the gas cools'

(iii)Joule-Kelvin expansion:- In this expansion,the gas at high pressure is forced to pass

through porous plug through a region of lower pressure 'Here external work is done on

the gas as well as by the gas,in additional to the internal work 'Due to this 'there may be

a heating effect or cooling effect depending upon the initial temperature of the gas 'At

room temperature, almost all gases (except Hydrogen and Helium)exhibit the cooling

effect.

5.5 Liquefaction of gases:-

The principles involved in the liquefaction of gases are Joule-Thomson effect and

1 regen€rating cooling.
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a) Principle of regenerating cooling :-

According to Joule-Kelvin effect when a compressed gos, whose initial

temperature is less than the inversion temperature, is forced through a fine nozzle its

temperature falls. The fall in temperature is niore, when the initial temperature of the gas

is less. The Joule-Kelvin effect is not only sufficient to liqueS the gases .This draw back

is removed by the principle of regenerating coolin!.

In regenerative cooiing, the gas which has been suffered Joule-Thomson

expansion is made to flow back over the tube containing the incoriring gas .Thus the

incoming gas is cooled 'Again it suffers Joule-Kelvin effect .Due to this, the gas is still

more cooled 'In this way, by using principles of regenerative cooling and Joule-Kelvin

effect the desired low temperature can be obtained at which the gas is liquefied.

b) Liquefaction of air:-

(i)Hampson air liquefier: - Hampson air liquefier is as shown fig(s.3).The air which is

free fromdust, carbon dioxide and moisture is compressed to 150 atnospheres by using a

compressor P .The compressed air is passed through a tube on which the cold water is

circulating .Due to this, the heat produced due to compression is removed .Now the air

flows into the spiral tube of heat exchanger, where it suffers Joule Thomson effect at

nozzle'N'. The pressure out side the nozzle is one atmosphere Due to this the air is

cooled.
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Fig:(5.3)

The cold air flows back over the spiral tube .in this process ,it cools the incoming

gas and returns back to the compressor P .By continuing the process ,the temperature of

air coming out from the nozzle N, becomes at about -188 
oC' At this temperature the air

isliquefied.TheliquidairiscollectedintoDewarflask'

(ii) Linde's air liquefier:- The Lindes air liquefie, \t'o*tt in Fig' 5'4' It consists of

two compressqrs Pr and Pz .In compfessor P1 the air is cimpressed to 20 atmosplteres'

This compressed air is passed through a tube on which cold wa(er circulation is taking

place .Due to this ,the heat of compression will be removed 'Now the air is passed

through the solution of caustic potash (KoH), calcium chloride (caclz) and Phosphorous

pentoxide( Pz Os).Due to this, the carbon dioxide and water present in air are removed 'If

COz and water vapour are not removed choke will be formed in the entire system'

i
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'- t+--
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Flg:{8.4}

The air which is free from COz and water vapour is compressed to 200 atmospheres

using a compressor Pu.This compressed air is passed through a spiral tube immersed in a
freezing mixture (ice + NaCl). Due to this, the temperature of the air falls to at about

-20oC. Now the air is passed through the tube A. When the air is coming out through the

nozzle Nr of tube A, the pressure decreases to 20 atmcispheres. Due to this, temperature

decreases to at about -70 oC. This air is passed through the tube B. When it is passed

through tube B, it cools the incoming air in tube A. Then this air enters into the

conrpressor P2.

With in a few cycles, the temperature of the air coming out from the nozzle N1

becomes at about-1830C. Now the nozzleN2 is open. Here the pressure is chahging

from 20 atmospheres to I atmospheres .The temperature of air coming out from nazzle

N2 becomes at about -l830C.At this temperature the air is liquefied .The liquid air is

collected into Dewar flask.

t0

tlit}
{t
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The air which is not liquefied is allowed to enter into the compressor Pr after

passing through tube C. when the air is passing through tube, it cools the air present in

the tubes A and B .The cyclic process is continued to obtain more liquid air'

c) Liquefication of hYdrogen:-

The hydrogen gas is free from dust, COz and water vapour is compressed to 200

atm by means of compressor P .This compressed hydrogen gas is passed through a spiral

tube placed in a chamber containing solid COz and alcohol as shown in fig'(5' 5)' Then

the hydrogen gas is passed through coil Cr in charnber'A' which is cooled by the out

going hydrogen gas.

Then the hydrogen gas is passed through coil Cz in chamber B 'The chamber B is

filled with liquid air. Due to this the temperature of hydrogen gas in coil C2 becomes at

about -n}o C .Then the hydrogen gas is passed through the coil Crin chamber C' In this

chanrber liquid air is evaporated at low pressure. Due to this, the temperature further

decreases. The temperature of hydrogen becomes at about-2000C..
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Cl$rnbf( g

- Li'$rrd
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Now the hydrogen gas ispassed througlr anothercoil Cl

wttich is cooled by the outgoing hydrogen gas. When the hydrogen gas is coming out

from nozzle N of coil Ca, tlie,pressure decreases from 200 atn to I atn. Due to Joule-

Kelvin effect the temperature further decreases. This cooled hydrogen gas is allowed to

enter into compressor P after cooling the incoming hydrogen gas in the coils Ca,,Ct,Cz

t2

t

$harnbr*r A

C.

6-*Cnnrprcu*or
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and Cr, Within a few cycles, the temperature of hydrogen gas near the nozde becomes at

about -ZSO} C. When hydrogen gas is coming out from the nozzle, the temp€raturc

becomes less than-2530c. At this temperature hydrogen gas is liquefied. The liquid

hydrogen is collected into Dewar flask.

d) Liquefaction of Helium:-

Helium is the last gas to be liquefied. All attempts made before

1908 to liqueff helium are failed. The reason is inversion temperature (Ti) of helium

-2400C and critical temperature ofhelium is -2680C. In order to obtain cooling effect

due to Joule Kelvin effect, the initial temperature of the gas should be less than -2400C.

After attaining -268oC, the helium'gas is liquefied.

(i) KAMMERLINGH OIYI\TES HELIUM LIQUEFIER:.

Kammerlingh Onles helium liquefier is as slovrn in fig.5.6.. Pure, dry ard

pre-cooled helium is compressed to about 40 afinospheres in a compressor P.

The compressed helium is passed ttnough tube AB. At B, the helium gas is

divided into two parts. A part is passed through spiral tube Sr and a part is passed though

*z$gt"c
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spiral tube s2. Both parts are allowed to combine at c and this helium gas is

allowed to travel from C to D. At D, the helium gas is again divided into two parts.A part

is passed through spiral tube Sg and a part is passed through spiral tube Se. Both are

allowed to combine at E. The spiral tubes Sz and Sa are placed in a chamber which

contains the outgoing helium gas. The sprral tubci, Sr and Sr are placed in another

chamber. In this chamber, liquid hydrogen evaporated at low pressure using suction

pump. The tempemture of heliu$l gas near point E becomes lejs than -Z4Oo C. When it

.is comin! out from noz.zleN, the temperature further decreases due to Joule-Thomson

efifect. This cooled helium gas is allowed to enter into compressor P after cooling the

incoming helium gas in.the spiral tubes 51 and 53. Within few cycles, the temperature of

the helium gas coming out from the nozzle becomes at a,bout 11goC. At this

temperature helium gas is liquefied. The liquid helium is collected into Dewar flask.

(ii) KAPTTZA'S HELTUM cAS LTQUIFTER:-

The most important modification by Kapitza's was madein the

expansion'engine where no lubricant is used. All lubricants will become solidified et-srfch

.;
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Flg:t6.?I

low terriperatures. FIe used the compressor where the piston is loosely fitted wittr the

cylinder rvith a very.small clearance as shown in fig' 5'7' When adiabatic expansion takes

place a little gas escapes through the clearance which is negligible'

5.6) Adiabatic Demagnetization:- i

Inordertoobtainverylowtemperatures,theadiabatic

demagnetization process is used. A paramagnetic substance contains molecules which are

lying !n an orderly mai,rner when the substance is magnetized' The molecules are set in

the direction of magnetic field. Due to this the temperature of the substance rises' This

magnetized substance is kept at very low temperature. Now if the niagnetic field is

removed, the temperature of the substance decreases'
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The paramagnetic substance oP' i.e., (gadolinium ,utpr,ut.; is suspended in vessel A as
shown in the fig.5.8.

Lt'.1r,t'1
Lr;liunt "'

Fig.5.8

vessel A is filled with liquid helium evaporated at low pressure. The temperature of
helium vapour becomes at about lK. The vessel A is placed in another vessel B which is
filled with liquid He at lK. The vessel B is placed in vessel C which is filled rvith liquid
Ifzat20 K. A strong magnetic field is applied to magnetize the paramagnetic substance.

Coils M are placed to measure the temperatures by susceptibility measurements. Due to
magnetization, the temperature of paramagnetic substances slightly increases. But this
heat is absorbed by He gas, from it and this heat is transfemed to liquid He. Again the

temperature of paramagnetic substance becomes lK. Using vacuum pump helium gas is

removed from vessel A. Due to this the paramagnetic substance is thermally isolated.

Now the applied magnetic field is switched off. Due to this adiabatic.de magnetization the

temperature of the paramagnetic substance decreases.

Expression:- 
:.

If B is the strength of the magnetic field applied dI is the increase in
intensity of magnetization, work done on the substance:B dI

when the substance is demagnetizedwork done by the substance: -Bd,I

Total external work done is dW=pdV-BdI--------_-,-_(5. I 5)

From fiist law of thermodynarnics we have de=dU+dw----------tS.iOl

From these two equations (5.15 & 5.16) we can write,
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dQ:dfl+P6V-BdI

Since Volume V is constant, dV=O +PdV:0

dQ:dU-BdI----------(5. 1 7)

From secoud law of thenirodynamics we have,

dQ:Tds--------------(5. I 8)

From equations 5.17 and 5.18 we can write,

dU_BdI:TdS_:*______(5. I 9)

From Maxwell's third thermodynamic relation we have,

( ar\ ( ar\ ,/<.n\[;J,=[4J,, (s20)

In order to obtain the required relation let us replace pressrre P with -B and

volume V with intensity of rnag4etizationl.

( ar\ ( ar\
-l-l-l-l(aal, (drl,

(,( ar.1 ) _(ar) r
(ar\ __l '[arl, 

l= lalt 
'....(s.2r)

IaBJ. 
=-l ;fa']- l:-Td-'

[' [ar), ) lar )B

If m is mass of the substance and Cu is the specific heat at constant magnetic

field B, we can write

/ en\
I YY^ _ | = rnC n.........9.22'.
\0r )n

Writing equation (5.22) in equation (5,2I) we get,

( ar\ -r ( a,',
[aJ"= *l#), 0"

The susceptibility of a materi al ( X ) is defined as the ratio of intensity of

magnetization (I) and strength of the magnetic field applied (B)-

SuscePtabi litY (7)=

x = + "624)



absolute temperature.

ICzoT) I = 
7......s.2s

Where C is Curie's constant

From equations (5.24) and (5.25) we can write
IC

_=_ 

=iBT
I = 

K 
.......,.......5.26

T

subs'li'+u'ling - 
ili' = 1rffif= #".,
\aa./" . ncal u, | *"u \r')

LJ
( ar\ BC

=t-t =-

\AB )r mcrT

( ar\ KB| _ | =-(aal- crT where 
K =9

' K 'is.curies constant per unit mass.

or = 
IGdB 

----s.27
crT

When the malretic field is changed from Bi to Br, let the temperature of paramagnetic

substance is changed froffi Tito T1. Integrating equation(5.27) and applying these limits

we get,

liur;iow=fit =Ll_.T,
t, 

' i, cuT ' -', CBTLT JB,

*:b,' 
- B,'l -- - - -(s.28)+T, -T,=f"r, -, -. r

Let the strenglh of initial magnetic fietd be B i.e., Bi=B. When the substance is

demagnetized, the final magnetic field is zero i.e., Bf0.

Writing these values in equation (5.28) we get
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r,-r,=#lr -B'l

T' -T. - -kB' --- (5'2g)'' ' ICRT
t

Here negative sign indicates that the temperature of the substance decreases due

to demagnetization.

Refrigerator:-

A machine used for producing low temperature below

surroundings and maintaining an enclosure at that temperature is called as refrigerator.

Actually a refrigerator is a Carnot's engine working in backward direction. The liquid

which.on evaporation produces cooling is called refrigerant. Commonly used

refrigerators ore Ammonia (NHl) for large plants and sulphur dioxide (SQz), Methyl

Chloride (CHtCl), Freon ICC[F:) and so on is used in small plants.

Refrigerating machines are of two types

l. Vapotr Compression machine

2. Vapour Absorption machine

Here we discuss vapour compression machine only-

Vapour Compression machine (Frigidaire):-

TheVapour compression machine is as shown in fig.5.9. The refrigerant is

compressed by a compressor'P'. When the piston P moves in the doWnward direction

valve Vr opens and valve Vz is closed. If the piston is moved upward direction valve Vz '

opens and Vr is olosed.

When the piston P is pustred in the downward direction valve V1 opens

and valve Vz is closed. Now the refrigerant under high pressure enters in to the condenser

coil (C) on which cold water is circulating. Due to this, refrigerant converts into liquid.
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Fig.5.9

The liquid refrigerant passed through regulator valve V and enters into the evaporator

coil. Due to low pressure. the liquid refrigerant evaporates in the evaporator E' As more

and more liquid evaporates in an evaporator coil (E), more cooling is produced' because

the required latent heat of evaporization is extracted from the surroundings' Aftera

certain time the temperature reaches the desired value' The cycle is repeated again and

again.

5.8. Solved examPles:-

l. calculate the change in temperature when the gas suffers Jorde -Thomsoneffect

.G),eansion at -l73oC The pressure difference on the trn'o sides of the plug being 20

\-r

atnospheres. Does thg g* show a heating effect (or) a cooling effect onthe expangion'

n=a (l 
''

Given a= o=0.0341h2 -atmlmole' ,b=O'027371it lmo'leand -p - mole-Kelvin

a = 0.03411it2 - atm I molez

20
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= 0.034t " (tO-t-t| x l.0l xt}t N/ , .,/ m- -mole2
=J-Q,!,Q,{ O-M

molez

b = O.O237 IY^'U = O.O237 x I O-' -ZoU
T =-l73oc =-173+273= 100,t

& = 2oatm = 2Dxl .01 x l}t /*, : 2}.Zxl}t /^,
R = 8'31 J/^"t" 

- kelvin

cp =s""/^ole - kelvin:5x4'2tA"* - ketvin
dT:?

47 _- Pr- Pzl z_u1
cp LRf J

- - zo?r toi [, ";iff;ri-' _ 0.0237., o-]2t Ll
= -0.96 I 9 x I O'z[o.OOS3 897 - O.On7l

= -96.19x(4.01531)
=1,4726k
dT =1.5k (Heating effect.)

5.9 Summary z

Change of phase of a substance was discussed. Joule-Kelvin effect

process was explained. Principle of regenerative cooling and Joule-Kelvin effect are

commonly used to liqueff gases such as dir, hydrogen and helium. Adiabatic

dernagnetiftion process was discussed to obtain lowtemperatues. The process of
re&igeration was d,i.scussed.

5.10 Key words:-

Phase, Joule-Kelvin effect, Liquefaction, Regenerative cooling, Adiabatic

degnagnetization, Refrigeration.

5.11 self assessment questions:-

Long tnswer questions:-

l. Describe Joule -Kelvin effect porous plug experiment. Derive the concerned

expressron

2. Explain what is meant by adiabatic demagnetization. Derive the concemed expression.
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3. What is the principle ofregenerative cooling? Explain Kapitza's method of
liquefaction of helium.
Short answer qrrcstions:-

l) What is Joule-Kelvin effect? Explain.

2) Compare difrerent t5pes of expansions.

3) Wtrat is the principle of regenerative cooling?

4) Explain adiabatic demagnefization.process.

5) Expl'nin the principle of refrigeration.

Erercises:-

l. Calculate the temperature of oxygen after expanding through a 150 atuospberc having

co=7 callmole-K and vanderwals constants a=l.3?,likre2 -umImoleand

b =3.l2xlO+ litrer/*olrndthe initiiltemperature 27 andR= 8.31x1O-2litre:atml mole

f -?- .t'l

f Hin :dp--(p; p,)l*-u'll 
[o^ ,-rr.t"cf

L cP LRr JJ.

2. The vanderwaal's constants a and b for one mole of a gas are 0.245titre2 -atmlmole

and 6 =2.,67 xrc+ titre//mor"respectively. Calculate the temponfire of inversion.

[-*. : 2a ix0.245 0.4gxl0al
I l-rtrl!.a--- ---Tr.

f 
'--"'' Rb 8.3x10-2 x2.67x10-2 22.161 

|

lens:221K (or) -52oC J '
' '' t. '
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TJNIT II
Lesson 6

Objectives:

This lesson covers the following anit also will be able to learn.

l. Black body and its radiation and enerry distribution.

2. Important laws of Thermal radiation.

3. Pyrometers to measure hightemperahrcs..

4. Solar constant and determination of the temperature of the sun.

Structure of the lesson :

6.1 Introduction

6.2 Black bodY and its radiatior: '

(a) FerY's black bodY

(b) Wien's black bodY.

'6.3 Energy distribution in black body radiation'

6.4 t aws of Thermal radiation'

6.5 Wien's disPlacement law'

6.6 RaYleigh - Jeans law'

6.7 Planck's radiation law'

6.8 Deduction of laws from planck's radiation law

6.9 Pyrometers

6.10 Fery's total radiation Pyromete

6.1I Modification for the meas.urement of very high temperaturcs'

6.12 Disappe-aring filament optical Pyrometer'

6.13 Solar constant and its determination'

QUANTUM THEORTY OF RADIATION
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6.14 Temperature of the sun.

6.15 Solved problems.

6.16 Summary

6.17 Keywords

6.18 Self assessment questions.

6.19 Reference books.

QUANTUM THEORY OF RADIATLON

6.1 Introduction

Transfer of heat takes place in three processes called gonduction, convection and radiation (i) If the

transfer of heat is taking place without the actual involvement of the movbment of the molecules alorrg with

heat flow, is called conduction. (ii) The transfer of heat due to the actual movement of the molecules frbm

one place to another place is called convection. (iii) The transfer of heat from one place to another place

irrespective of the presence of material medium is called radiation.

The radiation emitted by a body by virtue of its temperature is called Thermal Radiation. Thermal

Radiation is a particular range of electromagnetic radiation. Thermal radiation wavelength band extends

from 1000 Ao to 10,00,000 Ao. The radiation of wavelength betrveen 1000 Ao to 3800 Ao is called Ultra

violetradiation. The radiation of wavelength between 3800 Ao to 7500'Ao is called visible region. .The

radiation ranging from 7500Ao to 100,000 Ao belong to infrared region.

According to prevost's tlreory of heat exchanges, every body emits and absorbs radiant energy

continuously as long as its temperature is more than OK. ,.

6.2 Black body and its radiation :

A perfect black body is one which completely absorbs all the radiations of all wave lengths incident

on it. Since it may neither reflect nor transmits any radiation. It appears black whatever be the colour of
radiation. A perfectly black body is a good absorber as well as a good radiator. As the rddiations emitted by
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a black body possess maximum poqsible wavelengths, the radiation is called full radiation or total radiation.
The radiation emitted by a black body depends only on its temperature, but not on materialofthe body.

There is no perfect black body in character. The nearest approach is lamp black or platinum black.
l-lere we shall discuss Ferry's brack body and wien's brack bodv.

a) Fery's Black Body:

The apparatus consists (fig. 6.1) of a double walled conducting sphere. The inter space
between the walls is evacuated to prevent the loss of heat by conduction and convection. It has a small
hole'o' and a conical projection P just opposite to the hole 'o'. The inside surface is coated with lamp btack
and outer surface is polished with Nickel.

Flg:{S.1}

when the radiation is incident on the hole, it passes inside the enclosure. The radiation
suffers multiple reflections and is completely absorbed. The radiation which is incidenting on the opposite
surface may be reflected back. To eliminate this projeption P is arranged. since all the radiations which are
entering are absorbed, it behaves like a black body. If the enclosure is heated to a definite temperature, it is
filled with radiation of all possible wave lengths.

b) Wien's Black Body :

,''.\
r;*
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Hee!ir
rrrih

Flg:{8J}

The wien,s black body consists of a long metallic tube C blackened inside(Fig. 6.2). The tube

is heated by electric curent passing in the coil.' These coils are called heating coils. Then the tube is

sunounded by F, p (porcelain tubes). The temperature of the Central part of the tube is measured by using a

thermocouple.

When current is passed through the ooils heat radiations emerge out from the hole O. 'fhc

radiation from the inner chamber can be limited with.the help-of diaphragm shown by dotted lines. The hole

'O' acts as a black bodY radiator.

6.3 Enerry distribution in black body radiation:

First of all Stefan gave the fourth power law. According to Stefan's law, the total amount of radiant

energy by a black body per unit area per second due to all wave lengths is directly proportional to fourth

power of absolute temPerature,

EaTa + E = oTa where o is Stefan's constant

o = 5.67 ,10-' J/
/ s-m'-Ko (ot) /*, - r

This law gives the tot"l ,nrrgy radiated by a black body. But it is not giving any informatiqn about the

energy disribution.

The distribution of energy in black body radiation for different wave lengths and its different

temparatures was experimentally determined by Lummer and Pringsheim. The radiation from a black body

4

P Pomelainil&e
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'o' was focussed on a stit S by a concave minorM, (fig. 6.3). The slit's' is placed at the focus of another
concave minorMl Due to this the radiation rpflcctcd ftom the mirrorM, becomes para[el. The parallel.

beam of radiation is passed through Fluorspar prisnr ABc. If ordinary glasr prism is used it absorbs certain
radiations, hence it is not used.

The Prism produces the spectnrm of radiation. The dispersed bcam coming out from tne prism is allowed to
incident on concave minorMr. This minor M, focuses differcnt wave lengths at:different angles. The
intensity bf the radiation E, is measured by usirtg Bolometer. 'The deflection produced in the galvanometer

G is diiectly proportional'to intensity of radiation Er:Different wave length radiations are allowed to enter

into bolometer by moving the bolometer from one placb'to another plac! orrby rotating the mirrorMr.

The intensity of radiation Er' is defined as4^d2, is energr for wave lengths in between x,and

)" + d 1, emitted per second per unit surface area of a black body. The experiment was repeated at different
temperatures of black body. A gaph was then drawn taking E, ilo-ng y axis arrd ), along X-axis. The

curves are obtained as shown in fig. 6.4.

Flg:(G3l
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, 2"itt rlfo!'glfi3

tI rfrisr.c{ts = "0{ 
rrleter}

Fls:{fi.4t

The experimental results are as below:

l. Thp emission fror,n a.blagk body at any temperature is composed of radiation from all wave

lengtlrs,

At a,given temperature the energi is not.unifpnnly distributed. As the temperature of the'black

body,.inCr-eases,.the,intenSitll of.radiation for each wave.'lengfh increases' After certain wave

length.the inrcnsity of,,radiationis dgcr.easingr,, 
:

The total energy of radiation at any temperature is given by the area

between the curae contsponding to that temPerature and thq horizontal axis'

llhe f,mount of radiant enerry.epilted is small at vety short and at very long wave lengths' At a

.partioular temperature the intensity of radiation E, is maximum for. a particular wave length

,l.r.Most of the energy is present neat 1^

The wavo length corrcsponding to maximum enerry and absolute temperature of the black-body

is ahvays constant.

' lnl =cPnstant + 1'rT = )'r'Tt

.r, 6

s46 K
"l

1
Er

o f"

4"

K
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6.4 Laws of Thermal Radiation:

l, Stefan's law or Stefan - Boltz mann's lmt :

According to Stefan's law the total amount of radiant energy emitted by a black body per second

per unit area is directly proportional to fourth power of its absolute temperature

EaTa+E=oTa
Irt the temperature of the hot body be { and it is purrounded by another black body of absolute

temperaturef . Then the energy radiated from the black body is

E = o(44 -rj)
2. Wien's displaccment law :

According to wien's displacement law the product of wave length corresponding to maximum

enclgy and absolute temperature is constant.

tr^T = cotutant

3. IVien's Law :

Accordingto wien's law, the enerry disFibution in the thermal spectnrm is'given by
Et = AJ-se-Btr

This formula agrees with the experimental curves for shorter wave lengths.

4. Rayteigh -Jean's law:

According to Rayleigh Jean's law, the enerry distribution in the thermal spectrum is given by
F SttkT
"r=-T

rvhere ft is Boltzmann's constant. ':

This formula agrees with the experimental results for.longer wave lengths.

5. Planck'dhw :

On the basis of quantum theory, Planck derived the formula for energy distribution in the therma

spcctrum as
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n SnkTtr =Z--ti
;''lem-11
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whcre h is planck's constant, C is velocity of tight and K is Bolanann,s constmt.
Planck's formura covers the entire ringe ofthermar radiation.6.5 Wien's displacement law:

According to wien's displacement law, the product of wavelength conesponding to maximum
energy ()"^) andthe absolute temperature T is constant.

1.7 = constant:b

The value of constant (b) is 0.2g9 6xl0-2 m _ k

Expression :- consider a spherical enclosure with perfectly reflecting walls and expanding like foot
ball btadder. Let it be filled with black body radiation of energy density . u, at a remperature T. If V be the
volume ofthe enclosurc, then total internal energy u of radiation is given by

U=uV ............(6.t)

By electromagnetic theory, the pressure exerted by the radiation on the wall of enclosure is l/3d of intcrnal
energy density

i.e P =! ....(6.2)

From first law of thermodynamics we have,
dU+PdV=49

Since there is supply of energy from outside de = 6

dU + PdV =0
writing equations (6.1) and (6.2) inthis equation we get,

d(u.y)+!ay =o'3
V.du+uav +latt =o

5

Vdu +*uaV = O
J

dividing with uv we get,
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d' *4 .L=o4 3V
Integrating on both sides we get,

4
logl+*logl =constant

tU

logi+ logf," =constant
4

logu.Vi : constant
1

= u.VT = constant

From Stefan's law, we have, u = o.Ta

4

o.Ta.VT = constant

Tn Y1= constant

Taking fourth root on both sides,
I

T.Yi =constant

', A

If r is the radius of the spherical enclosure, V =!trt'3

CENTRE FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION1

( a .\+Tl -m' l= constant\r )

+ T.r = constant- (6.3)

According to Doppler effect, when the spherical enclosure is expanding the wavelength of radiation

inoreases. Let the radiation is incidenting at point 'A' on the wall at position Sr. Let '8 b" the angle of
inoidence. After reflection the radiation travels along AC. Let.2, be the wavelength. During the time of
time period T, let the wall is displaced to another position 52. If v is the velocity of the enclosure' the

displacement of wall is T. Nowthe next radiation which is traveling in the same direotion travels along path

ABD. Let ABD = ),t . AN is the peryendicular drawn from point A onto the line BD-
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Ftg:(6.5)

rhe change in waveteneth c; y;:r::;:;, 
_ AC

=AB+BN+ND-AC
=AB+.BN+ ND-ND
= AB + Bl/....................(6,4)

The line BD is extended. The normal drawn at point A to the walls is also extended and it is Atrlt1t .

From figure 6.5, Ltu ABM and At BM are identical.
L|"=AIB+BN=AIN

Writing AB= At B in equation (6.4) we get
:. LX, = A'B + BN = A'N -----(6.5)

l0

From AllN we can write,

t'^."coso=Ary.- A'N 
=4'N' AA AM + M4, 2AM

lle harc AM =W
tl'N

... coso = 
n': + A, N = 2vT coso
2vT

A,.X" =2Wcos?

(': ,nu = MA)

(6.6)
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It is the expression for change in wave length betwcen two successive collisions. Consider a spherical

enclosure of radius 'r'. The radiation will reflect on the walls as shown in fig.6.6.

Flg:F.Bl

The distance between two successive collisions is
rcos9+rcos9 =2rcosQ

The velocity of radiation is c. It is the distance traveled by the radiation in onc sccond.

-c
Number of collisions in one second :

2rcos9

Number of collisions in dt ,r.ind, = c'dt

2rcos9

Change in wave length in dt secon ds = d),. = 2vT.cosl * 
= 

t'd'
2r.cos0

(6.7)

vTcdt

r
,r7 . 1,

= "" cdt (':7 = =1cr C'

, ^ 1,.v.dt l".dr
qtt 

-- rr
dl dr:?-=-1r
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Integrating on both sides we get,

loe! 
=logj+ 

constant
( ),\ ),+ Iog. | - l= constant :l - = 

.cgnstant
\r./ r

From equation (6.3) we have, r x T = constant

From equations (6.3) and (6.8) we can write,
),rxI x-=constant = )".7=Constantr

:. ),7 = ).'.7' (6.e)

This equation shows that the wave length is inversely proportional to the temperature of black body.

From first law of thermodynamics we have,

dU + pdv =0 (:.dQ=97

d(uV'S*!dV =0 (6.10)

If u^df is the energy density between the wave lengths )t and )"+ dA per unit volume,
then we can replace u with u^d2

t
d(u^dV)+!xu^d).dV =0

J

d(u^d,1)V +u^d).dV +!ru^dL,dV = 0
J

4
d(u^dtr)V +-xu^dldV =0

J

dividing with urdl, we get,

d(u,d)") 4 dV_-- _+_ -- -0_____(6.il)u^d2 3V =0
Volume of the enclosure is

AA
V =1nf .dV =arx3r2dr =4nr2dr33

dV 4rr2dr 3dr_: :_
V41r

- 7Tr'
3

Writing this in equation (6.1l) we ger

(6.8)
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dtu.d).\ 4 3dr n--\- 4 . I_ _:ll

u^dI 3 r
d(ur) +4L=o
u^d)' r

Integra{ing on both sides we get,

log"(u 
^.d 

2.) + 4 log" r = Constant

log"(u^.d2.) + log. ra = Constant

log 
" 

(u 
^.d 

)".r4 ) = Constant

u^.d)".ra= Constant

we know that, I e r,d), * dr
,tu^.dr.r' = Constait

u^.ro .dr = Cons tant
lntegrating on both sides,

u,.rt--!- = cOnS tant
5r

ttx rt = Constant.. . (6.12)
From equation (6.3) we have r x T : constant.

From equations (6.3) and (6.12) we can write

u^.7-t=constant. ' or

Since the spectral iadiancy E^a'it^ We can write

E^.Tt = E^x'T'-s
.(6.13)

CENTRE FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION

&-=Eo
T5 T'5

t

I

Fr. - -, 
'.'. 

'- li F"
dI l-*-fr

l"r.. - - ---" I'---- - -'r'|""r'{.
8*

Flg:tG.?)
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Experimentally one curve is drawn on a graph taking wave length 2 along X - axis and spectralradiancy E1 alongY - axis (frg.6.7).Taking the values the graph and using equation (6.13) we can draw the
curve at any unknown temperature I, .

From the curves' it was found that the product of wavelength corresponding to maximum energy andabsolute temperature is constant. 
v' 'v*vv'v

),^T =constant

It is wien's displacement law.

6.6 Rayliegh -Jeans law:-

Rayleigh and Jean developed a theory for the spectral distribution of black body radiation by the

appl ication of electrodynamics and statistical mechanics.
Consider a hollow cubic enclosure of side '/' with perfectly reflecting walls. I et us place a black

particle inside the enclosure. The radiations emitted by the particte will be reiected by the walls. The waves
travel in all directions with all wavelengths. In a course of time, the enclosure will be filled with stationary
waves of all wavelengths. In '/' unit length, if ri loops are present

n). 2l
i 

--[]71'=-
-*-:2n

-s+ y-

Every allowed frequency is called a mode of vibration
l/Jt n,,nrJr- be the number of loops present along x, y and z axis. As the radiation is diffuse

(scatter), the waves can be inclined at any angle to the rectangular axis. For waves making the angles
a, F,/ with three axes, We can write,

ccn
)" 2l

, n-),
ICOSA =L

2

nA
lcos B'2
, nJ,
tcosy = 

2

these equation can be written as

=+ cosa =ff;cos p =Ar"o"r =#
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4 . gu"nset of value s of n,,nr,Lr- satisffing the
)"

Y 
FE{B.sl

Herecosa cos p and cos l arc direction cosinedfig.6.8). they obey the relation,

cos2a+cos2 P+crlsz 7=l

(+)'.(*\.(*)'='
/'rl\2

=n,2 +nr'+",'=l;) (6.12)

This equation represents an eltipsoid or sphere of radius 
.

above equation corresponds to one mode ofvibration'

The total numberldf tnodes of vibrations is the total number of possible *t of (n',n, n,)

First of all, let us consider the number of modgs of vibrations in two dimensional plane' For two

dimensional plane equation (6.14) becomes,

nr'+n;2 =(+)'
'This 

equation rcprcsents the circle when we plot n' along X-axis and n, along Y-axis' Each point of

intcrsection rcpresents one modc of vibration. Since only positive values of n,, nv areallowed, we have to

consider in positive quadrant only (fig.6.9). The area of each square is unity'
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Hsnce the number of Squares is equal to ll4th of the area of the circle and it is equal to number of
modcs of vibmtions.

Nunrbcr of modes of vibrations.

€'a4se n

Ftn:(G.9I

If wc qccnd thc abovc idca to3 - dimensional space, the circte will be a spherc ard each unit square
will bc a unit cubc. Now the number of modes of vibrations uptq wave length 2 :is equal to l/gs of
thc volumc of the sphere.

Numberofmodes of vibntions =

....._............d6. I s)

Volrunc ofthe cube = 1t

Numberofmodcs of vibnations per unit volume = *3l'

/r.r,-
bcr of modcs of vibrations having the wave lcngth in between X, and ).+ d)" per unit.votume

=r(#)=*r-tr..dx.=#o^ '

| 4r ( zt\'_x_xl _ I8 3 \1)
| 41 8/3 4d3

= -Y-!'- =_83'133il
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=*.0^
L

As the transverse electromagnetic waves have two porarizations for each mode' the total number of modes of

vibrations is given bY

^ 8n.d). rtf =T .(6.16)

According to law of equipartition of energy, the average energy for each value of vibration is KT, where K is

Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute temperature

The energy between the wavelengths )" and 1+ d )"

E^.d)"=Yff*r

= E..d )" =9"4 . .nr.......,.....(6. 17)-^- 1"

wcha..,s ,=1+2--9=lall=-jn ;nv"v'
+ d)"=2n

v-

writing these values in equation (6.16) we can obtain number of modes of vibration having the frequency in

between Y and v+dv as,

^ }tt c' Sxcvndv
I --7 n*7ou=-77-

fel\v/
. \rv2dvf =7.........6.18

Taking the average energy as

frec rencies v and v+dv

can be written as

,^ SxkTvzdv
LtA/v = 

C

i

KT from the law of equipartition of energy, the energy between the

.6.r9
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6.7 Planck's radiation taw :

In 1900' Max' Planck introduced the revolutionary concept of radiation known as quantum theory of
radiation. He made the following assumptions.

I ' A black body radiator contains simple harmonic oscillators of possible frequencies.
2' The oscillators cannot emit or absorb energy continuously which is contradiction to erectro

magnetic theory.

3. Emission or absorption of energy takes place

frequency v, the energies are O, h v ,2hv
unit of energy hv which is called as quantum or photon. For an oscitlator of frequency

given by

E = nhu + (6.20) Where n10,1,2,J,

And h is Planck's constant.

Average eners.v of an oscillator:

If N is the total number of oscillators in the black body and E is the total energy of these oscillators,

the average energy can be written as,
F

€ =.3---- --6.21
/V

LetNo,Nr,Nz..........Nr,.....bethenumberofoscillatorshavingtheenergy 0,e,2€,........./e.......

The total energy of all the oscillators is

E =(N,,'o)+(ar,'E)*(n,"zE)+(r,":E)+----+(rvr'"E)+ .........(6.22)

total number of osiillators in the black body is

il = tfo + N,'+ N, + N, +....i.ff, +..............(6.23)

According to_Maxwell's distribution formuta, the number of oscillators having energy r e is given by
rC

-c-N,= Noe kr

The number of oscillators having the energy o isNo - l/o.ro = .Mo

The number of oscillators having the energy I is N,. = No."-#

in discrete amounts. For

It means, it is the integral

an oscillator of

multiple of small

v the energy is
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2e

The number of oscillators having the energy 2 is N, = No'€-i

writing these values in equation (6:23)we get,
e2ere

N= No *No.e-n +No.e *r +...""+ No'€ r'+"""'
/ e 2e -t=\

=ilrl l+e-fr +e kr +"""+ t-'I
\)
/ _:\

=Nrl t-e k'r 
I\/

... I +x+ x2 +...... = (l _r)-r
AI

.lr =-*...............(6.24) \

t-r-ft , '

writing these values of Nn,N,N.,..........in equation (6.22)we gpt the total energy of all the oscillators as

bclow, ,L -lE
-e -!€ 

+r e NoeE
E =e N.-ei +2e NoeE +3 e 'No ekr +'----+----'

-"f -E -2e 1[+ I
=eNo.e#lt*z"i +l+3eT +---+r'e k'I +---- 

|

LJ
+l . ^ -;.)' [...r* 2x+jx2+---(l-"f']E =e No.ekr 

lt-Ze I ,

writing equations (6'24)and (6'25) and equation (6'21) we get'

-----6.25

we know that e:hv
,

;= lu ........-...(6.26),
iv.

ekr

Planck's formula:-

It is the expression for the average energy of oscillator'
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we know that the number of oscillators per unit volume in the frequencies range y a6v + dv is
grven by

, 8tu2du
J =T+$.27)

The energy per unit volume between the frequencies v and v + dv can be obtained by multiplying
equations (6.26) & (6.27) is

F , 8xo2du hvE"CF;=;;-x1;--
\' 

eE -l
F , Sthu3duEdv=ffi+(6.28)

c3l eF -tl
\./

This is known as Planck's radiation law.
c--cu=;+du=4d)"
nA-

ldrl=#o^

writing these values in equation (6.2s) we get, the Planck's radiation taw in terms of wavelength,

EJ).=Y**-Fo^"#-\
l"u, -ll
\/

E xil. = rfot!" 
^,-...,..........(6.2s)' x'Lt*-1

This is known as Planck's radiation law.

lt represents energy per unit volume between the wavelen gth l and J" + dx. . This formula agrees well with

the experimental curves throughout the whole range of wavelengths. This formuta converts into,

(i) Wein's formula for shorter wavelength

(ii) Rayleigh-Jean's law for longer wavelength.

(!irJ !Vei_n's 
displacement law for maximum enerry radiation.(iv) Stefan - Boltzman's taw for total radiation. -

\
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6.8 Deduction of laws from Planck's radiation law :-

(i) Wein's formula :-

We have the expression for the energy between the wavelengths i and )' + d X' as

, Sxhcd)'
E 

^d ^ 
= -tr\.............(6.29)
f I ent -tl

\/

lf u f is small, ,h"n !-' is msre
iKl

hc

->>l
lkT

ni
Due to this one can be neglected when compared to efr

, Snhc.duLlar = t*
)> v"*t' -1

Let Snhc = A and E= n
.K

B\
E.d). = A.T-s .e-i dl

It is wein's formula.

tii)Rayleigh - Jeans law :-

lf '2'is more, # is small

hc t / hc\'eu*r--l+" +l-|+----
).kT llkr )

hcr.

e^kr - l+ nc

)"kT

neglecting higher order terms.

writing this in equation (6.29) we get,

, Snhcd)" Sxhc ),kT
E1d2= / ,-- , =--:;-......::_

n'(*!-,-r) l', hc

\Lkr )
, 8rkTdl.

E^dt =T , It is Rayleigh-Je*l luy:

(iii) Wein's displacement law :-
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For the wavelength corresponding to maximum energy we can,urJ,n" condition
dEt 

=0
dt

o_L^ f t" .l_t

we have E^= lt"*t l=8xhcx,-'.1r# -rl
rlem t)

r
+ -- nl 

^. 
.1-ry(,# -r)' r# *\!r! . cs) ru(,# -r)'' I = od^ L ' '\ ) . A-Kt \ -/ 

J

'.'A#0,

thcr#sl
- T'm"r -r v -Txra--T=o' 'v lr*-tl ^ leu'-tlt/\/

multiplaing with.l.6 *(rh-r.] *, *o
\/

hc

-=x
lkT
*. t' -s =oe'-l
The solution to this equation are x=0 and x:4.965

But ,= ht =0 isnotallowed
x.kr

*=h" =q.l6s- h" =rr),leT 4.965

1T = h' 
=0.2896xr0-2 m.k

.t 4.965k

2I =constant

Since it is the wavelenglh corresponding to maximum enerry we can write,

,l,r-T =constant
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+ 1^T = At^lIt

(iv)Stefan's Law:-
; ttg t" Pt-""-"k's formula in terms of frequency we have'

Snhv3duEudu=-fr

",[ 
r# _rl

\/

The spectral radiance E,(specUal) and the energy density E'are relatcd by thc rplation

c-
(E")spectral =-.Et)

The total radiant en€rgy due to all frequencies is given by
a

r = Jt\Fzectral.du
0

orc Snluldub= lt-jTao- crleT _tl,1" 'J

, hv kTx
Lgt 

-=x 
; v=-kr''h

writing these values in the above equation we€et' : :

of 2xh .. rkTxp ,. kTdx -2xh , rktTt , ,kT ,1e- r

F - l-x t-;- x: = -;-n= l7@^r-F, ^ h c' '-. ft, ' .h d(,-l
\

c
(E 

") 
spe ctral.d u = i.nu.ao

c Srhtttdu
4.1

,_ t rE _ll
LJ
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t=#xr{ =r E=orai

when o - 2t5b4

$fr = 5,67 xlla walts l m2 = k'

It.is stefan's law.
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6.9 Pyrometers:-

Pyrometers arc the instruments whioh are used to mcasurc tlrc high tcmpcratrcs. Therc are two types of
pyrometers

l. Total radiation Wometer

The insbuments that measune total radlation emitted by the body under test ar€ called as totrl

radiation pyrometers.' Here the radiations of all wavelengths are considcred. Herp the temperature is

measurcd making use of Stefan's law.

2. Optical or Spctral Qrometer :-

The Optical pyrometers compar€ the intensity of radiation ofa certain wavelength emitted by the

body with that the radiation of same wavelength emitcd by a standard body at a known temperature.

The temperaturp of the body is obtained by applying wein's plancks displaccment law or planks law.

5.10. Ferry's total radiation pyrometer:-

The apparatus consists of a large ooncavc mirrorTC of copper and nickered on the front

surface. The minor is provided with a'small hole at its cenhe and an eye is fitted in it. The mirror

can be disptaced from its one position to another position with the help of rack - pinion screw.

,.Beforp the mirror C, two plane mirrors M,and M, ue arranged. They are inclined at an angle of

50 and separated by a distance of l.Sim. tn the W, ablackened strip S is arranged. The mirrors
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M, and M, andthe strip S are placed in an enclosure in order to prevent the direct incidence of

radiation from the hot body on these substances. The blackened strip S is connected to one junction

of a thermocouple. Depending upon the deflection in milli voltmeter, the temperature of the hot

body can be estimated.

The radiation from the hot body for which the temperature is to be determined ate allowed to ,

incident on concave mirror C. By moving the concave mirror C to a suitable position the images of

the two mirrors overlap exactly to form a complete circle as shown in fig-'(6'10)'

ftrla{
lc,we

In fecus

'gG.i
tf T and To are absolute temperatures of the hot body and that of the pyrometcr case md 0 is the deflection

in milli voltmeter, we can write, 0 qTk

But the power lies in between 3.8 and 4.2

Hence we can write
TeT* !

i.e-Q eTk

Log| t {ragTr
Log? a' kLogT

Log? = ckLogTi

where c is constant

Initially, using bodies whose temperatures are

voltmeter are noted. A graph is drawn between

straight line and it is callcd calibration graph'

accurately known, the deflections in the milli

logd and log T. Thc graph comos out to be a

Flg:t8.10)
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'

An unknown temperature can be obtained with the help of this graph, taking the
corresponding defl ection in milli voltneter experimental ly.

6'llModilicationfor the m'eosurements of very high temperatures (Rotating sector method)-

Flo*n$ng
soeM

Flg:(6.11)
11.

In order to measure the very'high temperatures a rotating sector is used, This is an opaque circular disc in

' which apart is cut off in the shape of a sector. This is placed in between the hot body and pyrometer

(fig.6.1 l) and made to rotate rapidly on the anis of the eye piece. The sector allows only a fraction of total

,totation isequal t #t enter the pyrometer, whered is the angle of the sector.

Due to the radiation coming from the sector we can'measure the temperature less than'the actual temperature

'of th9 body- If the pyrometer measures the temperature{ and the actual temperature of the hot body ir 4 ,

th"y:T b" relarcd by

ffi
i4s{

A*Sl'
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J-1-= ---r: 360 T,' e

+r, =4 f lf^ilt' '\0 )

6. I 2 D isappearing lilament optical pyrometeri'

CENTRE FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION

The apparatus(fig.6.12) consists of a telescope filled with an objective 'O' at one and an

eyepiece 'E' atother end. The distance between objective and eye -piece.can be adjusted using rack

and pinion anangement. The point at which the light rayq .using coming from the objective are

incidenting the cross wires are to be arranged.

The cross wires are replaced by an electric lamp S. The filament F of the lamp is connected

to battery of emf B, key K, rhegstat Rh and ammeter A in series. The filament is heated by passing

current through it. Diaphrag*r 4, and D, are arranged to limit the core of radiation. The red glass

filter G is placed before the eye piece E in order to observe the radiation of particular wave length.

r-
'- I lr*<r:,-'+,1.i.,*.,,- tFrrl__

Fls{8.12}

The pyrometer is turned towards the hot body. The radiations comingfrom the hot body are made to focus on

the filament by adjusting the position of objective with the help of rack and pinion arrangement. The image

is viewed with the help of eyepiece E. The current passing through the filament is increased gradually- Due

to this its temperature increases. The current through the filament is adjusted until the filament just

disappcars.When the filament just disappears. The current in the filament are recorded with the help of

ammcter. At this stage both filament and image are equatly bright.
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lf T is tlie temperature of the hot body of filament and i is thJ current flow,ing through the filament, they are

related by

f=s+91;g12

Where a, b and c are constants.

The constants a ,b and c are calculated as below.

Three hot bodies whose temperatures are accurately known are taken. The pyrometer is turned

towards each hot body and current in the ammeter is noted when the filament disappears, at each time.

Substituting these values in the above equation we can obtain three equations. on solving these three

equations we can obtain the values of a.,band c.

' Now the pyrometer is turned towatds the hot body of unknown temperature. The cunent

ammeter is noted when the filament just disappears. Writing the values of a, b, c and I in the

I =a*bT+cT2i

The t€mperature of the hot body can be deterrnined.

6.13Solar constant and its determination:-

Sun is radiating energy in all directions. The earth receives only a fraction of this energy. A

considerable poftion of the incoming radiation is lost by reflection and scattering by the atmosphere. The

radiation is also heavily absorbed by the earth's atmosphere. The radiation absorbed by the earth atmosphere

depends upon the time of the day and the season of the year. Thus we need a more constant quantity

regarding the solar radiation received by the earth. It is termed as solar constant.

Solar constant is defined as the rate at which the solar energy is received by a black surface per unit area

placed normal to tl,e sun rays at the average distance of the earth frorn the Sun in the absence of the

atmosphere. It's value is 1340w I m2 (or) 1.92c:al / cm- min

AUglrtr:i:t:::yuql:glqUglglSr' tlre dererm inar

The instruments'which is used to determine the solar constant is called pyroheliometer

I in the

equation
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Angstrom pyrohelimeter is as shown fig (6.13)

The apparatus consists of two thin .exactly sirnilar blaskened strips S' and St of platinum or

constantan. The two strips are arranged such that one is open to receive radiation from the sun normally

while the other is protected by a double walled shield H. The two strips S, and S, are connected to the two

junctions ofra thermo couple by means of a galvanometer G. The .metals in the thermo couple are made of

copper and constantan. The strip $ is heated by passing electric current through it. A voltmeter V is

connected in parallel and an ammeter I is connected in series to measure the voltage and current. When both

S, and S, are at the same temperature, the galvanometer shows no deflection. Now.Sr is exposed for sun

radiation, the galvanometer shows deflection. Now current is passed through and the strength of current is

adjusted using rheostat R h such that the galvanometer shows no deflection. At this stage the heat received

by bothS, and S, are equal. Now the solar constant can be calculated using the formula

s=vl*60 talT r .

Aax4.2 / cm- -mrnute

Where .V, is voltmeter reading, 'I' is ammeter reading, 'A' is area of cross section of strip and 'a' is its

absorption coeffrcient.

The experiment was repeated several times on the same day under constant sky conditions with

different elevations of the sun. The average value of solar constant was calculated. The same experiment was

Fig:tB.13l
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repeated throughout the year. If 'S' is the solar constant obtained So is the true valus of solar constant and z
is the zenith distance i.e., angular altitude and r is the transition coefficient, the relation between them is

,S = So"o"

log,S = logSor*"'

logS = log,So +logr*."
logS = logSo +seczlogr

lt is in the form of ! = mx+c

From the experimental data, the graph is drawn in between logs and Secz. A straight line is obtained as

shown fig. (6.1a) . The Y intercepr value gives log So.

From this, tlre value of so can be calculated. It is obtained as 1.92 cal / cmz -m(or) 1340w / m2

$sc:. " *'l*
Flg:{S.14}

6.14Temperature of the Sun:-

Different temperature regions of the sun is shown in fig. (fig.6.15) The temperature of the

centrat core of the ,un'i, at about 20 million degrees. The boundary of the central core is a thick shell

called the photosphere. Temperature of the sun usually means the temperature of photosphere which

is around 6000 K . The next 300 to 400 Km thick- layer is called as reversing layer which contains

most of the elements in gaseous state. The extension of reversing layer is chromosphere. This is only

seen during total solar eclipse. The outer gaseous layer which extends to a morethan half a million
Kilometers is called corona.

1

a

I
(o
rDo
J
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Phon sphoru

Revertlng
layer

Chrurnosphere

Gcrona--

Let R be the radius of photosphere of the sun. Then its surface area is 4tR2 .

Let T be the absolute temperature of the sun. Then according to stefan's law, the amount of energy emitted

by the sun per minute is given bY

E = 4ttR2oTa x60,where 'd' is stefan's constant

This energy is spread in all directions. Let r be the average distance between the sun and ttrs

earth. Let us consider a sphere of radius r with sun as the cenffe. The radiant energy coming frorn the suu

will spread over the surface area 4rr2. If S is solar constant, the energy received by the surface area 4trrz

per minute is 4tr2 s

From equations (6.30) and (6.31) we can write.

(6.30)

4rRzoTa x60 = 4tr2s

m4 r'st=m

'=[[;')"*";]*
I

rn s.r. units r=f[;'1,.*";.|'
L\ ,' J

Substituting the values of r ,R ,S and or ,the temperature of the sun can be calculated'

6.l5solved problems:-

g:r
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l. Determine the temperature of the sun with the help of wien,s law.
Given (b =2.92x10-3 m- k;),** = 4900A0)

1^ = 4900A0 + 4900x l}-tom= 4.9x l0-7 m. b=2.92: T =?
Solution- b = ).mT

+T = b 
-?'92xlo-37m 4.9;lo:t- =5959K

.-.r _ 5959K

2' A body at 1500K emits maximum energy at a wavelength zo,0ooA' . tf the sun emits

maximum energy at a wave length 55OO A" then what will be the temperature ofthe sun.
4 =1500/<; Lm=20,00AA0

, Tt =?; ).mt =5500A0
Solution: 7 -).mT = ).mtTt + Tt = ry= 20,000 

x 1500K).m' 5500

Tt =5454K

3.A black body at 1500K radiates maximum wavelength of 2 micronq if the wavetength of
maximum energy of moon is 14 microns, what is the temperature of the moon.

Solution:

Tr =ll27o c +1127 +273 = 1400K

)"m =2microns =2x10-6 m

2,mt =l4microns+ 14x llam
'

Tr'=?

).mr,=A*'r, =+4'= #=Tfff =2ooK

Tt =200K

4. Calculate the surface area of tungsten filament of 100 watts electri.'bulb. The operating

temperature of tungsten is 2450K and emissivity is 0.3 . 
.

Solution:
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E=100W;T =2450K;e=0.3

\ t: e.o.T4 o=5.67x1A-8

m'
E = A.e.oIa

A- E = 
loo 

' , whereAisarea" - ia 0.3 x 5.67 x(2450)4 x lo-E

A =l.63l6xl0a mz

5. Calculate the maximum amount of heat lost per second by radiation by a sphere l0 Cm in

diameter at a temperature of 227" C when placed in an enclosure at

' 27" C(o = 5.67 x 10-E W I m2 - k41

Solution:

T =22'lo c =227 +273 = 500K

To =270 c =27 +273 =300K
2r =l\Cm = r = SCm = 5xl0-2 m

o = 5.67 xl0-8W I m2 - Ko

Q=?
According to stefan's law E = o(Tn -Ton)

The net rate of loss of heat (or) by the total surface area of the sphere is given by

Q = Ex4nrz = o(Tn -Tl)xarr2

= 5.67x to{ [sooo - 3000 ]x ax 3.14x (5 x l0-2)2

Q=0.0969%=0.0969watt

6. The luminosity of a star is 20000 times that of the sun. temperature T of sun is 6000K. Find the

surface temPeraturc of sun star.

Solution:

CENTRE FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION
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_Er =20000.E2;4 = 6000 K;4=Z
Er = oTl
Ez = oTza

L=!=[l)'+r, =ig-)iE2 r: lrr)-r, \E)
I

\ =r,[+]t'lE, )
4 

=Jzoooo1i =11.89,4 =11.89x6000= 7r3s2.4K
T2

Tt =71352.4 K

7'Calculate the temperature of sun from' the following data 'adius of the
sun (R) = 7 .92xl0s kmdistance of sun from earthr = 1.5 x 108 Kn and stefan,s

constantd = 5.7 xlo-gw I m2 - K4 .s =l.34KW / m2 .

Solution:

8' calculate the average energy of an oscillator of frequency 5.6x l0t2 sec-r at 330k .Treating it as

( i) classical oscillator (ii) planks osciilation

Solution: 
y = 5.6x l0r2 sec-r =5.6x l}tz I{z
T =330K

(l) Classical oscillator

E = KT= (l.3gx l0-23 x 330)

= 44.54 xl0-23 = 4,454x I 0-2r../
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(2)Planck' s oscillator
hue=_q

eKl'

hu=6.62x10-34 x5.6xl0r2 = 37.07 x10-30

hu 
-37.07x10-la =g.223x10-,,KT 4.454x l5-''
37.07 

" 
r n-34

F=--,8'323xto' t 
=2'945x10-21'/

g.calculate the number of modes of vibrations in wavelenglh range

chamber of volume 100 cm3

Solution:

V =l00cm3 = l00x 10-6 m3 =l}t mt

\ =5oooAo '\ =5oo2Ao

d|. = L - 4 =2Ao =2xlQ-to m,

) -X'+k =5001.40 =5001x10-romft=__a _

L

, -|nVd)' - 
8x 3'14x 10{ x 2x-10-ro

J =-T-:1rOol"t0-'o)a

, _ 50.24x10-ta _ = 0.0g03xl0ro = g.03xl0r2

' (s.oot x 1o')-

,f = 8'03 xl0t2 Hz

6.l6SummarY:-

Inthislessonthetypesofblackbodiesarediscussed.Theenergydistributionforblackbody

radiation was explained by various laws rike wien's displacernent law, Rayleigh -Jean's law and

planck,s quantum radiation law. pyrometers are discussed to measure high temperatures' solar

constant is determined and the expression for tle temperature of thQ'sun was obtained'

6.l7KeYwords:

Black body, Absorption'' radiation' energy

5000 /40 to 5002 A0 for radiation in a

distribution, quantum theory, pyrometer' solar

constant.
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6.18.Setf Assessment euestions

Long answer questions:- 
: ' i

l ' what is a black body ? Explain Lummer and pringsheim experiment for energy distribution
of black body radiation.

2. Derive wien,s displacement law.

3. Derive Rayleigh -Jeans law.

4. Derive prancks radiation raw. obtaine various laws from it.

5' Explain types of pyrometers. Explain filament disappearing optical pyrometer.

Short answer questions:-

l. Write a short notes on back bodv.

2. What is solar constant ? How it.un U. determined.

3. Derive the expression for temperature of the sun.

Exercises:

l. In an atomic explosion, the maximum temperature produced was of the qrder of 107t

Calculate the wavelength of maximum enerry. Wjen'p constant 0.2g2 cm-k
' Hint: )"^T =b

Ans:2.92A0

2. . An energy of 8.25callsec is radiated from an area of 6.1cm2 in furnace. Assuming the

furnace to be a back body find its temperature

[Hintf = eAoTa Ans =1000.4f]

3.A 8cm diam,gter cop_per sphere is smeared with.black spot. This is heated ta 627c. What amount of

heat energy is radiated per second.

[Uint,; = eAoTa Ans =lSZ.34watt)

4,A sphere of 20cm diameter at a temperature of 327" C placed in an evacuated vessel at a

temperature of 27" C . Calculate the heat lost by th6 sphere per second by radiation. Assume the

sphere to be a black body.
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o =s.7 xlo-t, J/r^z 
_ s _des.

[Hint,r = eAo(To - 4' ) Ans: 869.8U]

5. Calculate.the surface temperature of the sun fromthe following data

S =13.4W/' /m2
R =6.92x10tm
r =l.5xl0llrz
o = 5.67 x lo{ *4, 

_ r,
ft 12 14

Hint:T=lf f l 'Al Ansz5773K
L\R/ o )

The activity of a black body radiator is in the shape of cube. Find the number of modes of vibrations

rlcr unit volume in the wave length range beqween 4gg| Aoand 500510
.l

- &rd)' 0r? |Hint/ =T Ans:4.019x1 J :: -,'.,
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STATISTICAL THERMODYNAI}fiCS''
Objectives:

This lesson gives the information and dears about the following

l. What is necessity of statistical mechanics?

2. Difference between classical and quantum statistici.

3. Various distibution laut comparison.

Stnrcture of the lesson:;

7.1. Intoduction

1.2 Methods of statistical mechanics ,

7.3 Statisticalequilibrium

7.4 Ensemble

7.5 Concept of probability

7.6'Maxwell-Boltzmanndisnibutionlaw : j

7.1 Application of Maxwell -Boltzcrann's law to an ideal gas

7,8 Quantum statistics

7.g Base-Einsteindistribution

7.10 Bose-Einstein distibution law.

7.1I Photon.gas or Blackbody radiation energy distribution 
. 

:

7.12 Fermi- Dirac distibution law

7.13 Fermi en€rgy of elecbon gas

7 .14 Comparison between Maxwell.Bolt',rnanru Base-Einstein and Fermi-Qiqp

statistics.

7.15 Solved problems.

7.16 Summary

7.17 Keywords

7.18 Self Assignment questions

7.19 Reference books.



7.1 Introduction:-

Consider the case of gas consisting of 1023 molecules in order to obtain the complete

information conceming the motion of the system. We have to solve 1023 equations of

motion or more. But it is not possible. It means, it is impossible to apply the ordina$

laws of mechanics to such a physical system. Such problems have been successfully

solved by the method of statistical mechanics.

Statistical mechanics is a branch of science, which establishes the relation between

macnoscopic behaviour (Bulk properties) of the system in terms of its microscopic

behaviour (individual particles). So, statistical mechanics investigate the most probable

behaviour of the assembly of particles.

7.2 Methods of statistical mechanics:-

The study of statistical mechartics can be classified into two Categories.

{. Glassical statistics or Maln tell -BolEmann's statistics:-

The classical statistics utilizes the results of Mqlwell's law of disnibution of

molecular velocities. The classical statistics sucCessfully explained the phenomenon

of temperature, pressure, energy etc., But it is falled to explain black body radiation"

photoelectic effect, specific heat at low temperature'

2. Quantum statistics:-

To explain the phenomenon like black body radiation, photoelectric effect, specific

heat at lowtemperature the quantum statistics was developed by Bose, Fermi and

Dirac. The quantum statistics is sub divided into two categories.

a)Bose-Einstein statistics

The particles obeying Base-Einstein statistics are known as bosons. Ex: Photons, rieutral

Helium atoms in ground state, o- particles etc., These particles possess the spin value as

integral.

b)Fermi-Dirac statistics

The particles obeying FermiDirac statistics are known as fermions.
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Ex: - electrons, protons, neutrons etc., these particles possess half spin.

7.3 Statistical equilibrium (Thermodynamical isolated system) :-
Consider a thermodynamically isolated system consisting of N particles. Let the

energy states available of these particles be E;, E2.---._-- E1 Suppose that n1

particles are in state of energy El, n2 particles are in the state of E2, ------ The total
number of particles can be written as,

.\ =1r+n2+...=Zn,

'l'hc total energy of the system can be written as

(J = nrE, + nrE, + nrEr....,.. =ln,E,

If the particles are non interacting the total energy U is constant. But due to collisions

the transition of molecules from one energy state to another energy state takes place.

As a result h1, n2,n3,--- are continuously changed. Hence a particular most

lavoured distribution is concerned. When this distribution is reached, the systern

attains statistical equilibrium.

Statistical Equilibrium (General) :-

lf we have a collection of particles, then each single particle is refracted as syst€,m.

'l'he collection of particles as a whole is called as an assembly. The collection of
large number of assemblies is known as ensemble.

Gibb's suggested that any instantaneous state of a particle may be represented by

Imagining a 6 dimensional space in which the 6 co-ordinates (X,Y,Z,Px,PtPz )are

making along 6 mutually perpendicular axes in space.This is purely a mathenntical

concept. The 6 dimensional space is known as phase space or p space. A point in the

plrasc space representing the instantaneous state of particle is called phase point. The

number of phase points per unit volume is called the phase density of these points.The

density frrnction 'p' is called as density of distribution or probability density or

distribution function. The density function is a function of position co-ordinates'

(q,.qr.........qi) and function of momentum c, , 'dinates (pr, p2,........ pi) correSponding



(

fo 2i oonrbino6 position - momentum anes in phase space. The density function p is also

I frurcfhn of time. P= P(9r.9a......... 9i, Pr,P,....,,.. pi, t)
'i

SilnPlY P= P (q,P,t)
, at1

Whpn lhe ensemble is a statistical equilibrium, it obeys the following two conditions.

l. The probabilities of finding phase points in various regions of phase should be

indePendent of time.

2. The average values for the properties of the system in the extent should also be

hrdepPndent of time.

Matlrematically the conditions of an ensemble in statistical equilibrium is givelF-..* _ _
by -* -

( y) 
= e Forvatues ofq and p

\ 0r )c,c

Srrppoee rp' is taken as a function of energy ( cr ) which is inturn can be expressed as a

frtncfho ofq's and p's. Let the property is expressed bya

We sa0rvFtet

y=y.y+(7.2)
08, 0a 0q,

Ard

y=9y+(7.3)
0p, 0a 0p,

)

Aomrding to Liouville's thebrem we can write,
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(#),,.u1(#*).(#*)l='

-(#),,.4#n,*ffr,, =o

=(#),,=-4(#n,.Ho,)

=-+(#'ffa'.##u')

=-#+(ffa'.#o)

=-ap-r( oa oq, *oo fu,\
Aa7\Oq, Ot ' Op, il )

=-#+(#.X)
=-ff>o*ol 

,

-0

'(#),,=o

The ensemble will be in statistical equilibriurr: if p is independent of time.

7.4 Ensemble :-

The collection of particle is known a$ assembli Each assemAly is chtuacteri zedby

the same values of set of mtrcroscopic paramerers which uniquely determine the

equilibrium state of the assembly. The collection of large number of assemblies is

called as an ensemble.

The ensembles are Classified into three rypes.



1. Micro canonlcal ensemble: -

It is'a collection of essentially independent system having the same energy E' volume

v and number of particles N. All the assemblies are of the same type' The assemblies

Are separated by impermeable and well-insulated walls separate the assemblies such

that there is no exchange of E, V & N. We cannot specify the macroscopic energy of

ensemble energy.

o*

Fie(7.2)Fig(7.1)

Consider a closed system for which the total energy E is constant

E= E(qr, ez, g:---------er, Pr, Pz, Pr-------pr) : constAnt

The surfaces having the same energies are called energy surface or ergodic surface.

Consider a graph which is drawn taking momentum p along Y-axis and position q

along X-axis. We can obtain two energy surfaces as shown' In between these two

surfaces the density is constant Below the ltt curye and above the second curve the

density is zero. It means the area between both the curves represents micro canonical

ensemble.

2. Canonical ensemble :-

It is a collection of essentially independent assemblies'having th9 .same values of

temperature T, Volume V and number of identical particles N. As all the assemblies are

having the same temperature, we can say that the assembiies are in thermal contact'frith
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each other. The individual assemblies are separated by rigicl, impermeable but diathermic
walls. Since energy can be exchanged bbtrveen the assemblies they will reach common
temperature. Thus in canonical ensemble, system can exchange energy but not particles.

Fig(7.3)

3. Grand Canonical ensemble :

From micro canonical ensemble to canonical ensemble the condition of constant energy

is released. This has simplified the calculations in thermodynamics. Now we have to

remove the condition of fixing the total number of particles ie. N. As in all the chemical

and physical.processes the,number N changes. So, such an ensemble where exchange of
energy and particles takes place with the heat reservoir is known as Grand - Canonical

ensemble.

Fig(7.4)

Grand - canonical ensemble is a collection of independent

temperature T, Volume V and chemical potential'

T,V,prT.V,ptT,V,p
tl

---*---;l-q--tl
t;t,nlr,v,1r !r,v,p

tl
a--.?----l-_-._

ttT,v.prT,v,rrll;v#

,

assemblies having the same
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Concept of probability 
:

Consider the tossing of a coin. The toss chance that the head or tail falls upward is

% i,e.50%. If the coin is tossed for a large number of times, the cbances of gstting the

head or tail upwards are equal i.e. 50o/o. This fact can be expressed in terms of

probability

The probability of an event may be defined as the ratio of number of cases

in which event occurs to the total number of cases, provided the total nirmber of cases is

very large.

rhe probabitity of an event =*'**'"#;"rkY:#!H:,1'i'*'

: .'h, Corxider that an event occurs in 'a' ways and fail occurs in'b' ways., '

".;l
Probability of happening the event - ala*b l.'

of failing the event = b/a+b

of composite event = The product of the probabilitiesof the individual

events.

Probebility theorcns for various distribution$ laws'

e arranged in an order= N!'unys in which N distinct particles can b

,rti"les in a system. The particles oan be ananged in 24 ways

;, i

of diffcrent ways in which n particles can be selected from N

7.5

particlcs irrespective of the orderqf selection= 11$;1
Ex :- Suppos€ we want to solect 3 particles out of 4 particles{nesptive of the or{q

of selection, we can write n=3 andN:4

Numbcr of ways = , , 
o.t, 

t=t = !)'=4
(+-r)trt 1!3!

i.e.4! WaYs.

T



3. The number of ditTerent ways in which n distinguishable particles can be arranged in

g distinguishable states with not more that one particle in each = ,, 8! 
.

nt(g - n)t

Ex :- Consider 4 distinguishable states (g:4) and 3 distinguishable particles (n:3)

Numberofways= ,4! . =41 =4- 3!(4-3)! 3!l!

7.6 Maxwell Boltzmann distribution law :-

Maxwell Boltzmann distribution law is one of the important distributions in classical

statistics. Consider a system of 'n' similar but distinguishable molecules of a gas

contained in a vessel .The gas molecules are moving freely with in the vessel in all

possible directions Different gas 'molecules possess different errergies .Maxwell

considered that how a fixed total amount of energy is distributed among the various

members of an assembly .Basing on this idea Maxwell-Boltzmann's law was derived

Out of this 'N' molecules, let nr be the number molecules having energy Et.. nz

molecules.have energy Ez,,n3 molecules have energy El and so on.The totdl number of

gas molecules N and also total energy of gas molecules E is constant .we can write,

N =tlt+r?z+...=ln,

The total energy can be written as

E = nrt, + n2tz * \€t+............... ..=Lt,r,
i

Considering that priory, probability for a molecule have energy €i as gi. Maxwell and

Boltzmann- derived the following relation

n, = g,e-oe-&'

Where a and p are constants.



The value of p is

.'.n. = g,€-o€

_Bi
8i

,o,kt.

)fl.= ,8'=' lr*a)
e\ tI')

This result explains most probable distribution of molecules among the various energy

states and known as Ma:rwell-Boltzman distibution law.

If a graph is drawn by taking number of molecules along the y-axis and energy along x-

ar<is, a curve is obtained as shown . The number of molecules being maximum in zero

energy cell and decreases exporuintially'with energy.

f;1---|r

Fig:(i.5)

T.TApplication of Maxwell Boltzmann's law to an ideal gas :

lrt us consider an assembly of 'n' molecules of an ideal gas contained in a volume V

at absolute temperatue T. The number of molecules having the energy ti can be written

as

) ll, = gi€-oe-fq + (7.1)

Where e'andB are constants

Insfiead of considering discrete energies Er, Ez, E3 -----, here the continuous

distribution of energies are considered. If we consider the number of molecules having

I
KT

-C,n'

t
I
nt

I



tlre enersf. in benreen

n(el d 6= g(e)e- g- ode + (7.21,

and e+de equation(7.1) becomes

Weknowthat e=
p'
2m

where p is the molecularmomenituur

The number of molecules having the momentum in betnreen p and p +dp is

"(p)ap= s(p)e*e-etu

=2t-
"(p)ap = g(p)e-" eE dp + (7.3)

The values in the above equation are obtained as

s(p)=++(7.e
3

e- =g(+lu -(7.5)and' Y \znm)
I

f =* +(7.6)'kT
Writing equations (7.4),(7.5) AIID (7.6) in eqtration (7.3) we gef

,(p)dp=ryY&)',r*oo

-( r ri --r-
n( pldp = 4nNp2 I # I e2*kr dP + (7'7)

\z1rmu /

We have *=. + p2 =2me

diff.rre get

zNP =2m d e

, mde mde
-Cp=-=-. P 'l2me

Writing these values in equation(7.7) we get



3

n (e\ d e= 4n N .2m .(#-*or)' rf #
3

=BrNm. .1 ,f I )tr# !d=t,
,|*i\xtcr ) 

' 
2i*:.i

1

SnNme ( t \t imde
= - lJ- LIi 

"ttr ) ""' :,
22'2m2.2 

\'-'--' 
e2

8rNm2( | \;= r'-
=-l ^ l- ek1'.e2 de'' 2'm' \nkr )

tl r ri -€

n(e) d e=2rN .1 | ' l' ei'' d e+ (7.8)
\trkT )

It is the expression for the.number of'molecules having energy between e and e*de, in a n

ideal gas containing N molecules at absolute temperature.

Equation (7.8) is called Maxwell - Boltzmann distribution of energy.

We havee =L*V',d e=l.n.2ltdv = mVdV.
Z2

The number of motecules having the velocity in between Z and V + dV is

n(v\dv =zrN(l*r'\: (+i .,#*rrn.\' \2 )\rkr)
I -3 --vl

^ .,mtv' ( | \t +#-= znw--J-- I | .etw mVdV.

2i \xkr )

33

2.2i \xkr )

, .1 -mt'|

n(v)dv =4nNVzt+\'z enr av.+(l-e)
\nkT )
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It is the expression for the nqmber of molecules having the.velocity in between Z and

V + dV. If a graph is plotted taking number of molecules per unit range n(v) along y-
axis and velocity (V) along x:olds, the curve first raises parabolically, reaches maximum
and falls exponentially. The fraction of the molecules having the velocities in between

v and v+dv is given by

n(V\dV / m \; -ntv2

+=4rV21+| .e 2kr .dVM | ),nrr t

n(v)dv
-iv

in between v and v + dv.It can be written as p(v)dv

lvt'. Zt.: fr

Fls:(7.81

tep.resents the probability that a molecule will have speedThe ftaction

p(v)=4xv2(*)' .,#

p(v\av =oor,(#), "#.0,

-+ (7.10)

Ttre probability function is defined as the probability that a molecule will poSsess the

speed v.

7.8 Quantum Statisttcs: -

Classical statistics can

chcigy erc. But il is lailc'l it-t

explain the phr-'ntrnrena such as temperature'

,-'s-plain tht' crt clt:lll'lltal observed phenomena

pressure,

like black



body radiation', pfrotoelectric effect, specific heat at low temperature etc. To explain

these phenomena, ql@ shtistics was introduced. In quantum statistics the panicles

are consiclered as.irr'<listinguishable.

ln 1924, S.N. Bose developed a new statistics and Einstein applied it to active

axis. The statistics is known as Bose - Einstein statistics. The particles obeying this

statistics are known as Bosons. The particles do not obey Pauli's exclusion principle.

The particles are identical, indistinguishable and possess integral spin.

Ex: Photons, neutral Helium atoms,o particles etc'

ln l926,Fermi and Dirac independently modified Bose - Einstein statistics in certain

gases. This statistics is called'Fermi - Dirac statistics. The particles obeying Fermi -

Dirac statistics are known aS Fermions. The particles obey Pauli's exclusive principles'

The particles are identical, indistinguishable and possess half integral spins (1/2 ,312' 512

712,.....)

Ex :- Electrons' Protons, neutrons etc''

7.9 Bose - Einstein Distribution :-

ln Bose - Einstein distribution the particles are indistinguishable. Consider the

distribution of four particles (a,a,a,a)among the two cells x and y such that there are three

particles in cell x and one particle in celly. The distribution according to both Maxwell -

Boltzmann and Bose - Einstein are as shown fig(l '7)\

I

G*ll r

Call y tel
E':l:cr Finst*in
*lnticl,iclt

Fig:F.8)

Now let us assume that each cell (x,y) is further divided into four

compartments. The distribution is as shown in fig (7'8)'

Eli:g
l,l ir l',s,ti l- B, rlt:man'l .g I ar.lis li cs



Cellr

mK.rem
tr:fj

ffiffireffi
Jo-*'o statg$

ffi
ffiffim

ryy

mi:{1 hg ffi 4 at$€s

Flg:(7.81

In general the number of ways in which n particles are distributed along g;
sublevels of its quantum states is

(n,+ g,-t)l
n,l(g, -l)l

lf n;=9, g1=4

Number of states

= 
(llo-l)'= 6! 

-6xsxa'.c -)n
If ni=l and gi=4 

3!(4 - l)! 3!3! 3k 6

Number of states :

*/

l!(4-l)! 3!



Hence the total possible distributions'are 20x4=80

Let there 8ro rr1 particles in 91 states with energy Et, tlz particles with energy Ezi--- ni

ways in which indistinguishable particles can be distibuted:omgnB

The total number of distinguishable eigen statos is given by

particles in the gi state wittr energy E;

The total number of arrangernents will be

,, _f (',, *g, -r)rlf (r, *g, -r)r1.. [(r, +g, -Dtl
" -f n!(s1-l)! JL "rt(s,-l)! I ,l',!(s, 1)! l

- rf 
(,, * g, 

1)tl-'i 
l_ ",t(g, -t)t J

As ni and gi are very large we canwrite gi-l= g,

G-*i#
7.{0 Bose - Einstein distribution law :-

In Bose - Einstein statistics, the particles are indistinguishable. The number of different

g**ll*.i", !19

'.Q=rw
For equilibrium state d'G = 0

The two subsidiarY conditicns are

l.; The.total number ofpartiolesin the system is constant.

(ic)n=In, is 
"ottstant 

(or) 5n=16n, =0

2. The total energy of the system is cons-tant

E =ZE, =ln,E,=constant (or) 
'dE = iZn,E, = 0

lt
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Basing on these conditions the number of particles having the energy Gi c:ln be written as

o
"i=+.a+1

e- kr -l
This eguation is known as Bose - Einstein distibution law.

It is the most probable distribution of the particles among various energy states obeying

Bose - Einstein statistics.

7.ll Photon gas or Black body radiation enerEy distribution :-

Consider a black body that is a cavity in same op4qw material. l,gt V be the volume
of the cavity which contains a large number of indistinguishable photons of various

fuquencies. It is called photon gas. According to Bose - Einstein distribution law
number of particles having the energye, is

g.
ni=-

o+:
e ,kr -l

ln case of cavity , the number of photons is not fixed due

reemission by the walls of the cavity.

In this case we write,

l6n, *o

Under this condition cr =0,

Writing this equation(7. l) we gef

9.
ili =* ----(7.t2)

ekr -l
In case of photon gas, the energy difference betqre€n successive allow.ed,values is very
small. Hence w€ can-replace g; wittr g(E)dE The number of particles having the exergy
in betweerr E and E+dE is

d, = 
s (:,) dE + s (f,) dF + (7.r3)
eF -l eF -l

to their absorption and



R€plasrng g (E) dE vdthg(y)d7 wdget

' 
dt, = s9)tu - (7.r4)

' ev-l
From Rayleigh - Jeans l"y, * have the nrrnber of states in black body radiations in thc

frequency range 1 and YtdY as

, \ , SttVo2dvs(r)dr=T +(7.15)
9

Writing equation (7.15) in equation (7.14) we get

o,--*ry
eLr -l

4= 8nVu2

*=m-+(7'16)
\)

Consider ,dn' photons in frequency range u and o +du .The energy of'tbcsc photons

isht&t.

En€rry per rmit volume in the fr,equency range u ud u +d u =ry
It carr be written as E(u ) d o of photon gas.

"' 
E(u)du--ry

+ry=#+e.tl)
{ 

From equations (7.16) and(7.17) we can write,

e(o\v BrVu2-6,: : " ''D c'lt#-tlt)
c'l e--tl

\)



This equation gves eNrergf distribution of a photon gas.

7.12 Fermi - Dirac distribution ]rw:-
Fermi - Dirac statistics is'applied to indistinguishable particles which are

governed by pauli's -exclusion principle. These particles are known as Fermions.

Consider a system having n indistinguishable particles. Let nr be the ntrmber bf particles

of energy Gr, Dz be the number of particles of energy e2, ni be the.number of particles

having €o€rg/ s; .Let g; denote degenenagy or number of sublevels of ith level.

The total number of distinguishable eigen states for the whole s)6tem is given by

6=-Etl-,lx, gzl- ,......", &!,
(Sr-q)lq! (S, -n )ltt! (& -n,)ln,l

G= o, g',l-, 
.+(7.19)i (g,'n,)ln,!

The two zubsidiary conditions arel

l. The total number of particles of the system is constant

n=[n,= constant 6, = 6ln i =Q

2. The total energy ofthe system is constant.

E =72n,e,=constant 6E =|l.npi =0'

1. From the above consideration, ,r*-Oirac dishibution law was represented as ,

o.n,=t+Q.20)
e*r +l

This equation represents most probable distibution of particles among the various energf

stat€s for a system obeyrng Fenni -Dirac statistics"

7.13 Fermi energy of electron gas:-

For the particles obeying Fermi -Dirac statistics, in thermal equilibrium and at

absolute zero, the energy levels from o to a certain values of er are occupied by the

particles. Other energy levels are above ft 8rre left vacant. The cnergy er is known as

Fermi energy.



@
From Fermi -Dirac distribution law, we have the'expression for the

number of particles having the energy e; as

on,=*+(7.21)
e"fr +l

To obtain the number of particles having their energy lie in between E and E + dE, we

have to replace with g (E) dE and with dn(E). Now equation (7.21) becomes,

dn(E)=rlt,lot +(7.22)
Et

d+4e kr+l

For a system of free electrons enclosed in a volume v . wg have the relation,

s@)dE=w
The factor 2 is introduced following the pauli exclusion principle, such that trro electons

up spin +ll2 anddown spin -12 can be accommodated in energy state. Represents the

translational energy states per unit volume in phase space. Writing the value of g(E) dE in
equation (7.22) we get,

dn(E) -BttW'z"-*--n- 
,"*fr +l

dn(E) - 8n pl lpv x f@) + (7.23)
h'

where f(E)=#
e'*6 +l

and it is called Fermi Dirac Distribution function.

The total number of electrons in the system is obtained by integrating equation (7.23)

n=!dn(n)= 
-j: 

u , r(E)-+ (7.24)
e'0

At absolute zero we can write,
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if e>er,/(e) = 0

if e>e1,f(.)=t ,

Writing this value in equation (7.24)we ger,

8rY'*{ 2, Snltlptl'-",=T I n'an"l =-:-l*- I +(7.25),. c-o ' hr L3J"=o

We have the relation between the enerry and momentum

AS 
'= 

P,
2m

I

+2me=p' +(2me)7=p
3

+(2me)l = p3'

Writing this in equation(7.25) we geL

=g=(zme)l8nV \

2

(*)t -2m€r
\8nY )

2

t ( tntf \1.,= nl#) -(7.26)

It is the explession for Fermi energy of an.electron gas.
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7.14 Comparison between Maxwell-Boltzmann's statistics, Bose-Einestein statistics

and Fermi-Dirac statistics

s.no M-B statistics B-E statics F-D statistics

I

2

J

4

5

6

Applies to systems of

identical,di stinguishable

particles such as'gases

Particlos are called as

;lassical particles

There is no restriction in

the number of particles in a

given state.

The distribution law is

s,ni=-t
a+J

ekr

The distribution Function

LS

f(e)=

The energy of the system

such as an ideal atomic gas

may be zero at absolute

zero

I
eO++

ekr

Applies to systems of
identical, distingui shable

oarticles not obeying pauli's

lxclusion principle such as

rhotonl licuid He etc..

Particles are called Bosons.

There is no restruction on

the number of particles in a

given state

The distribution law is

q
ni=--?

a+J
e kr-l

The distribution function

is

I

f(e)=--
a+r

e k't -l

The energy of the system

may be zero at absolute

zeto.

Applies to systems of

identical 
"di 

stinguishable

particles not obeying

pauli's exclusion principle

uch as elecfions.

Particles are callect

Fermions.

Only one particle in a

given quantum state is

allowed. l

The energy of the system

at absolute zero can not be

zero.

The distribution law is

',=#-e kr+l

The distribution function

rs

I,f(e)=+
"o"6 

*l
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7.15 SOLVED PROBLEIIIIS:-

l.Caluculate the probatifilitythd ila ryaGd Of ir\Fxygen niolecule lies between 100 and
,',,.. :1,-,1r, ?, ..I'

lOlm/s at a temperafirc Of fOgKnre nnrrl of m"otryg:a rnolcbule is 5.3X10'5 kg.The

value of K=l.38x lG23J lK

Solution:- '' 
n

The probability thnt b moloprilph$ $od bfttfrrrfir v,rnd rr+dv isgivcn by
_-. . l,,t

r tl -;,
p(v)dv = qnl +l' v'cfr ih'\' \2rkT1 . .i. . 

:

m 5.3x 10-26 r,t"*=ffi=3rlo'',:.:1 
"

mv' 5.3x 10-25 x 1002 , , .
+-ff.f 

j-1

zkT 2xl.38xl0-'" x200-.-*i ,, ,i.,,.:.1,.. i ,,., .,, ,r. i.", 
" 1- ,l 1 . ,

Puttingthesevalues\rrega't, -, r'. .. . . *:i_.r,I, . . .:
3:

p(v)dv= 4 x 3. 14 x (f x tOo )i x Q00)t 6{r x t

=4x3.l4x5.2xl0axtdx0.i 
" "'

'=6x10{

2. Show that maximum kinetic ffily of tfi ibstionc b cilrryr at 0k is 5.6Gr'.

For silver n=5.86x10 2EslcctonVihi

Solution:- -,

22
h2 ( 3n\ h2 (3nY

tr= z^lr') = s'n\; )

-X

8x9xl0-'' (l.tl
= 9xl0-reJ

9 x lO-le r=-- eV =5.525 ry
1.6 x l0-''

J.er=5.625 eY
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7.16 SUMMARY

Statistical mechanics deals with macroscopic behavior and microscopic behavior

of the system.ln Classical statistics or Maxwell-Boltzmann's statistics the particles are

distinguishable.In Quantum statistics the particles are indistinguishable.

7.17 KEYWORDS

Statistical equilibrium, Ensemble, Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, Bose-Einstein statistics,

Fermi-Dirac statistics.

7.t8 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS:

l.Discuss classical Ma:rwell-Boltzmann distribution law regarding the disbibution of

particleg into various energy states .

2. Express Bose-Einstein distribution law mathematically. Apply it to a photon gas to

obtain the energy disfribution.

3. Give the expression for Ferrri-Dirac disffibution law. Derive an expression for

Fermi-Dirac energy of a system offtee electrons.

sHoRT AI.ISWER QUESTIONS :

4. What is thc difference between classical and Quantum statistics.

S.Compare M-B,B-Eaxd F-D statistics

HGRCISES:

l. The density of sodium is 970kg/m2 and its atomic weight is 23.Assuming that

one electron per atom contributes to electrical conduction. Compute the fermi -energy at

0o K of this metal.

r 3-l
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UNIT-M
Lccson 8

MAIRIX ME'THOD IN PARA)OAL OPTI-CS

Objwtivcs: l. Convey hte importance ofmatix method in defining the final images plane for complex

qMemoflenses
i. O.qtt" *t" optical cosine and formation ofco-ordinates for differen ray.s'

3. Derivethe tutsrf- t*tir." refuctionmanix and herrce the system matix'

4.Derive tbe qption for image plane and nragnification'

S.Dedve the system r4trix for thick lEns and exJended it tothin system.

S.Finally dcrive the system matix for two lenses separcted by a distance '

7. Define cordinal points of tens system enumerate their importance.

8.Define uint planes and nodal planes

Stuctnne oftho lesson
8.1Intnoduction
8.2 Concepts ofTranslatioru Refraction and system matrices

8 .2. I Translation matrix
8.2.2 Refraction matrix
8.2.3 SYstem matrix '

8.3 Image plane and lvlagpification

8.4 System matix for a thick lens

8.5 SYstem matrix for a thin lens

8.6 System matix for combination of lenses

8.6.1 System matrix for thin lenses seperated by a distance

8.6.2 System matrix for lenses in contact

8.7 Cardinal Poirfs
8.7.1 PrirrciPalPoints
8.7.2 FocalPoints
8.7.3 NodalPoints
8.7 .4 Location ofunit Planes
8.7.5 Isation ofnodal Planes

8.8 SolvedexarnPles

8.9SummarY

S.l0KeYwords
8.I I Selfassesnrent questions

8.1 1.1 long answer questions

8. I 1.2 Short answer questions

8.11.3 Exercise

S.l2Reference books

&llntnoductionr r F
Optics isbranchofphysics wlichdeals withnature oflight and effectsoflighl It is

agpin su$ivided into two brairches nar.nety f .*w:M.opticsDeals wittt naturc oflieht'

2.6eom€fiical optics -Deals wittr affects ortght *tt* it passes throughlenses andmirrors'

when a ray of light from the object is incjdent on an optical tyttt- it either refl@ts or

refractsformingthe image oftheobject.rtis q.ti* *ryrg-locatettre positiorusize andorientationofthe

inage with a single lens or mirror.But andd;d sy$; nle telescopes or microscopes which form the

images ofthe objects contains series oflenls or mirron s3 it is difficultto locate the image plane for

$tofr systems geometically.Mafix metlrod is the solution for such problems'



wqcan easity detitrc ttr iqage plgne ano maqf tications ofopocat systqrri usrng matnoes

&2 conceptc of rrhuhtion gefraction end system matrix :. :

Whenalightraytravelsbetrveentwopointsinan-"pd*l qysterqaepatnoftbclightiry
beturcen two points or betrveen two lenses ts try*riltd it titrst",ioo rnatix.
82.1 Translcionmafiix F

- Whenarayofhqfrtpnopagatesthroughthehomogeireousmedirnthe
effectoftranslaionta\es{acerBeforeconstnrdng"n til"tiottmrinl*J.trrsd"fi*th"pofilrt:pahofiighrsingdirctionalcosines. :

2 8.8c. PHYSICS 2 MATRIXMETI{oNINPARAXALINoPTTcs

Any point onthe light ray is specified bytwo parameten
l. Distance ofthe point from principal axes 'x'.
2.U" angle made by the ray at the given point with principal axis[Z-a.ris].

kt fig8. I point P is grven by (x,,a, )
pointQisgivenby (xr,or) r

Opical directioncosine 1i
It isthe productofrefractive index ofthe medium withthe cosine ofthe,angfe

which lightray makes with x-axis.

u6s€ l,-PcosV=Pcos(90-cr)
lrcnce point P is given by(x,, trr)

Qisgivenby (x'l,r)
qfrere l, =pcos(90-cr,), Lr= pcos(9O-cr)

t.Cmmrction oftanslation malrix i
From figrue 8.2, the two poitrts Pand Q are defind by (x, , \ ) and (x, , 1., ) .The fiansldion bctrryeen

thrytwo points is obtained by finding relations benveen x1 ,rX2 and ..?r,, ..end 1.2

Fromfig8.2 ar =oz-(8.1)
' Xz = x, +Dtanc, (S.2)

x

P

pi,

wbnanglesaresmall" Xz - x' +Dcr, (83)
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Fig8.2 -
Lr = pr cos(90-c,) :p, sina, p [\0r (8.4)

Lz = lrr cos(90 - c,, ) - p, sin cr z N lLrez

u/tr€rc p, is the refractive index of medium through which the light ray is translating

(8.6)

(8.s)

fromeq(8.1), or =o2 +Lz- 1,, +1,, =0.xr +l'?"r

T,
from eq (8.4) , o' = il

-.x,
Sub,stituting in eq.(8.3) , x, = *' * u 

tr,

X2 =Xr *P)& (8.7)

Writing the two equations (8.6) and (8.7) in matrix forms leads to

lz = l.Ir +0.x, (8'8)

xr =9.r, +l'x, (8.e)

ri:l [; l]tl1 (8.10)

' -?

Hence we cantanslate from point (x1, Ir ) to (xr' )r'r) using the matrix lil

$tatu1
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Hence it is called translation mahix .T,.

I

4 N,TATRIX MET}IoDSINPT{L{KIALINoPITcs

l-r ol

--lo I,= 
L; lJ (8.11) , Determinant lrl:t

t22 Refraction matrix : -

IlT alight ray is i.ncident on a lens under go refraction.The pattr ofthe light ray after refraction can be
obtained firom points before refaction \ uing refraction mafiix.

Fig8.3

romFig.8.3,PQ-incidentray,QS-re&actedray, NC=rormal, OC=R:radius ofthe curvature of

thelens 
oc=R ,/poN=i^ ,zMrec={,OC=QC:& ZPQN = i,ZPQMr =o,ZMrQN = {, ZSQC = {,

^ISQM2 =&z'IOCQ = 0

.'.i=0*o1r y=Q+cr2

pr sini . i.- ..
From Snell,s law : = 

= 
^; :'j+ prr = p,iwhereFr , Fu are refractive indices of,air and refracting

rrr Srn f f
rn€diutrt

Eq {ll) * pr(f r'cr) = lrr(0+cl,)

* lLzaz = ;r,o1 + [r10 - Pr{

) lLtsz = llor - 00rr' - ]r, ) '-----------(8' 12)
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But from a"oco(rano = i) = i - 0,

'FromEq.(8.12) * Pzoz = ltror -f,(f', -ft')
Optical direction cosines before and after refraction are

f1 = FlCt' 1,, = Prcr', (8'13)

7v2=pzc'z= [\crr -f,[r, -rr,l

9Iz = )ur -(lr, -U,)i

Let S=P
:.?"r=1,, -P.x (8.14)

and x = Xr = [, =) xz = 0.]r + 1.x, (8.15)

Thepoint afterrefraction (xr,?ur) can beobtained from point before refraction (x,,1.')

by writing(8.15) and (8.14) equationsin matrixform.

[],]=[l i][l] .. --(8,6,

fr -Pl
.'. R=[O r J iscalled Refractionmatrix'

t.2.3 Syg!p!E-!@!EiL'S':-
The effect oftmnslation betrveen lenses and refraction at the lenses is

combindly givenbySystem matrix.Thecoordinates oflight raywhen it entersthesystemareand

when itleaves thesystem the coordinates are (x,lr).Consideriqgthe tanslation and refrac-

tionin same order we can write,



2B.sc.PHYsIcs f4,I=n,.,ft'I 6 MArRrx MErHoDsrNeARAXTALrNoprrc$

Lx'l Lx'l

Iu -al
R x T=S(system matrix) =l_O , J

rr -,rf:'l=f'-? -'.1-ro 
-alRxr:lo tJlS rl-l p ,l=L-o "l"Lrr I L t 'J

Determinant of S = I .+bc -ad =l------------(S.17)
where 4 b,cd are known as Guassian constants representing the elements in final system matrix.
Negative signsare taken arbitrarily so thatthedeterminant of-S, bc-ad :1

8.3IMAGE PLANE AND MAGNIFIC-ATION OF OPTICAL SYSTEM :

() -.
t:1

t,
v-{.*' i;

/ ,'-,
.--:1 ..1.--

r".Q

. ..1\" - \*_.-i.
.. :j *ii-l - :- -

,/ <.D'. -;
-i

i< {)1-;\ \/v
Fig84

From Fig. 8.4,OO'-object plane , I I' -image plane

PQ-optical systern[series of lenses]

co ordinate s of o' l)r, x,l, r l.ei, xil, Ql4, t;1, I' lL, *rl

Q -Distsnce ofimage plane from lence

D, -Distance of imageplane from lensesysatem.

All distsnces towards left of refracting system are as negative and right side are taken as positive.

The light ray from object p' translates along p'p.undergoes refraction and franslation between

Pand Q and translates from Q to /l i.e upto image plane.

Hence the translation matrix for distsn ce Q' p is

- r=fr 0l

L-4 rl
Note:The medium considered is air. Hence

l4l_l ' ol[4.l
l , l=l ^ , ll l______-1or (g.l g)
L4l 

=L-q tJL*J-------{r8)(s'r8)
The system matrix for translation and ref'raction between P and Q is given by '

It -a1.S=l I

L-d c)
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ftl=f '. -al[ I ol-
| ';J 

= L-a " JL-D, tJ
Translation marix fortranslation betrveen Q and I' is gvenby

,=[ t ol

LD' lJ

Hence f:l=fi lT::T; lT:l-_-
The product ofthe matrices [f S TJ is given by

I u+ao, -a I
= [uo, *'o,D, -d-cDt "-Dtl

), -a I |-r'l|-t,l I l1-'. -: ll'l--------------------(8'2r)
L"rJ = [un, *uo,D, -d-cD' c-aDtJ L*'J

+ x, = (bD, +1D,D, -d-cD,)}', +(c-aD')xt

whenobjectliesonx-axis,imagealsoliesonx-anis'Hence 
Xr = xz = 0'substitrsiruinabove

eqration

0 = (bD2 +aD,D, -d-cD,)2', +(c-aD')'0

bDr+aD,Dr-d-,cD:O---'-------(8'22)(SinceLtr'0')
' This equation is called equation. of image plane'

[Ll =[b+aD' -a l[t'l il
L,.,J-L o "-;,JL;'l----

. From eq-(8'21)

When x, * 0,

Xz = O.?ur + (c - aDr)1,;= (c-uDz)x, ----'

Magnificetioh of thc sYsten

Magnification m = '&- = s - aD2 [from eq 8' 24]

But the deter{rinant of system matrix is l '

lb+ao, -^ l-,
ttrerefore l. O "-uDrl-'

+ (b+aD,Xc -aDr) = l =+ b+aD' = # = *
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Hence we can write coordinates ofimage plane as

[r, r [-L -"li^,,| - l=lm ll 'iLx,l Io rnJL*,.J

8.4 System matrix for a thick lens:-

o '4---t---*l*----Dr- *-
Flr Re

Fig 8.5

Thickness of thelens =t,
Refractiveindex of the lensmaterial: p ,

Radius of curvafure oftwo surfaces of lences = R,, R, '
Distance of object point'O'from lens= D,

Distance of image pointl fromlens =Dt

FromfigS.5,Light ray from object point'O' tavels alongOB-refincts into lens at B

hanslates betweenP*a q, refracts at BQandfinally travelsalongQlto form imageat I' The

coordinates of Pand Qare (f,r.*,),(fr.*r) respectively'

[],1=[l lrl; l]t; -i'llt,l , , ,,,,,
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' P-1.p. = 
l-P 

= 
-0r-l)

where P, =' Rr'z R2 R2

system rnatix forathick lens is given by

g ACHARYA NAGARIIJNA,UNIWITSI I

are refracting powers of two surfaces. Hence

(8.27)

(8.28)

---------:-------(8.29)

-l- t
,=ft -t,ll ,

Lo t JLu

ft -t, r -P,s=l p

It
Lp

o'ht 
-&tllo I

-*('-T
l-P't

p

=[: ;] comParing the values of a'bP'd

a=B +&(l .&;):P,*& -&P,;,

b=1-Pzf,"=t-tri ,

d=-!
tr

Subshnrtingthe values of a"bpdrin eQuationof imageplane

bD, +aD,D, -d -cD, = 0,We get

[,-U'lo" *('R +p, -&P,t]o,o, *r-[t-Tlo,=o
t^ p)_, \_, , |r ).- p \ p)

+ P, + Pr -P,& ; = +-#.# -#-#,;
But D', D, >}t.Hence neglecting lastttrree terms in above equatiorrs

&*r,-T=+-+ , But *;-+=i
Whene D, and D, are image and object distances, f is the focA fengnofthe lens

Also-;=$,r,=-?
r Ir rr(Fl),l_{3r)(s.1)

substituting in the above equation, T 
= (l' - t) Li - 

E-t 
-"' 

pR,Rl J
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8.5 System matrix for thin lens :-
IO MATRIX METHoDSTNPAIL{]KIAL.INoPITCS

System mahix forthis lens ingeneral is

-b -ul=l'-? -P, -',('-#)l
s=L_d .J-l t . P,t 'l| - l- , 

ILr.r lr J

Forthis lens ist=0

.'.r=[ o -ul=[t -P' -P'l ,- ^^'-l-a "i-Lo r J-(t'rzl
Comparinga,b,c anddvaluesa:p, +&,b = l,c = l,d = 0
Substituting in equation ofimage plarr

bD, +aD,D, -d-CD, =0
3 D, +(& *&)D,D, -Dr = o

+ R +p, =l-l= I

D2Drf

-p-l 
p-l I I I

RrR2D2Drf
I I l.

= f = (p - tU*., - 
O 

) _fg.33) (Lens makar,s formula)

ens 1,,r,=l-t 
-t 

I
8.6 S],stemmatrixforcombinationoflenses:- L0 I J
8.6.1 System matix for two thin lenses seperated bv adistance :-

Letusconsidertwothinlenses L, and L, offocii f, and f, re-
spectively (fig. 8.6). Let they be seperated by a distance t. System matrix for these trvo lenses can be

obtained by inuttiptying ttre system matrix of lens L, ,Translation matix benveen lenses apd Sptem

F--t
Fig.8.6

r, lr
System matrix oflens L, .S,=l

IJ
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f' -ll
SysternmatrixoflensLr,t'=Lo i'I '('8'35)

[r ol
Translation matrix betweentwo lenses T=[t f I

Note:
[r=1 forair.

tt
Hence *=r=,

Hence system matrix fortwo thin lenses separated by adistance't' is given by

l- ll- -l- 1l
s=s,rs, =l 

I -i lti :ll ' -t I

lo t J!' 
orlo r l

[,-t -1-l* t l
- [u -".]_l- f2 f, 12 Et'lt=L-o 

" J=l t r-* ILf'J

lllt
u=F = f, 

*t-jf,E

Hence the combined focal length F of t*o lenses seperated by a distance is given by

lllt
- = - + - - --:- .........(36)F f, f2 f'f'

8.6.2 lhin lenses i4contact :-

When lensesare in contactH'
The combined focal length F is given by

lll
F= f, 

*t
.' (SeeFig.8.7)
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Fig8.7.

8.7 Cardinal points oflens system :-
When we consider co-a,rial sys-tem oflenses [numberoflenses having a common

principal axis] ,it becornes Offifutt to tocate image and object location because refraction takes place at
each lens.So "cardinalpoints are thepointswhichhelp inlocatingthe objectand image spaces with a
co-axial system of lenses.*

There are three sets of cardinA points
l.fwoPrinsibahurstpoints ' 

,

2. TwoFocalpoints.

, 3. Twonodalpoints.

8.7. I Principal orUnitpoints (H,, H, ) :-

"Jheprincipal poims Hiand H1.,are,a pair ofoo4iugate points oq
principalardswithunitlineartanwerse maenification.'Thcplanespassingtbrcughttresepointsand
perpendicular to principal axis are called unit planes. ifan objet is placed at one prirrcipal point ,image
ofsame size is formed at anotherprincipal point

8.7.2 Focalpoints (8,4 ),-
The point on the principal axis where parallel mys meet forming the

image ofdistant objest is calledfocal point. There aretwo such,f,ocal points on the principal axis on two
sides ofa lens system ( q , E ) (Fig. 8.7). The planes pasing ttrough ttrese points arid per,pendicular to

principal axis are called *focal planes".The image ofthe object at the first focal point F, is at infinity and

theobjectofthe image at F, isat infinity.

t2



o'''J rrvvs'v'r'-DY 
Tu/oconju*pointsoniheprirrcipalalds-fr T.*, 

withunit

ansular magnification are carfeaNqflq lP,irtrr'Ttto 
phnf 

ryyry|.u'oueo-T 
rr*I*" and perpen-

dicurar to principar *ir r,- .*iJffipr,r"" *i: ure fir* y4at noint N, at an angle jt

comesoutofthesegoldteatdittt \;,ryothcofny" ; :

Note :-Ifthe medium o:r trrg uoo ,ino"pqpt*r ylqr ofl€trlcq is sam 
'the 

nodal points and unit

pointscoincidewitheachotbcr' i.,'.'
R 7 4 I ncation ofunit Planes :-

Ur
I{-----1
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8.7.3 Nodal Points :- , ., lJ"..r. li

I
i+c-

,l :i

la :

+CHARYA 
NAGARIT,INA UNryERSITY

Pl*A,tl!E

(8.37)

. 
-.^; t

(8.38)

!z,l-*
L
I-.q

---o'+-i
nmg "offfiss

Figt-t

Emd ftoornit plars in a coaldal syBtem of lenses' Tfie
Generallyobjectandimageaisarclryn -il- oo\
mag4ificationofoptical systcm m=l firrmit plffl*(rq 6'6'

ft
b+aD, =;;,O, -:- :

l.
D, =e,D, =g=+l**:;AlI

l-b ^ c-l
+q,=-tP=-tA

ForobjectPlure Dr = utcl'

ForimagePlancDl =v+P (E'39)

,Imageplane equationis bD, +aD,D2 -d-cDt -$

+ Dr(b+aDi) = d+cDr

D=ffi
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Substituting 4 *trd e values inabove equation
.t

,* [=cl+c(u+q)
b + a(u,/a)

(a-"t\ d+c(u*'-u)
=,*(t-'l a l-bD+aluo;)

Sirnplifying and re-arranging the the equations 
": 

a##!
'!r'rrr v a(l+au)

butdetlsl=t=bc-ad=l

"' 
u:-l*au-rl= 'a(t+au) I + au 

(8.41 )

I l+au I I I

= _ =__ =_ +a =__-1 ra__ _(42)v u u v u .$.42)

Hence 'a'denotes the reciprocal ofthe focat tength f

'.a=1
I

1- I 
= 

1 
rd?\(8'43)v u f _\+r/

Hence "ufren the dislahces are Ineasured from unit planes in co-a,xial system of lenses ,the valuein position 'a' ofthe system matrix ofco-axial system oflenses gives the combined focal length ofthe
'system". o, B values give the positions ofunit planes.

a.r.s Location ofNgdal planes :_

y,6:distances of nodar pranes from the system of lenses.

According to the definition ofnodal points N, and N, , See Fig. g.9

1,, = p cos 0 = 12 = trr cos 0 ,when the medium on two sides is same.

14 MATRTX METHoDSINPARAXIALINoPITcS

Fig.8.9
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. sotheimageplaneisgive3bY a-- r
ft,l_[u+ao, -a lft,l
L*,J L 0 c-aDrlfx'J

FornodalPlanes DfT, Dz =6

[^,-l=[b*ut -a
, =L*,J I o c-ab

(8.44)

From above figure, x, =0, x, =0 [distances ofobject and image points ftom principal axisJ

. ft,l=[o** -a 
.li]l

"LoJ L 0 c-aDJ[oJ

) Lz =(b + ay)}.r + b + aT =l

l-b
^- y=-=Cf,
ull

a

When medium is same on both sides , Nodal poin6ard principal polnts coincide'

.'. Linear magnification m:l

+b+&D'=-l^ =1+c-a6=l :

' c-al)"

+6=t-l=p (g.46) 
\

a-

q.8 SOLVED EXAMPLES

l.Theradiusofcurvatureofthesurfacesofadoubleco,Nextensgp25cmsand-25cms.The
refractive index ofthe lens is 1.5. Find the power ofthe lens ? [ Ans4 diopters]

Solution:-

R,:25cm, Rz:25cm' P =l'5

Power of the lens in diopters =100/f
where 'f is the focal length of double convex lens

'f is given bY the formula

| =,*-tu+-fr = (1 5 -rx*.|r

=0.5 
2 I

"E=E
ll
T=E
=F-25cm

.'. Power ofthe lens P:l 00/f
=100125
=4dioPters-

(8.45)

a

aI
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Z.pi:na the focal length, unit planes ofRamsden,s eyepiece ?

Focal length of L, =f. Focal length of Lr: f
Distance between lenses =2f/3

|-t -'l
System matrix of L, , S,: I f 

I

LO IJ

Translation matrix from L, , to L, , ,= E :lLT'J

[t -rl
Systemmatrixforlens Lr,Sr: I a 

I

LO IJ
System matrix of Rirmsden's eyepiece

' I T]f+ ll;
-rr ft -ol

IJ I+ i]

A

ti-'1- 
lL,f\l

\
--- 

'.1
---!4f
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Gaussianconstants u:$, b: l, r= | ,o:+
Combirred focal length ofthe eyepiece

o = !=f!'a4
The distances of unit planes from respective ienses

. l-b f c-l -f
Cur = l- = 

1,Ou, 
=; = T

Here nodal planes coincide with unit planes

3.Find the focal length unit planes of Huygen's eyepiece ?

t'*-". *' t-
t
I

i{s I

I

I
,
I

Fig 8.11

The tbcal length of L,:3f,

Focallengthof L, {'
Seperation distance =2f

f'
System matrix of lens L' ,S,=lo

Translationmatrix between L, and L'

_l I_-l
3fl
rJ

Ir
'r:Izf

ol
ll
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Systan matix oflens L' S, =

18 MATRIX METHoDSINPARAxIALINoPITcs

LU

System matix of Huygens eyepiece

l-. -rr- -r -rt [' +]
- rr Tl[]- 9ll' "l:l 'llt:l o iJLrlJLo r l-l zr + |L ,J 1". 3J

Gaussian constants are a= Lb: -t , c: l/3 . d: -2f
JI

Combined focal length ofHuygens eyepiece

o-!:lla2
The distance of unit planes from respective lenses

du, =!:9 =3p,- du, =91=g .'a

4. In Huygen's eyepiece the two plano.convex lenses have focal lengths 12 cm and 4cm

respectively .They are seperated by a distance of 8cm. Find the position of unit planes ?

Solution: -

For Huygen's eyepiece the focal length offirst lens is three times the focal length

ofsecondlens

f :4cm for L, and

3f=3x4:l2forLt
System matrix for Huygen's eyepiece

t- . -21l-t ,rl=fo -".lS=l -, l=l , ^ |l" ilL-d cl'
L rj
)l

a--fr,b=-l,c=;,0 =-2f

wherea,bo,dofsystemmatrixarecaIledGuassianconstant.

Combinedfocal lengthofthesystem'r = L =+a2.
The distances ofunit planes from respective lenses are given by

du,=!:9=o, dur=T=p
aa

-rl
Tl
tl
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' Substituting f:4cm inabovequationwehave l

2 2 2l
3f 

:fr= n:6
b:-1,
c=L13,
d:-2ts-2x4=-8 ,

du'=l-b =++=2x6=12a 0t6)

du,=t-l=#=2*6:'oaQ/6)3.
Hence distanoe of unit planes from respective lenses are l2cm and 4cm.

5. Write ttre sy#m matix ofa cbnvex lens (pla@ in air ) made of glass ofrefractive index 1 .5

andradii ofcurvature 50 cm.
Solution:- .

System matrix of the thin lens:t=lJl;*]

- D-p-l p.=1-[r=*,IPj)
where tt= 

& , .'2 B, -- R2

Fl=1.5, . 
Rr:50cmi, Rz =-50cm

Pr =05/50=1/100, P2= -(0-5)450=l/100

-P, - P, = -21100: -l/50

r .-l[t -1-ls=l s0 l.[o r j'
. Fl/a:50cm

6. A convergent thick lens has radii ofcurvaftre ofid Cm and { cm and thickness 2 cm .The

refiactive index of its material is I .6 and is placed in air .Obtain its system matrix . Find the focal length

ofthe lens .

Solution:-

System matrix of a thick lens is given by
,=ft 

q; -P' -&(r-t;'l

L ; '-'ii l
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where r, = t-l'Rr,

20 .' MATRIXMETHoDSINPARAXIALINoPITCS

P, = 
l-r --(tt-t)'R2R2

In the given tio@6 cmle 2 cm, p{ 
"6Substitutingthese values in above forms

& =0.6/6=l/10, pr=-e.g1-g=l/10 , p:/t :t/l 0x2ll.6:l/g
Prt/lt =l/8, tlp =2/1.6:5/4

l-& t/tr =l-l/8=7/8, 
.

l'Prt/ 1t' =7 /8 
:

, ,1 I . :Lri 't ,.,
-=-+' F f, ' f,i;;; fi'4

fr:20 cm, f, :10 cm, t: l0 cm

llll0
-=---F 20 l0 20x10

=ll0
F=l0cm l

' t. "
Gaussianconstaplq 4re b :7 8,,a:J/16 ,d= -S/4 ,c=7/g
Combined focal length F : l/a

: I:ll "^
7. The focal lengths oftrro thin convex lenses arc2lcm and l0 

"q 
.They are at a distance of l0 cm on

the axis ofsymmetry. Find the combined focal length ofthe whole systemi
Solttrion:-

.:
combined focal length oftwo lenses seperated by a distance is given by
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8. Two thin converging lenses of powers 5 diopters and 4 diopters are placed co-axially 10 cm

apart .Find the focal length ofthe combination?

Solution:-
Power ofthe lens P:l/f (in metres)

f' :1/P' =ll1:0'25 m:25 cm '

f 2--l I P z:l | 5:0'20 m=20 cm

The focal length F ofthe combination oftwo lenses seperated at a distance t is given by'

I 
= 

1 *!_J_
F f, f2 f'E

Substituting these values

!=!* I - lo

=e?i.31 

,:;;:',

F:1- 0.1I

_ 100

ll
:9.9 cm

f r olbsEMMARy-t_ t.-l
1 . Translation mafiix between two refracting surfaces is given Uy T = 

| 
D I 

I

LTT J

It -Pl
2. Refraction matix atthe refracting surface is given by *:LO 1 I

Iu -al
3.Systemmatrixduetoalenssystemisgivenby *:L-O 

" l
4. Image plane equation us bD, + aD,D, - cD, - d = 0 '

1

5. Magnification ofthe system t = -U 

+h = c - oD:

l-+tl
I r-p,: -R -P,(l--P,) |

6.SystemmatrixforathicklerisS:l t- ,-!t 
I.Lt"rFtl

rl
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rN oprrcs
7. rhin lens formu,u i = fr'-t)(* - fl
s. rhirk lens formul" i = (p - lXa-*. Hi,
9' The resultant focal length oftrvo lenses seperated by a distance is give' by

lllt_=__
F q f2 4f,

10. The focal tength oftwo lenses in contact(Fo) * = 
+-F *

I l ' The three cardinal points are principal points, focal points and nodal points .
12' Unit planes : The two conjugate planes for which thi lateral rnagnification ip unity.
Nodal pl?pgs: The two conjugate planes with unit angular magnificltion are 

"7tt.a 
xoaul pla'es.

l_b ^ c_l
13. Location of unit planes o = ;,P = ?
Location ofnodalplanes T = a,d ='0

14. Cg.ncept ofconstuction ofTranslation, refraction and system matrices are explained,
Image plane equation is derived and magnification value defined.Thick lens formula and thin lens
formula's are derived and their system matrices constructed. Cardinal points are defined and their
location deriv_ed.

8'l0KEYWORDS: Coa<ial systemoflenses,objectplane,imageplane, translation, refraction and
systern matices, optical directional cosine le.nses, refizctive indd magnification, *ai* oi.;";;,;,
cadinal points, unit planes, nodal planes, focal planes, gaussian constants.
8.1 r. SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTTONS:

8. I l. l.Lone Answer questions :-
!.--

I . Explain the tanslation,refraction and system matrices. Obtain the system matrix for a thick lens arrcl
hence obtain the formula for a thin lens ?

2. What is system matrix ? Obtain it in the case of a system 6f trvo thin lenses,sepcrared br, a
distance and hence find the formula for its focal length ?

3. Show that the focal length ofcombination of two thin lenses of focal lengths f, and f,
seperated by a distance 't' is given by

1=l-l- t
F f, f2f'f'

8.1 1.2 Short Answer questions :-

l. Write translation and refraction matices?
2. What is a System matrix and its determinant ?

' - 1 Deduce the formula for the foclrl leneth ofa thin tens u$ngmafix method i,
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'4.Foranobjectontheprincipalacisshowthatco.ordinatescorrespondingtotheimageplane
canbewrittenas ..

l-r I
[L'l l' -"lfx'lI 'l=l m ll Il*"1 l-- ll x'lL-_z) Lo m,l. .i

5. What are the various cardinal points of a lens system ?Expl4in

8.11.3 EXERCISE:-

l . A lens of thickness 2 cm and reaactive index l .5 placed in air has radii of crrrrranrre 8 cm

and8cm.Findthesystemmatrixandfocallerrgthofthisthicklens

lo.gtoz -0.11981
[*t; S=l ,.rrr 0.9167] ' F8'3471

L : ": ;-;,'- ^" eatadistance lo
2. The focal lengths oftwo thin convex lenses area}cm and l0 em' They at

cm onthe axis of symmltry.Ifapoint objectof length I cm is placed atadistance of20 cm fr'omthe

first lens, find the position ofthq image and magnification?

[ans:Image planele I 0 cm'rnagrrification nr-l D]

3. Obtain the system matrix *a a"t r.itt the focal lehgth and positiol of 1$t 
planes of a

convex lens ofthickness I cm and radii +4 cm and -4 cm respectively wtren placed in air ?

lo.grct 4.241
lans: fo.uir 0.9167J'4'2 

cm'0'35 cm'-0'35 cm]

4. TWo convex lenses of fopal lengths 6 cm and 2 cm are co-anialty placed at a distance'of

seperation 4 cm between them. Calculate the power ofco;nbination ?

[ans:33.3 diopten]
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UnitIII ABERRATIONS

, LESSON 9
OB|ECT{VES:-

I 'The deviation from the actual si-n,shape and position ofthe itnage formed by an optical lensfrom ideal image measurdments is calied "au.outiol".so objJctive ofthe present chapteris to define differentg'pes ofaberrationsproduced inan;;g;iil"Lrr,*o derivethevalue ofaberrationmathematicallyand givemethods tominimise the aberration.
2.Derive the equatipns for deviationpro.duced bya lens and the dispersionproduced byanopticaf instrument
3'Explain about two types of'aberyations namely Chromatic and Monochromatic.
4.Derive eur expression for longitudinal chr. omatic aberration.
5'Explain the principle and working ofan achromatic Joublet and also achromatism with trvo
lenses sepbrated by a distance.

6'Define and explain spherical aberration andmention the expressions forspherical aberration in
.case ofplane refracting surgface sperical.

7.Give methods to minimise the spherical4benation.
8.Give an overview of coma and ast?gnratism.

STRUCTURE

' ;:ili$:l,ll,lon p,oauced by a rens

9. 1.2 Dispersion through a prism
9.2 Aberration r

9. 3 Chromatic aberration
9.3.1 Types of chromatic aberration
9.3.2 Calculation of Longitudinal Chromatic aberration
9.3.3 Achromatic doublet
9.3.4 Achromatism fortwo lenses incontact
9.3.5 Achromatism for two lenses seperated by a distance

9.4 Spherical aberration

9.4.1 Spherical aberration by.plane refracting surface I
9.4.2 Spherical aberration due to sphbrical refracting surface

9.4.3 Methods ofminimisation of spherical aberration

9.5 Coma
g.6Astigmatism

9.7 Solved problems
9.8 Summary
9.9 Keywords

9. I 0 Self assessment questions

9. 1 0. I Long assessment questions

9.10.2 Short assessment questions

9.10.3 Exercise
All Reference_books
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9.1 INTRQDUCTION:-

\ eformationisduetoparaxialrays(Rays 
comingfrom

ouj*.t*o n"n:Tt;"ffifHffi:'#fiu;;*ginalravs(Rav'"a.'i.i:*it 
a'j'i"ea'offfro-

principal axis).Although we use O:ryil:* lenseJin opical systems'we obtain a coloured 
'spread 

gttt

imageofpointobjectfiereasonisthef"J;;;or*rgin"traysandparaxiarraysaredifferenland
their deviations at renses are different n""* i*.g" oiri"sr" ryiniobject 

may not be a single image'we

may obtairr iroug", of Jintrent*to.r* ofut Aif"int poin; ana dso ofOifferent sizes for a single

object.when object nJi""gi*ai"a and lateral dimensions,these defects become more prominent

producing distortea image.i-rrese defects produced in the image formation are cailed as "Aberrations"'

th"r" are mainly two types of aberrations' namely

1 . Ch,romatic aberration

2. Monochromatic aberration

Beforegoingintodetailsofthesetopicsfirstletus.derivethemathematicalformulasfor
deviation produced by lens in a light ray ar,a dirp"rrion produced by the prism in white light ray'These

varues wil r be helpful in deriving ma{,hematical formulas for aberrations and in methods to overcome

these aberrations.

9.1.1 Deviation produced by a lens :-

Fig9.l

OA-incident ray , Al-emergent ray, 16 :Angleof deviation 
' 
AC:h- height at which the light ray from

object strikes the lens (see Fig' 9'l)'

2POC= d, lAlC: p,u=objectdistance'v==imagedistance

From 6 AIO,sum ofintemal angles: exteqlal angle'

z 6 --:------------.-(9'1)

whenanglesare small, q or Tano'F ^: 
TanB
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from fig 9. t Tano, : { ,fu,rg = f;

substitutingthese values in above equations,

. ltl
but ---=;vut

|=a------- --_--_-(s.2)

sodeviation produced by a lens to a ray is equal to the ratio of the height at which the ray strikes the
lensand focal lengthofthe lens.

*Hence although 'f is same ,rays coming fiom the object and touching the lens at different
heights have different dwiations".

9.1.2 Dispersion through a prism:-
The refractive index of a prism . p' is given by 

i

p=t''ffi|!'---9.3)

wtrere A-angle ofprism and 6 is the deviation produced by tlre prism ofa light ray.Refractive index 'fthe prism 'p ' varies with colour, hence produces different deviations to different colo,rs.
pblue > pred

Frorn equation 3,when angles are small.we can write

A+6
A+6

t =-;-=-A
2

+114,=4+6' :+ pA-A=6 =+ 6=(p-l)a --------- -----(g.4)
'.'lr 's are different for different colours

we have6r,=(rru-r)e ; 6R =(** -r)e ------ --_-(e.s)
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DISPERSIVE POWER:-
It is the ratio of angular dispersion between two colours to the deviation

produced for mean ray by the prism'It is denoted by co '

Dispersive power,o:+ (9'6),

. 6',r*6Ru=?, 6=(p-t)r---------(e.7)

substituting eq(5),(7) in eq(6)

/ .\ / .\^
.. (e,u-l)A-(pB-t11=pu-t",R
w=T=----1-,(rr-t)a p-l

duo=--J _(9.9)
( t'-l t

. where dp=lrv-pp and p=IY+!L
L

where pu , pR are refiactive indices ofprism or lens material for violet and red colours respectively'

9.2 ABERRATIONS:-
"The deviations from the actual size,shape and positions ofan image as calcu-

lated by simple equations are called aberrations produced by a lens"'

These aberrations or defects are classifiedmainly into two types.

t.Clrromatic aUenation : When the light is not monochromatic i.e white light , then the image be-

"o*o 
multicolourid and the defect is known as chromatic aberration'

2.Monochromatic aberration : When light is monochlomatic, the defects produced in the shape of

image are calt.d *onJhro-*utic abenations,They are subdivided into four categories namely

I . SPherical aberration

2.Coma
3.Astigmatisrn

4.Curvattre t

9.3 CHROMATIC ABERRATION:
chromatic aberration is the result ofthe fact that the refractive

index, Fr ofan optical system (lens) changes with colour

Accordingto lens makers formula

| ,'. -1)(-!--1-)f = (l' "Rr R2' 
i

'.'P,)tr*.| <f*+6">6* I

so, thewhite light disperses into seven colours when it is incident on the lens and violet ray deviates

more than red ray.So violet colo'red *y, 
"o*",o 

focus before than the red ray.so, each colo'r forms
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Fig9.2

Fig9.3

"Thus the image ofa wtrite object formed by a lens is colotred and blurred. Thisdefect of image is
knovm as Chromatic Aberration".

9.3.1 TYPES OFCHROMATIC ABERRATIONS :- 
'

Chromadc aberration isoftwo types

l. Iongitudinal Chromatic Aberration :-

"The fonnation oflnages ofdifferurt colours in differeni positions along the axis is known as
tonshldin4t or orial $rorylic aberratiorl r

FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION 5 ACHARYA NAC,\I(.IYI\iA UNIViI(5iIY
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.,Thus the irnage of a white object formed by alens is coloured and bluned. This defect of

image is lurown as Chromatic Aberration'.

9.3.1 . TYPES OF CHROMATIC ABERRATIONS :-

Chromatic aberration is oftwo types

l. Longitudinal Chnrmatic Abenation :- 1

"The fotmation ofimages ofdifferent colours in different posi-

tions along *ie axis is known as longitudinal or axial chrornatic aberration .

Fig9.4

Longitudinal chromatic aberation : I o -/,, ----- (9.9)

When object isat infinity,

l'ongitudinal Ctu'omatic Aberration = f* - f,
Lorlgitudinal Chromatic Aberration ofconvex lens is positive and that of concave leirs is

negative.

2. Lateral Chromatic Aberration:-

ftig.9.5
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o'The 

images ofdifferent colours are formed ofdifferent sizes and this defect is called Lateral Chrornatic
. Aberration".From Fig 9.3, it is evident that the height ofred coloured image > the height of violet

coloured image.

Lateral Chromatic Aberration : B*A* - BuAu --,-----,i---------(9. I 0)

9.3.2 Calculation of Longitudinal Chromatic aberration:-
Case-l:

When the object is situated at infinity then Lens Make.rs Formula is
llr
i=,u-'u*, -i:)

since is different for diflerent colours ,*" "* .*ite expressions for f, , f" , f, where 4 -focul length for

red colour f" -focal length for violet colour f, -focal length for yellow colour respectively.Hence

I11 ,.
;=(Fn -lX^ -=) -+f.{ll)fR - -Rr R2' \! '

l11 -; = (P" - lX;- ;),- - - - - (q-(2)
In .t(t I(2 \-'

* = G, - rx+- *l - - - - {n-artry t(r l(2 \'
Substracting eq.9.l2fromeq.9.ll , .

I I rr r\ -(t r)
r" 

-r_ =L(r"r.-r,p-(r* -t)f[,+ 
+,J

Multiplying and dividing the above equation with ( F, - I ),we obtain .

I _ I _ (p" -p*Xp, -l) r_!-_-l-l
t fR (U, -t; 'R, R2'

Substituting eq .9.13 in above equation and simplifying\

f* -l - 
(p" -p*) I

-rJ' 0r" D t----------------(e'14)

cc -, . &-l=(p,-p*)-l-
rRtv 

^v 
r- => f*f" (r, -t; fy

L

But dispersive power t=*={ -f" =of" -------(9.15)
Ftr -l

But for object at infinity n - t is the rneasur-e bf longitudinal chromatic aberration.

Longitudinal Chromatic Aberration = of,
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Case-2 ;

When the object is at finite distance the eXpression for focal length in terms of object

l11
and image distances is given by f = ; -; --------------(9.16)

Although the object is placed at a fixed distance u, the image distance v and hence focal

length 'f vry with colour.Hence differentiating eq.l6, we obtain

-df -dv dv df-;;= , = ,= - --t9.17)t- v- v- I-

Buttakingtwo colotus,

dv = Vn - vu,df = f* -f"
Fromeq.l5, df - fn - f" = of,

Substituting these values in above equation we get

t*luu=t{,=t
4=T -----------(e'18)

ly,ff are for yellow colour (Middile or mean ray)

ro.v1
Vn -y" = ' ------(9.19)

I

Here v* - v, :l,ongitudinal chromatic abenation for objects at finite distance.

9.3.3 ACHROMAIIC DOUBLET :-

Achromatisation: .r

Theminimisationorrcmoval ofchromaticaberrationisknownas"achlomatisation"

Achminatisrn:
The process in which tnro lenses are placed such that the image formed is free from

chrcmatic aberration is called as achromatism.

Achromaticdoublet :

A pair of lenses selected in such a way that the image is free from clromatic aberration is

called Achrornatic doublet.

Ex l.A convex lens nrade of crown glass with high power and a concave lens made offlint
glass wittr low power in contact.

2. T\vo convex lenses seperal.ed by a distance.
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9.3.4 Achromatism for two lenses in contact :

Acluomatic doublet is selected in such away that all colours focus at
one pointi.e. all colourshavesamefocal lengfh .'''",-

' '':

. 
-Lens 

makers formula ir*=tp-rXl-31f - .* -..,,& - 
& 

) _-___--___---___--_(9.20)

p - refractive index ofthe lens changes with colour.
So diffe,rentiating above equation, we get

df1. l- (, t)l-[ti=af(u-t)[*, -*, )) --- ---------(s.zt)

Dvidingequation (9.21) by equation(9.20) we have

r.fr) = dp

\r/ p-l
,(t)_ dp I or -----------(9.22)t[tJ = rr{'f =f 

r; : ,]
du

where t = 
;;,*spersive 

power ofthc lens.

Let us consider two lenses of focal length f, ard f, and dispersive powers o), , eD, , in
contact .Hence the resultant focal length ofthe combination 'F' is given by

1=1*l
F - {-,r, --"---"(9'23)

Differentiating q9.23,

.(+)=.[+).'[+)

/r\
Subditiling e42, for O 

[.iJ in above equdion

/r \
d[Il= 9*9
\F/ f, \

For an acbromatic doublet there should be rio change in focal length with colour

.'. dfl.)= o+-0'- -'-@' = 
t' 

= 
:f'

\F/ q f2 or2 f2

t' -(D,

E= t, -'-"""--------:----(9'24)

\'
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lr'

Heoce tbe ratio of focal lengfu oftwo lenses strould be equat a*i *t" ofttrcir

dispasivepormsard-ve sign indicatesoneofttre lens shouldbe aoonqaYe leos inanachromatic

Fig9.6

935 Achtonrtirm for trio lonsps seperated by a distance :- : .

lrt us consider two convex lenses offocal lengttrs f, , f, and of same dispersive

pow€r ol and seperarcd by a distance x, The combined focal length oftrn'o leoses seperated bya
disarcisgivenby

'I t I x '
-=-+- _-_:_______--______-(9.25)F f, f2 frf, ,'''Jt

' 
tfilrc oomUinaion is to be achromatic , cf,iinge in focal lCn$h 'F' with'c[lnge ip refractiv,e'indet

/r \
shouldbeequaltozero.i.e d[* 

f =0 ' i
i;,.., \f/

nmercnianng equatipn (25)

dfr) = aft.) * a|.r) - :rol,r] - r, fr).Y(FJ - "[ r, J 
- "[tJ - t'(. r, ,/ 

- {*[tJ
Bu$fiomthe prwious s#tion, we can unite

drll=.,.afr)=.,
tf,/ f,'[f,) t,

--(e.26\
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Substifiring these vahm in above equation,we get

':a(.1)=g"r-or-- x.o)r x rpi ''-\r/ f, f2 fr'f, f,'f,

"",u(|)= 
o

or,f, +orf, _ x(<o, +cor)

f,f, fif,

g )( = 
or,f, +orrfi '- : - ----'-::(yli"(9.27)

(ol + c)2

i, ', ,i ;.n

Sincettrediryersivepourcrsofthelensesareequal, or = @z =o i ' :' ' "'i

cof,+of,=qlt, ----------(9.2S) 
r: i

P)i= n z

Hence the nuo lenses seperated by a distance 'x' will be achromatic i{th.e lenses seperuion is oqual to

;;.4J;ffu"iit ry*tier*.rrJttgd* '; ' ' 't 
'" i ': ": ' : !

9.4 Sphericalrbernrtion:- : r:'::

As mentioned 9.3, spherical aberration is one of the morehrcmatic afcrrdion
Ilefinititnr

The irubility ofthe lens to form apoint imag€ of a point object is call€d

ryhericalabenation r'" ;" : i

Explandion:

Fic.9.7
L
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' The marginal rays OM,OM from point object 'O' touch the lens at greater height than the para:rial rays

OROP. According to deviation formula 6 :h/f, therefore the marginal rays dwiate more than the

para,xial rays and come to focus at I, and paralrial rays farther away at Io .So we can say the focal

lengths ofmarginalrays < focallenglhofpararialrays.Thus&erearetwoimages I, and Io forsame

object O. Similarly for remaining rays , images form inbetween I, and Io .Hence instead ofd point

image ofapoint obj@t'O' we obtain a spread or spherical image from In, to Io .This is termed as

spherical aberration.Hence image is a circular disk at each point .

The distance beween I, md Io is called "longitudinal cluomatic aberration".

As we move from I,n to Ip , images are clrcles ofdifferent radii . But pt one point

benveen AB,a circular image ofminimum radius is formed . This minimum circular image is consideled

as the image ofthe object. This circle is called "Circle of least conftsion". The radius ofthe circle is a

measure of '[,ateral spherical aberration'.

9.4.1 Spherical aberration by plane refracting surface:-

$q

tr2

Fig9.8

In above figrreAB-Plane refracting surface, P-object point, i-angle ofincidence , P, -Image point, r-

angle of refraction, h- height at wtrich the incident ray touches the plane refracting surface

p' pz -refractive indices on the two sides ofrefracting surfaces.

t2
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As mentioned inprevious section,the image point changes from marginal rays to
paraxial rays .So the image distance x, changes with height 'h'. Hence ifwe express x, interms of .h,

,we can find the distance x, for rnarginal rays and paraxial rays seperately. The differrence in these two

distances is a measur€ oflongittdinal spherical aberration. Hence x, in terms of .h, 
is given by

For Paraxial r,ays, h av 0

Xr =-FXo
Formarginal rays,

X':=-FXo-*(t'#)

'h'isrnar<imum"hence

Iongihdinal Chromatic Aberratiorr xl - x,

9.42 Spherical Aberration due to Sphericel Refracting Sudace :-

- Fie9.9
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In above figure let SP be the parallel incident ray which meets spherical surface AB at a height
'h'.Radius ofeurvature ofthe surface OC:R:CP. CN is the normal to the spherical surface at P. Zi:
angle of incidence, lr:angleofrefraction. The ray refracts and forms the image at \.Ol,, = fr, t fo-

cal length ofthe surface for rays incident at a height 'h'.So fn varies with 'h'.

fo is given by

r=nfr* t I" L pCosr - Cosi J

For paraxial rays , h+0 and cos i, cos r-+ I

^ rrR
" +ro - p-l ----------(9'31)

IongitudinalSphericalAberrationisgivenby 
^ u.f

-t-r r I v
Afh = fo -fn = Ri -;- _ -:; lLl,t;t pcosr-coslJ'

lntermsof'h' Afo = n:DT ----(9.32)Thig equation is ameasure oflongitudinal

uR' r sphericalabberationincaseofspherical surfaoe. where Io =fJ----(9.33)
'g,4.3Methods of minimisation of gpherical aberration :-

.) : i ,i i ' "''"' 
t 'i:n '

I . Since spherical aberration arises due to different focal lengths for different height zones , it
can be minimised by closing or stopping some ofthe zones in the lenses.Hence stops which cover
different zones can be used to minimise spherical aberration .But this method reduces the intensity ofthe
image.

2. Spherical aberration can be rninimised by using plane convex lens such that the deviation is
equally divided at the two surfaces.

Explanationi

Sphericalaberration 6 62 '. 
o

when there are two surfaces 6 = 6r * 6z

So, spherical aberrationoc (6, + 6r)2 
..

Spherical aberration c (6, -62)2 +46,6r. . u' .

Sphoical aberration will be minimum when

6r -6, = 0:+ 6, :6,
To attain this condition in microscopeobjeclives ortelescope objectives, the cunred surface of

plano-convex lens should face the side with parallel rays, either incident or emergent.
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\
3. By using suitable combination ofconvex and concave lenses, spherical aberration can he

minimised . The positive spherical aberration ofconvex lens is nulled by the -ve spherical aberration of
concavelens.

4. Byusinscrossed lgns:- \
IfRl and R2 are the radii ofcurvatures of two surfaces of the lens, and p is its

refiactiveindex, thenratio ofradii ofcruvature is given by

R, _ 2lr2 -p-4
& - lt(4*t) -------(e'36)

R,
A lens with refractive index p = 1.686 satisfies the conditio" R: = 0 and such lens is

calledcrossedlens. 
z

5. By using two plano- covex lenses seperated by a distance :-

Fig 9.10

The spherical aberration can be minimised by using two plano-convex lenses
made ofsame material and seperated by a distance equal to the difference oftheir focal lengths.

Proof :-

. L'L2 - Two plano convex lenses of focal lengths f, and f,

_h,
The deviation produced by lens L, to ray AB touching at height hl, 6, = ?,TI

h.
Similarlythe deviation produced in rayby second lens L, ir 6, = f

f:3it
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The emergentray fromtwo lenses focuses at Fl

Forminimunr sphedcal aberration

6' =6t
h, h'

--=-qf2
h' f' 

---'(9'37)=,.J=-fh2 f2

From similr tiangles BL,FlandCL2Frr in tbc abow figurc

hr=LrFl ; .ft - ft

. h2 Lrq LrF,', - LrL2 q - d

h,f,
But from eC 9. 37,[ = ],
SubciiDing tbcse in above equation,

ABERRATIONS

f,= f, +d=f,_f,f2 f' -d
6. Minimisation by using Aplenetic sur{ecc :-

AplanaticSurface i
It is a spherical surface charaiterised by the proPgfly of forming a point

image of a point object placed on the pincipal axis. Ttrc two focii ofthe surface are pR and R / p

.When object is placed at a distance of R / p ftom tbe centre ofthe.surfrce, image "free fiom spherical

aberration " is formed at a distance of pR .

*'"tBA,;

--(e.38)

AIR

ry

r
,t'n*^ ^'

-s'

Sl
or-R/pt*lh* - ' ''pR

'******^
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Proof :-Frorn the fig.9.1 I
C is the centre of spherical surface.
CP=CA:R:Radius of spherical surface,

trr- refractive index ofthe surface,
. O-object,I-image, OA- incident ray, AB- refracted ray

CN-normal to the surface at incident point.
OP- Second incident ray which is not deviated.

when the deviated ray AB and oP are extended back, image is fomred at I.
Hence I is the vittual image of object 'O'.

From fig*".
ZAIC = 0,, lAAC = i, ZNAB = R, ZAOC : 0r

Intriangle OAC,

AC CO R R/u
.rt,t e, 

: 
rini - r"r o, 

= 
sinT

sinO, = psini ------/:--- (9.40)

Refi'action is taking ftonr denser;nediunr p into rarermedium air

sini I
- -:+ psini = sinr --$nr lr

----------(9.41 )

From equatiort(9.40) and equation(9.4 I ),

sin 0, = 5i111

0r =r -------------(9.42)
Intriangle OAI,

extemal angle: sum ofinternal angles

0, = 0, +(r-i)
-:) r = 0, +(r-i)+02 =i ----------(9.43)

Nowfrom similartriangles OCA andICA,we have
cI 

=_q4 + cr - (cA)' =;*= FR ----__ __-_______(s.44)CA CO 
-- t-^ CO R / p - r'r\ ------ --"-----'(9 '44)

9 ' Equation (4"1) is indepenr1ent of 0,and0, .Hence all rays starting from 'O' and incident on

refracting stufaces at-different angles e, after refraction appearto be coming from same point I. Hence
we obtain a single point imagelforpoinrob-icct.O'-
9.5. COIVIA:-

When we consids a gire o fu object which is away from principal axis, the
imageofthatsinglepoimmthdjcufllbcintreformofacometoregglike shape.This defectof
image iscalled'Coma'.
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. . . hb.qi..

'e4 ,: -i.{.,{ .._
'"',.,. \l-

-b\

l//

Fig9.l2'

In above figrxe 9. 12, the rays starting from single point A on the object (offthe aris point )
pa-ss thoughdifrerentcircularzones(l- l),Q-2),(3-3) etc ofthe lens.Eachzonc bringsthe rays into

focps at different points I, , 12, I, etc.So smaller the radius ofzone ,farther the image is formed and

b€nce lat€ral magification is more.

l8

l
t

i.i

?^,*

h

tfil{Ass }fr 
roaat

b'

"o /o,r,,*')
/ 

cr*cLs

0MAqE

RESULTANT IMAGE
DL'E TO DIF!:ERENT ZONES

{b}

Fig9.l3

Now ifwe consider each circular zone of a le,lrs as shown in the figur\the poins a-a' form

image at ar ,b-b at 5r ,c-c at ct dd ai 6r .ll"rr"" due to circular zone' we Bet a d(lcular image
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ut b' 
?t 

61 for a point object '.A' .As the radius of the zone increases, the image radius increases.So

each zone gives one cicular image.So as we go from I, to I, the radius ofcircle increases and we get an
image ofcomet shape as shown in figure for single point A.

This defect can be minimised by using
l.Stops

2.Crossed lensesofratio oinaaiicurvature + = +
3.using lenses which followAbbe's sine condition 1rryr sin 0, = pry, sin 0,

where p,md pr aretherefractiveindicesontwosidesofsphericalsurfaceS y,,yrare

heights ofobject and image respectively and 0, and 0, are the angles made by incident ray and eme
rgent ray with the principal a,ris.

9.6 ASTIGMATISM:-
When apontobject is situated farofftheaxis ofalens, the image

formed is a patch of light but not point image.The image consist oftwo mutqally perpendicular lines
separated byafinite distance and the lines in image are in perpendicularplanes.This defectofimage is
calld i'Astigmatisrn".

Since lens is offinite thickness, we can imagine it consisting ofdifferent layers.These layers
neednot be in same plane.In the figure 9.14 ifwe consider apoint object'O'faroff&om the axis the
plane containing 'O',principal axis and plane M' M2 of lens is called Meridian Plane.The plane per-

pendicular to meridian plane i.e. S,S, and passing through principal a,xis is called Sagital plane.These

two planes oflens form the image of O at different points M and S in form of circles or patches perpen-
'dicular to each other.Hence we obtain a patch of light betrveen M and S .This defect is termed as
Astigrndisn

r*EF $

M'mIS}AN
IMA6E

\

\ Fi!, q lJ

tE$ls Axtg
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,:l$rlrrcdrilhr:-

l.Calsl*eftcfocatlengthofalensof dispersivepower0.03l whichshould !s pl:'rl',i ,r ''i
oodactwilhacmvsrlensoffocal lelrglh 84cm anddispersive power 0.021 to make the combination

adrmaid?
Sohsioni

The condition for achromatism for lenses in contact is

9*94=0= CI' - -f'f, f2 rrl2 f2

rrr, :0.021 , f, :84 cm

co, :0.037 , fr=?
Substituting these values in above equation,

0.021 0.031 ^ 0.021 -84

-r--ll+

84 f2 u,031 f2

1l
-fr--84x--=-l24cm

S.o, the second lens in contact should be a concave iens of focal length 124 cm.

2.Find the focal lengths of two lenses of crown and flint glasses with dispersive powers 0.01 5

and 0.025 respectively inorder to make an achromatic conVerging lens of focal length 25 cm?
Solution:-
. For an achromatic doublet

tt*@, 
=oro,apb6"att=d<,ry-=-tV25-'--------------(1)

The focal length ofcombination or achromatic doublet, F:25 cm.

I I I I I'l
-=--1-- =-T- r,JrF f, f, ' 25 f, f, '-'-----"'--'\')

0.015 -t. f, -3 | -3
From (1), uo2s= i= i= T- i= st,

Substituting in equation (2),

1=l_3_5-3_"2
25 f, 5fi -<f, 5ft

')
+ f, : :x25 = 10cm

5

f, =*- -5rlo =-r6.67cm
5)

Ilenrr fcrcd f engfh of two lenses are I 0 cnr and - | 6,67 en r@ively,
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3. A flint glass biconvex lens has radii ofcurvature of+20 cm and -20 cm. Ifthe refractive indices of
flint glass for violet and red rays are grven ds 1.8 and 1.5 find the longitudinal chromatic aberration ?

Solution:-

It is given that Pu = l.8,pn = 1.5

20
R, =*20 "- = ii6 m, R2 =-20 cm =-f;66 -

The focal length for red rays is given by

I (t r\
{=(t--t)[&-& )

1r.s -ry[$.*) = 5 =+ rn = 0.2m.' '\20 20)

Similarly the focal length f" ofvioletrays is givenby

+=(*"-,)[+ +)=1r 
r-r;(#.H)

=$

+ f" = 0'125m

Longitudinal chromatic aberration is f* - f = 0 .2-0.125 = 0.075 m

4. A transparent sphere of radius 60 cm is made up of a material ofrefractive index of 1.5 .Find
the position of aplanatic points on the axis from the centre of lens?

Solution:-

R=60cm:0.6m, lr=1.5
o/

Aplanatic focii are given bV 7p and pR

%=o'%.5=0.4 m,

pR = 0.6x1.5=0.9 m.

5. Two lenses of focal lengths 8 cm and 4 cm are placed at a certain distance apart.Calculate

the distance betrreen the lenses, ifthey form as achromatic combination?
Solution:-

For lenses seperated by a distance to be achromatic , the condition is

f, +tX=- '
2

. f,=8cm fr=4cm

Distance between the lenses, * =*= 6 cm=0.06 m.z
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6. The focal lenglhs of a thin convex lens are 100 and 96.8 cm for red and blue rays respectively. Find
the dispersive powerofthe glass?

Solution:-
Longitudinal chromatic aberration is given by

fR -f" =of

or t = -f-l
I

where f is the mean focal length

fn =l00cm, I =96.8cm

.'. f = 
100+96'8

2 :98-4 cm.

fo -f, : 100-96.8 : 3.2 cm.

1.2
Dispersive power of the glass: ffi, = 0.033

9.8 SUMMARY:-
The defects produced by lens systems in forming images of the objects

are explained . Methods to estimate the extent ofaberrations produced by the optical systems is dis-
cussed. Methods to minimize the aberrations introduced by lens systems are explained. Chromatic and
Spherical aberration are dealt in detail . Corna and Astigmatism are introduced .

9.9 I(EYWORDS :-
Aberration, Deviation, Dispersion, Chromatic aberration, Monochro-

matic abelation , Refractive index , focal length, Marginal ftIys, Parzxial,rays , Dispersive power,

Achromatism , Spherical aben'ation, Stops, Crossed lens , Aplanatic surface , Coma, offthe axis

point, Circularzones, Astigmatism, meridianplane, saggital plane, circleofleastconfusion.

9.10 SELF ASSBSSMENT QUESTIONS :-

9.10.1 Long Answer questions :-

l. What is chronratic abenation ? Obtain an expression forthe chromatic aberration ofa lehs .

Derive the condition for achromatism when two lenses are in contact ?

2. Derive an expression forthe seperation betweenthe two lenses ifchromatic aberration is to

be minirnised in case of seperated doublet ?

3. What is Spherical aberration ? Distinguish between lateral and longitudinal spherical aberra

ti.rn . Mention two methods ofminimising spherical aberration ?How?

5. V,lrite a sltort notes on coma ?

22
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9.10.2 tions:-

I . Find an expression for longitudinal chromatic aberation f.ot * object at infinity ?
2. Discuss different monochromatic abenations ?

3. Deduce the condition for minimum spherical aberration in a combination of two lenses
seperated by a distance ?How? .

, 4. Can you eliminate chrornatic aberration and spherical aberration in a lens system ? If so
5. Write a short notes on coma ?

6' What are aplanaic points ? Find the aplanatic focii for a spherical refracting surface ?
7. Write a note on astigmatism ?

9.10.3 EXERCISE:-

l. A double convex lens has radii ofcurvature of40 cm and 10 cm . Find the longitudinal

chromatic aberation for object at infinity .Given Vu = 1.523;-rn = I .5145?

fans : 0.253 cm ]
2. FindThe focal lengths of the two component lenses ofan achromatic doublet offocal length

25 cm. The dispersive powers ofthe crowlr an'd flint glasses arc0.022and 0.044 respectively.
[ans : l2.5cm ,25 cm]

3. The objective glass ofa telescope is an achromat of focal length 90 cm . Ifthe magnitude of
the dispersive powers of the two lenses are 0.024 and 0.036 , calculate their focal lengths ?

[ans : 30 cm, -45 cm ]
4. Two thin lenses of focal lengths f, and f, are seperated by a distance x have an equivalent

focal length 50 cm . The combination satisfies the condition for no chromatic aberration and minimum
spherical aberration. Find the values ofthe f, , f, and x . Assume that both are ofthe same material ?

[ans : 100 cm,33.33 cm ]
5. A convergent doublet ofseperated lenses , corrected for spherical aberration has an equiva-

lent focal length of 10 cm .The lenses of the doublet are seperate dby 2 cm .What are the focal lengths
ofits component lenses ?

[ans : 18 cm , 20 cm] '
6. An achromatic lens of focallength 30 cm is made oftrrso lenses ofmaterials A and B are in the

ratio i :2 ,frndthe focal langth ofeach lens'?

[ans :15 crn , -30 cmj
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INTBRFERENCE

Objectives:-
l.Convey the impertance of interference phenomena in establishing the wave nature of light.
2.Introduce the principle of superposition in combining waves.

3.Obtain interference fringes practically using young's experment and determine the intensity
at different points on interference pattern.

4.Importance of coherence in formation of interference fringe.
5.Explain formation of colours in thin filims through interference by division ofwave front,..
6.Calculation ofwavelength of monochromatic source through fresnels biprism experment and

formation of achromatic fringes through Lloyd's mirror experiment.

T.Derive the cosine law through division of amplitude
S.Understand the concept of non- reflecting films.
g.Learn wedge method experiment td check the optica! plainess of glass surface.

l0.learn the theory behind the fonnation ofNewton's rings and its applications.

l l.Importance ofMichelson inter ferometer in determining the wavelenth of monocramatic

source and the resolution of spectral lines.

Structure of the Lession:-
l0.l .Introduction
I 0.2.Principle of superposition
I 0.3.Interference of light
1 O.4.Coherence and coherent sources

I 0.S.Condition for interferencs
I 0.6.Types of interference
I 0. 7. Young's Experiment
I 0.8.Fresnal's Biprisn'r
l0.8.l.Adjustments to the Experimental setup

10.8.2. Theory of interference fringes

l0.8.3Procedure
l0.8.4.Determination of the thickness of a thin sheet of transport material

lO.9.Change ofphase on reflection
l0.l0.Interference by division of amplitude

l0.l lCosine law
l0.l2Colours of thin flims
10. I 3.Non Reflecting flims
10.14.1 .Interference by a plane parallel film illuminated by a point source

l0.l4.2.Interferene byafilm with two non-parallel reflecting surfaces (wedge shaped filtm)

I 0. I 4.3 .Determination of diameter of the wire-wedge rnethod
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l0.15.Newton's Rings
l0.15.1.Newton's Rings in reflected light
l0.l5.z.Newton's Rings in transmitted light
I 0. I 5.3 .Determination of Wavelength of Sodiurn light using Newton's Rings
I 0. I 6.Michelson interferometer
l0.l6.l.Construction
l0.I6.2.Types of frings
I 0. I 6.3 Mathematical analysis

10.16.4 Uses of Michelson interferometer
f0. I T.Inteference filter
l0.18.Solved problems
l0.l9.Summary

,10.20.Keywords
"10.2 l.Self assesment questions

10.22 Reference books

10.1. Introduction:
Interference isa phenomena in which coherent light pass]ng'through'closely placed

pinholes and dark bandsiermed as inierference fringes .It is a phenomena which proved
Newtons corpuscular theory'to be wrong and established the wave nature of light through
Huygen's wave theory.It is a strong proof for the statement that "every point on the light wave
acts as a secondary source and gives it secondary wavelets which propagates in forward
direction".When secondary wavelets from each point on the light wave super- impose with
other,theyproduce interference fringes .The interference can be explained by twomethodes .

l.Divison by wave front and

2.Divison by amplidude.

10.2 Principle of superposition:
" The resultant displacement of a particle of the medium acted upon by two or more

waves simultaneously is the algebraic sum of the displacements of the same particle due to
' individual waves in the absence of others ".

Suppose the displacement produced in the particle of the medium acted upon by first

wavetrain is y, ,in the absence of second wavetrain and y, is the displacement produced by

second wavetrain in the particle in the absence ofthe first wavetrain.The resultant displacement t

produced in the particle when acted by the two wavetrdin 'R' is given R = yr + yj
according principle of superposition.if displacements are in opposite directions

thenR =yt-yz
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10.3 Interference of light:
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When nvo light waves superimpose then the resultant intensity in the
region of superposition is different than the amplitude or intensity of individual wave 'othis in
the modification in the distribution of intensity in the region of superposition is called inter-
ference".
Constructive interference :

When the resultant amplitude is the sum of Individualwave
amplitudes,then the interference is termed as constructive interference.
Destructive interference:

When the resultant amplitude is the difference of individual wave ampti-
tudes,then the interference is termed as "destructive interference". 

I
10.4 Coherence and coherent sources:

When two light sources emit light waves of same wave.'
length and which maintain zero or constant phase difference between them are called coherent
sources and the phenomenon is termed as coherence .The two coherent sources emit continu-
ous waves ofthe sirme wavelength and time period.
l0.SCondition for interference of light:

Stationary interfernee pattern can be obtained with a pair
of light sources when following conditions are satisfied.
I Conditions for sustained interference:

The two sources should be coherent.If a, and a, are the

amplitudes of waves emitted by two coherent sources and d is the phase difference between

them ,then the resultant intensity at any point due to two sources is given by

I = or2 +ar' +2a,a, cos6

Ifthe sources are not coherent the phase difference 6 continously changes and we obtain

continuous illuminatation instead of interference bands .when 6:0 or constant or zr

cos6:l or -l and l=e,rz +ar'+Zarar:(ar+ar)'

| = ?t2 + al -2a,ar: (u, - ur)'

fint is the continuous for constrnctive interference giving bright band and second is the

condition for destructive interference giving dark band.

2.Condition for observation:

The band width of interference fringes is given by B = *'zo
so the seperation between two sources (2d) should be small and the distance betrveen sources

and,dle screen'D should be large,so that p is of considerable spread. Then only we can observe

cleaf dark and bright fringes of considerable width. In other cases,although may form, we

cannot observe interference pattern due to invisible widths and looks like uniform illumination.
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3;condition for sood contrast:

INTERFERENCE

When interference fringes are formed,there should be good contrast between dark and
bright bands so that we can see distinct interference pattern.as we observed in condition (l)
that the intensity of bright band I: (a , + uri' and dark band is I: (u, - ur)'.so for the dark band to

be perfectly dark."the amplitudes ofthewave trains from two sources should be equal"
Also the sources should be narrow,or else each point in each sounces behaves as a

separate point source and the interference pattern due to them may overlap.
The sources should be monochromatic(sources of single,'wavelengh)ifthe source is

white light,after passage through optical system it disperses into seven colours.Each colour
forms a source.so the two coherent sources will emit light waves of,sevenjdifftrent wave-
lengths and each wavelength produces irs own interference parffern.These patterns overlap each
other and we may not observe distinct interference pattern.Similar thing may happen with other
sources which are a combination ofmore than one wavelengh.
10.6 Types of interference:

rDivisonor*u,,,rolf :Ifi Hffi"J"?Hfffi :"#il#.?,iJ:T;i:i,l#hff#.ff Lo,o-
duce interference pattern.

l.Djvisqn of wavefronfi

When the light sources are point sources,the wavefronts,frsrn the source
is divided into two parts by methods ofreflection,refraction or diffraction-These wavefronts
travel unequal distances before combining producing phase difference between two
wavefronts.These wavefronts superimpose with each otherto form interference
friges.Experimental setups which utillse this principle are fresnel biprism,Lloyd's mirror.
2.Divison of amplitude:

Instead ofpoint sources if we have extended sources like sodium vapour
lamp behind a slit or sunrays from the sun on to a oil film,then the amplitude of these

wavefronts are divided by methods ofparallel reflection orrefraction.these wave trains of
divided amplitudes superimpose with each other to produce interference patterns.The experi- .

ments which utilise this principle are newton's rings,michelson interferometer etc.

10.7 Young's experiment and inteilsity at a point on the interference patte.rn:-
Young's experiment:

This experiment setup consists of a single source'Slfrom whiOh light rays

tavel and incident on two pinholes S, and S, as shown in figure. now S, and Sr,gct as twoliy

coherent sources.the distance 2d betweenS, and S, is of ordeiof the wave ler€h of light,rb,rand

S, emit spherical wavefronts.according huygen's wave theory,eachpoint on tlieie spheridaT

wavefronts acts as secondary sources. they emit secondary wavelets emitted by two sources

overlap each other forming inteference patterns.
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Whenthe crest ofone wavefront overlaps withcrest ofanother wavefront (ortrough ofone wave foontwith
hough of another wavefront), Construtive interference takes place. Similarly when crest of one wavefront

overlaps with tough of second wavefront, destructive interference pattern takes plac6. Hence:all the points

conespondingto constructive interference form brightbands andallpoints corresponding to.destructilre

interference form darkbands in the interference pattem

\
I

,
t

Fig. 10. 
:

Sources s, and s, are obtained from a single light source S, hence they form coherent sources. The two

wavetainsorliglrtraysfromtwosources s, and s2 haveldifferentdiitances s,p and srp(Fig.l0.2)

andreachpoint p onthe screen.

T.

, ,.!.-''---',; )7li
\ -'i ,x- | ,z

s i -l --- i---: -,,.f-- -__ - - - ---.t/ u.tr'"' i'I seroenl

r -'

Fig.10.2

Path difference between two rays= szP - srP

This path difference introduces a phase differece 6

t
I

t
!,

It
I

between two rays srp and srP .
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Phasedifference : + x pathdifference

2n,6 = f(s'n-s,p)
Let y, isthedisplacementproducedatpoint pduetosource s, .ftisgivenby y, =a,sinot -(10.1)
wherc a, istheamplitudeofwavetraingrvenby s, and ctl isitsangularfiequency. similarly y, bethe
dis;rf.1c..,r.ntproduced by s, at point. It is given by yz = azsin(ort +6) ___-_-(10.2)

where ar is the amplitude ofthe wave produced by s, . 6 is the phase difference introduced due to path
differcnce betrveen srp and srp . According to Principle of superposition, the resultant displacement at p
isgivenby

y = yr * yz =a, sincot +a, sin(rot +'6)

=a, sin rot + a, sinort cos6 + a. cosolt sin 6

y = sin cot ( at + azcos 6) + cos ort (a, sin 6) _ ___( I 0.3)

Let a, +ar'cos6= Rcos0 ---------(10.4), arsin6=RsinO ---____(10.5)

Where p and 0 are newconstants.

Substinrting in equatioin ( I 0.3)

y = sin cotR cos 0 + cos rrrtR sin 0
: R(sin rot cos 0 + cos cot sin 0)

y = Rsin(ort +0) ------__(10.6)

Squaringandaddingequations (10.4) and (10.5), we get

R2 sin2 0 + R2 cos2 0 = (a, + a" cos 6)2 + (a, sin 5)2

R2 = (ar2 +ar2 +2a,a, cos6)

Hence rcsulhnt intensity at point p is,

I = R2 = (a,2 + ar, +2a,a, cos6) ..............(10.7)

6
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a"

(i) Condition for maxiruum intensity:-

from equation (10.7) intensity at P is max,

I = In.o when cos6 = 1:+ 6 =2riv

E=2nn=?(rrp-srp) =Znnlv

+ (szP-srP) = nl..""""(10'8)

.'.I,'* --a? +al+Zarar= (a, * ar)' .-....,........(f O'9)

So intensity at point p is maximum when path difference between two rays reaching polni P is equal to 'n'

times)r. where n: 0,1,2,3,.... etc.

(ii) Condition forminimum Intensiqv:-

lntensity at P is minimum I:' I.in , ' where cos6 = -l
from equation (7)

cos6 = -l :+ 6 = (2n + fp......fio4f 0;

= *(rrp -srP) = (2n + 1)1.
1,"

* S,p - Srp = (zn + r)|.........(t *r rl

[,in = a', + al -2a',a, J @, - ar1' ..$12)

So intensity at point P is minimum when the pathdifference between waves reaching P is

l"
oddnumbertimes;

(iii) Special case :-When the amplitudes of wave fronts from two sodrces s', s, are equal then a, = 42 ,

Substituting in equation (9)

I,"* =(a+a)2 =4a2 --+l......firtf ll
substituting in equation( I 0. 1 2)

I.in = @-a)' =O....[o(la)
In this case we obtain iriterference bands with perfectly bright bands and complete dark bands'

,l
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Energy disfibution in interfemce fringes:-

INTERFERENCE

'3T--3:r *;r1 O Z.r 3Y 4z Str
d 

-rf.
Fig.10.3

Above figrrre 10.3 shows variation ofintensity in interference fringes with phase. Law ofconservation of
enerry is perfectly observed in the formation of interference fringes. The intensity lost in darkbands is
gained in bright bands. Energy is redistibuted between dark and bright bands.
hoof:'Wewill provethat average intensity is equal to ttre sum ofthe sepffate intensities.

Average intensity of interfeience fringes,

It

Hencetheresult.

4a2

+2ararcos6)d5

2r

Jou
0

a-

Jrao
I =:o --average 2t

Jou
0

- laio + ai6 l?-?,a, sin s]3- 
= ai + a]......1r s;

r6t;"

2r

{rui 
*"i

(10.15)

;3r -4r"-
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Nodal Lines:-

ACHARYA NAGARIUNA UNTVESITY

figl0.4
The secondary wavefronts fromtwo sources and areoverlap witheachotherto form interfer-.

ence fringes as shown in the figwe 10.4. The linejoining the points where the crest and hough rneet is called

nodal line. So the lines joining the points of minimun intensity are called nodal lines. Now we shall derive

theequationofnodal line. ktus imaginethecenteofco-ordinatea:cisOatthe midpointoftwo sources

and . The co-ordinatesof P is (x,y),of s'is(-d'0) pf sris(d,0).

Fromfigure

(s,p)'=(x+d)2 +y2

7 r,p= f1* 14t' * f .......06)

lllrYs,p=.,[ffi......67)
pathdifferenceA = szp -srp = .fr;m -
=,Faf*l=A+ry

squaring on both sides we get

(x+d)2 + y2 =l' * zl(.,G -ffi)*,a - x)' + y'

Again squaring on both sides we get

l6x2d2 +Aa = 4L2d2 +4L2x2 +4A2yz

Dividing by Atdt and rearranging we get,

x' y.'
-- --7 - -ftv = l'.........(l Q),:(to.t g)(^A) 6,-\)

vffi
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This is an equation ofhlperbola
crlves correspond to minima when

curues correspond to maxima when

l0 INTERFERENCE

fG
lE u,'rff
F&
I'i '

6= (2n+l))u/2)

A=nl,

10.8 X'resnel's Biprism:
Fresnel Biprism is used to produce interference fringes. Biprism prcduces twocoherent images of a single source' which act as two coherent sources separated by a distance. So basically

the action ofBiprism is to produce two Pseudo coherent sources from a singl" ro*"". i, ;;;;;;l;'"''
grinding a plane glass plate on two sides such that the obtuse arrgle ofthe prism is I 790 and two acute

,anglesare 39r each.Thebasicexperimentalarraqgement isshowninthefigrsel0.5.

The experimental set up *^ir,xfft*'lptical bench with three stands ofsame height. The starilds can movehorizoatallyandalsoverticallytotheoptical bench. One standis forslit S, ttresecondstandir6;;t*;'
and third stand for micrometer eyepiece. The slit is illuminated with the monochromatic source. rrr" Lipis,
and the slitcan berotated intheirownplanes.
Actign.gf Binriqm:-The divergent light rays SA and sC emerge as parallel beam 6om the prism. Ray isdivided by the edge ofthe prism B into two parts. one part whi-ch travels in downward d*]|il#;;
be emerging from a virtual source s, and the upperpart appea$ to be emerging from the virtual soulce sl
' So these divergent beams and the paralled beam overlap each other forming interference patt€rn in region
EH. This interference pattem can be viewed through micrometereyepiece. '

10.8.1 Adjustrnents to the Experimental setup:

I . The optical bench is levelled with spirit level.
2. The three stands are adjusted to same height
3. Eye piece is focussed on its cross-wires.
4' The slit is made narrow and vertical and illuminated with rnonochromatic light.
5 ' The biprism is moved at right angleS to the optical bench till' a bright patch if tieht is yiible in i :micrcimeter eyepice. The slit is rotated with tangential of view of the eyepiece.
6. The fringes are made clear by rotating biprism in its own prane.
7' When we move the eyepiece, the fringes appear to be shihing. So *re distance betrieen biprisrn and

slit is adjusted till there is no lateral shift in the fringe pattern.
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10.8)2 Theory of interference fringes:-

Now let us derive the path differnce between two rays reaching a point P onthe

screeninthetermsofthedistancebetweentwosources s, and s, andthedistancebetween thesourcg

and the screen D( Fig. I 0.6)..

Let us consider a point P on the screen at a dtr*:: 'T;l"m the centre point 'O' .From right angled

niangle S,PQ

(s,p)' = (s,Q)t +(QP)t

s,P'=D'+(x-d)2

lll'' fromrighungledtriangle S'PR

SrPt -SrR2 +RP2 =D2 +(x+d)2

.'. S,Pt -S,Pt = (x+d)t -(x-d)2 = 4xd

= 
(S2P-qP)(SrP+S,P) = 4xd

since the distance between slits s,s, and scree,lr is large, s,p - s,p r: D

, \ 4*{=+------oe) 
(10.19);'(srP-srP)= 

2D - D '''Y) (lu'rY)

Brieht fringes: For bright fringes the path difference SrP - S,P = nl'

Zxd ^ nl.D
; = nt" + * = fi.................(10.20)

The distance offirstbrightfringes from' O' isgivenby

forn=l,xr=}q
2d

for n=2,x2 =T '

for n=3rxr =X

II ACHARYANAGARIUNAUNryESITY

Tx
I

.L
9r
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The distance between the adjacent bright fringes is grven by
,., 2)d i.D i.Dxr -*t =;;- 2d= 2d.................(10.21)

Darkfrinees:

For dark fringes the path difference

szP-srP- 
(2n+l)l'

First dark fringe n = l, xr = # ;

Seconddarkfringe n=2,*, = 
5lD

nth dark fringe

_ (2n+ l)}.D.
^n : __ 

4d_
The distance between the consecutive dark fringes .

I,D
Xz -Xt = 

zd,

Hence the spacing between consecutive briglrt fringes or dark fringes is same and is equa to f;
.Hence the fringe width, X2 - Xr =X= B ............ ...(10.22)

Hencethewavelengthofthesourceoflight 1 is givenp, 
^ 

= T
t0.8.3Procedure: ,

After the formation of interference fringes ,they are $ewed thro'rgh micrometer eye-
piece .The vertical cross'wire ofthe eyepiece is adjusted on one bright fringe and reading ofmicrorneier
eyepiece isnoted.The cross-wire is nextadjusted to next bright fringeand reading ofthemicrometeris
noted. The difference between these two readings gives the fringe widthp . Distance D is measgred from
opicalbenchbymeasuringthedistancebetweenslit'S'andthemicrometereyepiece.'2d'ismeasured
wilh a srrall setup.A convex lens whose focal length<l \4(ttre distance benueen biprism and eye piece ) is
mormted on a stand in between biprism and eyepiece.
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Then we can observe the image of slit s, and s, in the field of view of eye piece in two positions of

lens., Ifthelensisinposition L, whenfusttheslitimages appearsand L, thesegendpositidnwhereslit

image isagainobserved

Thedistancebetweenrealimagesof s,ands, viewedthrougheyepieceinposition L,: d,

Thedistancebotweenrealimagesof s,ands, viewedthrougheyepieceinposition Lr: dz

d, v .d, u
From fig , ;=;*o;; =;

=+ 2d = J2ddr........(10.23)
Thus wo candetermine the value 2d.

Fig. 10.7

Using the vahBs of 2d ,D and B the wavelengths ofmonochromatic sotrce is determined using the formula

L =F'zd
D

10.t.4. DeJcrnlnation of the thickness of a thin-6h6'et of transparent material:
When, athin sheet of glass ofthickness 't' is intrsduced inthe path

of light rays between biprism and the screen.the fringe pattem shits or displaces through a small distance

S. Usingtheshift 'S' wecan find the thicknessoftheglassplate.

As shown in the fi gure light ray s,p travels through a distance (s, p - t) through

air and distance tt' through the glass platg .Let the velocityof light ttrough air be 'C 'and through the

glassor materielbec, .

F
li*'-7t,rtl
Eyepie
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X

Jp

FIG,IO.t

If p istherpfrabtive indexofthe materialthen l'=:,*tu =i-s"P
The time taken by the light ray to travel the distance s,p

: s,p-t* t _s,p-t*tlr
GGrCC

= 
srP+0r-l)t....r0 

(10.24)
c

Thusthe pathordistancetravelledbylight ray s,p isequivalent to

s,p+(p-l), -t,l

Hence the path difference bcween the light ray s,p and srp is given by

szP-srP = szP-(srP+(}t - l)t \-.-25 (10.25)

But from eq: 19 , szP - srP = T ,
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path difference = A = T - (p - l)t

The rr't' maximathe path difference :n[

D- 
^x,, = fr [nl. + (p - l)t]..,26

xn denotes the position of ntt' maxima.

When the glass plate is absent , F o ,

,D
x.. = -nA"2d

I5 ACHARYANAGAzuI-]NALINryESITY

ry et-L)t = il' which implies

Hencetheshift producedin n,n maximaduetotheglassplate inpath'$rp isgivenby

.D
S:Xn -*,, = j{u -Dt....27 (r0.27)

EQ:27 is independent of 'n' hencethe sirift is same forall marcima.

Hence by measuring the displacements in fringe pattern by introduction of glassplate in path of light

ray we can find the thicknes ofthe material using eq: l0'27

2dt=s.:-:--^ ..(10.28)D(tt-l) """

d,D values are measured as explained in biprism experiment of wave length ' Then the monochromatc

sou,ce is replaced by white source .we observe an interferene fringe pattem with central white band and

remai'ing 6"irrg 
"olo*"d 

bands.The cross wire of micrometer is coincided with a white fringe Micrometer

reading is noted rhen the glass plate or mica sheet ofthickness is intrroduced inthe path of light ray The

maxirna or white band shifti. Again cross wire is coincided with white band rhe micrometer reading is

noted .

The differeence between R,andR, gives the displacement of fringes due to glassplate using

these values ofd,Dand S ,the thickness of glass plate is deteemined using formula ( 10'28)'

10.9 Change of Phase on reflection: 
:

Stokeslaw statesthatthelightray suffers'a phasechange of nor pathchangt"f I whenitis

reflected at the surface of optically denser medium. This does not happen, when it is reflected at the

surface of optically rarer medium'
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ng r0.9

proof : As shown in the figurel0.9 let A be the incident ray on a glass slab .Let the refractive index,of

glassbe p, andof airis p,. Fz>p, inthiscasehence,lightisreflected atopticallydensermediurn.OB

isthe reflected ray and OC is refrated ray. f€t 't' and 'r' be the co'efficients of transmission and reflpction

respectively .So if .a' is the amplitude of incident ray , then the amplitude ofreflected ray is a, and the

amplitude of transmitted raY is ar

. SupposenowifOC istaken asincidentrayofamplitude a,.,the reflectedray willbeOA.If

the reflection and tansmisson coefficient in deruer rnedium are 'r'and l, then the amplitude of OD is ah'

and amplitude ofOA is att'.

On reversing OBortaking it as incidentray gB is 'ar' ,amplitude of reflected ray OA is 312 .

, amplitude of transmitted ray OD is art.

Reversing oB and OC we should obtain the original incident ray OA . Hence the ray OD

should be absent.

art*art'=0
Along OA we should have wave ofamplitude'a'

art + att' = a.....30 (10'30)

eq..-29+ r - -r..'..31(10'31)

eq...30 3 tt = | - 12.....32(10'32)

Negative sign in equation... 10.31 shows thatthe ray reflected at denser medium suffers a phase

l6

4

of n or Pathchangeof ;

&tEDfutril

,MEU8Jfl-i\"t

change
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Example: Lloyd's mirrorisaninstrument toproduce achromaticfringes with white light.

This mirror utilises the above princrple In this experiment direct rays frorn the source and light rays

reflected from Lloyds minor interferece with each other to produce interference pattern.When white
light is used asasource,weobtaincentraldark band insteadofwhiteband.Thisfactproves that the

rcflectionoflightraysat mirror introduces aphasedifferenceof fi. So,thecentralbandsatisfies the

condition of dark fringe at the cente of white light friuge pattern and coloured bands on either side. .

10.10 Interference by divison of amplitude :

I n some cases we may have extended light source .Interference fringes can be obtained from such

source also using the method of division of amplitude of light rays . Interference fringes me obtained in
such cases using the followingprocedure (Fig. l0.l 0).

tvtoNOl}HFlOfvrATtc
RAD'AT-}ON -

FIG 10.10

The divergent rays from extended source are made to be incident on a glass plate G

placed at anangle of 450 totheincidentrays. Thenthe light rays reflected atglassplate Gget

convertedto a planewavefront or parellel light beam. These parallel rays are made to incident

a

normally on a thin film (or gtass plate ) of thickness 't' and refractive index p. These rays

reflectedat the uppersurfaceof glassplate.'Sothe incident amplitude a oflight ray

into two rays of amplitudes ar and at .

getpartially_

is divided
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This is division of amplitude the ray transmitted 'at' again gets reflected at the.bottom
surfaceof glassplate, transmitts through uppersurface andcomes out. So the two rays (l )reflected from upper surface (2) transmitted and then reflected ray at the second .*a.L *"
obtained from same source but have apathdiffererence.Hencetheyinterfere witheachother to
form interference fringes on the thin film itself(Fig. I 0. 10).

The extra path travelled by the transmitted ray or 2nd ray :2ytt
Path difference between trvo rays : Zttt .

But first ray suflered reflection at denser medium. .According to stokes law the path difilerence

l8

introduced due to refl ection ir - *
L

Total path difference between two rays A,=Zpt-?,"/2
For constructive interference the path difference A = nl.

:.21fi-)v/2=n)'
+21fi =(2n+t)Xt Z ------(10'33)'n:0''1'2'3--etc

For destructive interference

2pt = nl, -------( I 0. 3 4),n:1,2,3 -----etc

10.11.Cosine law:Oblique incidence of planewave on a thin flim
Ifthe parallel rays from glass plate G are incident obliquely on a thin film(example

wedge type film ), then the procedure in finding the path difference is slightly different. That methodology is
explained below (Fig. I 0. I I ) which leads to cosine law. i.e., path difference in terms ofcosine of the angle.

stt

Afri

tDE$lSg)

H

f.
r
f

iJrl-
I
f

ifi
l{r" i

b+

lt
I
l

fig 10.11

C
&tf,{
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AB is the incident ray incident obliquely on thin film at an angle of incidence 'i' .It is partly reflected along BR

end partly tansrnitted along BC. Again it is reflected back along CD and transmits dong DR, .BR and

DR, are hv'o parallel rays obtained from same ray AB. So they interfere with each other.The path differ-
gncebetrveenthesetwo rays isBC+Cn+gB.Td determinethis valuenormals BF and DE are drawn.

ZABN =i,ZQBC = r

From geometry offigure ZBDE= i,ZQPC = r

DC is extended back to meet normal BQ at P

Path difference A = path(BC+CD)in thin film
jath BE in air

? A = p(BC + 9P) -_BE -:-::---{10.35)

But from snelrs law [.r, = 
ti" t : #:3 = H

BE = pFD -------(i0.36)

SubstiUing in above equation is

A = pBC +pCD -pFD
A=pBC+p(CF+FD)-pFD

6 = p(BC+CF) = pPF,('.' BC = PC) ------(10.37)

In A'.BPF -+ Cosr = PF/ Bp + pF = BpCosr = 2tCosr -------(10.38)

Substituting in equation ( I 0.37)

A = lrx 2tCosr = 2ptCosr -------(10.39)

The optical pattr difference given by equatlon (10.39) is termed as "Cosine law".

Btr the rcflection at dens€r medium intoduces a path differenc e of 7y 1 2 . Hence

Total path differer@ = 2ptCosrt L / 2 ------(10.40)
conditisn for Constructive interference is

2ptCosrtlvl2=nlu
2ptCosr = (ln+UL/2 ---(10.41)
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Condition for desuuctive interference is

2prtCosr +L | 2 - (2n +l)L | 2
+ 2;rtCosr = nl. -------(10.42)

10.12 Colours of thin films:
When white light is incident on a thin film (of water or glass or any tansparent film),

weobservebeautifulcoloursonthefihn.Thefomationofthesecoloursonfilms canbeexplainedwithttre
help ofinterference .

When whitp light is incident on thin film , the white light is reflected' partty by the upper
surface ofthe film and partly transmitted to second surface.It is then reflected at second surface and passes
through first surface . The rays reflected at first surface and reflected by second surface will be able to
interfere each other. Depending on the path diference between two rays, it will satisfy the condition of
bright fringe for certain colours of light or wavelengths. so that colour will appear on the film. According to
cosine law 2ptCosr = (2n +l))u /2 is condition for constructive interference.

Since the thickness t and refractive index p ofthe film are constantdepending on the angle of
the refraction above condition is satisfied forone colow.

When we change the position of the eye 'r' changes and we may observe
different colour at the same position of the film. Ifwe observe different parts ofa nh from sanp position
also , may change and we observe another colour. Hence we can see different colours on same thin
filmdependingonthepositionoftheeyeorthepartofthinfibn. Othercoloursmaybefeeble. Tlrecolours
for wtrich minima condition is satisfied are absent

If we observe the same film in transmitted light instead ofreflected light,colours which
are absent in rcflected light will be visible in transmitted light.

10.13 Npn Reflectine Films:
When a light ray is incident on transparent material like glass , a part of the light

ray is reflectd and remaining part is transmithd According to Fresnel's equation , the intensity ofthe
reflected light is given by

/.. .. \2 t /.. .. \2
t,=l Fl[ | .t = 

t' 
=l *'l+ | __-__ (10.43)' 1.t, +tLt ) I [[tz +h )

Where p, -refractive index offirst medium(air)

pz - refractive index of,second medium(glass)

Generally p, =1.5 and p, :l

20

...[*, -*,)' =!r=4yo
[p, +p,/ I
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So when light is incident on any glass surface in an optical instrument , a part of light is lost at a rate
of 4o/o at each surface.ln certain objectives there will be about four lenses , hence a loss of 30Yo light .only
70% ofli$*is transmitted. When the sotrce of light is not intense, then image formation will be dull due to
this loss. To overcome this loss by reflection oflight, non reflecting films are used.

Non reflecting films are generally transparent materials like MgFrcoated on

glassasathinlayerofthickness t=?u/4p,where 2r isthewavelengthofthesource, p isthe

refractive index ofcoating material . Loss of light by reflection is overcome by destructive interference of
reflected lisht ravs. As shown in the fisure 10.12.

fitr fte

fig 10.12

The refractive index of air is pr, ,of the coating material is p and of glass is p, . The ray is

incident on the coating material or non-reflecting film is reflected partly along R, and partly transmitted.

Again it is reflected back along R, by the lower surface ofthe non-reflecting film. The refractive index of

non-reflectingfilmis selectedsuchawaythat Frr <F <pr.soboth thereflectionsareatswfaceof

denser medium. So the path dfference introduced at 6oth surfaces is 2rl2 and 
^,/2 

or phase

difference n and n.ThesetworaysR, and R, whichdifferbyapathdifferenceof )rl2
interfere destn"rctively.

21tt=?,"/2>t=?ul4V

Hence the thickness ofthe film should be equal to )u I 41t . The refr4ctive index of MgFr:1.38 in

)r
between that of air and glass. Phase difference between R, and R, - -xpathdifference

2n 2n )"

-x.Lllt=-,-=Tcl, L2
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For complete destnrctive interference of R, and R, their intensities should be equal.

'/12/12

tttfrj =lffitj "'--"(1044)

Ifoutsidemediumisairi;e pr = l,then

[Ef)'=[u, -*)' -p-l = 
p,-t

[t ..,.tJ 
: 

(.t r +tr] ' ]r +l pr +]r -----(10.45) adding (l) on both sides of

equation

we get
P- Pz

lr.t - lrr.[t --------(10'46) and

l=tr
[r+l 

: 
t, t* ---'----(10'47)

Dividing eq (a5) by (7) we get Ir' =Irr+ p =.,[f, ---;-(10.48)

Hence the refractive index ofthe non-reflecting films should be equal to the square root ofthe
glassmaterial. Theprocessofdecreasingreflectivityofasurfaceusingnon-reflectingfilmsisknownas
'Blooming".

l0.l4.l lnter{erence by a plane parallel IiIm illuminated by a point source;

I
I
{
I
I
I

p

#

s
I
lr-

$r f ,,'
szL/

Iigl0.13
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When light is incident from point source on a plane parallel film,a part of the ray gets reflected along I .Re-
maining part transmits to second surface,again gets reflected and transmits along 2. the rays I and,iappear
to be coming from two point sources S, and S, . These two rays interfere with each other .similarly the rays
getting reflected along TP and rays transmitted and reflected along MP interfere each other. These two rays
produce interference pattern (Fig. 10. I 3).

The fringes will be dark ifpath difference A = SL + p(fN + NM) + Mp - (ST + Tp) -(10.49)

is equal to 1l ,else bright fringe.

lL.l4.zlnferference by a film with two Non -parallel reflecting surfaces (Wedge shaped film):
Let us consider two plane surfaces GH and G,H, inclined at an angle cr,

and wedge shaped air film is enclosed between these surfaces as shown in the fig 1 0. 14. The thickness of
the filrn increases along GH.lnterference takes place between the rays reflectedfrom the first surface (BR)

and the ray transmitted to second surface and transmitted along (On, ) . These two when extended back
meet at S and appearto interfere at S.

Fig.'10.14

The path difference between BR and DR,

a = p(eC + CD)_ BF

A=p(BE+EC+CD)-pBE

6 = p (EC + CD) =pEp = 2ptCos (r + cr)

Due to reflection at the surface of denser medium additional path differenee ?u I 2 is introduced .

Total path difference : A + ?u / 2 =2ptCos(r+a) + 1,/2 -----(10.50)

For Constructive interference A = nl.

:+ A + )' I 2 =nl" + 2ptCos(r + o) + )v I 2 : n)"

=2ptCo-s(r+o) =(2nt)'12) ----(10.51) Conditionforconstructiveinterference
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Similarly condition for destuctive interference is

2ptCos(r+0) = nl, ---(10.52)

From equations 10.51 and 10.52 it is evident that when refracting angle 'r' and angle of rverlge

appeafimce of bright or dark fringe depends on the thickness of the airfilm in the wedge .Thickness of the
air film in the wedge is equal along the direction parallel to the thin edge.Hence interfer enc,e parti:n i

formed parallel to ttrinedge ofthe wedge

Spacine Between Fringes :

Fornormal incidence of light ray, r:0 and ifthinfilm inthe wedge;is air. pr = 1

.'. 2ptCos(r + cr) = (Zn + lY"/2 ------gright fringe '

+ 2tCoscr, = (2n +1)),/2 ---;(10.53)

If we consider ,rtt' fringe formed at a distance of xn from the end of wedge (Fig' l0.l 5). then

t = Xn tana----'-r- (10.54)

Fig.10.15

Substitr,rting in equation (10.53) we get

2xntanacosc = (2n+\y'

24

- 2xn*, sino 
=12(n+l)+ 

ll% -- -----(10.-i6)

Spacing betrveen two bright fringes is

Subtracting (10.55) from (10.56) 2xu*, sin a - 2x,, sin d. : )u

F------ - -'- +' ---- ---- -*l

+ 2xn sincr = (2n+D%--- ----.-----------------(10.55)

Similarlyfor (n + l)d' fringe
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This distance betrveen two consecutive bright or dad( fringes is termed as fringe width p .

I
F = Xn*t - Xn =:+. 4slnc,'

When angle ofthe wedge 'cr' is small, sincr a ct

-":---(10,5E)

Since fringe width is independentoffiings number'n',Hen€ the fringes are eqnally spaced.

f 0.f43 Determination of diamctcrof thcwho.wcdgcnct|lodi

between the prates 
", "*:0"*T:l lfrutru iffiff 

** and a thin wire or paper is placed in

Thenairfilm inthe formof wedge isfqnredbetweentheplates" Ttrethickneesofairfilmgoeson increas,
ingalongthewedgeaswemoveawayfr,ompointofcontact.Thiswedgeisilluminmedbyamonochromatic

source after making rays parallel with t]rc glass plate G plrced at an angle of 45o.These parallel rays are

incident normallyonwedgeofairfitm. Dueto reflected raysftom upperand lowersurfacesofttrefilrn,
interference takes place. Interference pottenr or bands ofeqtul thicknbss are formed along AB,CD,EF etc.

Since it is an afu film p = l, normal irtcidenlr{.

Irt the thickness of air film at CD is tr . lfda* fringe is fonned a 'CD' then

2t, = 1)v (r0.5e)

Similarlly anotha dart ring at EF $ilFre fllm thickness is t,

2t, = (n + l)1, ---.'i-------------.r-----(10.60)

p=*

Fig. t0.16.
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Fromfiguretanc=#=ft

tr-t, 
=tanir,AQ-AP

But AQ-AP= fringe width F.

.'.t2-t, =Btancr

26 . INTEPSERENCE

+ F= %^o*Yzo

From equation (10.59) and (10.60) .'. tz - tr =%-----------T-(19.62)

Comparing (61) and (62) Plrrr." =%

Let the diameter ofwire placed betrveenplates: d.
The distance between wire and"line ofcontact of plates : x.

dr.
From the figure tatt 4' = ; = rB

. xl,
... (r = n -"__-____(10.64)

Experiment ! r

Observethefringesformedonwedgeshape{filmttirough,mimscope.C-oincidethecrosswireof

microscope oo ,rttr fringe. Get the microsoope reading Rr . Count 5 fringes and coincide the cross wire with

R" -R.
(n + 5)s fringe. Note the reading as R, . 

- 

gives the ftinge width F .Measrne the distance

benveenthewireandthepointofcontact'x'withascale. Usingtlrcwavelenglhofthemonocluomatic
source 1 , the diameter of the wire 'd' can be determined uisng equation (10.64).

10.f 5 Newton's Rings :-

Neiryton's Rings are another practical demonstration of interference of light .

Whenparallel lightrays are incidentnormallyon aconvex lensplacedonaglass platdalternatedark ar"d

bright circular fringes are formed round the contact point of lens and gldss plate. Thse circular fringes are
termecl as'Newton Rings".
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The reason for formation ofnewtons rings can be explained as follows in Fig. 10.17. Wheh
light ray AB is incident on the lens, it is partly reflected and partly transmitted along BC. This tansmfuect ray
is reflected back by the lower surface ofthe lens and bansmits into air along l. A part ofthis ray BC gsts
transmittedalong CD to the lowerglassplate and gets reflectedback andtransmits through lens along.2'.
These two rays I and 2 are obtained from same ray AB. Hence they interfere with each other formh{g

Newtons Rings .The path difference betrveenthese two rays:2 ptciosr +/

Fig.l0.l7

Pathdifference A: 2t+ ?"/,
/z

For btight circular fringe L= 2t + Yr: n,

When film betrveen the lens and glass plate is air, p : I and for normal incidence of light ray, r{).

For dark circular fringe 2t- nL-- --------(10.66)

From equations(10.65) and(10.66) itisevidentthatthe fomration ofdarkandbright fringedc-
pends on the thickness of air film benveen the convex lens and the glass plate. 't' is eqtr4l along a circle tvith
poinl of contact of lens and the glass plate . Hence we obtain a concentric circular fringes with point of
contact as centre.
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lqls.l Newton's Rings in reflected light:-
kt this section we try to findout the diameter ofcircular fiinges in terms of 1 and R

is 6e ndius ofcurvature oflens 1gf -kns,' . . 

..'.

rFl

Figl0.l;'

. Itispartofthecircle DfOil ofradius R.

... OC= CD=R .Let us consider a Newton ring fon
The radius ofthis ring: r. pC is also equal to .R, fir'
The property ofthe circle gives the following equatic

INTERFERENCE

,:d at QP. Let air film tliickness at eP be .t' .
: r geometry ofthis figure.

C}

I
"l\

NPxNQ = NOxND

Substitrsing these values,

rxr=tx(2R-t)=2Rt-t2

'.'t << R, t2 *2Ftt= , = I
2R

Condition forbrightfringe 2t: Qn-l)fi

=r.*=(2n-D%
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The diameteroftheNewton's Ring D = y'r.

Substituting in above equation

q' 
= 

(zn:l)iR 
=+ D = v6rR(rr,_l)42

:+ D oc 

"(rr 
- t) -----------(10.69)

Fordark fringe ,.*= nI + 12 = nl'R

+D2 =4nl.R+D=2.m -----------(10.70)

or D * .6.---

Thus diameters ofthe newton's rings are proportional to squaie root of nahrral numbers. As the

order ofthe fringe incrgases, width ofthe fringe decreases. In case ofreflected light central ring is dark .

Since the condition t{ is satisfied by dark ring only.

l1l5.2 NcwJon'r rbgc in transmilted light:

Intransmitted light,

2J:nL forbrightfringe

Zt: 1Zn-t)/2 for dark fringe .

Using equat,on,Utrr,

2.' = nl, =+ f= = nl,R
2R

DD'
Burr= | +=; =niR

z+i

=+ D2 = 4nl,R =+ D = 2.m ----:-r:!--- (10.72\

=+ D c .,6-
;-_---

SimilarlYfordarkdng' ? D cc rl(2n l)
Intransmi6ed lightcentral ringisbrightring. TheNewton'srings inreflected tightand transmitted

I i ghs are oomplementarY.
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10.153 Detenninatirn of Wrvcfergtl of Sqdis 1gff rrhe Newton,s Rings :-

f#iiGFt()S(.,{}P€

:s{}[]l{.J*-{
r-.&.*lt$)

Arf*
'FII-"*t

Flgl0-lt
:

nxperlmenat Arrargementr
A plane -convex lens of large radirfs ofcuvaturp is placed on a plane glass plate with its

oonvex surface incontactwithglassplab.Theconvex srfacetouohesgtassplateat C,and anairfilmof
increasing thickness is formed between tlrc convex surface and glass plate from C to L. Light rays from an
executedmonocluomatic source ['sodium vapourlampplagd Ghindas[t] aremadeto incidentonaglass
plate 6,placed at an angle of 450 to the normal .This gtass plate reflects the light rays and makes the light
rays to be incident normally on the convex surface or lens. A part ofthese rays are reflec,ted by convex
surface and remaining part transmits to the plane glass plate. The plane,glass plate reflech these r^ays and
tlrey pass through the lens and interfere with the light rays reflectod by @nvex surface. As a result Newton,s
rings are formed. These are viewed using trarrelling miuoscope-
Thooryi

Let 'R' be the radius ofcurvature ofthe lpns the wavelength ofthe monochromatic source,

D--thediameterofthe nthrin5,Do*p -the diameterofihe(n+p)thring. Thenfrombquation{I0.71)

Dl = 4ni.R and Di*, = 4(n + p)lR

.'. Di*o - Di = aplR ::> tr = D]-o - D;

lo

-- (10.73)
Usinf ' tbove formula wavelength ofthe monochromatic source can be determined.



Procedure:
.

Experimental arrangement is done as described above. After obtaining Newton's rings, the cross-

wires .f the travelli'g microscope are made to coincide with cental dark spot -Then counting 20 rings

traveri'g rni.ro""op"i, rnovedto 20 th riig. The cros,s wiys are made to coincide with the end ofthe 20 th

ri'g, tu4h that the vertical wire looks f if<" tairg; to 2-0 tf, ring ' Microscope reading is noted ' Moving 5

rings at"a time , the ,"aaing or t 5 th, l0 tq J-ti .na 0 th ring;; noted towrds right side . Similarly proceed-

ipg in same direction the rJuaing, ofthe ;.;;;t 9{9ft!*:t are also noted' The difference between right

harrd side of 5 th ring gives the diameter of ! trr rirg,Gig. 10.2' r) Similarly diameters of other rings are also

detenrrined .,A graph L dra*r, *ith no. of rings.on X-axis and its diameter2 on Y-axis'
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./lr/ rn ;n{p \t
,*._i_..*___**--:-*.'\ n

\..r Lr

Fig' 10'20 
qand 4*, from

.lt will be a straiglrt line . Select a ring number n and ring number n+p and determine

fte gtnpt

( ff*p - D:) lP = AB/CD

^l'h
TheRadiusofcurvatureofplanoconvexlensisdeterminedusingspherometer 

o ='. +t or

tiroughBoY'smethod

substinrtingthese values in eq(10.73),we can findtheyave lengthofthemonochromatic source'

!0, 1 6 Michelson interferometer;;

It is apermanent instnrment used to produce interference fiinges without any fi.rther experimental

anangementasinNewton's rings orwedgimethod.Itcalbe uscdto findthe wavelength ofthe mono-

chromatic sorrcs, resorute closely spaced.ip*na ri*s,to dctermine the refractive index and thickness of

thin tansparent material3 and ..tandardisatiil, of*t * in tems ofthe wave length of the light'

1l
l-11?#:

D" lr. i,. 
i \r.n {.ipr

ii

^ lt t'l-
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0.16.I Consfruction:.

Fig 10.21
Itconsistsoftu"oopticallyplane,highlypon]rn"a-ioors 

M, and M, *riglrtanglestoeachgther,Italso
consists ofnvo semi-silvered glass plates G, and G, made ofsame material and same thickness at an angle
of 450 totheplaneofmirror Mr.Mirror M,ismountedon acamagewhichcanbemovedforwardor
backward with fine screw adjustment ( see Fig. 10.21).The mirrors are mounted on three levelling screwswith the help ofwhich the mirrors can be titlei(at * *gt" to; horizontal. rt 

" 
,.uy, from a monochromaticso'rce are made to be i'iident on a lens L , to attain u piat"f u*- 

"irtgrrr.irr" 
interference fringes formedcan be viewed through the telescope.

woikine:-The parellel light beam fi'om lens is incident on glass plate G, . A pan of light ray ,lois 
reflected

back to minor M, and passes through G, . Anorher parr of the light ray .2, i, trunr*il;; ;,^;ese two
rays are incident on M, and M, normally. So they are reflected back normally and follow the same path
andreach G,'Thetworaysgorotngoutof G, afterreflectionfi"om M, and M, arederivedfromsame
source, henFare ur a position to interfefe. Depgnding on the path difference b"t*.n ,ur, : ,l* a .r,,
interfererrce'fringes are formed. But Rayl travels throurn o, *t"",*ii"'in"*vzpasses through onry
G'once(see Fig' 10'22)' To compensate this path difference, second glass plate G, of same thickness as
G, is introduced'so this is termed as compensating glass plate.The interference rring., formed can be

_ 
viewed through the telescope T.

when we view the mirror M, through telescopq we can also view flre virtual image of M, , Ml
formed bythe glass plate G, behind M, . So the two rays reflecteci from Ir4, and M, can be viewed as- reflectedfrom M, and Ml. SoMichelsoninterferometerisequivalenttonn airfilm
i,','r:l:.',.i i.r lvlcitr. lt,,I , an<i N4l

JZ
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Mr$
t

t

Fig.10.22

Fro'rrfigrue OM, = xl , OM2 = Xr

The pathdifrerence between interferingrays A = 2(xr - xz )

and additional patn difference of %for reflection frrom M'

A = 2(xr -xz) ry2-----' -------(10'74)
'r..i': I " . t r.--e-r-r^---L^ia,lmrlinonnnafhdifferenCebet$rcen
Thcir,Uerf€r€noefringesfomrcdmaybecirctrlarpfiaiglrtorparaboicdepsndingonpathdifference 

betwet

Mt and Mt'z ' 
-!--ac10.15, TlPec of fringes :

The path diftence between the lightrays coming from Mt and Ml depending on

l.ThesePerationbetw€€n Mr ard Ml

2.The angle subtended at an €Ye'

3.Theinclinationbehreen Mr and Ml'

circularfringesrwhenthetwomirrors M, and M, areperfectlyperpendiculartoerchother or M,.and

M! areperfectlyparaellelandauniformthinairfil-isforme4thencircularftingesareformed'Thepath

diffcrencebetween the rays from M, and Ml is givenby

2tcosr +/r=*
Since .t, the thickness ofair film and ?,, ar€ constant" above equation is the locus ofradius 'r"

L,ocusofradius.r, areconcenbic circles. Henceweobtain circular fringes whichcanbeviewedthrouglr

the telescoPe T (Fig. 10'22)'

----'-"'&" ' illlr

ffire
(cl

x,$.
*6"

rflmffiil
(bf

x.

Iig 10.23
fig10.24
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Localised fringes:- when M, and Ml u."atallangletoeachotherorcrosseachother,thentheour
film between the mirrors is wedge shaped. Depending on the thickness ofthe film and the angts efincidence strape offringes changes.lvhen the mirron crois-each other, stright fringes are formed .when themirrcrarewedge shaped;then circularfringes with lourelitytowards the thin edgeofil;;;;; *showninthefigrrc.

Localised fringes with white light :-
When monochromatic source is replaced by white light when the air film between M, and M, is thin

coloured cirpular fringes with dark fringes in between are formed .

10.16.3 Mathematical Analysis :-
Irt the light ray from M, produces a displacement of y, in the medium.

|- / ,t\-|.y,:aexp{if att-kl2x,+i I ltL \ *'*t )1, :

Similarly M, producesadisplacement

f ( 2\.l.yr=aexp{il r*l z*, +} llt TheresuttantdisptacemenrL \ Z)-J

H, * y z = za *'(f)*o 
l,(* - ",. *)f

Intensity t=(r6v'-)' =(ru *'r) = autoor' !
Ir$ensityisma.ximunwt"r, .orf = t:+ t= no

= j[u(r,.,.*) - u( 2*, * +)f=,,

ktterms ofpath differenc e,2 (rr- x, ) = n * 
!........ 

(75) ( I 0.76)

Corditiorr for. minimum intensity ir, 
"o, f = O = 9, = (Zn + \ f

*if-(",.*)-u( ,-,.+)]=(zn+r)f .r,.or,,orpathdifferenc 
"2(*,-r,)= 

(zn+\+"*

34
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10.16.f :Uses of Michelson interferometer

l.Dcterminationofdifferenceofwavelengthofmonochromaticlight:
I.he Miohelson interferometer is arranged for circular fringes with central bright spot' The cross wires

are coincided with centre of bright spot. Let the bright spot be ns bright spot.Now if we move the

clistance between M, and Ml bV /rtWadjusting the micrometer screw attached to M' I u path

clifference of 1 is introduced and (n + l)'h bright spot appears at the crosswires. Like wise as we

move M! away from M,,foreachdistance y'rin"r"urebetweenthem' one bright spot disap-

pears and another one appears Suppose M' is moved from distance xr to xt and N bright

- -, i' ' 2(x' - x' ) By counting no.of spots N an
spots appear the centre ttt"t,N7 - x2 x' :+ l' = 

-N 
-J

measuring the distance ( xz - x1 ), we can -determine the wave le'gth of monochromatic source'

2.Determination of difference of wavelength of closely spaced spectral lines :

when we use monochromatic sources like sodiunr also 
' 
they emit two wave-

lengthsi.an<Itr'(D,arrdI),lines)whichhavesmalldiffurerrce.|ofindthedifferencel,'-?',
interferometer can be used'

, 
Arrange interferometer for circular fringes. WhenthepathditTerence xr -x2 or the dis-

tance between M, and M! issuchthat the centraloright spot of circurarfringes of ll,exactly

falls on the central bright spot of circular fringes of 1,, , tlten we can observe distinct circular fringB'

pattern in the field of view ofthe telescope.when we move Ml awa,v fronr M, ' the h"ight fringe of

L, mayfa,,ondark fringeof ]rr.Then we observethatindistinctness inlirefield':fviewoftele-

scope. So by moving M, through .x, distance, suppose we find next indistinct position, then 
'1th

fringes of ?r, and (n+l) fringes of l', appearinthe field'

n?u, (t'+ l)?"
*=; andx=T

Substracting above. equation from each other

2x 2x 2x(X', -)vr) :
(n+l)-n= ,-T=-E-
e I, -^, = l:* =* where = x.u =ry

Thusmeasuring'x'lvecanfirrdthedifferenceofwavelengthsl''-l''
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3. Determination of thickness of a thin plate :.,

straigh,ine-.ry*q",ffi n::Hi#ff[,:[]*: j*rffi ili:::f;tr*[:1',Tlf *'plate ofthickness 
'}t' una refractive index p i, intrJul"a i., one ofthe paths l or 2 . Then the centralfringes shifts due tD introduction ofpath diff r"n"" Jru_ l)t by rh" d;:'-

Now the mirror M, is moved such that again the cross *r", * ,",,o "* fringe. If the
distance moved by M, is x, then : , '--o

' 2x = 2t(tt- l) or 1 = -x-tr-l
Using above formula, we can find the thickness ofthe glass plate. 

,

10.17 .f nterference Filter :

To choose few wavefneths around a particular wavelength for experimental pur-lose 
' 
Interference filters are used' when wtrite tight is inciaerrt on parallel plates seperated by a distance't' then bright fringes are formed when

21tt =n1, =+ )L =!
n

Ifthe medium between prates in air , L = + From above equation we can infer
that ifthe thicknessofairfitnbetwpenplates't'isextrernely,matt,iorraition 

formaximurn is satisfiedop| for few wavelengths. Suppose t= 500x l0-em ;l ; = ioo'in:i";#1;|;;l:"fr,
onernaxima. Thus.wecan get wavelength 500040 anatrvo*"* ;""*+*, ,OOOU A0 and3333 4o around it' This tpe of arrangbment to filter few wavelenglhs fionn inci?nt fight is called ,,Inter-
ferenceFilter',.

: ',',' . "' .l ,.' :

It consists of a glass plate coated with thin metallic reflectirqg film ofdie*ectric ( Mg$ orquartz)and 4gaincopted with metallic reflecting film. Thenitisclosd*viii**t; glass,plce. Thisirtterference filterfiansmits o'nry a band oforder,n, at waverengti ;-*-'* 
'$'f,''u(i

36
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10.18 Solved Problems : ^ ., ,,--
1. If a slit illurrinated by sodium light (5893 4o ) is placed 0' 15 cm n-o1 ttre.pl lle of lloyd's minor '

wbat will be the distance between consecutive b*at fottn"a on a scr@n 1 '0 m from the slit ?

^LD
Solution : Fringewidth F = 6

?r:5893 6o , D:100 cm,2d:2x 0.15=0.30cm

Distancebetween consecutive bands orfringe widtlt

5893x10-t xl00F=T:0.02cm
2. Find the thickness of a soap film ( p=l .33) which gives constructive second order interference

ofreflectedlightof l, = 700mp (millimicron). Aszume normal incidence giventhat lmp = l0-em?

3?"
Ar 'l=-vr 4p

Solution : For constructive interference 2;tt = (Zn -t)/,
For second order interference n= 2

4n=3%

But 1=700x10'e m, P=l'33

.'., ='*l:oi;lo" =3.e5x10-? m.

3. A broadsource oflight(I = sggoRo) illuminates normallytwo glass plates to' l*g:T:h
touchatoneend andareseperatedbyawire0.05mm in diameter atthe otherend.How manybright

fring€s appear overthe l0cm distance'^

eterofawirc d=!f, in*rage method,B- fringe width, x-distancebetween

wire and contact end of glass plates'

B- ?t* :

'2d

l, =5890A0, x=lOcm, d = 0.05m = 5x10-2 xl0-r = 5xl0-3cm

^ 5890x19{ xl0 l178xl0-4 ^-rr=;;;*' =--'-*
sirrce length ofglessplates= 10qn : - . \
N"."e utl'Otdd*; dd ftingesinthisdistance '

l0 l0x2'
lf 3-=-

P ll78xl0j-=0'q085xlot 
=85x2 = 170
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4' In an experiment on Newton's rings , the diameter of the tenth dark ring formed byyellow s9lium light (589nm) and seen in reflection is 3mm. Whatis the radius of cur-
vature ofthe lens surface ? --

Sol: Diameter squarb of nth ring

Dl=4nl,R, or R=#
Do =3x10-3m, n:I0 , ]y=5.g9x10-zm

(txlo-') '*=Zffi:l =0.382m

5.In an experiment in the Michelson interferometer, it is found that 40 rings to
merge the centre, the mirrorhad to be moved thriugh 0.0lmm. Calculate the wave-
length ofthe lightused

Sol: Waraelength of light used l, = *

where 'x' is the distance moved by Mr and N - no. of rings merge in the,
oentr€

N=40, x:0.0lmm :0.001cm

r=+ =q#=Sxlo-'cm
6. Athinfilm with refractive index p:1.58 for light wavelength ?,:5g90

Ao is placed in one arm of a Michelson interferometer. If there is a shift of 20
&inges, calculate the thickness 't' ofthe film .

sol: ln Michelson interferometer,path difference 2ftr-l)t = N?u

rvhere N- no. of fringes moved

38

NI,
t =;1u:q , N=20, I = 5890x loa,

.20x5890x10{.'.t=--: =0.001cm2(1.58 - t)

r, :l.Jb ?uu,''- iTi:
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r0.r9 summary: Interferenc.e establishes the wave nature ofthe right. principle of superposition leads

to addition ofwaves. Thischapter explains the condition for interference , the position and intennsity of

fringes , fringe width , conclitions foithe uright and dark frilees . tt also explains how to produce interfer-

ence bydivision ofwavefrcnt anctdivision-of amplitude.Itexprains,conceptsofcolours inthinfilms,

non reflecting films , change of pfr^. on *nection a1d 1t]3t 
fu 

' 

We understand 1" -:fu1s of produc

ing interference using Fresnels Biprism , wedge method , Newtons rings a1{ 
ftictrctson 

interfbrometer'

using these instruments we can find wave lengtf, of monochromatic source, thickness of a thin sheet of glass

or rrri.u" diameter of wire, and resolution of spectral lines'

10.20 Key words:- Interfemce, Interfemce bands, Princpl.e of-superposition, Wave fron! amplitude'

displacemenlcoherence, crest, trouglt, path difference, pirase di Interrsity' Nomral lines' Fresnel

Biprism, Brightfringe, dark fringe, 
-fritg" 

width,Cosine law, consfuctive fulterfernce' destructive inter r-

ence, thin film, Non-reflecting films , wedge, Newton's rings,Interferometer, circular fringes' Localised

fiinges, interference fi lters.

10.21 Sclf :rsscsntent quesfions:

Long Answer Questions:

l. Derivethe equationforintensity atapointonthe screen in Young's double slitexperiment' showthat

interference phenomenon obey's law of copseryation o{:nepY'

2. Derivethe equation for fringe width in Young's double slit experiment'

3. what isFresnel,sBiprism?Explain howtof;rminterference fring.t inFresnel'.sbiprism experiment'

Show that how would you use this to determine the wavelength of monocromatic light '

4. Derive the expression for the displacement of fringes when a thin transparent sheet is introduced in

tt e pattr ofone or*r. interfering beams in biprism . How this method is used for finding the thick-

ness of mica sheet?

5.whatiswedge shaped film?with necessarytheory explainthe interference ofreflected light from

wedge film when illuminated by aplane monocromatic wave'

6.How do you determine flre diameter ofathinwire bythewedge shaped airfilm?Discuss about

fringe pattem.

7. Describe the theory and experiment of Newtons rings to detgrmrne tlie wanelengh of

monocromatic. sowce of rad i at i on'

;;;;;it" prin iple,cr)nsrruction andworking ofaMichelsoninterferometer.Explain howthe

wavelength of light is deterinined with it'
g.HowMichelson interfer.qmeter is used to determine the refractive index ofathintransparentshee?

Short Answer Ouestions
f . Wnut is the principle of superposition?

2. What are the conditions to produce sustained interference pattem?

3. Write anote on interference with white light'

4. What is nodal line? Derive equation for nodal line?

5. Discuss the phase change oue to reflection of light from the surface of a denser medium'

6.Explain the occurence of the colours of thin films'
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T.Explaincosine law.
8. What is the basic principle behind a non-reflecting film? And explain its needs.
9.WhatisBlooming?
l0.Show thattherefractive index ofthe coating material should be equaltosquareroot ofthe
refractive index ofcoated surface material.

ll [xpl"l how you gan ch3gl gn optical planeness of a glass plare .
I2.Explaintheformationof differerit typei offringesin Micheisoninterferometer.
l3.Describe the principle and application'ofnon-reflecting films. How are they prepare<J.
I 4.Explain why the central spot in Nervton's fings obtained with refl ecred lilh t
is perfectly black.
15.Discuss the phasechange duetoreflection oflightfromthesurfaceofdensernredium.
16. Explain theprinciple and action ofan interference filter.

Ex' 'cise:-

I . In the young's double slit experiment, the distance between the trvo holes is 0.5mm. l" = 5 i r 61-5 cm anrl
D:50cm . Calculate the fringe width.(Ans 0.05m)
2. A thin sheet oftransparent material ( p :1.6) is placed in the path of one ofthe interfering bearns is
biprismexperiment.Usingsodiumlight i1=589040 , thecentralfringeshifts toapositionoriginally
occupied by the tlth bright fringe. calculate the thickness ofthe sheet.(Ans t .77g xl 0{ crn)
3. In a biprism experiment the slit and eyepiece are at I cm and I 00cm marking on the oprical henr:h. Tl.ie
seperation between two images of coherent sources were l.2mm and 0.3mm for two positions of'a
convexlens betweenthebiprismandeyepiece.Ifl0fringes wereg.T2mmapart,thenfinclthervavelengthof
light used.(Ans l. =5890 4o ;
4. Find the thicknessof a soap film ( p :1.33) which gives constructive second order interferenr:e of
reflectedred lightof I :7000A0 undernorrnal incidence.( Ans t = 3.95 x l0-s cm)
S.Light ofwavelength 6000 4o falls normally on a thin wegde shaped film of refractive index.

1 ,4 forming fringes that are I .5mm apart .Find the angle of the wedge.(AnS cr = | .42g x I 0-" )
6. In a Newon's rings experiment the diameter of 5th ring was 0,336cm and the diameter ofthe l 5th rins
vras 0.59cm .Find the radiw ofcurvattue ofthe plano convex lens ifthe wavelength of light gse4 i* SSgrJ 

"
Ao ( Ans R:99.82 )
7. In Micheison interferometer 200 fringes cross the field of view when the rnovable mingr is displaced
thnrugh 0.0589rnm. Calculate the wavelength ofthe monocromatic light rrsed
(1. :s890eo )
8. A transparent film ofglass ofrefractive index 1.5 is introduced in the path of one ofthe interfering
beams ofMichclstm's interferometer which is illurninated with light ofwavelength 4g00 4 o ,. This causesj
500 darkfringestosweepacrossthe field.Determine thethicknessofthe filrn(Ans r=-fl.Ol+cml

4A
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UnitIV
LESSON-11

DIFFRACTION
OB|ECTIIzDS: : '

Wewillableto '' 
,

l. Definediffiactionandturdersand-llephenomenonofbendi$ofii€htwncs 
.around obstacles and formation ofdiffaction bands.

2. Theory behind the resultant ofn-wavefto;. 
-_--

3' Und€rstand diffaction at single slit, expeiimental set up,theory behild the dift.ac-tion bands formed and inrensity disnibution in the fiinges.-'---'
4'understand Fraunhofer diffaction at ci*, qrar affi and applying to find the .
resolvingpowerofthe opticalinstundts.
5. Fraunhofer difraction at double slit and its exteruion to Nslits.
6. L"eam Fourier tansform and its application to dlftaction u, ,irrg" ,tit.
7. constuction and usage ofdiffiaction grating and t d"r.r*in" the wave rorgilr of'lightwithgrating

8. Explain Fresnel class ofdiftactiorL halfperlod zones and zone plates.
9. concept ofdiffraction at st.edge using Fresnel class and diftaction ofprane
waves

STRUCTURE OF TIIE LESSON
I l.l Introcluction
ll.2 DifferencebetweenlnterferenceandDiffiaction 

i

I 1.3 Resolution ofn-single hannonic ;;;:--"--"
ll.4 Normal Incidence.
ll.5 Obliquelncidence.
I I .6 Fraunhofer Diffiaction at a circular aperture.
II.7 Resolvingpowers.
I1.8 Fraunhofer diffraction by a double slit.
I 1.9 Oblique incidence on double slit.
I l. l0 Plane diftation grating.
I l. I I Multiple specra with grating.
I l. I 2 Maximum no.ofordcrs available with grating.
I l. I 3 Absent specha with difration grating
I l. 14 Determination ofwavelength using diftaction gnting.

I l. I I Pip"*ive power ofgrating.
I I .16 Resolving power ofgrating.
I l. I 7 Huygen's-Frcsnel theory oflight prop4gation
I l.l8 Fresnel's halfperiod zones. :.
ll.l9Zoneplate.
I 1.20 Diftaction of staight edge.
I I .2I Diffraction of a plane wave by sraight edge.
11.22 Solvedproblems :
11.23 Summary.
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11.24.KeYwords.
I I 25 Self Assessment questions.

11.26 Reference books

DIFFRACTION

11.1:INTRODUCTION:
Bendingofthe lightwaves around obstacles and small apernues is called as

..diffiaction". Diffraction effects are observable only when the size ofthe obstacle or aperture is ofthe

order ofwavelengthofthelight. Thus when light falls on obstacle or small aperhre whose size is com-

parable withwavelengthoflight, there is adeparture fromsraight line propagation, thelightbends

iound the cornen ofthe obstacles or apertures and enters in the geometrical shadow. This bending of
light is called diftaction.

When an obstacle comes in the way of light, its geometical shadow is cast on

the screer1 But we can observe a small amount of light intensity in shadow region also. This is due to

diffiaction. We can also observe bright and dar* bands ofvarying widths and varying intensities in the

exposed region (The region not stopp€d by the obstacle) due to interference of secondary wavelets

originating from various points ofwavefront which are not blocked by the obstacle. Difffraction effects

*. obt.*"d onlywhenaportionofwavefront is cui offby some obstacle'

Diffraction phenomena can be classified in mo tlpes depending on the position

ofthe source and the screen

I . Fraunhofer diftaction:
to tttir 

"tass 
of diffiaction source and screen are effectively at infrnity, In this,

casethe incidentwavqfront onthe aperture or obstacle isplane wavefront'

2.Fresnal's diftaction:
1n Ois class, source and screen are placed at finte distances from the aperture

or obstacle having sharp edges. The incident wavefront is either spherical or rylindrical.

11.2. Differences between Interfeqence and Diffractio

l.The inter;action takes places between two
separate wavefronts originating from the

two coherent sotuces.

2.Regions.pfminimum intensity are perfectly

dark.
3.Width of the fringes are generally equal.

4.The maxima of interference pattern are of

.The interactiontakes place between the seco

ndary wavelets originating from different poi

nts of exposed parts of the same wavefront.

Minimum intensity regions arc not perfectly

dark
.Width ofthe fringes are neverequal.

.The diftaction maxima are ofvarying intensity

.i*13 REqpLTANT OF N-SIMPLE HARMONIC WAVES:-

Generally the diffraction phenomena or bands are observed when the

secondary wavelets originating from dift'erent points ofprimary wavefront-obstnrlSd by an obstacle or

aperture interfere o. rrr!"ri*pose or overlap with each other. Hence we will ty to find the rezultant of

n-wavefronts orn-simple harmonic *uu.r. Let'a' be the amplitude ofthe wave, 'd' be the phase
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d_i

iu

Fig:{t t .1}

The resulant ofthese 'n' waves is given by wavefiont wavefront OP,with resultant amplihde R and
resultant phase Q .Using principle ofsuperposition, we obtain

smo slnct . sincrl(=?-;=na-=[-
ld/ | cr, cr\/nl

where na:A.

(1 1. l)

g=(n-t)a-rd-o
22 (l1.2)

I I .4 . Fraunhofer Diftaction due to a single slit -Normal Incidence :-

AB is a narrow slit ofwidth 'e' perpendicular to plane ofthe
paper .Let aplane wavefront ww' be incident on the slit . f is the wavelength ofthe incident light .Ther
according to the Huygens-Fresnels theory , each point on the wavefront passing throughilit act as
secondary source and emit seconda5y wavelets in all directions .All these secondary wafoIets interfere
with other. The diftacted light is focussed by means ofconvex lens on a screen placed in the focal planr

of the lens (Fig. I I .2). All wavefronts tavelling nonni the slit i.e. travetling alorg onodft brougt* to

focus at no byttre lens forming bright cental image.
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*

Fig:(11.2)

=d(say)

Tho tE$$tantamplitrde of'n' nnavefrQots'R' is givenby

$CftSgN

Secondary wavelets bavelling along direction ' e 
i wittr incident wavefront are brought to focus at Pl

oq&escrpgr.Ihenoint P1 isofminimumorurudmumint€nsitydependingonthepathdifference

bgrvepn thc secondarY wavefronts

THEORY:

Tlp path dttreeencc betrreen secondary wavelets fiom A.and B in direction

0 =BC -lRSino = Sine

P,hase differtn s : ?Ie sin 0

Irt the slit be divided into n- qual parts and amplitud eofthe werve fro,l e3h part is a

ThFphssediffercnoe betweenconsecutivewavefrontsinthesen-wavefiorrts=l/n(notal Phase) /

asin(nd/2) asin(ztesin0/?u)K=;inftd=.in("wino/nl,) lElom equation (ll'l))
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resin0(l=-- t
. h asina nasino Asincl

-I\=- s.ln cr a

,)
Int€nsity at point P1 =I=f,2=o- it+- 

o
q,-

'R' when expanded in terms of Sin c,
f2(1

R=Alr-d*d -o' *.....^ ...crf- 3! ' s! .r! """""'l

f, o2 .o4 a6 I
=Al r- 3! 

* 
Sl 

- Z 
*.:.........1

L J'
ufreo negative t€rrrs vanish X wilt bc nrylmrru

dr =gfnf ino)'l=o
dc dol \ " )J

,hircimlnn<irunn:
Wh€n a=0,weobtainprfuripal maximum

resin0o=-t=u 
=rsin0d) =+o=()

(ll.3)i

Tlrcn lrn*=A2
Hence Cenual maximum or pirrcipal maximurn is fonned $ften secordary wavelets

tsavelnormaltotheslit
Minimm intensitv positiors :

Minimum int€nsity wi[ be observd utsr sin o=0:+c=*n, *2n,!3n,.......=*mr

resin0
= r =tm't
:+esinQ=tmf (0(l1.4) whers.,m:12,31";.....,e1c,,,

Seoondarvmaxima.
In addition to prirrcipal nraxima, tlse are secordary maximabenveen minima

eqnlty spaced. These are obtainedby ditrerentisting intensity 'I' rcccirding to calculus

i., :.dl .

(l l.s)
(4)

sin(c/n)

=+A2$(leff:p:o
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.'. sinu =0 Or .'. CICOSct -SinCr=0
But sin 6x = S givesvaluesof' tr,' forminima

.'. Position of secondary maxima are given bv

acosct-sincr=0
::? 11 ='l'an6t

Consider the equations as two graphs, y = , rnd y = Tano .Draw both the graphs

and they look like the figure I L3shown .

Fig I 1.3

6

The points where y = cr and y = Tancr intersect each other are points ofbecondary

maxima.Thesearegivenby cr = 0, xl.43n, +2.462n, +3.471n etc.,

Intensity' ofprincipal marima Io = ,{2

A2

:, 
lntensityoffirstsccondaryma,xitna l, = 

Z2

Intensity ofseconclsecotrdarymaxima t =* o'@.

:.s t&fl*
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so, the intensity of ma<ima increase drastically,Due to *.1.430 n [+or,signs], secondary maxima
are situated on both sides ofprincipal maxima .This intensity distribution is shown by following gnphwift on X-axis and intensity on Y-axis. (see Fig. I l.a)

x a*&{
ff '*;*

Fig.ll.4,

The diffraction patt€m consists of a esntral principal maximum in the direstion of
incident rays .The subsidiary maximum ofdecreasing intensity on either sides ofit at positions

+3n +5n
o = T, 2, etc.,. Betweensubsidiaryma:rimaaresecondaryminimaat

s" = Xrt, !2n, t3n, etc.,Secondary maxima are not exactly benueen secondary minirna but slightly
displaced towards the cenfte ofthe pattent

11.5 Single Slit Oblique Incidence :-

Let the wavefront 1y1yt be incident on the slit at an angle 'i' i.e.oblique incidence.

Now we consider the diftaction effects at angle ' g ' .Now again divide the slit into n-parts of equal
length .Width of eaoh part is ax (Fie. I 1.5)

The path difference between wavelets from A and B = e(sin i + sin 0)
The total phase difference between wavelets fiom A 4rld B = 266
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-n€

***ry* {*${ - *-'s -i
&r

oiF-p'necrlffi-

* ff.i} _I
t"-

"!t.t

r
I
e
t

f-*-.* -*tu"3!f **-*F-::::ff.I

-

--Fig: tt.s

=f{rint+sino)

'fr.i- -

(11.6)

The resultant amplitude is given by chord OM

phord OM:2ON=2r Sina

Irngth ofttre arc & Wdth ofthe slit

kngthofthearc OM:ke=A

ArcOM A ^ A
au-=-=--< zl =-Radius r cr

From (6) and (7)

chordOM-ASincr /a and

Asincr
o

(11.7)

Minimim intensitywtren sin a = 0 :+ s. = !n,!2n

., .,

Intensity 1= R 2 ={ 2[t*";' =to[+*J' (l1.8)
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(10)

(e)

Since 'i' is constant , depends on'm' only

^ ml,
sini+sin 0. - +-

e

I 1.6 Fraunhofer Diftaction at a circular Aperture:-

lltjt#T*
w'

FIU 11.8

Let AB be a circular aperture ofdiameter 'd' .A plane wavefront ww is incident on circular aperture

normally.The diffzcted beam by the circular aperhire is focussed on screen by lens .All the

wavefronts(secondary) eliminating from circular aperture , normal to aperture, tavel equal distances and

reach {.So these wave fronts with zero path difference reinforce each other$rming central maximum

at {.When we co:nsider secondary wavefronts tavellig along an angleto t}re slif they get focussed at

4 (see Fig. 11.6) .Depending on the phase difference between wanefronts from A to B, { will be

madmaorminima

I-et 1, Pr=<,the path difference between extreme waves from point A and B is

AC: ABSin0 :dSin0

Point i will beminimum,whenpathdifferenceismultipleof I andmacirnmawhe:ritisodd

I
multipleof ;-z

dSing : mI manima

t
dSine = (2m+1); ma:cima.

jb * #dd r'#r*a -

)
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m:0 corresponds to central maxima at Po

Ifpoint I is ofminimum intensity then all points which are at a distiance 'x'
from Po are also minima .This diftaction may be considered by rotating intensity distibution graph of
shgle slitaboutthe central a,xispassinglhroughPo aboutwhichthe circularaperture is perfectly syrn--.^-

metical .The point Po taces out a circular ring ofuniform illuminaiit n .Thus the diffiaction pattern
consists ofacental brightdisc called Airy's disc surrounded by altemate darkand bright concentric
rings called the Airy's rings .The intensity of dark rings is zero and that ofthe bright rings decreases

gradually outwards frontrlsangular radius g ofthe Airy's disc i.e. angular seperation between the
centneofthe brightdiscandttre first dark ring is given by-

1.22)v

d

f -wavelangth ofthe incident light,
d-diameter ofthe circular apertwe.
Ifthe collecting lens is very near to the circular aperfure and the screen is at very large distance

'x' from the lens then

Sing: e: + -----(ll.1l)
I

f-fbcal length ofthe lens.

Forsecondary minimum, dSin6 :1. 1

(l r.l2)

l0

0-

=) sin0=0=!
d

From (l l.l l) and (l l.l2) ,

x?'fI_=_:+X__
f d d

x is the mdius ofthe Airy's disc .

(ll.l3)

Ttre exact value of 'x' is given by

t.22?tX=-
d

(11.14)

Thus ifthe diameter ofthe aperture is large, the radius ofthe cental disc is small.
The diffraction pattem due to circularaperhre is used in determining the resolving

powers oftelescope and microscopes.

11.7 Limit of resolution or Resolving power :-
When the two objects are very nearto each other or when the two

obj.ects are far aunay from the eye ,w€ may not be able to see them as seperate objects. Similarly
clowly spaced spffial lines in spectra may not be distinguishable by naked eye. In such situations
teleseiopes or micloscopes arc used to view those objects seperately.But these optical instruments have
also limitations.Thetwo objects will be resolvedor shownseperately bythe optical instrument,only
wtren the cennal maxima oftwo diffraction pattem produced by two objectsfe distinguishable.
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This is because the image ofa point object or lfue produced bybptical insrument is not a point or line,
butadiffiactionpattemwithabrightcentralmaximaandsepondaryma(imaofrapidlydecreasing
intensity.

"The 4bility ofthe instrument to produce the se,parate diffiaction patterns of closely placed
obiests ormecballines is called as blVinq po\ /e!' "

The limitgfresolutionofanoptical instrumentisthe smallest angle subtendedat itsobjectivebytwo
point objects whigh canjust be distinguished as seperate

Resolving Power I /limit ofresolution
According to Rayleigh's criterion, two sources are resolvable by an optical irsuument

wlrcnthecentalmaximuminthediffiactionpattemofonefallsoverthefintminimuminthediffraction
ofthe other and vice-versa.

1.22X
Limitofresolutionoftelescope: 

d
d-diameter of the objective of telescope.

11.8 Fraunhofer Diffraction bv a doubleslit :-

r#

Fig 11.7

(l l.l s)

Pr

Let AB and CD be two parallel slits of equal width e and seperated by a distance 'd'.The distance

between central poin0oftwo slits is (ed). When plane wavefront from source 'S' through first lens is
incident on the double slit ,each point in both slits act as source of second ary wavetdfs .Secondary

uavelets fiom the slit navel fonryard in all directions.All the secondary wdves from-the two slieftavelling
normaltoformcentalmarimaatPo.NowthefringepatternformedonscreenXY,lsthesuperfosition
ofdiffiactionpatternproduced byasingle slit,withthe interferdncepattemproducedbytrvo slits (se

fie.ll.7).
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That is to say, each slit produces its own diftaction pattem and secondary waves from two slits inter-

feres with other formini interference fringes. So the resultant pattem is superposition of interference

pattem on single slit diftaction pattern.

The secondary waves travelling from two slits at an an gle' e ' to the normal meet at

point { on the scr€en. Depending on the total phase difference between wavelets from the two slits '

4 will be mardmaor minima.

The pathdifferencebetweenwavelets travellingfrommiddle points ofthe slits

Theory:- . =(s.d)Sing

We can consider each slit giving two waves ofequal amplitude

t2

The phase difference between these two waves starting from centre of the slits

p = 
ASina 

where,cr - nelino
olv

Pathdifference: SrK = (e * d)sin0

a*
phase difference : +-(e+d)sin0

lu

The resultant amplitude'R' at .( is given by

Asinq

Asincl

Fig ll.8

(OH)t = R2 = OG2 +GH2 +2OG.GHCOS6

(11.16)

H

(Asina)'r^=[.-; )l'.2cos6]

= 4f 
esint''l' 

"or' 
9

[o ) 2

R, = 4f 4qrn0 )' .or' [n / ],(e + d)sine]
\a )

If F=f(t*a)sine

r = R2=o#cos2B (l r.l8)
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Intensitv distribution of double slit oattem :-

As evident from eq.( I I . I 8) Intensity pattem is superposition ofdiffraction

pattem by single dit # and interference pattem by rwo paxallel slit Cos2p

Diffiactionmaximaareobtainedwhen Sina - 0 and o * 0
:+ 61, - tm1, m:|,2,3-----,

neSinO

), =:tm[' +eSin0=tml, (ll.le)

Cennal marima is given wlren g = Q

Secondary maxima are grven when u = t3n | 2,!5n / 2,!7 n t 2 - - -
In interference pattern, bright fringes or mocima areobtained when

Cos2p=1,9 F = *nl,

= }("+a)sine = tn?u ,1"r t

+ (e + a)Sine = tnl.,n=0,1,2,3,------ (11.20)

Intensitydistributiondue to diffraction, interferenceandcombined effectis shovyninthe follow-
ingfigrue11.9.

rf*TEid$fTY

s-*

Iig.ll.e
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ll.9 Oblique incidence on Double slit :

1,4 DIFFRACTION

Fig .11.10

Let AB and CD be two slits separated by distance d and width e. Let i andg be the
angles ofincidence and angle ofdiffraction respectively( Fig. 1 l.l0).

The phase difference between the waves from C and D - 6r = { * puth difference,
lu

)m
6, = !:e(Sini + Sin0) ,,},\

The phase difference between the wavelets from B and C a, =?d(Sini + Sine) .L

The amplitude of each resultant wave from each slit = R - AS ino
c{,

The total phase difference beJween two waves 6 = 6r * 6z = ? t"+ O)(Sini + Sin0)-lr

ASincc
The resulant amplitude of two wavefronts of equal amplitudes - 

" 
. and phase difference 5

isgivenby

^ 
( Asina ),R = 2l lCos6/2
\a )

s
f4r
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.." rntensity I: n, = +[4!tn., 
.l' 

cor,alz-----J - \. cr )

: o 
ot-11'" 

"os2 
[n / ]. (e + a) (sini + sine)]

0-tL\

, A2sin'cr
= o-itcos2B

^ Il , .\
where I = 1(.+a)(sini 

+ Sin0),

(11.21)

TI

a =-e(sini+Sino)
A

So, again the resultant diffraction pattern produced by a double slit in oblique incidence

is combination ofdiffraction pattem ofsingle slit and the interference pattem by double slit .

/ ^. 12

Condition forzero intensity is either { Y I = O or Cos2B = 0\c[)
g(r,= n,2n,3n---=mr7l'mr =!1,!2,!3 (ll'22)

and B = (m, +ll2)n,m, = 0,t1, +2,!3 eq (23)

Let V = Sini+Sin0

From eq (11 '22)' leYt = ffitn
Iv

fn,I , t+v=a:flr =!1,t2,!3 lI'24)

TEr r\ / rra\-
Fromeq Q$, ;(e+d)V=(rn2 +Il2)n

'h

g \./ = (m" + Il2)+,m, = 0,tl, +2-- (11'25)' \ - 'g+cl

So there is interference maxima under central diffraction maxima erplosed between the

minima given bY m, = +l and m = -1

l. r-r) 2)\
width of central diffraction maximum : ; - [;J = 7 01'26)

Frorn eq (11.25) , 
,

The interval betweentwo consecutive interference maxima = (9+;)

... No of interference minima between two first diffraction nrinirna is given b1'

2Lle ^(e+d)
-:7-----:i- zl | ---------------(11.27)X/(e+d) \ e )

L)
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Interference ma:<ima occur when

l6 DIFFRACTION

Cos2P=l=)F=tnrc

= 3("+d)v = tn?rA'.nA
V = tz_,n = 0,tl,f2 ___ (l l.2g)(e+d)

The Missing Order :-
Suppose a certain diffiaction angle g , simultaneously satisfies the conditions for

Interference ma:<ima and Diffiaction minima,that ordered interference maxima wiU be missing .This is
knownas missingorder.

v = Sini + sin0 = *1;fi; (Interferencemaxima)

V = Sini + Sin0 = t$(nifrnction min ima)e'

since both conditions are satisfied during missing grder conditioru -

n2,, m,l,
e+d e

.n e+d__=
mte

Ifd=e,n=2m =2,416

(rr.2e)

Hence interference maxima of order 2nd, {,h, 6rh etc will be missing .

If d:2e,n =3m, =3,6,9

The 3'd , 6'h , 9'h etc interference maxima will be missing

11-10 PLANE DrFFRAcrroN GRATING :-(Norr4ql Incidence)

Diffizction Grating:-
An arrangement consisting of lmge number ofparallel slits oftlre same.

width and seperated by equal opaque spac€s is known as diffiaction grating .

Conshuction:-

Grating is consuucted by ruling equidistant perallel rines on a tanspar-
ent rnaterial like glass with a diamond point, The places drawn with diamond points act * opuqu"
spaces and in between glass(transparent ) parts act as transmission medium and act as slits.Iience these
are known as 'Plane Transmission Grating'.When the spacing benveen the. slits is of order of wave-
leneth oflieht , then diffiaction of waves takes place at each slit.
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Fig.ll.ll

Plarc nansnnission gating is placed perpendicutar to the plane ofthe papgr. 'e' is the width ofeach slit

and .d' is the widthdfeach opaque part (erd) is known as grating element. XY is the screen placed.'

perpendicular tolb'e plane ofthe paper. Plane wavefront WW is incident on the grating. According to

Hgygen's waraiheory each point in each slit acts as a secondary source and sends out secondary

wavelets in all directions . The secondary waveleJs travelling perpendicutar to ttre slit interfere with each

other consttrctively and form central m&\imum at Po on the screen .The secondary wavelets frcm all

theslitstravellingatanangle'B 'tothenormalcometofocusat P, onthe.screen(seefig. ll.ll).
Thewavesreaching p, maybeofdifferentphases,so P, hasmaximumintensityorminimumintensify

dependingonoverall phase.As aresultdarlcandb'rightbandsonboth sides ofcentral malrimum are

obtained.'

Theintensityat p, canbecalculatedbyconsideringFrauntroferdiftactionatasingleslit.Thewavelets

proceeding fiom all points in a slit along the direction p are equivalent to a single wave ofamplitude

Asina nesin0
from the middle point of the slit where o = l=

Because there areN-slits in a diffraction grating , there will be N-diffractd waves frotn

gfating. The path diffenence between consecutive slits or waves js (e+d) Sin e .Hence phase differerpe

i, f (t + O) sin 0 .This phase difference is constant and hence termed as 2 B .
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Heircetheproblemofdeterminingtheintensityinadirection'g'reducesto findingtheresultantampli-

ttde ofN-vibrations each ofamplitud" Ary andhaving commonplrase difference
cI,

2tE, .\

+("+d)sino 
: 29

N

By method ofvec'tor addition ofamplitudes, the resultant inrensity in direction ' g ' is given by

r = R2 (+)(#)' =,,' (+)(T#)- (,, 2s)

.r /fASino'l- F.. ..,. - lSin'zivF')

ITJ grves the distibution of intensity due to a single slit while factot 
[51,,zp J

gives the distribution of intensity due tb interference ofwaves from all tlre slits.

trntensitv Disribution i
$i${utme:- 

Int€nsitywilbemarimurnwhen sinp = 0 butatthesarnetime sirNB = g

Siri.t0
ttrenthe quantity St"p tr*mesindeterminant.Sobyapplyingl.Hospital'srule,theintensrtyequation

is differentiated seperately in numerator and denominator.

Limu*n""W=Linp-*onffi

-Li'p-rnoW=tN

.'. rru*.""(siNp)' = N'

Resultant int€nsity ofprirrcipal r*i*"=f +l N'-\ cr )
These madma arc intense.The positions of principal madma are obtained when

F=tnn

=+ |(e+d)sino = tnn or
l,r t --

(e+a)Sin$=tm,where rr4,1,2,3 11.30)

n=0 respcnds toze. o order maxima

l8
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(l r.3l)

Seriesofminimaoccurwhen SinNp = g

but Sinp + 0

+ NB = tmn + Nf (" + a) sinO = *m7r

N(e+d)Sin0 = *rnl.

i*:.:ljgl
$rnzp

where mhas all values exceptm:0,N,2N,3N --------nN, because forthesevalues the SinF

$:f:::::O we get principal maxima .Then m: | ,2,3,------e.I- l ).Hence there are uaiu"*t 'pmopatrnacma

Secondar.vmaxima:-

since there are (N- I ) minima between two adjacent principal maxima" therc
must be (N-2) secondary maxima between two principal maximaTo find the post i";;f*;drry -

maxima , differentiate eq.( I I .29) with respect to B and equate it to zero.

*=o= fesina)'.rfsinNF)"fNcosNF sing-sinNF cospl_^dp\a/-(sinBJ"L6.1="
+ NcosNB sinp-sinNp cosp =g
:+ NtanB = tanNp n32)

RooB ofthis equation give the positions of secondary ma,ximaAs N increases, the
intensityofsecondarymacimadecreases.Theintensitydisnibutio.*trraim""ti*gr*ingisslrownin
thefigure ll.l2. - ---q'

F{{ISLL?A}IT
I'\TTEI\ISTTY

CtJFIVH.

Fig.1l.12
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!l'll Multiple sPectra with 8ra*t;, 
a*,** ofprincipar ma,rima in direction ' e ' is g'en by

(e+d)sin0=tnl.
n-order ofthe maxim4
crd-gatingelement,

)u -wavelength of incident light

I . From above equation , it is evident that for a particular wavelength (monochromatic

sgrrpe),we get different orders(n) of principal maxima for different diftaction angles.

2. For a particular order 'n',.angle of diffiaction g chalrges with colour or wavelength .So when

the source is white light ,for n=0 and 0 :0 i.e.zero order wavelengths ofall colours have same diftag-

tbn angle 0 :0.Hence we obtain central ma:<ima or zero-order manima as white coloured band .For

olher orders i.e.n=l etc, e varies with wavelength 1 .L^arger the wavelength , larger is the diffaction

angteg . So ied cologr diffiiacts more than violet colow.Similarly for n:2 ,we get second order manima

ofdifferent cologrs .Hence we obtain multiple spectra on either side of central white band with white

tigtr ro*"" in a grating .As no. of slits 'N' in grating becomes more, spectral lines will be sharper.Y 
Specm 6fai6rent orddn are situated symmetrically on both sides of zero-order image.

Spegfial l'inbsqre almoststraight and sharp.Spectral colours are inthe orderfrom violetto red.Spectral

lidres are more dispersed ,as wi go to highir otdrtr .Most ofthe incident light intensity is concentrated

hzero-order.

ll.l2 Maximum no of orders availablewith a Grating:-
Condition for principal ma.rima is

(e+d)sinO - nL+

Maximumangleofdiffiaction 0 = 900.

Hence maximum Possible order

20

(e+d)sin0
II=-*

(e+d)sin90o e+d
tr(,".') = 

t"-"i" =T 
- 

eq(33)

Ex: Supposegratingelement (e+d) <2l,then D',* 3 * t'

Hence we get only first order spectrum'

f l.l3 Absent Spectra with Dilfraction Grating :-

sometimes certain orders of grating spectra ar-e fognd to be absent. This

happens when &e pattr diflerence betrveen the waves from exfteme ends ofthe slit in grating is equal to

m infiegral multiPle of ]u

Condition for Principal ma<ima(e + {) sin 0 = nX'

Condition for minirna in interferpnce pattem with a single slit is givenby

(e+d)sin0 = rnlu

m=I, 2, 3 r.............

eq(11.35)

.eq(ll'.34)
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Ifboth the conditions (1 1'34) and (l 1.35) satisfied at same time for a certain angle Q , then
(e+d)sine n

(l1.36)esinO m ,e m

ofabsent spectra"$H*::*J 
maxima (principal) will be missing fiom grating specra-Eq (1 1.36) is called condition

Ex : When e=d , n:2m

e+d_n.e+d n
;=;-;=;
:+n = 2m whenm:l,n=l

Hence 2nd order spectra will be absent.

Il'I4 Determination of waverength using Diffraction Grating:-

The diffiaction grating is used to deteruine tlre wavelength oflight in laboratories using spectrometers.The principal maxima ofgrating are obtained when

(r*d)sin0=nl,
where (e{) isgratingelement,

_ n-oqderoftheprincipalmaxima and
0 is the diffraction angle for w4velength f, .

IfN=ro oflines /inch nrled on gmting tf"n sutittg element is giuo by

(e+d)= (z's+\-[ 
w ,/*t

kr particular order 'n' pxample first orderl,by measuring the diftactio4 angle . 0 
, 
,$Evelengtlrofmonochromatic sotlrce or wavelengths ofporycLomatic soqrces can be det<jmineaAdiustnents:-

l. The spechometer is adjusted forparallel rays.
2' The grating is adjusted fornormal inciOerrce .For thispurpose, the slit ofthe collimator isilluminatedwirhgivenso,rceofright.The-rysipnoftel"r*firuc.;ustedsrchtharthecross-,wiresof

telescopeevepiececoincidewiosiitimage.Inthis.posid"r*ili;;;J;;;;areinsarneline.
The position oftelescope is noted on circular scale .Fro- this position , itis movea.through 90; ,;that the axis of collimator and telescope a,xis are perpendicularto each other. It is clamped in thatpositionThe nansmission grating is rnountea.al tlre ;ror ti;;sm hble such tr,"t tt .,gr.tirg s'rface,isperpendicular to the prism table.The prism table is now.rotatea t""r, o"ri" *fr#i image ofthe slitatgratingappears atthe cross-wire oithe telescope.rnrptir-Lule is fixedlnthispositior*-.Thenthe
vemier table ofspectrometer is turned through 45 o from that position,such that the,gftsingisorlu$
exactlyfaces collimator 'Then telescope is released and broughttp.g;iglnalposition.Thisadjustnentis
known as Normal Incidence , since with above adjustments tile ,ay; from collimator incident normallyongrating.
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thefustorderspectrtrm.Thecross-wirecoincidewiththeThe telescoPe is now tumed to get

rine whose waverengthisto be d"r"-i*G;;;[iGrea{ings ofthewo vlmrers oftelescope

position are reccrded- The telescope is 
",#;+:_l::tJ*e 

order onthe other side of central

white band . Again the position ofterescopg is @ on n'ovemiers .The difference bet*een readings of

the same vemier on two sides gives the 
"ar" "il 

g i.e ; twicc the angle ofdiffraction ' By substittrting

thevalue of . g,inaboveequation,wecancalcufarcllfrSwafength. 
Theprocess isrepeated for

second order to obtain wavelengtr of sarr,ri ;r"* . Forlowing same procedwe, we can find the other

,*"tf*gmA*.

11.15 DispbrsivePowerofgralingt- ,, , ,

' 6'Dispersive power ofgrating is defined as the rate ofvariation of angle of

diftaction with --ttT;i*," 
po*.- fr

Condition for principal rna&na is (e + a) sin 0 = nlu

Differentiatingthe aboveequation (e + d) cosOdO = ndX'

+ *=-*- 
-(11.37)dl':(e+d)cos0-

i- ri-o^+trr nmnmrin rctrun .Higher the order, larger is the
1 . Dispersive power is directly proportional to order ofthe spt

dispersion. . **-narrmcnf sr.Nl

2. It is inversery proportional to grating erernent . sma[er is the grating element, spreadly the specfrum

wider.

3. It is inversely proportional to cos 0 i.e. larger the 0 varuesmaller is the cos 0 value and higlrer the

dispersivePower.

11.16 Resolving Power of grating:-
pirraltion grutiog.has tlre ability to seperate closely spaced spectral lines''The

resolvingpowerofdiffiactiongrd"giJff;J;'ht ;pt"ii toformt"pttut"Amo"tionmarcimaof

$ro waviLn$hs Which are close to each ottrer"'

Resolving Pow"=#

lrt )", and x,, be trre two closely spaced specbal lines and thsir angles of diffraction

0nand0"+d0.AccordingtoRflyleigtt,scritsrionJninimunoflstrouldoverlapon.thema,rimaof

?'+'t4' Conditionforma:rimawithwavelength 1 is grvenby

N(e +d)sin J = m?r' [m1 0'N' 2N"""""Jt]'11

The first minima adjacenttoto' principal ma<ima is givenby

m=N+l for ?v

22
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.'. N(:.+o,;sin(0" +d0) =(nN+l)?"
Condition for maximawith wavelength i + dl,

(e + d) sin (0" + dg) = n (t + dl,)
Multiplying above equation withN,

N (e + d)sin (e" + oe)'= nN (r + dt)--( I I .39)
From equation (t 1.38) and (l 1.39),

(nN+l)i.=nN(i,+dl,)

^ 
= n:o^

("t) # - nN-ResolvingPower

Solargerthenumberoflines'ongtating,largerisitsresolvingpower,andresolvingpoweris
more in higherorders.

11.17 l{uygen's-Fresnel theory of tightpropagation :-.

all direciions.Tltese waves vibrate the particles in either medium.The locus ofvibrations of either
particles is.called as- wavefront.Now each point on wavefront acts aq a secondary source and s-ends
out wavelets.Fresnel proposed these wavelets(secondary) sent by each print on wave frontjntelfere
witheachother toproduce intensityat any point on its way.To determine the intensity ata point
due to secondary wavelets . Fresnel introduced the ccncept of "Half -period zonqs".

. 
11.18 FRESNEL'S HALF PERIOD ZONES :-

o", |t}
,tnsx

(l 1.38)

p .t"
er"

% t*?

21) Fig ll.l3
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As shown in the fig I I . I 3, ABCD is a wavefront moving in forward direction. We want

to calculate the intensity at point 'P' dueto interfenence of secondary wavelets. Although it is difficult to

find the intensity, Fresnel solved the problem with half-period zones. Draw a normal from P to the

wavefront-OP . lene$ of OP:p. Now P as the centre,draw spheres of radii p, p +%, , p *2/2 ,--

p*"%. These spheres cut.the wavefrorf ABCD in circles OM'OM2

--- OMo . The area in circle OM, is called first half-period zone, the area between OM, and OM, is

second half-period zone and so on. It is assumed a resultant wave starts fr'om each zone.

M1P = OY +ft= p *%..So the ray reaching P from 'O' differs in phase from M,

by r orpathdifference of %..ThephasedifferencebetweenthepointstyingbetweenOand 
M,

varies from 0 to n . Hence the overall phase or mean phase of secondary wavelets from first zone :

=(g+r)D = nl7. Similarlythephasedifferencebetweenpoints M, and M, is r andmeanphase

of second halfperiod zone =( (?r + 2n) I 2=*n/ 2 .Mean phase ofthird halfperiod zone is 5n / 2

etc. Thesuccessivehalfperiodzonesdifferbyphase n ortimeperiod T l2.Hencetheyarecalled

as'Halfperiod zones'.
The amplittrde ofthe disftrbance at P due to the wave from the zone depends on ax€a

of the zone, average distance from the zone and obliquity ofthe zone.

24

Area of fint halfperiod zone = r(OMi ) = n (Mlp2-Op2) = n11p +ft)'z - A: I = n[p], + ]u2 t 4l o rcp]u

'Radius of fint half period zone = St
Similarly the radius of second halfperiod zone : tffi
Area of second half period zone= rtoMl - OVti I

= n[2P], - P?'.1

=rpl

Radius ofnth halfperiod zone = ".r6pl,

Average distance of n th zone from P

.=p+(2n -Dy4-- (ll.4l)

Obliquity frctor 0" is the angle benveen normal to the zone and line joining the zone to P

Amplitudeofnthzone

I
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As order ofzone increases f(0" ) decreiases, the amplitude of wave from that zone at p de-creqses. ResultantampliMe atp dueto all zones=R

R:R, -R, +R3 ----___*Rn ifn is odd.
R=R, -R, *R3 ________Ro ifniseven

Theanplitudesduetozonesgoondecrreasingi.e. 
R, > R, > R3 __ ___ ) Rn

when .n, is odd * = **S2 2 since R2 = (Rl+R317 2

when'n'iseven a = 
xi* x"t 

-P"2. 2
Asr -)c, RnandRn-l _+0

. Henceresultantanplitudeatpduetowhorewavefront 
R - +'2

Intensity at P due to wavefront ABCD : I oc S -----u.ll;N;r*o, - - 
4

Fresnel theory says that the radii ofFresnel halfperiod zone is 
"=,rffi'so to test ttre co'ectness ofFresnel theory and also ro nsb zone ptatelsee il ;; . ;;) for focussingrctionjrst like convex lens ,zone plate is constructed . From above equation it is evident that radii ofhalfperiod zones are proportionaf to sqrrare root ofnatual numbers.

{b} I{eg*$ue(a) Posit$vc

Fig ll.l4
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ConstructbnofrcnePlder
A White paper is takdn and concentic circles ofradii equal to square 

^

root ofnat'ral ngmbers sc drawn . mey ale paintea bhck alternately. The reduced size photograph of

this paper is tur* oo u gt"s plate . rhe rcsulting glass negative is called 'Zone Plate' . Iftlre central

zone istransparentandodd zones ut"tutttput""t*AeY:nzon:s are opaquethhtzoneplate iscalled

as 
.positive zone plafie,. If the cental 

^o" 
L durk ,all odd numbered zones are black and even number

zones arc transparcnt , the zone plate is called as 'Negative zone plate"

ActionofzonePlate i

Fig ll.l5

Irt XY be'the zone plate placed perpendicular to the plme of paper' rs:' is the ligll

source at a distance 
.a, fiom zone plate . p ir u pii"i on the screen at a distance 'b' fro'rn zrbne plde'

(Fig.l1.l5).Theradiiofhalfperiodzonesis oM,,OM 2,----------oM'Thepositionofthe

screenissnchthattheneisins€asingpathdifferenceof /2no^o*zonetothenerrLHPnc€

S!iI,'+Mrf =a+b+/z

SM. +MoP = a+b+{, (44)
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Butfromfieure, ,SMl =SO+OMI ,SMi =a2 +ri

SM" = [a2 +(1% oSMn e,atr+SJ=u*$- 2a"- 2a

similarly MoP = oU*$f = o**

Substituting these values in eq. ( I 1.44)

[".*).('-,*) -a+b+g

,(r r)+r;lu+u 
)=n^

withsignconvention { (*-*) = nlu,=*-;=#

Eq. I 1.45 is similar to lens equation

t_t=, ,2

v u f '"'f =; tll.46)

This is the equation for the focal lorglh ofzone plate. Hence we conclude that ,,Z,,oneplatebehaves 
as a

converginglens".

Focussineaction :-

In zone plate altetnate zones are t4qspare4t . so the amplitudes or
waves that reach P fiom alternate zones differ in phase by zr and hencer"io6t"e *cL other with con

stnrctiveinterference.R, +R, +R, +----,Hencetheresulatantintensityp2 S andthisshows
u

thatzoneplate focussesthe lightfrom source S, topointp.

(11.45)
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l. Forms real images

2. Focal lengthdePends on lu

hence shows chromatic aberration.

3. Convex lens brings the rays to focus

by refraction.
4. All rays reaching image have same

phase.

5. Image is more intense and I < I

6. Convex lenshasonlYone foiii.

11.20 DIFFRACTION AT STRAIGIIT EDGE :-

DIFFRACTION

llnl"
l. Formsreal images. 

O 
- 

u

2. Focal length depends on )',

hence shows chromatic aberration.

3 . Zone plale focusses light by diffraction

4. Rays reaching image from different zones

differbyinphasenbY 2n

5. Image is less intense f, > q

6.Znneplatehas more than one focii

': l_l____ r,i

nl.'3nX.'5nX. (2m+l)nl,

Intensity decreases as focal length decreases.

$cfiEsN

-*Jp*--

28

r"'
tl I
---=-vuf

CYLINgfiffi*L
WAVT FROFIT

sl

STftAIG.HT
EME

Mrt

ftrt'.
?$ij

cI
rnog
q
)s*fl
F

Fig 11.16
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As shown in the fig I I' 1 6, light from souroe's' is made to pass through small slit . It gives asylindrical wavefront w y' .A straight edge (like edge ofa razor blade or knife) is placed at a distance'a''from slit 'A screen XY is placed at a distance 'p' from the straight edge . A normal sp is drawn toscreen xY which meets knife edge at A. Ict us divide cylindrical oiu"tJ* w w
into halfperiod zones A M, or M'Mr, MrM2, M2M, _ _ _ _etc and M'M;, M;M, _ _ _ _ etch
shadow region' According to geometric optics, the region beiow p on screen Xy should be dark andabove 'P' should be bright. But we can obsenre some iigtrt i*ia" the geometrical shadow py andaltematedarkana{sntulos-orvarringwidthandintJnsitiesi.e. 

diFactionu.rrarum.,rpupto
certain point above p and after that eq,al iilu*inutiori

Intensitv Dstributiorl i
l ' Intensitv at point P : For this point A is the pole .So it is completely exposed to

upperbalfofthewavefront. Theamplitudessentbyhalfperiod ships AIvI,,MrM2,M2M3 ____
at P are R'R2,R3

.'.Resultantamplitudeatpis.R'=Rr -R, *R, _Ro *___ =5
...Alt€matesnipsdifferinphaseby n 

2n

p2
SointensityatP cIL

2. Intensitv at point l :- suppose Mo is the pole for point & . (see Fig. il . l z). Nou,
it is o<pose d to M oM, and M o A portions of wavefront.

M2

I

^. 
I --r' 

1F*'rF 
?

b lt<-

w

| $ri
f{t',

rvti

x

*

I

t,|r{'
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Suppose there is only one half stip between Mo and A'

Thenthe resultant amplitude at Pr is

n'=!*R, =lI! f * irdueroupperhalfofwavefrontl2 ' 2 ',z

Intensity at & * + , 9 dmes largerthan the intensity than at P. Hence bright band at Pr '

Ifthere are two half zone sfips betrveen A and M0

ResultantamPlitude R'=++R, -R, *+ ,

RI
IntensitY *-;

Hencedarkbandat P'.

Similarly ifthere are three strips ,

*'=**(R, -R, +R,)

=\*[\*!t) [*, =I+')2'[z'2) \" 2 )

.=&*R, - 3R'

22
, eRitn-i

This intensity is slightly less than that ofthe first bright band due to R,

In general ..lhe intensity at P, will ne maximum ifthe ntrnber ofhalfperiod sfips en-

closedbetrreenAandMo isoddandminimumifnoofhalfpaiodzonesenclosediseven.

3. Intensitv at P, [in shadow reeion] :-

As shown in the fig I I . 1 8 If the position of P, is such that the first half strip Mo M, in upper

halfofthe wavefrontis obstructedand lowerhalfofwavefront is completely obstructed,thenthe

resultantamplitude

R.:-R, +R, -Rn tRj -- =-F-212

Rl R3
InrcnsitY *i..?

Ifthe position of p, is such tha it obsmrcts two halfperiod strips from upper rn'avefront

and lower halfof wavefront" then the resultant amplitgde is given by

Rl = Rr -Rn *R, -Ru* -- . ---- " ?
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Fig ll.l8

-R?
"'Ic 

"l
4

As we know from Fresnel's,theory that Rr > Rz > R3 - - - - - * - - - etc,so the

!, dec.reeses as we go deep into the shadow region .

Point P, in the figurre'is max{mumorminimum accoding as AMo contains an
oddor even uurrbere ofhalfperiod zones.

P'A-RMo =Qn-t)/, formaxirna 01.+11

PrA-Pri\rfo =2n%

But&omabovefrgure p,A, * pA2 +pp,2

-p' + x'

&A=F;A

=r['*tJ*
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SimilarlY P,S=(a+P).ufr,

xt
prMo = P,s - Mos =1(a + n) + ;O; o; 

- a I

x2
=D*-' 2(a+p)

From (11.49) and (11.50), P,A-P'Mo = ;ffi
Substituting these in eq.(47)

_T: , =(2n_r\%
2P(a+P)

_ [ (zn - lxa + p)pr 
fr, -___--,----_(l r.5 l)**"=L__J --

Fromeq(48)

axi 
=2nV^2p(a+p) / '

I zn(a+ilpx1%eXo=Lffl __--(il.s2)

a""|t""'ln"' iio ofmaximaandminimaofdiffiac'tionThusequations(ll.5l)al'd(11.52)indicatetbepositionr
bands with a staight edge.

11.21 Diffraction of a plane wave by a straight edge :-

Nowweconsideraplarewavefiontincidentonru.igntragrplacedperpendicutartoplane 
ofthe

paperas showninthe figurell.lg- Thesrdigtrteage an4screenare para[elto eachother. P is apoint

onthescreenwtrereweimnttocalcuraietn"Lt"tdtyduetoaplanewa'efiontstrikingthesraight
edge. Irt P be a point on the scree,lr with co-ordinates ( 0,v ) with respect to origin taken on the edge

of geometicar shadow. conbider an uoit uty point rvr on $1 
phne of straiglrt edge whose co-ordinates

ax€ (x,y). Distance between ,*igt t *g" 
"ria".ron 

is .d'. Letus corrsider an infinitesimal area dXdY

around M on the plane ofsilraight edgerThg fi aoi:.p'W.{:$ to 
A:il' 6*av

B v 5'e 
a.ihpii rilo;'"ririi" si"" fi-tt 

" 
pt""" or itraigttt 

"age
. 2tc

k-ProPagation constanF T

0)

The resultant field at p is given by integration over the wtrore area u11i1 = c JJ49i-+xoy
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Fig ll.l9

c- constant ofproportionality = 
. * = +

'' 
u(P)r=\i lJ4,.dv- (rr.s3)

\
Fromfigrne ll.l9, F fraf [*, +(y-y)r *drf%

=alt*x' *g -fi'lY'
1d"J
t-

-a, r l X'?+(Y-n'1.l

L2 4Z J

= 4 * X2 +(Y - y'rz 
-----_i__----(l1.54)

2d
Substituting the value of 'rr in (53) urhere r ry d in denominaror.

"e);+ia* P,.o['r< {a 
+*d t}v

i
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T
I

T#-'

i#
$Cr1*eN

plane wavefrorlt ,, o,"r"*ii?.* 
equation gives the intensity disfribution due to straight edge , when a
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11.22 SOLVIED EXAMPLES :-

DtFrnncnoN

l. AScreenisplaced2mawayfromanarrowslit. Findtheslitwidthifthefirstminfunalies 5 mm

on either side ofthe cental manimum when plane waves of 1 = 5 x I 0-s cm ar€ incident on the slit ?

Solutioni
+dinimrm intensitypositions are given by esin 0 - tml,
Forfirstminima,nrl

, ;#,=,Lr-, :

^ l. 5xl0-5
..9 =- =-'e e

- 0.5
But 0isgivenas 0 = 

200 
radians

5 x 10-5 0.5
=-e 200

e:0.02 Ctn.

2. In a double slit Frarmhofer diftaction pattern, the sseen is 160 cm away fiom the slits. The

slit width is 0.08 mm andthey are 0.4 mm;apart. Calculate the wavelength of light ifthe fringe spacing is

0.25 cm . Also find the missimg orders ?

Soltrtion:-

Fringespacing' P' isgivenbY

^ ?tD
P= 2d or

^ Bx2dru=-
D

94,25 cm, 2d:0.04 cm , D = 160 cm ]'=6250x10-t cm

Missing orders are given by eqr:ation

e+d_n
em

d:0.04 cm, e:0.008 cm
n= 6m where m:1,2,3, -----etc.

j.A ground contol radar generates a beam of 4 cm microwaves . How large should be the

parabolic anienna dish, if the radar is to resolve two aeroplanes seperated by 20 of arc?

Solution:-

Limit of resolution of any instrument is given by 
' 
='t'T'

- 1.227"
e-minimumangleofresolution "' 

o = -;-
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1, = 4xl0-2 m

0:20t:0.005g2radians

, l.22x4xl0a
o = -db'il=6.29mehes

4' Light is incident normally on a gmting with 250 lines per mm. A second order specfial line
makes an angle of I g0 with the central zero order image. catculate the wavelength ofspectral line ?

Soltrtioni

Condition for principal macima is (e + d) sin 0 = tnl.
Gratingelementis (e+d) =#r = qrl0*-
Orderofthemaxima fr=2 ,

fuigle ofdiffiaction= 
1 go.

, _ ("*d)sin0
A--=

4xl0{ xsinlSo
n2

:6.18x10-7 m

5' Whatshouldbe thernaximumnurnberoflinesinagrating wtrichwillfullyresolveinthe
second order the lines whose wavelengths are 5g90 4o and 5 g9O 4o 2

Solutioni

The resolving power ofgating is n = fr
?'But.;; = Nn

where N = no oflines in grating
n: onder of the spectrurn

lt"N:;(* )

tr, =5896 4o

l,r:5890 Ao ,

dl,=lr -lr=640

" 5896+5890n=- T-:589340
n= 2 ( order of the spectrum)

* = 1[ss93" lo-s \
2 ( 6.loT-J =4eZ

' ir . -'.;'
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6. How many halfperiod elements are contained in a circle ofradius I cm for a wavelength

5.56 x lO-t cm with respect to a point 60 cm away ?

Soluioni
Radius ro ifnthhalfperiod zorr is givenby

a ,^ ^- r"t

d =pm= n= pi
rn:lcm,560cm, - '

)t=5.56xl0{qnt
1n=-

60x 5.56x l0-'

7. Find the radii of the first and hundreth cirsles on a zone plarc behaving like a convex lens of

focal length50 cm ?

Sol ttiot t-
Focal lenglh of zone plate is given by

36

t2f=ft=r,l=nl,f
For first circle r = l, f= 50 cm'

,, =.F'36601-P.'50 * o'05cn

For 100 th circle n = 100, f = 50 cm

,,r=@=o'Scm
g. A grating has srits that are each 0. l mm wide the distance ben'een the centes of any two adiacent

slits is 0.3 mm. rina trre nigher orao maxima that will be absent in the resulting spectnim ?

. Solutioni .. -! -_: L--aL_
The absent Sp€cta wittt grating are given by the eqration

e+d -g , m=1,2,3,em

300

e=0.1mm,
d=0.3 mm

0.1+0.3 n :

0.1 m

0.4 n
--=-0.1 m ,i:

n9'3=4 or ndm
m

The missing order of maxima are 4 tlu 8th" l2th --'+-----'-----'etc'
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1023 SUMMARY i
The bendingofliglrt waves attheobstacles and apertures istermed as

diftaction. The ditrerrences bet\rcen Fraunhoferand Fresnel diffiaction, Interference and difraction are
highlight€d theintensitydistributionindiffisctionbardswithsingleslit,circularqpertureanddoubleslit
are derivdi" The position ofprirripal maxima secondary malimaand minima are also derived. Intensity
distributionpatternsareexplained. Resolvingpoweroftelescbpe.isdefinedusingdiftactionatcircular
aperture. Conshuction,working, theory ofplane diffiaction gmting is dealt in detail . Formation of
multiple spectra with grating . Absent spect4 missing orders, parcimum no oforders possible are
defined.

Fresnel's class ofdifraction is explained with the help ofhalfperiod zones. Consfiuc-
tion ard working ofzone plate is detailed. Diffraction at staight edges is ocplained with the help ofhalf-
periodzones

10.24 KEYWORDS:-
DiftactiorL Obstacle, Geometical shadow, Intensity distibulion,

Prfutcipalmar&n4 Secordarymaximeminfunq Obliqueincidence, Wavefion!Airydisc, Resloving
power, Double slit, missing order, Diftactiongrathg; Multiple spectr4 Absent specba, Grating element,
Dispersive power, Resolving power, Halfperiod iotrcs,Tnneplate, Focussing action, Snaight edge.

l02s SELFASSESSMENT QUESTIONS :-

l0.2s.l LONG ANSWER OUESTIONS :-

l. Describe Frauntrofer diffiaction due to a si4gle slit and deduce the positions ofmaxima and
minima . thaw the representative graphs ofthe intensity distibution . What is the effect ofchange in
a slit width and b. wavelength ofthe incident ligbt ?

2. DistinguistrbenpeenFresnel'sandFraunhoferdiffaction. DiscusstheFraunhoferdiffiaction
at adouble slit . Wrat is ttre eftct on diftactionpattern by changing

a slit widttr keeping the slit seperation constant
b. slit seperation keeping the slit wifitr canstant ?

3. Give the constuction and theory ofa plane diftaction grating ofthe tansmission tlpe and explain the
formation ofspectraby it ?

4. Explain how a plane hansmission grating can be used to determine the wavelength of the
spectrum ofmercury. Discuss the formula used ?

5. DiscusstheFrauntrofer'sdiftactionduetoNslitsand obtain the intensity distributionand
positions ofma<ima and minima ?

6. What is zone plate ? How is it constnrcted ? Show that azone platehas multiple focii.
Comparethezone plate withaconvex lens ?

7. Desqribe with necessary theory, the Fresnel tpe ofdiftaction due to a straighl edge . How
would y. ou use it to determine the wavelength of light ?

IKli bt**,*hitrveenFraunhoferandFresnel
classesofdiftaction ?

2. Dstinguish betrveen single slit and double slit diftaction pattems ?
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3. Distinguishbetweenresolvingpowerand dispersivepowerofaplanetransmrssion grating ?

4.What do you mean by limit ofresolution ?Discuss the Rayleigh's criterion ?

5. Find the maximum no oforders available with a grating ?

6. What are missing ( or absent ) spectra in a difhaction grating ? Deduce the condition for the n
thorderspectrato be absent ?

7. Define dispersive power of a grating and obtain an expression for it ?
8. Obtainthe formula forthe resolving power ofan optical gating ?
9. What are Fresnel's half period zones ? Show that the intensity due to a large wavefront at a

point is one-fourth thatdue to the first half-period zone acting alone ?

10. Explain the natue ofdiffraction at a straight edg, 2

11.25.3 EXERCISES;-
l.A Slitofwidtheisilluminatedbywhitelight.Tlie first minimum for redcolour isob-

served to fall at 0 :l5.Given L, for red colour is 6500 . Find the value of slit width e?

2. A light ofwavelenth 600nm is incident on a slit of width 1 pm . Find the angular separation

between the first order minima on either side ofthe central maximum.

3.A convex lensof focallenth 24cmhasadiameterof32mm.Find outtheangularsepara-

, tion betrveen nvo points such that they will be just resolved as per Rayleigh's criterian. Also find out

how far a part are the centers of the diftaction patterns formed in the focal plane of the lens. Assume

ir" =550040 '
4. A plane transmission grating having 4250 lines per cm has got sodium light incident on it '

normally. In the second order spectrum the spectral lines is observed to be deviated through 3g0

What is the wavelenth ofthe spectral line consemed?.

5.A gratinghasgot5000lines/cmonitssurface.The opaquespace are2times the transpar-

ent spaces Find theorderofthe spectrum that will be the absent in this grating.

6. A grating has a got a length of l5cm .The lines that are ruled on the grating surface are

6000 lineVcm. Find the resolving power of the grating in the first order.
' 1.The pupil of theeye is 3mmin diameter with thewavelength,550040 ,find the

resolution ofthe eye

8. Find the radius ofthe first zone in a zone plate of focal length 20 cm for a light ofwavelength

500nm?
9. With respect to point 50 cm distance for a wavelength of 6000 4o ,calculate the no ofhalf

period zones in circular hole ofradius I cm?
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UnitIV
LESSON-I2

POLARIZAilON

ORIECTTVES:-
'l.Prove that the light waves are transverse in nature tluough polarization of light
waves.
2.Explainthe concept behind thepolarizationoflight waves and define plane of p'larization and
plane of vibration.

3. Prove that the angle between reflected and refracted light is 9go whenthe reflected light is
completely polarized tluough Brewster,s law.
4. Estimate the intensity of polarized light through Malus law.
5. Explaintheconceptof double refraction and practically show it through Nicol prism.
6.Give abrief account of Huygenswave theory in the explanation ofdouble refraction.
T. Usage ofquarterwave plate and half wave plate inintroducinga phase difference between
ordinary and extraordinary rays .

8. Selective absorption and polaroids.
9. Process of producing plane, circular, elliptical and partiallypolarized light using a quarter
wave plate
10. Importance of Babinet's compensator in
ordinary and extraordinary light.
ll. Define optical activiff, specific
shade polarimeter

rotation and determine their valuesthrrough Laurent's half-

SIRUCTURE OF THE LESSON:-

12.1 Introduction
12.2 Polarization of waves
12.3 Planeof polarization and vibration
12.4 Brewster's law
12.5 Lawof Malus
12.6 Polarising crystals
12.7 Double refraction
12.8Nicol prism
l2.9Huygens theory of double refraction
12.10 Dichroism
l2.l l Polaroids
12.12 Analysis of polarised light
12.13 Production of circularly and elliptically polarised light
l2.l4Analysis of polarised light of different kinds using quarter wave plate
12. I 5 Babinet's compensator
12.16 Amlysis ofelliptically polarised lieht
12.17 Optical activity
12.18 Laurent's half shade polarimeter
12.1:l Solved problems

introducing variable phase difference between
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12.20 Summary
12.21 Keywords
12.22 Self assessment questions

12.23 Referencebooks

r2.1 INTRODUCTION:
. lnterference and diffraction phenomenon provedbeyond

doubt that light exhibits wave nature. But it was not confirmed whether it is a longitudi-

nal wave or transverse wave. But the phenomenon of polarisation proved that the light wave

has transverse nature. '

122 POLARISATION OF WAVES:
Light energy is transmitted fromone place to theother in

theform of waves. Wave propagation is nothingbutthe propagation of energy from one place

to theother by vibrating ttre particles ofthe mediuminall three directions. Thenthe vibrations

caused by light *ulr" ire *id to be symmetrical about direction arrd the light wave is called

,gnpolarised *uu". If this lightwave is passed through a tourmaline crystal, the vibration which

are parallel to its optic axis ari only 'transimitted and other vibrations are stopped. So the

resultant wave coming out oftlre crystal iscalled"Polarised wave"and the wave is unsymmetri-

cal about a direction.

OftDll'lAnY
UG$T

rfr-&Ffi$rs

rCJLAfIIS
Llsl"{T
*t{r

-"{-...|ts"!-"+-filf

{sl

r}

Pr

i) porsfi!$ilD
,.Tr L|GHT
ffr'f f{rll-tT-ffrt".$.1 f*tAXlMUtlp? fF{TfNstw

LIGHT F
i+"t'i#l*o L'GH'

p,

' Fig.l2.r

,.,Asshowlrinabovefigure 12..1,w}ren light passe:.,h''oos a tourmaline:ry'tul it attains

or,giiioran ri.ne*rr"r io- iCIic glis- qf ttre clstat (opticat axis in crystal just behaves like a slit

andposses the vibrations naratel g ilga rr"pr otttodrt"rtiot a vibrations).The lightwavewhich

hasacquiredtt i, oooriararr"r, isialled*Potariseau4rr'.Ifthesevibrations are confinedto asingle

plane it is called as'?lane polarised light"'
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As slrown in the figure 12.5 the incident ray 43 splits into ordinary ray travelling along BD and extra-odinary ray along BC .But these two rays emerge parallel to each other and dJo to incident ray . So
therefractiveindexofordinaryray 

Fo =Sini/ Sinr, andofextra-ordinaryray
p. = Sini/ Sinr, ' 

"' 
r, ( rz, Fo > p. .The velocity ofordinary rernains same in all directions , but the

velocity ofexha-ordinary ray is different in different directions .Hence p" varies with angles of incidence

12.8 NICOL pRISM:-

Nicolb prism is a device forprgducing and analysing plane polmised light.
Princiole :-when unpolarised ordinary light is incident on a crystal like Calcite, it is split up intotwo refracted rays, ordinary and extra-ordinary rays. These rays are completely plane polarised withplane ofvibrations perpendicular to eactr ottreione ofthese rays is eliminatea uy iota int"*a reflection

at the s'rface of canadabalsam layer p.laced b,etween two calcite crystals.
As a result either ordinary or extra-ordinary ray is only 

"*itt"J 
m* Nicolprism.

Conshrrction:-

A Calcite crystal wtrose length is tlup times as its widttr is taken . The end faces ofthe
crystal are grounded in such a way that ttre angles in the principal section become 6g0 and 1 120 .This is
done to inclease the field ofview .The crystal is cut into nvo pieces by a plane perpendicular to theprincipal section as well as end faces PR and QS (Figr lz.6;.rne trvo cut r*ib.o, *" grounded andpolistred optically flat and then connected together by *t 

",AaUA*. 
.The refractive index of

canadabalsam lies benveen the refiactive indices foithe ordinary and extra-ordinary ray for
calcite. po = I .658 ,Canadabalsam lr = 1.55, p" = 1.4g5.

F"

$e

Fig 12.6
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@,:-
The incident light AB is splitup into ordinary ray BO and extra-ordinary ray BE

inthecr5ntal.Since po > p,itgetstotallyreflectedatthecanadabalsamlayer' Similarly P" > p 
'so

exfia-ordinary ray passes through and emerges out of the crystal parallel to incident ray .Since the

;r,*-;;d"^i *y ir pt*t" polarised, we obtain plane polarised light from Nicol prism'

Limitations:-
The incident beam should have an angle of 7563 a 1 50 .Else ordinary ray hits

ps at an angle < critical angle and it will not be totally reflected. so we obtain mixed light of o-rays and

e-rays.

@,:-
Nicol prismls used as apolariser and analyser'

Polariser:-
. It acts as a polariser i.e the instrument which gives only plane poldrised light as

explained in the previous section .

Analvser:-

FSL.*frI$ffH

Fie 12V

j$**l_v$fiffi
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As shown in the figwe I 2.7, two Nicol prisms are taken and arranged co-axially ,One
ofthem acts as polariser. The second one is the analysei.when the principal sectiol ofthe trvo prisms
are parallel to eactr otheq the plane polariged light emitted by polariser passes throggh ily;#,h;;;

- obstructions and we can observe intense light at the end. Now ifwe start rotating *Ltyro,-tfr" intensity
oflight slowly decreases . At one position wtren the two principal sections are p"erpendicularto each
otha' light is completely slut off.This proves that the light from polariser is plane polarised light Ifthe
light from polariser is not completely polarised, we never 4ttain above conditiol oiroo intenslty. Then
we can inferthat the light from polariser is not completely plane polarised . Since the position and action
ofsecond Nicol prism analyses whether the light from polariser is polarised or not , iiis cAteJ; - -
analyser.

. 12.9 Huygen's Theory of Double Refraction :-
According to Huygen's theory, each point on the crystal thiough wtrich

light ray is passing emits trvo wavefronts instead of one wavefront , in double refracting cryttutt . On"
wavefront corresponds to ordinary ray and the second wavefront corresponds to exta-ordinary ray
wavefronlThe ordinary wavefront has same velocity in all directions . So there envelope will be sphene
or spherical wavefront. But the velocity ofexta-ordinary wavefronts is different in different directions.
Hence its envelope is ellipsoid ofrevolution. In certain crystals, velocity of exfa-ordinary ray > velocity
ofordinary rays. Then sphere ofordinary ray lieg within the ellipsoid ofextra-ordinary ray as shown in
thefigl" rt e/^\

fCALCITE}-aa

il

t*LtAftrgl
,*

I

t

I GPTTC
TAxIs

NEGATfVE CRYSTAI

\t ' rlpT*ci\
'A.XIS

po$ilv€ cFtY$rAL
fsl {b}

Fig 12.8

Such crystals are called as 'Negative crystals' (Ex : Calcite,Tourmaline ). In certain other
crystals,velocity of ordinary ray > velocity of extra-ordinary ray. Such crystals have ellipsoid
within the sphere of revolution and they are called as "Positive crystals" @x : Quartz , Ice)(l 2.8b)

But in both the cases, the sphere and ellipsoid of revolution touch each other along the
\rnltc it\ts Sincc these velocities are same along the optic axis.

I
l
t

t
I
*
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l2.ll POLAROIDS:-

This Dichorisn principle is used in the cons[uction ofpolaroids, Heraphite is a

qnrlhetic dichoric small crystal oflodosulphate ofquinone . It is suspended between two thin glass

streets in series innitrocellulose. They are ananged in such a way tlrat all tlreiroptical acis are aligned-

tt*t ;b-";;il*betrveentreglassplates istermedasapolaroidandexhibitsdichorism.Itcan

eive polarised light of all colours or wavelengths. Other tpg ofpolaroids are H-Polaroids and 
|<.- .

F"ir.lAr poly iuryl Alcohol film is taken and is snerched 3 times to its widll:l 'P"},ft tt{ts Fn"Pg
Ff. A.ttotit t.yttui*ao stress. It is impregnated witfto{ine.. These 1ry cattef a;.H-Polaroids' Ifthe

iililvirvrar*uot irtr*t ainthepresencelfsuongdehydratingagent" insteadofimpregnatingwith

Iodine, they ate termed as K-Polaroids

Whentwo polaroids are uncrossed (optical a:ris parallel toeach other),as

shown in the fig 12.9(a) the emergent beam is plane polarised, When the two polaroids are crossed

(optical a:ris are perpendicular to each other),as shorun inthe fig 12.9(b) there is perfect extinction'

l0

q.r0 Polarisation b; Selective Absorption orDichorism :.

Dichorisrn is the practical application of double refraction' Certain types

of crystal.s like totsrraline e:<hibit a special ty,pe of action. when urpolarised light is incident on

G *J"t l , it is split up inlo ordinary- and eita-ordinary rays. This crystal absorbs the ordinary

ray and emits exna-or&nary ray whitU is plane polarise!.l'ffit t1pe of selective absorption one

refiacted ray by the crystals is iermed ur lii"hotim" and the crystals are called Dichoric crystals'

sl

Fig 12.9
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USES:.

l. They are used as polarisers and analysers in modem polarising instrwnents
2. They are used in sunglasses to cut-offtlre glairproduced by light reflected from poliry
and semi srrooth strfaces.
3. They are used to contol intensity oflight in tnains and aeroplanes.
4. Polaroid glasses are used to produce three dimensionalmoving picnnes.
5. They are used to improve colour contrast in old oil paintings. 

-
6. They are used to eliminate the head liglrt glare iri motor cars.

.1

i

12.12 ANALYSIS OF POLARISED LIGHT :-

OrfarterlVave Plate :-

"Itisacrystalplatewhichintroducesapathdifference of Lt4 orphasedifferrence otnt2
between ordinary ray and exha-ordinary ray produced by doubly refacting crystals". When we take a
calcite plate cut with optic axis parallel to the surface,as shown in the fig 12. l0 the u4polarised light
incident on it splits into ordinary and exft-ordinary rays. These two rala travel along the optic axis with
different velocities 

"hence 
tavel different distance.Hence path difference is intoduced between the

ordinary and extra-ordinary rays. If the thickness of the Calcite plate is selected appropriatly, we cari
obtain a path difference of X t q benveen the two . Hence it is termed as Quarlenuave plate.

f;MfrfrGff*ff L€HT

T'
t
I

t
l
,
I
*tr

Fig 12.10
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Lrt .t, be the thicknsss ofthe plafie, ps , pc the refiactive indices ofordinary and exfa-ordinary

rays.Path diffegence betnteen o- and e- waves = Po t - P. t = (po - p. )t ['; po > princalcite].

For quarter wave plate path differe nce -- L | 4

.'. (po - 1t',,)t = ?v I 4

-t
or Thicknessoftheplate t =;G:-r")

1

I or phase difference of then it is
z

L
2(tto -p.)

12.13 Prnduction of circularly and Elliptiically Polarised light :-

Uf.IPOIAR g0 oti,.F.

t2

Sistitffty if&e calcite plate introduces apattr difference of

called as.:ltralf-wave plate".Thickness of Halfwave plate t =

CIRCIJI"{RLY

Fig 12.11
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Circularlv Polarised Lieht :_

' circularly polarid light is the resultant oftwo waves ofequal amplittrdes,vibrating at right angles to each other and having a phase difference of n / 2

_r_-^_ _, 
Asshowninthefigurel2.ll,unpolarisedlightisincidentonNicolprism 

N,.It
gves out plane polarised light .Another Nicol prism N, is placed at a distance fio- \ in crossed
position' so there will be darkness behind N, . Now a quarter wave plate is mounted on a tube tbetween two nicols' The tube f can rotate about the outer fixed tube I . Thus the ), / 4quarter waveplate can be rotated about a horizontal acis through any desired angle . Because of quarterwave plate
now some light appears after N, ' Now quarterwave plate is rotated till the field ofview is again dark.This happens when vibrations of light incident on quarterwave plate are along the optic a:<is and soperpendicular to N, . Now the quarterwave plate is rotated through a5o * *rut A" ,ribrations oflight
incident make an angle 450 with its optic axis . At this position the amplihrde ofo-ray and e-ray be-
uomes equal' According to property of quarterwave plate, it introduces a phase difference of n / 2

ffi*n 
o-*tand e-ray so thatthe resultant beam afterquarterwaveplate will be circularlypolarised

Ellipticaily polarised Light is the resultant oftwo waves ofunequal amplitudes vibrating at right angles of each other and having a phase difference of nl2.Same arrangement is repeated as in circularly polarised light .After introducing
quarterwave plate , the field of view behind N, again becomes bright. The quartenrave p"tJi,
rotated in such a'way that the field of view is again dark. Again the quartenuave plate is rotated
such that the vibrarions of light incident on it makes any angre other than 45o.This makes thearplitudes of ordinary and extra-ordinary rays unequal and so the resulting light fromquarterwave plate is elliptically polarised.

when QtrarterwavepHte is ptacea bet veen NIG it i"t,od;"s aphase
change of n /2 between two vibrations. This helps us to differentiate between

13 ACHARYANAGARIUNAUNTVERSITY

l. Parrially porarised Light and Elripticaly polarised r jg61
2. Unpolarised Light and Circularly foUrisea Light

. . I ' 
Ellieticarlr 

folarised Light after passing through a quarterwave plate becomes plane
polarised and after analysis by the rotating Nicol show u*iutio* io intensity with minim'm as zero.PatiallyPolarisedLightafterpassingthroughaquartenvaveplateremainspracticallyuatrected
and hence shows variation in intensrty i.e. maximum ana minimum (not zeno) wtren passed thrughrotratingNicol.

2' circularly Polarised Light after passing r.rough a quarterwave plate becomes planepolarised and hence-the rotating lticot shows vaiation il intensity with minimum as zeno.Unpolarised li*t" aftlr pas-sine-through a quarterwave plate remain unaffected and hence shoimno variation in intensity when^passgr-through a r_ototins Nicol.

(
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Ehange in intensi
unpolarized or circularlY

polarized
ith minimum not equal

to zero = Partially Polari
ellipticallY Pglarized

ion in intensitY
minimum zeto
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Light incident on ; Plate and
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I2.I5 BABII\IET'S COMPENSATOR :-

15 ACHARYANAGARILTNA,T]NIVERSIXX.

abrephasedifference,betweelFtilffi ',:H:H:f "-:H"ffi?:1ffi:ififfi Jfr :It is used to pnoduce and analyse the ellipically polarised tigh,

Constmction:-

scRhw

$i Flgr2.r2 tb)

The Babinet's Compensator consists oftwo small angled wedge shaped pieces of '

'qtrartz placed with their hypotenuse in contact so as to form a rectangular block as shown nfig 12.12.
The optic axis ofthe left wedge is parallel to its refracting edge AB while thatofright wedge is perpen-

dicularto the optic axis ofwedge. Thus the optic axes oftwo wedges are perpendicularto one another
and also perpendicular to the incident beam. One ofthe edges is fixed while the other can be moved
relative to fixed edge in its own plane by a micrometer screw.

I@;-
When Plane polarised light is incident on the compensafor normally, it makes an angle

Q with optic axis. After entering the fust wedge, it splits up into ordinary and exfia-orditary compo-
nents. As quartz is a positive crystal hence velocity ofordinary component > velocity ofe:rfra-ordinary
components.When it enters second wedge,since the optic a"xis is perpendicular, ordinary component
becomes extra-ordinary and vice-versa Hence both the components exchange their velocity while
passlng from ene edge to other edge . Hence the two wedges tend to canceteachotheftgeffect - ,

I

+aaaft
l,a.fa
t{|r.l

t.ll
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Let lro ,lr, be the refractive indices of quartz for ordinary and extra-ordinary ray. Let t, , t, be the

thickness ofthe two wedges respectively taversed by a particular ray.

The path difference innoduced by first wedge benreen ordinary and extra-ordinary rays

2n.
= A, ='?(F" - Fo )tr .

lu 
'e ru t -l'

Similarty phase difference created by second wedge

2n
-Az=f(ur-p.)tz

Total phase difference created by Babinet's Compensatorbetween ordinary and extra-ordinary

rays

6 = Ar * Az = TrU"- 
poXt, - tz).

At cente ofthe compensator, t, = t, :+ 6 = Q .So emergent light is plane polarised . By moving the

screw, variable thickness ( t, - t, ) can be introduced and can intoduce desired phase difference. So by

introducing n | 2 phase difference between ordinary and extra-ordinary rays of variable ampli-

tudes, we can produce elliptically polarised light . Hence compensator is similar to a wave plate of
varyingthickness

l2,l6Analy9is of Elliptically Polarised Light :-

Fig 12.13
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We can useto determine the characteristics ofellipticallypolarised ligirt i.e.

l. Phase difference between the components
2. Position of1l,e axes
3. Ratio ofthe axes.

Calibration:-

Babinet's compensator is placed between two crossedNicols N, and N,
which act as polariser and analyser' The plane polarised light from N, falls on the compensator
normally and makes an angle g with the optic axis of the first wedge. Due to variation of effec-
tive thickness along the compensator from the midpoint, it behav"rl u wave plate. For those
points of compensator with phase difference 1f , the emergent light is plane polarised only. As
N, is in crossed position, this plane polarised light is stopped and we get a set of .dark bands, in
the field of view. At the intermediate positions in the compensator, the phase difference will be
(2n+l)?\/ 2 . and the emergent light is plane polarised is inclined at an angle of 2e with the
incident plane polarised light. so N2 will not stop these rays . when 0 = 450, the light from these
places will be completely transmitted and rve obtain bright bands in field of view. Hence we
obtain dark and bright bands in field ofview (Fig. 12.13).positions ofthe elliptically polarised light will
be inbetweeri these bright and dark band.

For caliberation, the micrometer screw ofwedge is rotated, so that the dark band coincides
with the cross-wire ofmicrometer piece through which we are observing. Then the reading ofmi*ome-
ter screw 0, , isnoted. The screw is again tumed to get the next dark band at the cross-wires and

rcading 0risnoted.Thedifferencebetween 0, -0, =o givestheangle'ofrotation a forapattr
difference of 1 or phase difference of 2n .Using cr we can determine the constants ofelliptically
polarisedlight.

1, Phase difference:-
Ifan ellipticallypolarised light is incident on Babinet'b compensator, it

can be resolved into two components ,one parallel to the axis and other perpendicular to the axis . The
twocomponents are

x=ASin(cot+cr);
y=BSin(ort+B)

So, phase difference between two components

sator introduces a phase difference of 6 given by

is cr -B . Now theBabinet's compen-

_2n
d = ;(tt, -Fo.Xtr -tr) ata given point on the compensator.

So the total phase difference between o-ray and e-ray is a - B + 6 .If phase difference: Zn",wa
get a dark band and if phase difference = (2n +.1)n ,we get bright band.

The 'nonochromatic source is replaced by white light source which gives central band and
colorrred side bands. The micrometer cross-wire is coincided with central dark band. There
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ttre wtrite tight souce is replaced with monqntlrogti. light source. Then it is made to pass through

Nicol N, and quarterwave plate so that ellipica[/polarised light emerges from quarte,lurave plate. This

elliptically polarised light is made to incidelrt on the Babinet's Comprensator.Now when we view through

.o"*-"toeyepiece,we observe a shiftirlthe darkband. The screwofBabinet's compensatoris

moved through a distance 'x' , so that the dark band again coincides rvith the cross-wires . Now the

phasedifferencebetrveentwocomponentsofellipicallypolarisedlightisgivenby6=?1t*.

2.@[-axes:-
White light sotyce is used and plane polarised light is obtained from

Nicol N, . Then after passing through Babinet's compensator ,it forms dark and bright bands in the field

ofview. Micrometer cross-wire is coincided with central dark band.Now the screw of Babinet's

Compensatorisrotatedthrougha/4suchthatitinftoducesT\14 pathdifferenceor nl/ phase

difrerence. Now white light source is replaced with monochromatic source and light incident on com-

pensator is ellipically polarised. Now the central dark band is displaced. By rotating compensator

screw,it is again brought back to cross-wires. Jhe analyser N, is also rotated such that the central dark

band is perfectly dark. Then "the ar<is ofellipically polarised light are exactly parailel to ttre optic arces

ofthe wedges ofthe compensatot''.

3. Ratio of the axes :-
Ifthe compensator screw is rotated through an angle 0 ,to bring

back the central dark band to cross-wires then the ratio of aces of the ellipse if given by

Tan$ = 67u '

12.17 OPTICAL ACTIVITY :-
-The properly ofrotating the plane ofvibration ofplane

polarised light about its direction of tavel by some crystal or by some solution is known as

Optical Activity. The phenomenon is known as optical rotation and angle through which the

plane ofvibration is rotated is called as angle ofrotation (Fig.lZ.lq.
There are two types of optically active substances . Substances which rotate the plane of

vibration in clockwise direction are called 'dextro-rotatory' or'right handed ' substances . The

substances which rotate plane ofvibration in anti-cloclavise direction are'laevo-rotatory' or'left
handed' substances.

The angle of rotation 'e' is directly proportional to the length of
the substance through which polarised light travels directly proportional to the concentration c

of the solution and inversely proportional to square of the wavelength of plane polarised light.

0cl
ocg
0q l?uz

+ 0a lcl?uz
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Figl2.l4

Specilic Rotation .S' :-

roragivenwaverengrh.r,"ru#;;fr ;T"THT::ilJffi::?:;rff::frffff fm*
ljght) produceo bv one decimeter length of its solution when the concenftation is
I gnr/cc.

I2.I8 LAT'RENT'S HALF SHADE POLARIMETER :-
Polarimeters arethe inst'ments designedto measurethe angle of

rotation produced by a substance. They can be used to find the specific rotation ofsugar solution when
concenhation is known and vice-versa. Ifthey are caliberated diiectly to nnatrt p"trentage ofcane-
zugar in a sugar solution, they are termed as saccharimeters.

Consfi:uction:-

S= o

lxc
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S, is amonoclugmatic sotrce of lllrt . Light from 'S' is rendered into parallel beam by lens L'

The parallel beam of lighl is incident on the Nicoi prism N, which acts as a polariser' The plane

polarisedligtrtfrom i.l, ismadetoincidentonahalfshadedeviceandthenenterintoahollowtube'T'

filledwithsugarsolution(oranyothersolution). Thediameterofthe central partoftube T is large to

avoid air bubbles in *t"*iotio". The polarised iight is rotatea by this solution (optical activity)' This

rotated light is incident on second crossed Nicol N, which acts as a analyser. The rotation of analyser

N, can be measured using the circular scale attached to it. It consists of vernier scale' which can read

upto a fraction of degree. The emergent light from N, is viewed through a telescope (see Fig'12' 15)'

Action ofhalfshade

*uenre
o

Gr3$s c
{n}

{b}

20

xX'o

Fig 12.16

When an optically active substance is introduced between two crossed Nicols, field of
view in telescope is not dark, as e)eectect. This is because the plane ofvibration ofpolarised light is

rotated by optically active substance. Now if we rotate Nicol N, also, no where the field ofview is

perfectly da*. To overcome this difficulty , half-shade plate is used.It consists of semi-circular halfwave

irf*.. ABC made ofqgartz . So it inftoduces a phase change of n betrveen ordinary and extra-ordinary

raln coming out from Nicol N, . Another semi-circular glass plate ADC is cemented to ABC along

diameterAg. Thethickness ofglass plate is suchthat itabsorbs same amount oflightas quartzplate

ABC.

Ift . 
e ' be the angle betweenplane ofvibration ofpolarised light and AC. It comes

out ofglass plate without any change along PQ (see Fig. 12.16).But when they enter quartz plate , the

polarised ligbt is split into ordinary ray along )o(t dfuection and exfia-ordinary along YYr . Although

both the components travel along same directioru they travel with diflerent speeds.
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vetocity of 0-ray > verocity of e-ray:ndthe plase ditrerence betrveen them is n .Hence the direction of

o-nyisrevers"arta."."GJtigON.ttiittu*tti"ginitiallyalongOM'Hencetherezultantof
oNandolwillbealongon-uti"ganangle e wittrY-a:<is. e'Thusthevibrationofthebeamemerg-

ing out ofquartz will be along RS'

If the plane of analyser N, is parallel to PQ, glass plate looks bright ' If it is

parallel to RS, quartz half appears bright. If it is parallel to AC or Y-axis' both the portions

appear equally bright.If Nicol N, is slightly rotated from this position also, we observed drastic

intensity change in field of view. This particular aspect of equal brightness position of quartz and

glass is used in finaing the specific rotation of the solution.

Detemination of Soecific Rotation :-

. ,= 0

lxc
Solution ofknown concentration 'c' is prepared. The length ofthe solution is

measuredinthetubeTdirectly. Thetube is iniriallyfilledwittrwater. viewingtt[oughtelescope, second

Nicol N, is rotated till we observe half-shade equally bright in field ofview. Then the circular scale

attached to N, is read. Then the tube is filled with solution of known concentationNow ifwe observe

tlnoughthetelescopethefieldofviewwillbepartiallybrighrNow N, isagainrotatedtillweobsenre

eqgal brightness of glass and quaftz parts. The reading of N , is noted . The differencc between the

previous reading ofNicol N, and present reading gives the angle of rotation e .

Experiment is repeated for different concentiations ofthe solutions and a graph is draWn

betrueen C and e . We obtain a straight line graph from which we can obtain / .Vtng'l' and /
values, we can determine the specific rotation 's' using above formula-

lz.lgSOLVED PROBLEMS :'

l.A ray oflight is incident on the surface of a glass plate ofrefractive index I .55 at the polarising angle .

Calculate the angle ofrefraction ?

@r
p = tanp where p istherefractiveindexofglass

p is the polarising angle.

tl=1.55

.'. 1.55 = taop + p = 57olot

Arqleofrefraction:r
. But froln Brewster's Law

:._- ^^n ^^n
'.'. . 'fJ,P = 900 =+ r = 900 -P

. ., :qo0 _ 57010r - 32050t .

.() ''
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,2. The critical angle ofincidence ofwater fortotal refletion is 450 .What is the polarising angte and

l€leorrefuctionoflightincidentonwateratananglettratgivesmaximumpolarirsationofreflectedlight
Solution:-

Refiactiveindexofwater l, = +
slnc

wlrere c is the critical angle .c:45

P=ri"b=l'345
If 'p'is thepolarisingangre, then accordingto Brewster,s Lhw

F = tanp
1.345+anp

l,_530221
Angle of refraction r

= 900 -p
=9oo -530221

= 35028r

3; Calculaiethethickness ofaquarterwaveplate ofquartzforlight ofwavelengthofrvavelength 5893

4o aszuming the principle refraciive indices as l.5442and I .5553 ?
Solution:-

Ttrickness ofquarter wave plate 't! for a given wavelength ' f is given by

t= I
4(p. -po)

Fo , p. be the refiactive indices of ordinary and extra- ordinary rays

tto =1.5442,F" = 1.5553,1. = 589340

Substituting in above equations

5893x 104
= 0.001327 cm

4(1.ss53 -r.s442)
f=

4. A half wave plate is constructed for a wavelength of 6000 4o
aS aquarterwave plate ?

Solirtion :-Foiquarter wave plate t = ; 
L'-

L.
For halfwave plate t = t6;irJ

. For what wavelength does it work

-
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Soaccordingtotheproblem Iz = 60004
From the above two equations , when the same plate acts as quarter wave plate and half wave

plate 't' is the source in two equations

)u./4=?vr/2+Lr=2Lz
.'. 1,, = 2x 6000A0 = 12,0004,

' 
Sodtacts as a quarterwave plate for wavelength 12000 4o

5. A tube of sugar solution 2 cm long is placed between crossed Nicols and illuminated with light of
wavelerlgth 6 x I 0-5 cm. Ifthe optical rotation produced is 130 and specific rotation is 65o determine
ttre strengttr ofthe solution ?
Solution:-

Concentation ofthe solution'C' is g = 0/ I x s

where Q rcptical rotation produced in plane ofvibration:130

s= specific rotation of the solution:650
l=length ofthe sugar solution :2 cm

Concentration= *L = fr ,So p"rrentug" of solution strength = 10%zx6)

12,20 SUMMARY:.
I

Polarisation is the phenomenon extribited by light when they pass through cryatals like Calcite,
Tourmaline, Quaru etc which proves that light rays arc transverse in nature. Plane ofpolarisation and
vibration are defined. Brewster's law proves that the light can be polarised by reflection completely'

when u = TanD . Law ofMalus sives the intensitv of
tran$iitted light through analysdr. Concept of doirble refiaction , ordinary and exfta-ordinary rays is
explained . Construction and working ofNicol prism on basis ofdouble refraction to produce and
analyse polarised light is dealt in detail. Quarter waveplate ,halfwave plate positive
and negative crystals, dichorism, polaroids are briefed. The production and analysis of circular,
elliptical and plane polarised light is detailed. Importance of Babinet's Compensator to produce
variable phase difference between o-ray and e-ray are explained and also the production and
determination of constants for elliptically polarised light is highlighted . Optical activity and

specific rotation are defined. Laurent's half shade polarimeter in determination of concentration
of sugar solution is taken in detail.

l22l KEY WORIIS :-

Lnngitudinal wave, Tiansverse ware, Polarisatiorl Unpolarised and Polarised
light$, Plane ofpolarisation, Plane ofvibration, Polarising angle Polariser, Analyser, Optic axis, Double
Refraction, Ordinary ray, Extra-ordinary ray Negative crystal, Positive clystal, Q,qqrter wavgjfpte,
ltralfwave plate, Dichorism, Polaroid Elliptically polarised light, Circularly polarised light, Cffipnsator,
Plrase difference, Pathdifference, Optical activity, Specific rotation, Polarimeter, Half-shade device,
CrossedNicols.
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12.22 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS :-

12.22.1 LONGANSWER OUESTIONS :-

POLARIZATION

l. Describe the construction and working of Nicol prism, Explain how it is used as

polariser and an analyser ?

2. Write an essay on the prodution and analysis of different types of polarised light ?

3. Describe the phenomenon of double refraction in uniaxial crystals. Distinguish be-

tween negative and positive crystals. How can it be explained with Huygen's theory ?

4. Give the construction of Babinet's Compensator and explain how you would use it to

analyse elliptically polarised light ?

5. Define Specific rotation. Describe the construction and working of Laurent's half shade

polarimeter . Explain how you would use it to determine the specific rotation of sugar solution ?

12.22.2 SHORT ANSWER OUESTIONS :-

1 . Explain the terms' Plane of vibration' and'Plane of polarisation' ?

Z.Explain the method of producing polarised light by reflection. Explain Brewster's

Law?
3. Write a short note on Law of Malus ?

4. Describe the phenomenon of double refraction in uniaxial crystals ?

5. What is a quarterwave plate ? What is its use ?

6. What is meant by a. Plane polarised light
b. Circularly polarised light
c. Elliptically polarised light

7. What are negative and positive crystals ?

8. What is meant by optical activity ? Define Specific Rotation ?

9. Explain the action of half-shade device ?

10. What is meant bY crossed Nicols ?

12.22.3 EXERCISE:-

I . Calculate the Brewster's arrgles for the following liquids : Ethyl Alcohol for which

p = 1.361 andCarbontetrachlorideforwhichP = 1.461

[Ans: s30421,55036r ]

2.Thecritical angle in a certain substance is 450. What is the polarising angle ?

[Ans : 35.260 ]
3. A ray of light is incident on the surface of benzene of refractive index 1.5. If the re-

flected light is linearly polarised, calculate the angle of reflection ?

[Ans: 33o4Zt I
4. An analysing nicol examines two adjacent plane polarised beams A and B wtrose planos are

mutually perpendiculai . ln one position of analyser beam B shows zero intensrty .From this position" a

rotation of 390 shows the two beams matched' Deduce

[Ans:1/3]

t/" 
oft*-obeams?
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5. Calculate the thickness ofa mica sheet required for making a quarter wave plate 1 = 546940 . The
indices ofrefraction for ordinary and extra-ordinary rays in mica are I .586 and LSg2.

tAns: 2.275x l0-3cml
'6. Calculate the thickness ofhalfwave plate made of quartz to be used with sodium light

l, = 5893A0,F & 1.5M,1t, = 1.553

[Ans: 3.273x l0-3pm]
7. A sugar solution ofspecific rotation 520 ldecimeter/gm/cc causes a rotation of 

1 2o in a column of
l0 cm long. What is the concentration ofthe solution ?

[Ans: 0.23 gm/cc)

8. calculate the specific rotation ifplane ofpolarisation is tumed thro ugh 26.40 ,taversing2Ocm length
of20 % sugar solution ?

[Ans:660]
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UnitW
LESSON-13

LASERS, F'IBER OPTICS AND HOLOGRAPHY

Objectives: We are able to
l.To understand the laserprinciple, working and its appliations .
2.Obtain the knowledge ofparts of an optical fiber, tlpes of fibers and modes of
propagation.

3.To understand the prinicple behind the fiber communication technologr .

4.Understand the basicprinciple ofHologaphy a three dimensional imaging
technique. Get an overview of construction ofhologram and reproduction of three
dimensional image.
S.Know about few appliations of holography

Structure of the lesson

l3.l Lasers
l3.l.l.Infroduction
13.1.2. Spontaneous emission
I 3. 1.3. Stimulated emission

13.1.4. Conditions for stimulated emission
I 3. 1.5. Laser principle
13.1.6. Pumping
l3.l .l . Pumping schemes

13.1.8. Ruby laser

13.1.9. He-Ne laser
I 3. l. 10. Einstein coefficients
13. 1.1 I . Properties of laser light
13.l .12. Applications of lase,rs

13.2. Optical fibres
13,2.1. Introduction
13.2.2, Modes ofpropagation
13.2.3. Types of optical fibres
13.2.,4. Rays and modes in an optical fibre
13.2.5. Principles offibre communication
13.2.6. Advantages of fibre optic communication

13.3. Holography
13.3.1. Introduction
13.3.2. GaborHologram
I 3.3.3. Limitations ofGatior Hologram
13.3.4 Applications ofHolography

13.4. Solvedproblems .

13.5. Summary
13.6. Key words
I 3.7. Self assessment questions

f 3.8. Reference books
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13. 1. LASERS :-

l3.1.l.Introduction :

Laser is a device which produces intense, monocluomatic, coherent light in a nanow parallel
beam. laseristheshortformof"LightAmplificationbyStimulatedEmissionofRadiation". Thebasic
principle behind laser is Einstein's stimulated emission ofradiation

An atom consists of electons in different enerry states called ground states. When the atom
collides with another enerry particle, it atains some kinetic.energr from colliding particle. This energy is
utilized in exciting the electon from ground enerry state to upper energy state.The other method of
excitation ofelechons isthrough irradiation. Itmeans, when optical radiationofenergy 6pis incidenton
the atom, the electron in the ground state absorbs the energy [p and gets excited to higher enerry level.

Numberofelectrons excited to higber enerry levels through absorption Noo is given by

Neu = B,rN,p(u)At

N, - number of atoms in ground state

p(u) - energy per unit volum6 in fre{uency range u and u + du

B,, -proportionaly constant,

At -time

So absorption of light energy by the atoms in the material leads to attenuation of light
fravelling through the medium

These electrons in the excited state will not be there for infinite time.They get deexcited

to ground state in time of order 1 g-8 sec, known as 'life time' of the exicited state. So the deexcitation

process is oftrvo types

- l.Spontaneous emission and
2.Stimulated emission.

13,1.2. Spontaneous emission :-

As shown in fig.l3.l the process ofdeexcitation ofelectrons excited to
higherenerry levels afterthe life time ofthe energr level, bythemselves to ground level is termed as

"spontaneow emission".

No. ofspontaneous emission taking place in time t is given by

N* = A2rN2At

where Ar, -Proportionality constant,

N, -N.. ofelectrons in exeited stat"
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Probability oftansition occuring per second P,o is given by
\

N- /AtP =#=A1_sp 
N2

The photon emitted during spontaneous emission of the material can bc

any wave lenglh or frequency lrp.and mpbe emitted at anytime (No phase relationship) and in any

direction (nondirectionalig. So the lighi emitted druing spontaneous emission is incoherer[ non-

monochromatic and without directionality.

Ex:lncandescentlampemissioqEmissionsorlightfrommonochromaticsodiunrvapourlarnfi.

13.f3. Stimulated emission :-

Suppose the energy ofground level is E, and'ofthe excited

levelinwhich s0 us presentin E, asshowninfig. l3.2.Theenergydif;ferencebetweentrlolevelsis

Er - E, . Suppose a photon ofenergy hu = Ez - E, t it tfrc atonL it deexcites the elec,ton from excitod

energy state to ground state. This process is termed as " stimulated emission"

During stimulated emission when one photcin ofenerry hu hits the atonU it gives oil

two photons ofenerry hu i.e. 2 hu in same direction, in same phase and same state of polarizatiort

These two photons releasing from one atom, deexcite two more electrons,in excited

Il v = f,? - f,;l
t\_y*\_*_r-*

trncirlent
plxrtrr*

r*" f\ f1ii['-:ur-ffi
Enrittlrd
photons

BrJflrn:

Fig,.l3.2

After
t:" 1
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rbte in the material and give out fow photons of same energy fu; . tn this way, a single photon 1ip
iiltututing one deexcitaion gets multiplied by chain reaction as shown in the figure I 3 .3 . .

*-$..; g rr/v\  Fy'
I

..-.**11 - - -., -" -snrrlArr-|r

Hence due to stimulated emissiorq we obtain an intense beam oflight tDue to multiplica-
lbn ofphotons with chain reaction] of same wave length or frequency u, in same-direstion and at same
dmc:(same phase ) and in sante state ofpolarisation.fhi resultant wave wtrich is highly

lurchrcmatic,colrcrent 
and interrse is cailed .[/.SER,.

Number of atoms deexcited per second by stimulated emission process No is given by
I No:NrB,p(u)

N, density ofatoms in exicited state

Br, -proportionality constant

O (u) *pectral enerry density

Under therrqat equilibrium ttre rate ofupward hansitions is equal to the rate ofdownward
Fansitions. Thisis known as'Principle ofdetailed hlancing"

fu* =N* +No .

The equation proposed by Einstein indicating the stimulated emission is

h'+hu+A+2hu

where 4'isatominexcitedstate, [p-stin .,tingphoton, A-atomirrgro*istatp,2[p-.
photons emitted from deexcited atom.

1-9.*"ru-a""--"
-.+.rtlf,--4" 

I
__r{ _>44,r*

\-t-:*'^--
(t) fxitecj srare 

&c\lran^*

iGl G'9'146 c'3'p

Fig. 13.3
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13.1.4. Condition forstirmrlated emission :-

' Startingstimulatedemissioninordinaryexcited atomsofthematerialsis
not an easy process. According to BolErnann, in thermal equilibrium, the population ofenerry levels is
fxedbytheequation

N2 --'r[-e' -P'll
fr=*ul ut .1

Equation indicatesthatthenumberofelectrons in grorurd stae are always more thanin excited

state ( N, t N, ). But stimulated emission needs reverse condition i.e. ( N, > N, ). This condition is

termed as'?opulation inversion". Also the population ofelectrons decreases exponentially as one goes

to higher energy states.

To obtain the condition ofpopulation inversion i.e. number ofatoms in excited state N, >

number ofatoms in ground state N, .tre life time ofexcited state should be more i.e. ofthe order of

19+ sec.Such energy state with large life time is termed as "metastable state".Generally the life time of

ordinary excited states in the materials are 19{ secs. So ifwe continuously pump enerry to the mate-

rial and take the electrons to the excited state, they come to ground level is 1g-8 sec and we cannot

obtain population invenion.

But crystals containing impurity atoms are taken.The enerry levels ofimpurity btoms will be in

betrpeenthe enerry levels ofcrystal is forbidden energy gap.These have lifetime oforder 1g-: sec.So

when the electons in ground state of crystal ( E, ) are excited to next energy level

( E, ) they say there for 1 0* sec. Then they are made to get deexcited to E3 level of impurity atonU in

between E, and E, .Since the lifetime of E=lO3 sec, more electrons get accumulated in E, and a

stateisreachedwhen N, >N, where N, no.ofelectronsin E, stateand Nr numberofelectonsin

E, state. Hence state of'lopulation inversion" is achieved and E, is the'tnetastable statd'.Hence we

canachievetheconditionofstimulaiedemissionbytakingcrystalswithcertainimpurityaloms.

13.1.5. Laser principle:-
To produce lasers, we strouldfollowthe following steps.

r .Induced absorption :-

Exciting elechons in ground statd E, to excited state E, by irradiating

with light orphotons ofenerry hu (see fig. 13.4).
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Fig.13.4

2.Create a meta stable state in the material which has longer life time. Due to meta stable state condi-
tions ofpopulation inversion i.e. more number ofatoms in excited state ttran in the ground state is
achieved. Population inversion is achieved by'lumping".

3.Once population is achieved - emission is induced. Implies the material is deexcited by hitting
itwithaphoton hu= Ez - E, . Thisphoton deexcites the atom and we obtaintwo photons ofenerry

Spin mme direction arrd in same phase. These two photons deexcite two more atoms. This chain
action oontinues giving out intense radiation which is monochromatic and unidirectional.This is nottring
butthe"Laset''.

13.1.6.Pumping:-
As we have mentioned abov.e , population inversion condition is

achieved by a process called as "pumpingl'. Now we will consider different types ofpumping tech-
niquesandpunpingschemes. Themeaningofpumpingistotunsferanatomfromttregroundstateto
an excitod state to achieve population inversion in the medium.
Generally three types ofp. umping schemes are used.

r;Opticalpumpine:-
Optical enerry (light enerry) is used to excite the atom from lower

energr level E, to higher enerry leverl E, . High power flash lamps are used for this excitation . Ruby

lasemsandliquiddye laserwhichabosrb incident lightconsiderablyusethese flash lamps.
2. Electical Excitation i t

An elecric field ofseveral kV/m is applied between electodes to
produce elechons from cathode. These accelerated electrons while travelling towards anode, hit the
atoms oflaser species. The laser species receive the kinetic enerry ofelecftons and go to excited states.

Ex Used in He-Ne lasers and Argon ion lasers

Sometimes instead ofexcited electon inpattrode, high current is injected into barrier
region in semi-conductor lasers, to excite the electnons to higher enerry levels.

3. Chemical excitation :-
When two reacting $pecies form the basic material for lasglhe thermal

energt release in exothermic chemical reactibns is used to excite the atoms to higher energy ievels or for
popul*ion inversion This priciple is used in CO, laser.

^tt
t

!
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0'l
r.: IPl
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13.1.7 .Pumping schemes :-
Before understanding three level and four level pumping schemes, let us

define certain terms. The transition berween the nvo levels that generate stimulated emission is called a
'lasingftansition'.The lowerlevel inlasingtansitionis called lowerlasing level andupperlevel is called
as upper lasing level. the upper level to which the electrohs in lower enrgy state are excited is called as

pumpedlevel.

1' Three levelpumping scheqe tl, 
, ,, , ,, are th,ree energy states of an atomic system E, - ground

E. -E,
state. E, E, excited states.When aphoton offrequency D 

', 
= -i.l is incident on the system, the

electonsingrounditategetexcitedto Erlevel(Fig. 13.5). Sinceitslifetimeisonly 16-8 sec,theyfall

Psmpting Level
€3 --".r-*E3

Upper
l-"asi.rg L'L.iAFl

f,l€taslable stat',

rr* 8.l

Fig.13.5

from E, to E, [a small part to E, also] by spontaneous emission. The difference in the energies

(Er-Er) isreleasedasthermal energyand is giventothecrystal. Aftersometimemorethanhalfofthe

ground state atoms are acumulated at E, creating population inversion between E, and E, . One

spontaneousemissionfrom E, to E, emitaphoton [p:Er-E,.Thisphotonstartsstimulatedemission

between E, and E, emittinglaser.

E, -E,
E, -E,

7 ACHARYANAGARII.JNAUI\NVERSITY
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Quantum efficiency ofthis laser l'l =
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2- Fourlevel pumpine schemes :-

E, is the ground state. En is thepumping level, E, is the metastable

state and upperlasing level E, is the lower lasing level. The atgms or electrons in the ground state E,

areexcitedto Eo orpumpedto Eo(seefig. 13.6).Theelectronsin Eo spontaneouslydexciteto E,
level. It is a level ofhigh life time.So more number ofelectons remain in this level. Generally E, is
empty. So population inversion is obtained betwen E, and E, .The life time of f , shoUi be very small,
so that electrons will not accumulate in E, against population inversion.

Rapld
cbcay

Ee^^.^'Upper
, a,sing Level

y'WL"
lrv=[r-8,

E3
f *ro","0,"

otate.
ntu

ji-a.__tr

L.**rIi"gr-""T Ee

Fig.13.6

Asinglespontaneousemissionbetween E, and E, givesasshowninFig. 13.6aphoton [p:Er-Er.
Thisphotonstartslasingactionbetween E, and E, givngoutlaser.Since E2 hasshortlilUtime,they

fall back to E, .So always population inversion exists between E, and E, .This scheme is used in He-
Ne laser.

Quantum efficiency of this laser is

E, -E,
Eo -8,

TYPES OFI,ASERS :. 
i

13.1.8 Ruby laser:-
Ruby laser was first developed by Theodre Maimann. It isprepared as

optically homogeneous, highly pute, insulator crystalline solid.Ruby is basically Al2 03 cryst*l with
chromium ions as impurities. The red colour ofRuby is mainly due to cr*, ions concenfration.

q - Itou' -
trDin

Pumpting Lrvel

Grorind Stste
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Constnrction:-

Coolant outlet
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Xenor flash lamp

I

Partial reflector

t
Coolant inlet

t:l' ;ili--_-,
il1,

Fig. 13.7

As shown inabove fig. I 3.7 Ruby rod is taken in the &rm of cylindrical rod of

about l0 cm in length and I cm in diameter. Its ends are grounded and opticdlypglished such taht the

end faces are optically plane and e:<actly parallel and also perpendicular'to the axis ofrod. One face ib

silvered toAlly to pto,arr" *mpt.t" r"flr"tiott and other face is semi-silverod$ qar,t$ refl"",:1 :These

two silverd faces act as opticai resonationg cavlty. The rod is sunounded Uy trdtg{ ntramgraphic

xenon flash lamp to prodtrce high intense flashes of white light whenever activateit tyglxiwer supply.

The system which gets,heated due to pumping radiation is cootea with the help ofcobl&rq circulated

aroundtherod

Working:-

E, isthegroudstate [belongsto Alror] asshowninfig. 13.8, Er and E,

levels conespond to the chromium iors.These are not single levels, but band ofenergy levels. E, and

E, are punping levels.When xenon flash falls on the ruby ro4 the'green and blue components ofthe

u,trite iight are absorbed bythe chormium ions and raise to one ofthe enerry levels E, or E, '
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Fig.13.8

Due to their short life period in these.level, tfrey get deexcited to energy level Eo through non-radiative

transitions. Eo level is the upper lasing level as well as metastable state.When population inversion. .

occurs between Eo and E, , some ofelecfions from Eo fall to E, giving spontaneous emission. This

spontaneous emissionphotons start stimulated emission between E4 and Er andproduces Laserlight.
When these photons are reflected by the two polished faces of ruby rod to and fro, they increase the
stimulated emission.When the total emergent laser light reaches sufficient intensity, it emerges out ofthe
partially silvered mirror.

TheXenonflashremains only forfew seconds.Duringttratperiodlasingactionwill nottake place.

lasing action starts when population inversion occurs between Eo and E, . When Eo is completely
deleted ofthe electrons , lasing action stops. So laser light comes in the form of short putses in Ruby
iaserbutnotcontinuous laser.Againthe wholeprocess shouldrepeat fornextpulse.Alsothe greenand
bluelightenergiesareonlyusdinflashlight. Remaininglightenerryandthenon-radiativeemissionstry
toheatuptheRubyrod. Hence coolant is circulated aroundthe Rubyrod.

13.1.9 He- Ne LASER :-

and is a "Continuous Laser"

C-onsfruction:

He-Ne laser is a gas laser. [t is a mixture of Helium and Neon gases

End wirvirl'.'.r
si--t a:

Eleclrodes conn€crcd
lo lx)wer supfry

Non rfi(r:aJ::iiv.,)
lrcnJ:iont

Ground Stciie
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As sbovun in fig. 13.9, it consists ofa long discharge tube oflength about 50cm and diameter lcm filled

with a mixture of He- Ne gas in the ratio l0: I . Discharg- e |sproduge{jn 4" gas by arranging elgctodes

atthe end and applying high voltage. The tube is sealed with two tnclrned wrndows at tne eno' lwo

rcflestions,onefullyreflectiveandotherpartiallyreflectiveare arrangedatthetwo ends

ofthetube.

Wo*ine i
In He-Ne laser, Neon energ5r levels provide lasing action.Helium atoms

provide efficient mechanism for excitation ofneon atom. When power is switched on ,the electrons are

released fiom cathode by gas discharge and travel towards the anode. ln betureen they collide with

liglr Helium atoms which are 10 parts of whole gas and nansfer energy to them. So the helium atoms

getexcitedto Heror Herlevelswiththisenergy. Herand He, aremetastablestates(fig.13.10),hence

thegtons remain in this state for longer time. They cannot retum to ground state by spontaneous

snissiort .So ttrey tansfer this excited energies to the Neon atom

Soontatteous
ejmissiott(-60004)

llatbn bY ccllisltn
witr elF:iroft9 't)sexcita liofl DY co0ision

1+-rL--+

Fig 8.10

andNeon aloms excite to Neo', Neu states of same energy. After transfer of energy He atoms retum to

grotrd and are again axcited by the field.

Now as more and more collisions occur between Heliirm and Neon atoms, Neu and Neo

levels get more populated. Hence population inversion takes place. Now the transitions possible by

$imuldedemissionare

Ne. + Ne, +givinglightofwavelengthof3'39 pm

N"u + Ner -+givinglightofwavelengthof6328 4o

Neo -+ Ne, -+givingligbtofwavelengthof l'15 pm

Helium
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htweintendtoobtainlaserlightofwavelengbt6328 4o {redcolour}only.Sotoavoidothernuo
wavelengthqtheendwindowsofthetubearemadeofglassorquartzwhichabsorb l.l5 pm arrd
3.39 p.m radiations. The reflectors are also coated with thick dielectic material which reflect632$ 6e
rmibonlycontinuowly. Fromlowerlasinglevels Ne, and Ne'atomsgetdeexcitedto lrpgrilevel.'Sia

Ner maybecomemorepopulated. Howeverthey(Neonatoms) giveuptheirenergrbyco.llisionswitli
tbe walls ofthe tube.Hence the tube is made rumow so that the collisions are more and Neon atoms
come to ground stat€. It is a lowpower device

l3.l.l0Jiu!cin cocficicients : -

Irt us consider an assembly ofatoms in thermal equitibriurr at a
temparatreThavrngnvostates.Let Nr and N, bethenoofatoms/unitvolunrein E, and E, enerry

lwels ( E, > E, ).when an elecftomagnetic radiation of enerry fup = E, - E, fall on this

E/st€r&ttr€rc are ttuee possibilities
l. spontaneous emmision
2.Inducedabsorption
3. Stimulafedemission

l.Noofatomsjumpe.d/secondfrom Erto E2 i.einducedabsorbtionrate N* isgivenby

N*=B,rN,p(u)

Nr - number ofatoms in E, state penrnit volume

p(u) - spechal energy density

Br2 - Einstein coefficient ofinduced absorption

2.Numberofatoms emified by orcited aloms perunit volume N,o by spontanoogs emissionis
giveoby

N* =A,N,
wtrere N, is the number ofatoms inthe excited state
3.The numberofatomsdeexcitedfrom E,toE, bystimulatedemissionis No perunitvolume

No=B'Nrp(u)

Br, lproportionalitycon$ant'
p(u)=energydensity in therange u and u + du

Enagrof*imulatingphoton =hu = Ez - Er

Th stinulat€d emission rate No = B, Nrp(u)

Bx-Eimsindcicot"si{;j]i;;ssl
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For systern in equilibrium, upward and downward ta4sition rates must'be equal according to Einstein

B,rN,P(u) = B'NzP(u) +A,N,

Divide numerator and denominator by N, B,

(a. / \
p(u=ffi*

tBrtNt /
After simplifying equationwe obtain B,, = B,

A", 8nhu3
and :=Dzt ' c3

The above two equation are referred to as 'Einstein relations'. Br2 , B2r , A1 are termed as

Einsteincoefficients.

8.1.11 Properties of Laser light :-

l.Thelinewidthofthelaserlightis Al,=0.01 nmi.e. itishigNymonochromatic-

2.The ma:rimum lenglh ofthe resulting wave from a sotuce on which any two poins can be

conelated is called coherence lenglh and corresponding time is called coherence time- This tells us

abotrt the coherence ofthe light. lasers are highly monochromatic with large coherence length 600km

and largest coherence time of 2 x l0-3 sec. So it is highly coherent.

3'DrectipnalU :' 
Lasen emit light in one direction without any deviation upto to very large,

distances. Thedirectionalityisdenotedbytheangularspread 69 grvenby Lg=l'22y Thisisas

smallas iO- to 10t' radiansforlasers.

4.I:sers ans bright ard intens€ light source. An one milliwafi He-Ne faserjs 
1 0,000 times

brighter &an light from sun at iarttr surface,This iq due to high coherence and dirwtionality.

5. Lasers can be 'tuned' to emit radiatigns overarzrnge ofwavelengths'
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f 3.1.12. Applications of lasers :-
l.lasers in metrolow :-

Lidar (Light detection and ranging) is an optical radar usedto measure the
dlstances betweenmoonandearthuptoanaccuracyofcentimeter. Thisgives infomrationaboutdriftof
continents ofeartlu moons piralling away from earttr and so orl

2.Industr.v:-

Laser can be focussd inCI a fine beam and increase the temperafure at fo-
cwsed point upto to'lO00k. So they are used to drill holes, weldirg and cutting ofmetals.

3.C.orrururricatiggr
The amount ofinformation that can be sent by an electromagnetic wave or

carrierwavedependsonits bandwidth. Thebandwidthoflasers is very large,hence itisusedinoptical
and space communications.

4.Medicine r
Lasers are used forweldingretinal detachment by opthalmologists and also for

cataract removal. Iasers are used in deshoying kidney stones and gall stlnes.They urJ*"a i" .urr"o
diagnosis and therapy. Iasers are used as scarpgls in bloodless surgery.

S.Defence:-

lasers are used ot guif,e missiles and safiellites for detecting and desnoying
enemyplaneortanks.

6.Nuclearfisionr
Lasers can be used to induce the nuclear fusi<in

7.Hqleephy r
rctionoflfrngtetrD

8.Ele@leirdsgEyr

I^asers areused as supermarket soannersto detectthe barcodes anddisolav
the item code and price. Diode lasers un *ed to r""ora ana rep;; d; fr9if,-;r"dffi;:'*t

13.2. Optical Fibers :-

l32.l.Introduction:-

Optical fibre @g. I 3. I t ) is a thin glass of strand or plastic strand that serves as
i.t"diyq itt opticalcommturcation The communication is done bV figfrt tfnough ond*l '-
fibres.Commuicationthroughoptialfibresisusedintelephone;**p,rt"r*Jrrnnni*ti91rgandalsoin
tbeautomationoffactories. Dueto largebandwidthoftasertightrseO inopticatfibrecornnrunicaion,
largc infomation carr' be nansferr€d than in radio'waves or miJrrwaves.
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Fig.13.11

fui optical fibre is-alair thin structure having a core diameter of 100 pm to 1000 pm and extremely

light an can replace many copper cables becarxe of its large information carrying capacity. The optical

fibre has electromagpetic immunity and has very law losses ofthe signal during

commrurication.Importanct appliation ofoptical fibres are in medicine. A bundle of fibres is used to

illuminate dre operated ar."u ittttr" Uody and other bundle offibres are used to catch reflected light .This

is the principle of endoscope . In retinopathy and angioplasty optical fibres are used as wave guides'

13.2.2. Modes of pr,oPaeation,:-

Mode is simply a path that a light ray follows in travelling through an optical

fibre .When the light waves enter into a optical fibre, they get totally intemally reflected when angle of

incidence is greater than the critical angle. But only those waves which undergo constructive interference

pass through optical fibre. Only the modes that fibre will support depends * *- where d is the

diameterofthecoreand},thewavelengthofthewavepropagating.Thenumberofmodessupported
by an optical fibre varies from one to one hundred thousand in a multimode fibre'

f3.2.3 Types of oPtical fibres :-

l.Clasification based on materials :-

a) Glass fibres :-
These optical fibres are made of glass . Both core and cladding are glass. The

glass used is ultra pure and ulfa transparent silicon dioxideor fused quarz ' Impurities are added to

ii;i t" 
"fr-tge 

the refractive index inside core or cladding .Germanium ol phosporous impurities are

added to increase the refiactive index . Boron and fluorine impurities decrease the refiactive index'

t5

{'i
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b) Plastic-clad silica fibers :-
This optical fibre has glass core and a plastic cladding.

c) Plastic fibres :-
These optical fibres will having plasic cladding and plastic core, These are

comparitively limited in losses and bandwidth . They have got the advantage of security and elechomag-
neticimmtudty.

fi
Depending on mode ofpropagation, they are divided into single mode fibre and

multimodefibre.
a) Singlemode fibres:;

As shop in the Fig I 3. 12 these will be having a very nzurow core of diameter 5pm or less"Comparatively the cladding is big. Due to nuurow core, single mode only can propagate
parallel to the cental axisthroughthis type offibre.

I*5
F*r

F5' t3'tz
Because there is a'single mode through fibre, noise is eliminated These are used in long distance
transimissions and laser beams are used. They are expensive brr !E in performance.

b) Multimode fibres :-
core has a diameter of about 50 p m . so. it can propagate upto I ,00,000

signals at a time. Depending on the nature ofrefractive index disfibrrtion ofthe material of the core.
these are again divided into two types.

l.Step index multimode fibres :-

The refractive index ofcore is n, which remains constant through out

the core. The refractive index ofcladding which starts tom ciaddng is n, . So the refractive index

varies from n, to n1 at the boundary ofcore and ctadding. It is termed as step index multirgde fibre,as
strowninfig 13.13.
Butthistype ofoptical fibres arenotsuitable forlongdistancepropagation, butare relativellless
expensive. Also d, > n,
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Fig.13.13

2. Graded-index multimode fibers r
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(Fig. 13.15 given below)

t7

T
:f{+ -... I

I iiii tP' pF
JT

Fig. 13.ra

As slrown in above figure I 3. 14, ttre refractive index varies continuously in a parabolic milrnner fiom ttre

centre ofthe *r" opti tn" boundary ofthe cladding. The refractive index ofcladding <the refractive

index ofthe fibre at tlre boundary ofthe core. Lighisignals are qansmitted mo1 efrcientlY in gTqd

index fiber in smooth spiral.pattrs arowrd tt e 
"eitrut 

*is There-are of intermediate coi;t and Fed for

intercitycommunig4ion

nr lr#rsl
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the .fieht travels through optical fibres on the principle oftotal intemal reflection with out loss of intensity.
As shov,rn in the above figure I 3 . I 5 , the light ray enters into *re core along AO . After travelling through
core ofrefractive index n, along OD (slighly refracted), it touches the boundary of core and cladding at

an angle 'C' which is the critical angle for core-cladding boqrdary. Refractive index ofcore n, >

refractive of cladding n, .Hence the ray is entering fiom denser to mrer medium at critical angle, hence
gets total intemally reflected along DE. Again the same total intemal reflection takes place at E. Thus
the light travelsnZig-Tagpaths inside the core I For step-index fibre] and comes out ofthe fibre along
X- or Y- direction.

Fig.13.16

If instead of a single wave or signal, three signals ofwavelengths ]\ ,?r2 ,?u3enter the core of step index
pt critical 4rrgle and more t!ra4 crifical angle respectively. ,{r o9 ttuee undergo tolal internal reflections 

:(Fie.l3.l6)

Butduetodiftf"jp$qqofipcidenceopthebotrnciary.theyhaceditrerentpathsanddistances

fllT1_":ioftheopticatnuiatarierc*times,'nence"rdid'';,ilt#;:idii;r*Jffi;"same ttmg they come out at different times. This defect is termed as distortion in transnrission of signal
insepindexfibre.

a lrt.- Gair rr{rv.'rr r. I * rt) , tEvr

l,',4

tl: ,

Fig.l3.17
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Bu ifrre consider a gradod index fibre, the refractive index ofcore changes continuously from the
centrretotheboundary, Sothettree signalsarecontinuouslybendtowards central alrisofthe fibme,

tracingsemi-circularpaths.Although 1,, tracesmorepaththan ?u, and ?'", morethan X.,,thesigna!

with largerpaths enter into regions of lower refractive index, hence travel at high speeds. The sigrrals

with lesserpattrs,enter higher refractive index areas in core and travel with lower speed.Finally all the
signals come out ofthe fibre at same time without any signal distortion (Fig. I 3. I 7).

l325.Principles of frbre communication :-

Optical fibres are mainly used in high speed telecommunications. The main
advantageisthatlightisused as signal carryingwaveandthere is no loss ofsignal duetototal intemal'
reflecton propagation inside the optical cable. We can also send more messages per cable length due;to

tlreir band width and also clearer sound. Higher the frequencyofthe signal, higher would be the infomif.
tion carrying capacrf Gig. I 3. I 8).

{re5xaten}

Digiul tightpulsr

OT'TK*LFIffiE

Fig.13;18

l.Subssibertele,phoneconvertssoundsignalsintocontinuouselectical 
signals'

2. The anatog to digftal converter converts corfinlous electical signals into digrtal pulses'

3.These digitat electical pulses ae sent into optical transmitters fi.asers in the block diagrarn] '

Thcrctheyare amplifiedand semi-conductorlaserisusedto convertelectical signalsorpulses into

otricalpulses
4. The optical pulses are nansimitted tlrougtr optical fiben. But there may be loss in the inten-

sity of signals due to alsorption an{ryatterinS. Hence repeaters (&R ) are used to ampliry the optical

$tiats dudngtransntissiontbrough fibres'

i 5.Th€nonreachingthedestinatioruopticalpulsesarepainconrrt'{.inP:lectifleulsesly
photodiode. n".eur"*t"convertedintocootit,rooselecuicalsignarsbydigitartoanalogconvert-
en|.

6 Thc receiver's telephone converts fte electical signals into sound signals'

?.T"rrr-di#;;','.dd;;Gir,r."ototrut-nitseveralthorrsandsoftele'phonecallsalonga
single optical fibre by using light pulses in digital form
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l32.6.Advantages of Fibre Optic Commuhicatons :-
I . Optical fibres are cheaper, small in size. Light weight, flexible but mechanically sfiong.
2. Optical fibres are insulators, so there will be no electic shocks and signals are also immune
to surrounding electromagnetic or radio frequency radiations.
3. They have very wide band width and low losses per unit lengttr-

I3.3. IIOLOGRAPHY
l33.l.Inroduction :-

Any real life object is a three dimensional object. So it has different
perspectives, when viewed tbrough different angles . But when we ty to take the photograph ofthe
object' the intensity of the light reflected or scattered by the object is only recorded and thi phase
informationofthelightislost. Sowhenwedevelopthephotographwecanviewonlynvodimensional
inragewithsingleperspective. But'Holography' isaphotographywhichrecordsbothttreintensityand
phase ofthe light scattered by the object and produces athree dimensional image ofthe object. Tbis
tgchnique needs higily coherent light beam, which was available after the advelrt of lasers. So the
cgherent light is madeto incident onthe object and the refleuted or scattered bearn is madeto interfer,e
*tlr a reference beam to produce interference pattem corresponding to the object This interference
pnttem is recorded on a photographic plate and is termed as 'Hologram'. Whe,lr this hologarm is
illuminated with coherent light, it produces the three dimensional image ofthe object in front ofus, as
good as the object. This technique is termed as Holography.

13.3.2 Gabor Hologram :-
The acnral armgements to produce and reproduce Gabor

holograms are shown in the figures (Fig. I 3. I 9 a and b)

I

I

t
S<

I
I

-S,

t

I
I

(u) Mcking hoiogrom

v
- Eye

observi

p
I0
. Olrjc,ct

-BI
\lleclnsr

Fig. 13.19
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The coherent light from source 'S' is incident on a lens 'L' with focus at F. The
beam gets focussed at F, and diverges from that point. The object whose whole hologram has to
be recorded is b .It should be transparent and smaller in size than the divergent beam. It is placed
at a small distance from F. Now the light obstnrcted by the object b creates a diffracted wave.
The undisturbed light out side the object acts as:a carrier wave. Care is taken that the intensity df
carrierwave is more than the diffracted wave. These two waves which are coherent interfere with
each other forming interference pattem resembling the intensity of light and phone of the.wave
from the object. Due to strong carrier wave, the.regions of constructive in terference, are more
bright and dark regions perfectly dark. A photographic plate H is placed at a short distance from
'b' and interference pattern is recorded. So the negative consists of high intense interference
spots as dark regions and viceversa. The positive developed from this negative is the 'Holo-
gram'. Now if we place the hologram is same arrangement without the object as shown in set up
(b), wc can see the pseudoscopic image of 'bo at'q' with naked eye placed before hologram or
viewing through hologram.

'1333. Limitations of Gaborhologiam :-
l. During the advent ofGabor holograms sfrong coherent lights, which remain coherent for long

distances like lasers were not available .

2. Gabor couldnot fully record the phase information as the intensity information on

photographic plates available during those days.

3. Reconstruction has to be done by pseudoscopic image and hologam has to be illumi-
nated with point source from rear side of hologftrm.

13.3.4. Applications of holography :-

l. Holograghic interferometry :-
The deformations in surfaces of different industrial machines or

scientific materials produced by stress can be detected and measured using "double exposure

technique" of Holography. First the interference pattem of the surface with out stress is recorded

on the ptrotogfaphic ptate.fnen the surface is exposed to stress and again its interference pattem

is recorded on same photographic plate. When this hologram is developed or produced, the view of
hologram shows the regions under stess and their extent.

2. Holoeraphic .microsocopy :-
with ordinary micorscopes we can record only still photograph of a

biological event. But we cannot record continuous bilogical process happeni.ng three dimension-

ally . But using holography technique, we can record time varying biological or any other phe-

nomena. Then afterwards viewing through the hoiogram, we can obsenre the depths of scene or

three dimensional view ofthe scene at leisure, in detail .Useful in scierrtific research.

3. Acoustic holoeraphy :- Images formed by soundwaves can be recorded and repro-

duced by hologaphy.This technique is used mainly to view the under water objects and intemal organs

ofour body three dimensionally. Coherent ultrasound wave is produced and sent into watQrtowards the

object (object beam). The object beam reflected from the object (water object or iniemal organs of our

body) and the reference ultrasound wave are made to interfere with each other. This interference pattem

is recorded on photographic plate to produce hologram .Viewing through hologram, we obtain the tluee

dimensional information ofthe object orthe organ.
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.4.Hologrraphic cinema :-
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Projection screen itself will be a large hologram which behaves like a
multiple elliptical mirror Real images can be projected onio the viewer in cinema hall from
series of hologams.

5. Hologaphy is used in spatial filtration, character recognition, long distance hologaphy
with microwaves, rainbow holograms, integnl holograms, holographic optical ebLents erc. \

13.4. Solved problems :-

I. In an optical fibre the refractive index of core is 1.52 and ttnt of cladding is 1.4g.
Calcualte the critical angle related to the system ?
Solution

h/

SinC =";/n, ; n,=1.52,nr=1.48

.'. sinC = l'19 = 0.e74
t.52

2. In an optical fibre, the refractive index of the core is 1.52 and that of cladding is l.4g
vhat is the maximum launching angle such that all the light gets toally reflected inside the fibre?

Solution:-

slnl

-=nt 
=+Sml=nt Slnf ,smr

sinC=9.
nt'

Butr= 900 -C
:+ sinr = sin(900 - C) = cosC

.'. cosC =gr
n

But sin2C+cos2C=l

n3 sin2:
-++*=lni nf

:+ sini =

But n, =1.5 and nr=1.48

sin i : /(t. s22 -1.48, )
=0.2828,

i * 200 (approximately)

-"j)
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3. Consider a laser that emits a wavelength of 1=559 nm. If population inversion had not

been generated , what if the ratio of the populationrof the atoms in state E* to that in the ground

state Eo ?

Solution:-

N* 
= "*o[t-, , 

uo INo 'L kT J

Separation between energy levels

E, -Eo:hu
hc:-

(6.63 x l0r4 X3 x 108 ): 
(550 x l04Xl.6 x 1o-te) \

:2.26 eY
The mean energy of thermal agitation kT of an atom at room temperature (300K) is

kT:(8.62x l0-5x300)
:0.0259 eV

\T
-.. 

r\* _ e-87.26 =1.3x10-38
No

4.lf alight ray is incident perpendicularly to one face of a trianglualr prism, it is totally

reflected intemally aiglass - air surface. If angle of incidence between normal at the slant surface

andincidentray,0,=45owhatwillbetheangleofrefractionofglass?
Solution:-

Refractive index of air oz = 1

Refractive index of glass ilr i n

critical angle g: sin-' ("/t):tt"-'(%)

Since total internal reflection occurs ,0" ( 0, then

ui"-'(/n\.a5'

1

=,: < sin45o
n

I
=n> sin45"

n:\.4"
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13.5. Summary :-
Laser is a device which produces intense, highly coherent and highly directional

monochromatic beam of light. The process ofsponaneous emission, stimulated emission, population
inversion and pumping schemes are explained. Laserprinciples and lasing actions arc explained. Differ-
ent types of lasers are introduced. Applications and properties of lasers are briefed,

Optical fibres are the wave guides for optical commu"rication. Construction ofopical fibres,
types ofoptical fibers and modes oftransmission in optibal fibres are briefed. Principle ofoptical
communication through optical fibres are intoduced.

Holography is a photographic technique which produces the three dimensional image of
the object by recording and reproduction of hologram. Construction of gabor hologram and
reconstruction of the image, its limitations are explained. Few applications of hologaphy are
explained.

13.6. Keywords :-
Lasers, stimulated emissioq Spontaneous emission , Population inversion,

Metastable state, Pumping optical resonator, Lasing levels, Lasing transitions, Radio active and
non radiative transitions, Line width, Coherence, Directionality, LIDAR, Laser welding, Laser
scalpels, Scanners, Compact disc, Optical fibres, Cbre, Cladding, Mode of propagation, Band
width, Single mode, Multimtde, Step index fibre, Graded index fibre, Signal distortion, Optical
amplifier, RepeateE Photo diode, Decoder, f ime division multiplexing

13.7. Self assessment questions :-
13.7.1 Lons Ansrver ouestions :-

l.-Explain the principle and working ofRuby laser ?
2.What is "Laser" ? Explain the population inversion and metastable state and their role

in laseraction.
3. What is pumping ? Explain.various pumping tecturiques. Explain three level pumping

schemes ?
4. Explain the construction and working of He-Ne laser.
5. Explain the propagation oflight rays and modes ofpropagation .

6.Explain the advantages of optical fibres in optical coinniurication with a neat block diagram,
explain qualitatively th principles of fibre communication ?

7. Lr;<plain the ltrinciples and applications o1'holography. How is the Gabor hologram
prepared and reconstructed?.

13.7.2 Short Answer questions :-

l. Distinguishbetween Spontaneous and Stimulated Emissions ?
2. Explain Einstein Coefficients .

3. Explain the irnportant characteristics of a Laser .

24
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4. Explain the tenns (a) Population Inversion and (b). Meta stable state ?

5. Mention various applications of Lasers .

6. What is a Laser and what is the principle of [,aser ?

7. Eiplain (a). Step index fibre ( b). Graded index fibre
8. What are modes ofpropagation? How are Optical fibres classified on the basis of
modesofpropagation? 

,

9.Classifr the optical fibres'on basis of materials used and their merits
10. Compare holography and photography.

I I .Explain how a hologram is prepared and viewed.

1 2.Explain the basic principles of holography.
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SPECTROMETER DESCRIPTION A}ID ADJUSTMENTS

Ain: -To give spee;homefier description and to oplain the initial adjrrsments ofthe :r

spccuometer bcfore using it
Apprratus: - Spectmmeter

Dlegrrm of Spoctrometer:

"**,g,*rF; !.:

/i1:

:ii i

Ihscription:

The specuometernainly consists of

a) Collimotcr,

b) Tclesoope

c) kisurtable and

d) Circulu.scale and the wrnier scalc

i). Collinaton

It consists of a convergent leos fitted to the inner end of a hallow u$e' fixed to thO

.instrumeqt Anotherballowtnbc v,hichexactly fits into the fi:redtube andcanbe moved

:r:r: j:llii i;
l : :':

.:.i' , '
',;:1. : '

I lifirltlt
itf';'tr'I
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in or out by working a Rock and pinion arrangenrent caries at its outer end a slit of
adjtrstable width. The axis of the collimator is set perpendicular to the oris of rotadon of
the prism table. The collimator is fixed to the instument and cm not be rotated. The

collimator is used to obtain aparallel beam of light from a grven sodr.ce.

b) Telescope:

This is an ashonomical telesoope whole objective is fitted to the inner end of a hallow

tube. Exaqtly fitting into this tube there is anothet hallow tube which can be moved in or

tnrt by working a rcsk and pinion anangement. At the outer end the tube carries

Ramsden's eye piece with cross wires. The cross wircs consists generally of the fiben
from a spider's web, fixed acn)ss the tube one vertically and another horizontally in ftont
of the eye piece. The axis of the telccope is set pe,rpendicular to the axis of rotation of
prism table and can be clamped on any position by the strcw Sr. The angle of roatiqn
can be measurd on a circular scale which is fixed to the tetescop€ and moved along with
it" By means of the tangent screw the telescope after it is clamped can be turned through

very small angles and thiu fine adjusments can be made. The telescope is used to receive

the parallel beam of light from the collimator.

c) hism table:

It is a mall circular table provided with tbree leveling screrils and is qsgd for keepiag the

Prism on it The prism table can be raised or lowered and ctam@ in any position by a

scrBw. By means of another scnew it can.be fixed to the vernier table and the two will
thentumtogether. Thevernierisprovidedwithaclampingscrewandatangentscrew

for fine adjustment. The prism table can be rotated about a nertical axis passing through

its cenU,e.



d) Citcular scale and the vemier scale:

fhis is a circular metal plate attached to the telescope and rotates with it. Usually

gnduated in to half degrees and the reading can be noted on two verniers whiqh are fixed

diametically opposite to each other.

Adiustments: '

Before the instnrment is used for measurernent purpose the following adjushents are to

be made.

l) Eye piece: The telescope is turned towards a which surfacesay a wall'and the'eye

piece is moved in or out until the cross wires ane se€n clearly.

2) Telescope The telescope is directed towards a distance object say a telegraph post

or a tnee and by working the pinion the telescope is adjusted until the image of

the object is formed in the plane of the cross wires with no parallax betrpeen the

image and the cross wires. Now the telescope is ready to receive a parallel beam

of light

3) Collimator: The slit of the collimator is illuminated with sodium light The

telescope is brought in line with the collimator and the distance of thEslit froni

the collimating lens is adjusted by rock and pinion until a oledrrnage of the slit

with well defined edges is formed in the plane of qoss wircqetithottany parallo<

enor and also the slit is adjusted to be vertical and narrow; ']
..a

4) prism table: A spirit level is kept on the prism tabfe pamllel to ttre line jolniag

the two leveling screws. The two screws are adjusted undl'the air bubble of spirit

level come to the certre. The n the spirit level is turned on the table pprpendicular

to this position and the third screw is adjusted until thg air bubble comes to the

centre. Now the snrface of the prism tube will be hodzonUl"

5) 
'Before 

taking the readings" least can be measGd of the circular scales which are

on either side of the table.

Least count = Main scale division / No. of divisions on the vernier scale = sN



Expetiment No. I

SPECTROMETER - I-D C{JRVE

'lin: To dniw a graph benveen the angle of incidence (i) and the deviation (d) produced
by a glass prism and hence to determine the angle of minimum deviation (D) and
rcfractive index of material of prism.

Apn|rs: Spectrometel ghss pri.sm, monochromatic source of light (sodium vapour
lurp) magni$ing lens, spirit level

for*th:
. .A+ D,

o=ttnt ? '
,irrf4l'2'

where p = refractive index of material of prism

A =angle of prism

D =angle of minimum deviation

Proccdrrc:

The preliminary adjustments of the spectrometer must be done.

Dctcmlrnhr of rnglc of prisrn: The prism is placed at the cenffe of prism table such

ihat both reftacting edges of prism are facing the collimator symmetrically as shown in
figure l.l. Then the prism is fixed. The telescope is released and rotated to observe

rcflecrcd image ofthe slit from one face say AB. The tangent screw ofthe telescope is

workd uilil the refracted image coincides with vertical cross wirc. The readings of the
two vernieF are noted. The telescope is rotated such that the reflected image of.the slit
ftrom second face AC is focused. Then the readings of both vemiers are notedirThen the
difference between the respective readings of vemier gives the value ot)e,from which
the refracting angle can be determined.
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Fig 1.1

To measure angle of deviation: The telescope and the collimator are put in a

straight line. The image of the slit is made to coincide with the vertical cross wire. The

reading of the spectrometer is noted. From the position the telescope is rotated through

an angle 0 : 180 -2i where 'i 'is the angle of deviation incidence for which the angle

of deviation has to be found. The value of i' should be started from . The prism is

mounted centrally on the table so that its ground surface is parallel to the axis of the

collimator.

The prism table is rotated until the reflectEd image of the slit from one of the

polished surfaces of the prism coincides with vertical cross wire. Then the prism table is

fixed. The telescope is released and rotated to o'bserve the refracted image of the slit. The

refracted image of the slit is made to coincide with the vertical cross wire and the reading

of the spectrometer is noted. The direct reading of the telescope is noted by removing

prism. The difference between the two readings of spectrometer gives the deviation''d'

correspo-nding to the angle of incidence' i'. The experiment is repeated by increasing the

values of i' by steps of and in each case the angle of deviation 'd' is obtained.

telescope
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,Kl-rrmeter

ry
direct

Fig.l.2
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Table:

Angle of
incidence

0= 180-2i Readings of

spectrometer

Direct reading Angle of inci<terri:*

V-I v-II .V-I v-II V.I v-il Mean

Xr Yr Xz Yz Xr- Xz Yr* Yz



A graph is drawn between ailgcl of incidence i on x -axis and angle ofdwiation

,r1!-axis. The,graph is &,curve. The value of minimum deviation is found from gra0h

and the refiactive index of glass prism is calculated.

i-+

Flgl.3

Precautions:

L The opticai adjustments must be dofie carefttlly before stafiing the experinem,

2.T\e slit should be riarrow as possible.

3. The prism must be sgt symmettically on the prisnt table.

4. l}e polished surface should not be touched. It should be handled ar edges"

Result:Therefractiveindexofagivenprismmateriali5=-.-----r.-...

Viva Questions and Answers:

l. What is a spectrometer

A. Spectrometer is an optical instrument used for studling the natwe of light giv€n qil ry

different sources.

I
d
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2. What is meant by the angle of the prism?

A. The angle between the two refracting surfaces of the prism is calhd angle of prism.

3. Wbat is,meant by angle of deviation?

A. The angle between the ray emerging from and the ray incidentorr the prism is called

angle of deviation.

4. Define refractive index.

when a ray of light passes from one medium to other medium it is bertt lotvdrds the

normal or away from it at the surface of separation of two media Tlre ratio of sine of

angle of incidence (i) in the first medium to the sine of the angle'ofletaction (r) in rlre

second medium is called refractive index of second medium with tgsp€ct to ftrst.



Experiment No.2

SPETROMETER- DISPERSIVE POWER OF PRISM

Aim: To determine the dispersive power of the material of the given prism using

spectrometer.

Apparatus: Spectrometer, Prism,lvfercury vapour l*p, spirit level

Formula: 61= 
Pz - h or gt - ltt' - P'
p-l It *l

where ar = dispersive powerbfthe material of the given prism

p6, F,: refractive indices of blue and red colours respectively

Arrd P=ry
frocedure: The usual initial adjustfnents of the spectrometer are to be made. Thd

refracting angle of A of of the prism is found.

Then the prism is mounted on the prism table and the position of the prism is

adjusted to observe the spectrum of the mercury vapour. Observing the blue line the

spectrum through the telescope, the prisms adjusted for minimum deviation position.

Working with the tangent screw of telescope the position of the prism is adjusted sd that

theblue line is just on point of retracing its path after coming to the point of intersection

pfthe cross wires. The readings of the telescope for the minimum deviation of red Kne

are noted. The telescope is brought in line with the collimator and removing the prlsm ,

The readings of direct image on the both verniers are noted. the respective differences

give the minimum deviations for blue and red colours. the refractive i'4dices are foundby
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sin141-4)
tt, =---*- and

sin(f)

sinl{}yOr=q

The dispersive power of"the material ofthe prism f,arblue and red colous is forurd by the

relation 6-Ht-lt,p-l

Observations
Leastcount (LC): SA.I

Anele of Prism A:
Spoctrometei Reeding Difference in readings

2A = Tr-Tz
Angte.d

Left Tr Rieht T'
Vr Yt Vt' Vr' Vr -Yl t Vr - Vr' .Meen



AcHInYe NAGAR,I.JNA I.JNTVERSITY3 cENTRE FOR DISTAI{E EIDUCATION

Dclcnlrrtbr.f .r3lo of Priin:

Fig.2.t

Dotcrnbefbr 9 f rryfc of minlmuuldevirtion:

' ',^:'1.1
l",/ .'/-.i:!., ,/ ... -,,:'-:r:, : .. .r'

C'.JL rn s(Air

Fls22
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S.No. Coloru
Spoctral lines Direct

Reading(b)

Angle of
minimum
deviation(a-b)

' t,-sin14AA 
;

l.l = 

--4--
..4,sm(- )

Minimum-
Deviation(a)

Drsrbl?
l. The prism should be adjusted for each corour separatery,

2. Readinep should br gk* without parallax eror.

lcrr& Dispcrsive power of material of prism (Crovm glass) is o)=



Experiment No.3

DIFFRACTION GRATING - NORMAL INCIDENCE

Aim: To determine the wavelength of given source of light using plane transmission

grating in the normal incidence position'

,.tpplratus: Spectrometer, plane transmission grating, magnifying lens' spirit level'

mcrcllr\,' vatrrour lamp

Fnrmula:

^ 
_sin9

Nn

Where l. = Wavelength of light

0 = Angle of diffraction

N : Number of lines.per centimeter on the grating (15,000 12.54)

n : Order of thP spectrum

Description: A plane diffraclion grating consists of a parallel sided glass plate with

ccluidrstant finc parallel lines drawn vely closely on it by means of a diamond point' The

number of lines drawn is usually l5000lines per inch'

proccdure: The initial adjustments of the spectrometer are done. The least count of the

vernier of the spectrometer is found
I-t:ast Count - Value of ohe main scale division / total number of vemier scale divisions

a) r\ormal incidence: The slit of the spectrometer is illuminated with mercury vapour

lamp. 'fhe telescope is placed in line with axis of the collimator and the direct image of

the slit is observed. The slit is narrolyed and the vertical cross wire is made to coincide

with the centre of the image of the slit. The reading of one of the verniers is noted. The

prism table is clamped firmly and the telescope is tumed through and fixed in position'

The grating is held with the rulings vertical and mounted in its holder on the

prisms table such that plane of gpating possess through the centre of table and the ruled

surface towards the collimator. The prism table is released and rotated until the image of

tfie slit is seen in the telescope by reflection on the ruled side of grating' The prism table

is fxed after adjusting tlie point of intersection of the cross wires is on the image of the
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slit' Then the vernier table is released and rotated through exactly from this position so
that the ruled side of the grating faces the collimeter. The vemier table is fixed in this
position and the telescope is brought back to the direct reading position. Now the light
from the collimeter incidents normally on the grating.

Fig.3.l

b)Measurement of wavelength:
The telescope is rotated so as to catch the first order diftacted lines on one side say on
left (see fig.3.2 ) -

Direct

Fig.3.2



With soclium light trro lines very close to each other can be seen. They are called and

lines. The point of intersection of cross wires is set on the line and its reading is noted on

. both the verniers. Similarly the reading corresponding to the line is noted. Then

telescope is turned to the other side i.e. right side and similarly the readings

corresponding to and lines of first order spectrum are noted. Half the difference in the

readings corresponds to any one of the line gives the angle of diffraction. The experiment

is repeated for 2nd orrder spectrum. The number of lines per centimeter of the granting

(N) is noted and the:"::: of spectral line is found by the formula

n=6
Obseryations:

Number of lines meter (N

Order of
Spoctrum

Line Reading of Spectrometer
20

. sind
/L=-

Nn

Vemier I Vernier 2
Left Risht Left Risht Vernier

I
Vemier
2

Mean

First
oider
n: I

First
order
n=2

Dr

Dz

Dr

Dz

Precautions3 l. Always gating should be held by the edges the ruled'surface should

not be touched.

Z. Light from the collimator shogld be uniformly incident on the entire surface of

grating.

Resul* Meanvalue of forDr lines- """"'cm
Dzlines = .........om



NORIvIAL ntCtOenrCn
Viva questions and answers:

l. What is meant by wave front?

A' when a wave passes through a medium the particles of the medium vibrate. The
continuous locus of all the particles vibrating in the sarne phase is called wave-front.

2' Arc the spectra of different orders of the same intensity?
A' No' The intensity is maximum ip the zero order and decreases with the increase of

order ofspectra.

3' How many order of spectral lines are formed when a plane transmission grating is
uqga.

A. It depends on the number of rulings on t}re grating.

4. what will happen if the width of clear space and ruled space is made equal?
A. Even order of spectra 2,4,6...wi11 be absent.



Erperiment No.4

DIFFRACTIONGRATING.RESOLVINGPowER

Aim: To determine the resolving power of the given graung'

Apperatus: Spectrometer, Plane diftaction grating, Sodium' vapouf lamp' Magniffing

lens, Spirit fernd nectattgutar slit of viriable width and Traveling microscope'

Formula:
The resolving power (R.P.) of grating is given by

)" cos d
theoretical, Resolving Power =m";

Exoerimental, Resolving power = Nn 
.*';h;i:; 

:Mean-rvavelength of Dr and Dz lines (yellow)

' -xr+L A"
2

dl : difference in the wavelargths of rwo close lines Dr and Dz= (4 - X)'q"

e = angle of diftaction

a= mea.n width of stit

ufiere az = width of the slit determiri.a wnrn the telescope is on left side of the direct

image
W= width of slit determined when the telescope is qriFht,sid.lof the direct image

N-numberoflinespercentimeteronthegratingG'a0o€,.s*,
n = order.of the sPectnrm 

-

Thcory: The resolving power of a grating is its ability to show or just resolve as separate

and distinguishable images of two spectral lines whose wavelengths are close together' If

and are wavelengths of two spectral lines just resolved by the grating, then the resolving

pow€r of grating is measured by where is mean wavelength of the two spectral lines

and is the difference between the wavelengths. If a the widft of adjustable slit which

resolves the and lines of sodium light hen the width of the rating ptrsslng through the slit

is for normal incidence, where is angle of diffraction. the resolving power for the entire

1 /cosd
length I of grating is given bY ;'-;
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this is equal to Nn I where N is the number of lines of the grating per centimeter and N is
'the order of spectnrm i.". l=rl "o"0 : Nnl

Procedure -. o^ a

The preliminary adjustments to the spectrometer are to be done. Arrange the grating in
normal incidence position. Turn the telescope to left side of direet image. First order
spectrum consisting of Drand Dz lines appears. Tum the terescope to observe Dr and Dz
Iines and adjust its position until the vertical cross wire coincides with Dr and Dz then fix
the telescope such that the slit is vertcial. Fint open the slit firlly to see the first order
spectnrm fully and clearly. Now slowly reduce the width of the slit till the two lines just
merge into a single line. Note the readinss of vemier vr and vernier vz. Remove the
width of slit using the micrometer attached to it., Release the telescope and turn to right
side of direct image and follow the procedure that is donb on left side. Measure the width
of slit a2. The angle of diffraction 0. is measured.

Repeat the experiment for second order spectrum also. Find mean of and That gives
average or mean width of slit 'a'. Find the length I of the ruled surface with microscope.

note : l. If sodium light is used then

Ir :5890 Ao , h:5gg6 A'
2. If mercury vapour lanp is used

Lr = 5770 A" ,)tz:5790 Ao

fie.4



To determine Angle of Diffraction 0

Ditr
in
vernier
Reading
s20
L-R

Mean
urgle of
difractio
n
0

Rcsolving Powcr of grattng

Ordsr
ofthc
spcctu
m

Colon
rof
thc
lirc

venuc
f

TclcscoPe Kcaoll

Lcrt

lgs

ftg-fri X. lcos? Nn
TIForg
ri
cal 

"

MS
R

a

v
c

n

TR (L)
A+n.L
c

MS
R

a

v
c

n

TR(R)
A+n.L
c

d2a

Yr

Vr

Vr

Vr

Vr

Vr

Vr

v,

To determine the width of adjusta[le slit using micrometer screw gauge

No.of head scale divisions =

Distance movett on the pitch scale for n rotations 
=...,.. ..mrn

Pitchofthescrew = reo*
made bY head (n)

Pitch of the srew :..... Inrnkast Count =
total No. of head scale divisions

Zerc enor = ...-..divisions
7*ro conection = divisions

&1

42

Or

n2

Left

Right

Left

Right

First

Second
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Average width ofslit offirst order a = a, * d"T*
Average width of slit of s,econd order t - q +a,vrssl rl- -t* *
Precautions:
l' while taking the observations the micrometer screw should be turned in one directionto avoid back-lash eror.

-2'The resolution of Dr andD-z'lines should be carefully observed to avoid personal enlors'which occur due to visual judfrent. _.

3. the width of slit shouldbei*o*.
4. The two lines Dl and Dz should merge exactly.

Calculations:
l,_
e:

)',+d l,

X. lcos9

-x_dla
Nnl. Theoretical R.p.

|rf=
n=

Resul&The theoretical and experimental values of resolving power of grating are
calculated and compared
Theoretical R.P.=
Experimental R.P.=

Viva questions and answerg

1. Inut is resolving power of an optical instr:ument?
A' The ability to resolve the imagei offwo nearby point is termed as resolving power.
?. ytrlt is resolving power of grating?
A' It is the ability to separate two spectrar lines whose wavelengths arre very crose to each

other.
3. On what factors resolving power of grating depends?
a It depends on i) order oripectrum tn) iil t6tal no. oilin", (N) ruled on grating



Experiment: 5 
DIFFRACTI.N GRATING - MINIMUM DEVIATI'N

Aim: To determine the wavelength of spectral using a plane diffraction grating by

measuring the angle of minimum deviation'

Apparatus: Plane diftaction grating, Spectrometer, Reading lens, Spirit level'

Sodium vapour lamp'

Formula:
zsinlfl

2_ z
'v- Nn

where l,: Wavelength of light'

D : Angle of minimum deviation'

N: Number f lines Per centimeter'

n: Order of the sPectrunl'

Procedure:

Thepreliminaryadjustmentsofthespectrometeraredone.Theslitisilluminated

with sodium larnp. The grating is clamped to the prism table' The plane of the grating is

adjusted to be vertical and perpendicular to the a:<is of the collimator'

The direct image of the slit is observed through telescope and by working the

tangent screw of the telescope. The point of intersection of the cross wires is set on the

image of the slit. The readings of the two verniers are noted. The telescope is moved to

the left to observe the diffracted image of the first order. The prism table is released and

it isrotated to the left .The first order image moves to the right'reaches a rimiting position

and then tries to retrace its path . The telescope is fixed in this liming position such that

the point of intersection of the cross wires is on the Dlline' The readings on both the

verniers are noted.

The respective difference in the vernier readings gives the minimum

deviation for the Drline. The same procedure is repeated for the order line Dr on the right

hand side. The experiment is repeated for second order spectrum on both sides'



MINIIVTUM DEVIATI{.}N I

Fig.5

Observations:

No,o of lines per centimeter on the grating =

Value of the main scale division (IMSD) S -_____--__

Number of divisions on vernier scale N - _-_-__-_-----

Least count of spectrometer =-SA.{ =

Direct Reading of the image of the slit:

J

Vernier T Read
MSR
(a)

VC Total Reading
d=a*VCxLC

Vr

Yz
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To measure.angle of minimum devietion'dt and I
average D =
Rr+Rz/2Spectroma.er Reading Angle of minimum

deviation

l;::::::the readings o,' each side the direcr ,..dt"; is again checked to make sure

that it has not altered.

2. For remaining refer to experiment No'

Result: The wavelengths of sodium Dr line :
line:

Viva questions and answers

l. What is a diftaction grating?

A) An arrangement consisting of a large number of parallel stits of equal width,and

separated from one anoJtpr by equal opaque spaces is called diffraction grating'

2. What is grating element?

A) The distance between the centes of two successive slits is called grating element' If a

= Width of slit and

grating element.

b = Distance between two slits then (a+b) is known as

3. What are the requirements of a good grating?

,f) The lines should be exactly uniform, equidistant, parallel.and of equal widttr through

the ruled sPace.



ExperimentNo.6.

THICKNESS OFA WTRE -WEDGE METHOD

Aim: To determine the thickness or diameter of,a grven wire by forming interference
fringes due to a wedge shaped air film.

Apparatus: Two optically plane glass plates of same size, wooden frame, a piece of
black PaPer, reading lens, fiaveling microscope, reflecting glass plate, wire of
small thickness and 4 retort stand.

Formula:

d=u cm
2B

rvhere d = Thickness or diameter of the wire to be determined

1.:Wavelength of light used (sodium) 5893 Ao

l= Distance between the point of oontact of the glass plates and the axis of the

thin wire fixed between them

p = Fringe width of one fringe.

Description: The experimental **g"*rnt is shown in the fig. l. Take two optically

plane glass plates and clean them with apiece of cloth. Fix the wire whose thickness is to

be determined between the two glass plates in such a way that the trvo giass plates touch.

at oneend and separated at the other end. Altrin film of aii or wedge (shaped film) will
be formed between the two glass plates. The thickness of the air film or wedge gaduAty

increases from the point of contact of the two glass plates towards the other end. Now

place this set on the base of traveling microscope. Now the lower surface is covered with

a black paper. Light from a monochromatic source S (sodium) is allowed to iniident

normally on the combination of glass plates after partially reflected from a glass plate G

which is inclined at angle of with the horizontal. The rays reflected at the lower surfaci

of the upper plate and partly from the top surface of lower plate intdrfere and produce

interference fringes. As these two rays are derived from the same incident ray and



fiavered over different paths. They are in a condition to produced interference fringes-

The rocus of all the points having the same thickness of air film is a staight line fo.

different thicknesses. Tfrus, alternate dark and bdght parallel str"ight lines will be

obsene4 which can be viewed through a microscope held verticaily above the centre of

fringe sYstem.

procedure: The wedge shaped illuminated by sodium vapour 'Adjust the glass plate G'

until the inclination angle with the horizontal such that the light from the source s' after

the refection from G, incident normally on. the air film ' Focus the microscope vertically

above the,fringe system and adjust the cross wires so that the fringes are clearly observed

.Move the microscope horizontal and adjust it's position' so that the cross wires

coincides with one of the fringes say first fringe near the point of contact' Note the main

Scale reading and vernier coincidence of that fringe' Let the total reading be

For our convenience treat the first fringe as the 0'th fringe' By counting the number of

fringes move the microscop€ so that vertical cross wire coincides with the 5th fringe'

Then, note the M.S.R and V.C. Let the total reading be R ' Repeat thl experiment arid

note down the observation for the 10th, l5s, 20th, 25th and 30s fringes' While taking the

readings the microscos shourd be moved always in one direction to avoid back-lash

error. Then tabutate the readings. The difference between the two readings R"' Rr gives

the width of 5 fringes. From this find the width of one fringe p knoum as fringe width'

The distance between the point of contact of the two glass plates and the wire ?' The

thickness d of the given wire can be c4rcurated by substit'ting the values of l' l, and F in

equation of d-

0bselvations:

Todeterminethefringewidtltpusingnavelingmicroscope.

Value of one main Scale division S =

Nunrber of divisions on the vernier N =

Least count of the vernier of microscope LC : SA'{ :



Vemier
coincidence
n

3. lro
4- l15s. lzo
6. l2s
7. 1308. lrs9. l+o

Ro
Rr
Rz
R3

R4
Rs
R6
Rz
Rs

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Xt
Xg

X9

Total

Averae width of 5 fringes x = Total /9 = cm
Average width of one fringe F = x/5 = cm

Precautions.

]. The glass plate should be thin and optically phne.
?.Jtt" glass plate should be cleaned with spiriiand ro be wiped with clean cloth.
3.The wire should be uniform and thin. tt stroulo ue uriibBufshrinks.
4. The vertical cross wire should be made to coincide{yith'b6gh! gnnge.
S:The travelling microscope should be moved only inonc Cireition to-avoid back lash

erTor.

Results:
Thickness of given wire d = cm
Calculations:
Values: I -

l. =5893x l03cm
- F= cm

: d= L"^

i
t

t



i'.{i:'r,.,

' Fig6:

Viva Questions and Answers:
1. Wtrat is the principle of this experiment?
'A). Interference Phenomena.
2. Why the fringes are straight and parallel? :

A). As the thickness of fihl, 
"onrtuot 

only in a direction parallel to the thin edge of
' th; wedge straigbt and parallel fringes arp obtained.

3.' Why thelringes are of equal thickness?

A) Because, 
"u.r, 

frilg" ir1fr" iorot of *te pomts where the thickness of th€ film is

constant.
4 When the two glass plates are not perfectly plane, what is the nature of the tittsg?

A) Fringes of une{ual tirickness will be formed'



Experiment No.7.

NEWTON'S RINGS

Aim: To determine the wavelength of sodium light by forming newton,s rings.

Apparatus: convex lens Fl00cm, two optically plane glass plates, microscoPe,
condensing lens and a sodium vapolr tadp'

Formula:

)'= D|-d' 
'*4R(m-n)

where 2'. = wavelength of sodium source 5g93 A (to be find out)

D. = Diameter of mth dark fringe

Dn: Diameter of nth dark fringe

R : Radius of curvature ilf the iurface of the lens in contact with the glass plate

m, n are the numbers of the rings chosen

Description:

The convex lens is placed on the optically plane glass plate P which is on the plat

form of the taveling microscope. A black paper is placed under the glass plate. The

condensing lens c is placed at a distance equal to the focal length of the lens from the

sodium vapour larnp. The emergent parallel beam of light is directed towards the glass

plate G kept directly above the centre of the lens and inclined at an angle of 45 to the

vertical. The beam of light is reflected on the lens L. As a result of interference between

the light reflected from the lower surface of the lens and the top strrface of the glass plate

P, Newton's rings with altemate bright and dark rings are formed having a black centre.

Those rings can be focused by the microscope. It may happen that the cenfte ofthe fringe
system may be white. This is due to the dust particle between the lens and the thick glass

plate. In such a case the surface of the lens and the glass plate have to be cleaned.
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p *g.i,rss Plat

Itroccdure:

The microscope is focused at the centre of the ring system' The microscope is

moved so that the cross wires pass over dark rigs. Then microscope is moved back until

i.iit veriical cross wire is set at the middle of the l5th dark ring. the reading of the main

,..;r,::.i.j* reading of microscope is noted, and vernier coincidence is also noted' From this

microscope reading is obtained. The microscope reading MSC + VxLC where LC is the

least count of microscope. The microscope is set at the middle of tl4th dark ring' The

reading of microscope is noted. Similarly the readings of the microscope with cross wire

set successively at the middle of etc 5th dark ring. The microscope corresponding to

5.6"7 ...15th dark ring on the other side of the centre are noted' From these observations

rhs .iiameiers of 5,6...15 th dark rings can be found. The convex lens is removed and its

r.aclius of curvattue R is determined by a spherometer' A graph is drawn between number

oi. dar.k rings on x-axis and square of diameter on y-axis. The graph is a straight line

passing through origin. From the graph the values of Dn2 and D.2 conesponding to mth

ancl ntir rings are found. The values are substituted in the above formula and is

calculated. It is compared with the standard wavelength of light'

Fig.7



2D-2
f un'

I

Observations:
No. of divisions on micrometer screw

Pitch of ttte scnew = distance moved by the micrometer scred number of rotations made

Least count - pitch of the screw
no.ofdivisionroffi

Aver4ge = o'"-ol
m-n

Microscope Reading = Main scale reading VC x LC cm
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Radius of cunature of convex lens using spherometer:

Pitch of screw : Distance moved by the screw

Least count:

number of rotations made

pitch of screw

total number of head scale divisions
:--.---- ITIID

:-------- cm

S.No. P.S.R.
amm

Hed Scale
Readine n

Extrafraction
b= n xLC mm

Total
a+b mm

Readine on plane slass plate Rr

I
)
3

Readine on plane glass plate Rz

I
2

J

Height of convex lens h:R, - Rt*m ------ IDIII .

Radius of curvature of convex lens

^l2h1( - -+ -mm:----- Cm6h2
where I = length between any two legs of spherometer in cm

h = Height of convex lens in cm

Precautions:

1. While taking the readings the micrometer screw should be moved only in one direction

to avoid back lash enor

2. The lens L and glass plate P should be perfectly clean

3. The slow motion tangent screw one should be used in taking observations.

4. l'he central spot Should be dark.

Rcsult: Wavelength of the sodium light =

: -----[DIrl.

= ----- cm.



s

Viva questions:

1) What is interference of light?

he resultatrt amplitude in'the
other region of supper position is different than the amplitude of indivjdual woVos;
This modification in intensity distribution is known as interferesee. , :

2) Where the interference fringes formed?

A) The fringes are fornied in the air film enclosed between the lens and glass plate. ,

3) tfr/hy Newton's rings are circular? :

A) Path difference of a light ray along a circle is constant.

4) Are the rings equidistant? , ;

A) No, spacing between the rings decreases with increasing of order.

5) Why do use sodium light?

A) In order to obtain the fringe pattern as alternate dark and bright fringess,

monochromatic light should be used.



ExperimentNo.8

THICKNESS OF A THIN WIRE USING OPTICAL BENCH

Aim: To dctermine the thickness of a thin wire using optical bench

.dpparatus: Optical bench with uprights, thin wire, sodium vapour larrp, spirit level and

.micrometereye piece

Fonnula:

f= l(Dr-q) 
cm

(xr_xr)

where t = thickness of thin wire

l. = wavelength of sodium light (5893 A)

xt = Average fringe width when the distance between the eyepiece and the wire '

is at Dr

x2 = Average fringe widttr when the distance between the eyepiece and the wire

is at Dz

Description:

The e:<periment al arrangement consists of an optical bench with uprigltts as shown

b fig. S is a vertical stit which is mounted vertically on one of the upti$ht at one

end of the optical bench. In order to illuminate dd slit sodium vapour lanp is. hlaced

bcfore it. The thin wire should be fixed ira rectangular metal frarne by solderfng iiig"dt

ad this frame is placed on another upright at a distance say 15 cm from the slit. ftd-s[t

*a tn" metal franre can be rotated in their own places about a horizontal axis rlrl[r ttle

help of tangential screws provided on the holders of the upright. The micromet€r

eyepiece is mounted on the third upright which is placed at the other end of the optical
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bench.

2 THICKNESS OF WIRE. OPrrCAr SENCH

l.1tCi10'.,tiTfh
5'ff,.prg;E

(, i!

C!rl

${{ ;AL tnt i:
Ci.RFy,NLl
THt.ri wtFE

t3*.

?F
J

' ro .,i.c
\4Al l.l5

liag'''i t't.
I

I

;YF

Fig 8.r

Theory: S is a narrow vertical slit and AB is a thin wire. Xy is ascreen placed behind
the wire. The slit, the wire and the screen are anangea ru.n a"itr,rJ;;;'Jirl to each
oJher as well as perpendicular to plane of paper. tftr"n the slit s is iilumii,rared by
monochromatic light then the cylindrical wave front ww emanating from S strikes the
Ytt AB and get diffracted at the edges A and B a\. The diftactioripattern can be
observed on screen XY. consider a point P on the screen such thatbf is prrp.no"ur".
to Tfegn AB represents.theregion of geometrical shadow of the wire AB. So above a
and below B the screen is illuminated.

53C,Jt"i
L/lMP

Fig.8.2



ACIIARYANAGARITINA g CENTRE FOR DISTAI.ICE EDqC4TI9D'I

S = Slit

AB = TEn rfrre

lVWt = Cylindrical wave front

Algt = Geometical shadowregion

XY : Screen

Procedure:

a) To obtaissharp and distinct fringes

l. Level the optical bench so that it i! perfectly horizo-ntal by means of the leveling

screu/s and spirit level.

2. plape the slit on one of the uprights at one end of opical benctr. The slit is

illuminated with sodium tarrp. The.width of the slit should be reduced and the slit is

rotated in is own plane about an axis parallel to the a.tis of the bench with the help of a

tangent scl€w rmtil stit becomes vertical.

3. Mormt the metal frame carrtng the thin wire on the second upright and keep it at a

distance of about 15 cm from the slit. Adjust the heigbt of the slit and metal frame so tbat

tbey are at same height and perpendicular to the length of the bench' By means of

tangent sct€w adjust thc posftion of the metal frame so that it is vertical and parallcl to

the slit.

4. Now mornt the micrometer eyepiece on the third uprigbt and keep it at a distancc of

40 cm from the wire at the same height as that of the slit and the wire. Focus thc eye

pi€ce on the cross wire and move the eyepiece on the eye piece on the cross wires and

move the eyepieces in and out until the cross wires ale clearly seen. Make one of thc

cross wires vertical by rotating the eyepiece. Looking through it adjust its distance fr'om

the wire until we11 defined equally spaced bright and dark interference fringes arc forrred

;i;:ilffi:ilffi widtr, when the eyepiece is praced at a distance br ftom

wire.

Find the least count of micrometer screw. Place the eyepiece at a convenient distance

from the wire. viewing through the eye piece the interference fringes thus formed in the



geornetrical shaclow of the wire, move the misrom*o ,
the interference pattem such that point of intersection of the oor, *ro 

"oin.io, 
*itr,

c€nhe of one of the bright fringes say first fringe (near the.cxtrrerre lefr of fringe system).
Adjust the position of micrometer screw so that the vfiical cross wire.**; coincides
with the cenhe of brigbt fringe. Note the pitch scale reading and head sri, **"u1,
that fringe' Let the total reading be &. For convenience heat that first bright fringe as
Oth fringe' By counting the number of bright fringes, move the microleter screw
towards the rigbt side and adjust the micrometer screw so that the vertical cross wire
coincides with the 5th briebt fringe. Then nore the psR and HgR Let the reading be Rr.
Repeat the experiment and note the readings for 10, 15,20,.2*hisht&inge Tabulate the
readings' the difference between two reading Ro and R1 gives'width of 5 fringes. From
this find thewidth of one frilrge (x1).

z1\ ro'aetermine the fringe width xr when the eyepiece i, ptace ja'dist"* d2 from the
wtr€.

Place the eyepiece at a distance (>) from the slit .

same procedure as above.

Obseryations:

Nurrber ofdivisions,on head scale =

I*ast count =
Pitch of the screw

number of head scale divisions

To detbrminl the fringe width x1:

Distance between wire and eye piece, D1 : cm
7*ro enorE........ divisions

Zero correction = ......divisioru

.. -. r; ; -;ri, -:
r ii-ri ,':-r ., L.:_ ::

..:'.
lfi- I rL Ft.rmc rhe truge.width xz by following

':

:.....mm

tijit

. -,aa.

,,,,': ,t:;,,

',:;;l



ffimeter ReadingsNo.of the
bright fringe

Observed Corrected n

Average width of 5 fringes x =

Average fringe width xt = x/5 : mm : cm

To determine the fringe width xz :

Oitt*t"t between the wire and eye piece' D2 : ""'cm

averageAAtn of 5 fringes x 
-:

Average fringe width x2 = x/5 = rnm : cm

Result:
Thickness of thin wire t: "" cm

Precautions: . a-r ---:-- r^.,orinn cnranr

1. The optical bench should be made perfectly horizontal using leveling screws'

2. The slit should be vertical and narrow'

3. All the upright should be mounted at the same height'

4. The micrometer screw should always be moved in only one directionto avoidback

-lash eror.

5. Lateral shift should be avoided'

Micrometer Readings total I

readings I

width of 5
fringes
x mrn

S.No. No.of the
bright fringe

Pitch Scale Head Scale Reaclrngs afn x !.r-

Reading
ain mm ohserved Corrected n

nrm

l.
2.
J.

4.

5,



2 RS}}PHYSTCS 6 THICKNESS OF. WIRE- OiTICA'BENCH
Viva Questions& Answers:

l. when the film is iluminated with white light, wtich type of fringes are formed?
A: colo,red fringes are appearing near.the edge of the wedge.
2' When the two glass platei are not perfectly plane, what is the nature of the fringes?
A: Fringes of ureqtral thickness will be formed.

3. What is the principle of this experiment?

A: Interference phenomena.



ExperimentNo.9

STUDYoFOPTICLROTATION.POLARIMETR

Aim: To determine the speci.fic rotation of an optically active substance say sugar rsing

Laureats saPchrrime"tq.

rts sccharimeter, sodium lamp, cane sugar, distilledwater, balance

Formula:

s: loo
CI

where S = Specific rotation of the optically active substance

C = concentration

I = lengthiof the tube in cehtimetbrs

Descriptions:

The essential parts of Laurents saccharimeter are represented in F[' Light from a

source s is rendered parallel by means of a convex lens L. The emergent parallel beam

passes through the polari"ing nicol P.N. and then illuminates the half shade H'S The

emergent beam is viewed through an analyzing nicol A.N. and a long tube with glass

ends.

The analyzing nicol and the telescope are fixed in a tube'capable of rotating on its axis'

The position of the analyzing nicol may be observed by means of verniers attached to it

moving on a fixed cirCylar scale. After emergence due to the acquired pha*; difference

,q trrey recornbine to give plane polarized light with its plane of vibration oQ so that,@'-

and oQ are equally inclined to the principal plane * :t the qlart4 platg The rays

transmitted thro'g! ttle right half are characterized by their vibrations along oP agd the 
.

rays tansmitted through the left half are characterized by their vibratipns along OO UoO

being equauy incident t9 48 Of these vibrations tttp -ulvele nicll 
T*{" "tty

vibra$ons panllel to its principal plane' the two halve will be equally bri*nt 
: 1ri1|l^1

dim yhen thg principal plane of the anatyzing nicol is either parallel or,Pe{PgnCicular to. 
,



\\
Atsr In any other position

comparea b the other.

of the analping nicol one balf appears much brigbbr

cooycrlcaa ES

poladsiqgrico(PN)

F'ig.9.1

Fig.9.2
v

Prirsiph:

The half shade consists of two semicircular placed side by side plates one of thenr

being a quartz plate cut with its optic a:<es parallel to the refracting surfaces and the other

a glass plate of zuch thickness has to absorb the same arnount of light as absorbed by the

quailz plate. The quartz plate is a half wave plate which introduces a phase difference z
benrrcen tbc ordinary and extraordinary rays. The polarizing nicol transmiti only ocra

ordinary ray with vibrations parallel to its principal plane. Suppose the plane of vibratibn

-tE

L_I-LJ

A

o

B



ffiAUNIVERSITY 3 CENTERFORDISTANCEEDUCATION

of the light incident on the half shade is oP which is also the principal plane of the

polarizing nicol. The plane of vibration of the incident,light continues to the oP after

passing through glass. But the plane polarized light incident on the quartz plate will be

sptit up into components polarized in two mutually perpendicular directions' They travel

in the same directions but with different velocities'

procedure: The tube I is filled completely with distilled water leaving no air bubbles

inside and it's introduced in the polarimeter between the half shade and he analyzing

nicol. The analyzing nicol is rotated till the two halves appear equally dim. The vernier

reading is taken. The position of analyzing nicol .is disturbed 4nd the point of equal

dimness is obtained from the other side. The mean vemier reading is calculated. A

weighted amount of sugar say l0 gms is dissolved in 100 cc of distilled water and the

solution is filtered. The tube is taken out, empted, rinsed with sugar solution, and filled

with the solution in place of water leaving no air bubbles inside. Th tube is replaced in

the polarimeter and the analyzer is rotated to get the position of equal dimness. the

vernier readings gives the angle of rotation 0 of the plane of polarization produced by he

solution. If M gms of the solute is dissolved in V cc of the solvent then rhe

concentrations C : (M/V) gms/cc. Specific rotation S of the optically active substanct is

calculated.

From the formula

^ 100

"=;/

where I iS the length of tube in.centimeters. The experiment is repeated for the

concentrati ons Cl2, C/4. andC/8 and the corresponding angles of rotation are obtained in

each case A solution of concentrations Cl2 is obtained by adding equal volumes of

distilled water and the solution first prepared. In the same manner other concentrations

are prepared. A graph is drawn between the angle of rotation and the concentration and it

will be straight line.



II BSc PHYSICS

Observations:

l: length of the tube : cm

Mean reading of the vernier with distilled water

Precautions:

l. the end pieces of the tube must be screwed tightly.

2.The end pieces of the tube must be free from dust and grease.

3. Air bubbles must be avoided in the tube.

Results:

The specific rotation of an optically active substance is.....

Viva Question & Answers:

1. What is polarimeter?

A: It is an instrument used for measuring the angle through which the plane of

Polarization of a plane polarized light is rotated by optically active substances.

2. What is a saccharimeter?

A: A polarimeter used exclusively to determine the quantity of sugar in a solution or the

percentage of sugar in a solution or in sugar analysis is called a saccharimeter.

3. On what factors does specific rotation depend?

A: i) The nature of the solvent and solute.

ii) The temperature of the solution.

iii) The wavelength of light

Position of the
analyzer with solution

0"

angle of rotation
0,-00

1005:-
cl



gxpcrincrilNo.l0.

DIAMETER OF LYCOPODIUM PARTICLES

Ah: To determine the diameter of lycopodium particles forming diffiaction fringes.

Apprntus: Optical bench with trn'o uprights, a metal platq with a small hole (0.25 mm

or 0.5 nn) in diamacr at its cente, lycopodium powder, spirit level, glass plate, sodium

vrpour lamp and haveling microscope.

Fcuuh:

. l.zu"Do=T

ulfuc d = diameter of the lycopodium particle

i, = wavelength of light used.

D= distancs ofthe glass plate from the central hole of the metal plate

r = radius of the ring (dark or bright) or

distance tjfthe pinhole from the cental hole ofthe metal plate.

Eocription:

Tbe metal plarc is mounted on the upright of the optical bench and the cental is

illrminned with sodium vapour lamp.

The glass plarc is dusted with lycopodiqp powder. The dusted plate is also- mormtod

tn one4prigfrt.ofihe optical bench'when viewed through the glass plarc at the hole a

*ries of circular &ingpq of yellow can be observed.

IboGCirG:

The distance of the glass plate from tbc metal plate is adjusrcd such that the first

rlng 9f diftastion pattern coincide.s with the first sct of tbe pin holes. Let the distance of

tbe glass plarc from the metal plare be D. lrt thc distance of the first set of pin holcs

ft'omthc ccntral hole bc r.



The angle of diffraction of the first ring of the diffraction pattem due to the

particle of the lycopodium powder is given by 0 =; If d is the diFureter of tbe

lycopodium particle ry = ;
6=l'227D 

I : :1!

r
from wtrich diameter of lycopodium powder can be found.

The distance of the glass plate is again altered so that the first datk ring falls on

the second set of equidistant holes form the central hole. the experiment is repeated wis';
other sets of equidistant pin holes. In each case the value of r/D is

Fowrd and d can be calculated.
i

6LASS PLAT€ tvtlH
THIIT LAYER OF
LYcoPootuii'Fowoed:

iR

500ruM
I AMPfr

lml
llliiilili't i til;ii,

METAL PLAI€
IIM

.G

EYE

to AC
[rAtfir5

l7,2gv'

!ie.10



Observations:
Wave of sodium lieht 2:5893 A"
S.NO D r - r.221D

d--
r

Precautions:
1. The central hole of the metal plate and the eye should be at the same level.

2.The glass plate should be parallel to the metal plate.

Result:

The mean diameter of lycopodium powder is : -------- cm

Viva question & Answers:

1. How does the interf.sity vary with the order of the ring?

A: The intensity decreases as the order of the ring increases.

2. Why pin holes are provided on the mental plate.

A: To have the same distance from the center of the central hole of the metal plate.

3. Why darks rings are preferred, while talcing observations?

A: they are distinctly visible against the back ground of the metal plate.



ExperimentNo. 11.

HEATING EFFICIENCY OF AN ELETRICAL KETTLE
WITH VARYING VOLTAGB

Aim: To determine the heating efficiency of an electrical kettle with varying voltage.

Apparatus: Electrical kettle, A.c. voltmeter, Rheostat, A.c. Ammeter, plug key,
Connecting wires,, Step down transformer and stop watch.

Formulae:

(att +ms)O 
xt00

Efficiency of the kettle = Eit

where w = water equivalent of the Kettle =
,4 : mass of the kettle

q - specific heat of the material of the kettle
m = mass of water taken in the Kettle -

r?12: mass of the kettle * water
s : specific heat of water
0 = fide in temperature of water in t seconds -

4 = initial temperature of water

0r: ftnal temperature of water
E: potential difference between the ends of conductor
i = current passing through the coil for t seconds
t = time of flow of current.

Description:

The apparatus consists of a step down transformer the primary of which is
connected to AC mains. The secondary of the transformer is connected to rheostat by

means of which the potential difference between the ends coil of the kettle can be varied.

The kettle comprised a heating element of suitable resistance and a thermometer is

inserted in the kettle to measure two temperature of water. An AC voltmeter and AC

ammeter are connected to the kettle to meazure the potential difference and current.
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Proccdutp:
ris.11

Thc experimental arrangement is as showh in figure; ake'an'empt'|'tettle md

olcan it weil. :Determine the mass of'the kettle"qsing a rough balance. Take water in the

kciltc gntil the r€sis&ance coil is completely immersed in it. Find the nass of viater'd'

kcfilc, Notc tbc initial tcmperature C of water using thermometer. Now switch on thc

cNrcnt *rpply and simultaneorsly start a stop watch" the teripertrtue of'wAier stonfly

ris€s. Adjr8t thp rheostat so that the voltneter reads 150 volts. Note thG current i passing

trrcugh $e co-il,,A,fter I few minuteq S.ey 5mi4rtes. Swilch offthe oument and no"tetthE

finsl t€mperature C of water. .No. w re,moJe the water from'the kettle and again first with'

frcsh water. R€peat the experiment for various"knpwn vollages 18Ov, 2Q0r' anC,fon each.

voltage lot tbq oorresponding cunent, The efficiency of tle Kdtle can be estimated fo.r

each voltage and the r€sults are to be tabulated



Obrelvations:

Voltageapffi
in volts

Efficiency of-ffi
(wrms)a

Eit

Prpceutions:

l. The temperature of water should be noted carefully.
2' Currcnt should be passed through the ketfle only after the kettle is properly funmerscd
in warcr.

Rcsuft: Heating efficiency of electrical kettle

Vive quertions rnd.answers:

l. What is waterequivalent?

A' Thc w?ter equivalent of a body is defined as.the alnount of water that tus the saue
thcffiral capacity as that of the body. It is expressed in grams.

2. Distirryuisb between heat and temperature?

A" tlcat is a fomr gfenergy where as the tqgrperat're is a mcasrrc oftbqdogree of ,

hoGs of body.

Vivr qucrtionr end rnswerc:

t. What is water equivalent?

A' Tbe rryater equivalent of a body is defined as the amount of narcr thai has thc samo
th€nnal capacity as ttrat ofthe body. It is expressed in grams. :. : ,

2. Distinguislr betlveen heat and temperature? ..,,

A' Heat is a form of energy whire as the temperature is a mea3trrc,of the dcgreo ,6A ,: -

hotness ofbody.



ExperimentNo. 12

REFRCTIVE INDEX OF A LIQUID USING

PUITruCH REFRACTOMETER

Aim:Todeterminetherefractiveindexofaliquidbypulfrichrefractometer.

Apparatus: Pulfrinch refractometer' Liquid' meter scale

Formula:

TorS' -sin2 i,qPt-- \
where elJr. 

:
tt =A t'(;
i-

the refractive index of liquid

the refractive index of glass

angle ofrefraction at the boundary surface

+

I
I
I

Y
l

I
I
I

Iv

Fig.12

DcscriPtion:

A metal sheet of dimension 20 cm x 4 cm is fixed perpendicularly to a wooden

piece.ABofdimensions30cmx3cm.TwodecolumnsheetsMandNofsizesl0cm

and 4 cm and 5 cm x 2 cm arctaken and cross shaped hole of size 1'5 cm x 0'4 cm is

made on the sheet N. This is kept on the sheet M and passed with araldite and it is kept

on AB. The given liquid is placed in the cross shaped space and a glass block is kept on

it. A black paper is fastened to the upper surface of the block and sodium light is made to

fail on it. If the cross is obsen'ed tluough a slit BC of size 2cm x I cm appears faint'

' The refractive index of the glass block is detcrmined ( ) by real and apparent

method bY using a micro':coPe' IfR,



REFRACTTVEn[p@
is the cross reading on the Paper kept on the horizontal board R, is the paper on the glass

block. Then

ello = = Real distance / Apparent distance

If the sheet BC is kept at far convenient distance. ri'om the block and if the cross is
observed at a certain position the cross will not appear and the face glows like silver. If
the MN sheet system is moved. towards EC at a certain position half of the cross is then
the remaining half glows like silver. at this position the point m on BC is noted with a
pen bd = x ' bm = a, dn: y+a are measured. the refractive index of the liquid can be
determined from the relation given in the theory by measuring .Sin i, from the foltowing
relation

&-4
&-&

by changing the heights of the aperture of the slit and every
noted . The average reading is calculated and values aE

l. care should be taken to see that there are no air bubbles in the cross.
2. Theposition of cross should be carefully observed.

Observations:

l.Reading R, =

2.Reading &:
3.Reading \:

sini=L
Jr' * v'

Reading R,

The experiment is repeated

time the values Sin i are

tabulated.

Precautions:



Cotf-'in2i

Resulft The refiactive index of the material =

Viva questions:
l. Define Refractive index of amaterial'

A. Refractive inaex is oe ratio of veloclties in air with rcspect to the material'

I



, Experiment No. 13

REFRACTTVE IhIDEX OF THE IT{AIERHL OF A LENS AND OF ALrQurD - BOYS }mTIIoo

ffi.* 
determine the refractive index of the material of a convex lens and tlat of a

Apparatus: Convex lens, needle, mercury, watch glass, retort stand

tr'omuh:
pin

Fig.13
d, = disance of the pin from the top surface of the convex lens
d, = distance ofthe pin from plane mirror
dr = distance of tlte pin from top s,rface of convex lens kept on water
d. = distance ofthe pin from top.suface of the convex lens floating in mercuryF d;,-d, -thickness of convex lens

!= ot+ (tl2) Focal length of combination (convex lens and water lens)F: dr+ (tn) = focal length of liquid lens
Ef

fz =fi focal length of liquid lens.t-I r ----

Radius ofcurvattue ofqonvex lens.R = ttf, * tf'-tt 2

wherep =dr *t/2
Refractive index of material of convex lens

t4=r*32fl
Refnctive index ofmaterial of liquid (water)

n=t*4fr.



Procedure:

1. To determine tf of a convex lens'

The given convex lens is placed on a plane minor which is placed on a table' A needle is

clampedhorizontatlytoaretortstandandthepositionoftheneedleisadjustedsothatit

is above the lens. Looking down from the needle the reflected image of the needle is

observedthroughthelensandtheheightoftheneedleisadjustedsuchthatthetimeof

the needle and its reflected image coincide without any paralla:< where the eye is moved

side ways. The distances of the needle from the top and bottom of the lens are measured'

The average of the two gives the focal length fi of the convex lens'

2.Todetermineradiiofcurgatureofthetwosurfacesofconvexlens.

The len$ is floated in a dish of mercury. the needle is held horizontaty with the clamp of

retort stand is kept such that its tip is vertically above the centre of the lens' Looking

down ifrom the top of the needle the heiglrt of the needle is adjusted such that its time

coincides with reflected image in mercury. with out any parallax eror' the distance

between the tip of the needle and lens is noted. To this distance half the thickness of the

lens is added.

Let it be u the radius of curvature of surface of rens in contact with mercury is calculate

by formula

n= !fr **h-F z

3.Tocalculatetherefractiveindexofthematerialofthelens:

Knowingfr,rrand12ofthelensitsuiscalculatedbytheformula

14=1.t+ wheref = 4, +t!2
'2h

4.Todeterminethefocallengthofliquidlensandhencetherefractiveindexoftheliquid
(water ):

Few drops as the given liquid are placed on plane mirro: and the convex lens is

placed above the tiquid drops such tlrat is surface is in contact with the liquid' the height

oftheneedleisagainadjustedsuchthatthereisnonaral-laxerrorbetweenthetrpof



needle and the reflected image of needle when seen verticaily down from trre top ofneedle' The distances of the needle from top to bottom surfaces of the lens are measwe.The average of two readings gives the combined focal length crl or*reJnvex lens and
f2of plano concave liquid lens

F=dr+(U2); f = Ff,
tz_ pj

value of f2 will be negative since the liquid lens is plano concave. rf p, isrefractive
index of liquid then

P' =t*4'f,
Precautions:

l. The needle is properly illuminated so that im4ge is bright.
2. Mercury should be pure.

Result:

Refractive index of material of convex lens p1=

Refractive index of material of liquid (water) pr=

Viva questions and an$wers:

l. What is meant by reflection?
A: ril/'hen a beam of light is incident on aplane surface separating two me.dia, apa,1 oftheincident light is returned to the first medium .This phenomenon is called reflection.2. Define a mirror?

"'l'f,l,l; 
fine polished surface which reflects most of light (above ss%)that is incident

?. IF, is meant by paralta.r?
A: The apparent separation of the object on moving the eye is called paralla:<.4. What is spherical lens?
A:'Apiece of transparent material borurded by trvo spherical sudaces is called a sphericallens. '-- -J

..rtr



E)(PT No:14

RESOLVING POWER OF TEI ESCOPE

Aim: To determine the resolving power of telescope

Apparatus:. 
- ---:-^ mr'na riirlr fi cdium vopour larnp, traveling

A telescope wire, guage with fine uniform mesh' st

microscope tape (or)a long thread, a rectangular slit of adjustable width attached to a

micro meter, screw and reading lens'

Formulae: The resolving power of atelescope is given by

Theoretical resolving Powgr 
:''T^

a
d

ExPerimental resolving Power =-

Wherq 2 = Wave length of sodium light

a= width of rectangular slit .when'the two point objects are just resolved'

d:Averagedistancebetweenanytwoadjustmentwiresofthemesh.

D =Distance between wire gauge and the objective of the telescope'

Procedure:

To deter mine lhe width of the slit:

Mount the wire gauge vertically on a retort stand at a suitable and height

place in front of a sodium light .Average the telescope at adistancg from the wrre galge

,Adjust the position of the eye piece by moving it 'In(or)out trntil the cross wire gauge

clearly visible. Now iltuminate the wire gauge with sodium light focus the telescope on

thewiregauge.Dothattheverticalandhorizontalwiresofthemesharedistinctlyseen

in the plane of the cross wires. Find the least count of the micrometer screw' Mount the

adjustable slit fixed to the micrometer screw on the objective of the telescope. Adjust the

position of micrometer screw .so that slit is vertical and parallel to the vertical wires of

themesh.Nowopentheslitandobservethehorizontal,verticalwiresofthemesh.Then

o"u*, redu.b the width of the slit by turning the micromet.r screw until the cross

wiies of the mesh .Just disappears on only horizontal wires are seen 'Note the pitch scale



2 REsot,vn*'c@
reading' head scale coincidence and find the total reading .which gves the width.of the
slit 'Repeat the experiment by increasing the distance..D,, between the wire gauge and
objective of a telescope in steps of 50cm. i.e. at l50cm, 200cm *di250"- and in each
case not corresponding width of a silt.

' To detennine the distance'd'between the two adjacentwires of the mesh:

Remove the wire gau?-eand place it on traveling microscope. Find the least count
of haveling microscope. Adjust the position of eye piece by moving it in (or) out 

'nitethe cross wires are clearly visible. Then focus the microscope on the mesl and observe
the horizontal and vertical wires of the mesh. The point of intersection of the cross-wire

' is tangential to the center of vertical wire say first wire. Then after lightening the free
motion screw with the help of tangential screw adjust the microscope such that vertical
cross wire is tangential to leffof themesh. Note M.s.R and v.c. Find the readiqg Ro for
the vertical wire of the convenience treat the first wire as 0s wire. Now by containing
the number of vertical wire move the microscope to wards the right side and adjust the

-{'' t rr-fg guqze

-e0..L ariot6.!.

D

,S" 
'r.i3,rshUt e

s0rt
$+Et Ac.F.

-(5oFicrrrg
,I,rqanf

Fie'

microscope so that the verticar cross-wire tangentiar to the left edge of the,fs
Again note M.S.R. and V.c. find total reading Rr. Repeat the experiment. Note

wrre.



observations forl0s l5s, 20tr, 25s and 306 vertical wires tabulate the observations in

table. The difference between Ro and R' gives the distance between five interspaces of

mesh. Find average width of the 5 inter spaces. The theoretical and experimental values

ofresolvingpoweroftelescopecanbecalculatedusingformula.

Precautions:

l. The adjustable slit and wire gauze should be kept at the same height in the vertical

position

2. The distance between wire gauze and objective of the telescope should be

measured

rope (or) long thread

3. The plane of adjustable slit'should be parallel to'ttre vertical wires ofthe mesh'

4. White taking observations, the microscope should always be moved in one direction 
,

to avoid back-lash'error.

Observations:

1. To determine the width of the slit: micrometer screw gauge:

Number of divisions on the head scale:

Distance moved on the scale for n rotations
Pitch of the screw =

No of rotations made bY head scale

pitch of the scrg\il

No of head scale divisionsLeast count (L.C) :

I



RESOLVING POWER OF TEI-E.SC*]"IJ

S.No Distanr:e
between
wire and
objective
of the
telescooe

Micro meter screw reading width
of the
slit

Resolving power of the
telescooe

p.s.r
x

mm

Head scale coinciGnce t.222 d
D

observ.

Differ'
observed calculated a

theor.

j_---_1
iiiill
ii,li

2-To determine the distance 'd' between two adjacent wires of mesh:- traveling
microscope,

t ^^-, value of one division on main scaleLeast COUltF 
- 

Cr?
Total no of divisions on vemler

S.No No of
the
vertical
wire

Horizontsl scale readiiig on thr
cross wires to Ieft edge of vert:

: microscope when v
icle wiremt'lcmr

Width of the 5
inter spaces

cm

T-_!-&_
-/r.0

m.s.r
cm

v.c
n

I 0

2 5 Rl Xr
3 l0 Rr X2

-?t3
4 t5 R3

5 20 & X4

o 25 Rs Xs
7 30 Ro X6

averagewithsinterspaces x= cm

Average distance between two adjacent wires,l: L:
5
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Calculations:
Wavelength of the sodium light t =i5893x10-Ecm

d= cm
, 1.22t'

Ct[r 

-
a
1.221

d
D
d
D

ta
---
D

d_=
D

l. When D = 100 cm,

2. When D: l50cm,

3. When D:200 cm

a=

a:

a=

a=

a
1.221

GIIIr 

- 

=
a

1.221
Ch, 

-:
aa. When D: 250 cm

Result:
The theoretical and experimental values of the resolving power of telescope ar€

calculated and compared.They are found to be equal.

Viva questions and etrswers

l. Define resolving powerof on insthment?,

A: frq ability of an optical instrument to just r€solve the images of lrro near by objects is

called its resolving Power..

2. What is resolving pow€r of normal eye?

A. lminute,

3. When will bet€solvirigpowerof telescrirpe be higher?

A. The telescope larg€diametef of objectivehas a higlrpf resolving power. How ever with

the increase in diameter'of the objective the cffect of spherical aberration becomes

':appreciable.



EXPT.NO:15

BIPRISM

Aim: To determind the wavelength of a given monochromatic ligtrt (sodiuq ) by

forming interference fringes using Fresnel's Biprism.

Apparatus:

Fresnel's Biprism, optical bench with four up rights, conv€x lens of shon focal

length (15 to 20 cm) sodium vapour l4urp, low power micrometer. Eye piece, variable

slit, spirit level and reading lens.

Formula:

)" = wave length of monochromatic light to be.determined.

d = distance between two cohercnt soulces

:JM
d, = distance between two magmfied images ofthe coherent sources

4 = distance between the two diminished imagps ofthe coherent sourc€s.

B, = fuingewidttt when the distance between ttre slit and eye piece is

pr:fringewidttr when the distance between the slit and ep piece is

Procedure:

The following preliminary adjustnents are to be made in order to obtain well screws

defined interference fringes.

7=d(Fr- F)
(Dr- Dt)
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BIPRISM MICROM€TER
EYE.PIECE

R-
€yE

fig15.l

1. pfliminary adjustment to obtain interference fringes:

1. Level the optical bench so that it is perfectly horizontal by means of leveling screw5

and spirit level.

2.placethe slit of variable width on one of the up right at one end of the optical bench'

Illuminate the slit with sodium vapour lamp.Reduce the width of the slit and rotate it in

its own place, about an axis parallel to the oris of the bench with the help of a tangint

serew until the slit becomes vertical'

3.Mount the Biprism on the second up right and keep it at a distance of about l0 cm frorn

the slit w. Adjust the height of the slit and biprism so that their centers lie in a horizontal

line parallel to the lenglh of bench. observe the slit through biprism with a naked eye'

Then two vin:ual sources of slit will appear'

4. Now mount micrometer eye piece on third up right and keep it at a distance of 30 cm

fromthebiprismatthesameheightasthatoftheslitandthebiprism.Focustheeyepiece

onthecross.wiresandmovetheeyepieceinoutuntilthecrosswiresofclearlyseen.

Make one of the cross wire vertical by rotating the eye piece' Looking through the eye

A.C.
MAINS

(220u )
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piece rotate the biprism slowly with the tangent screw unit closely spaced alternately dark

and bdgbt interference fringes of (bands) are obtained.

(2)To determine fringe widthff when eye piece is placed at a distancee from the

rlit:

Find the least count of the micrometer screw. Place the eye piece at a convenient

distance Qfrom slit..Viewing ttrough the eye piece. The interference fringes thus

formed move the micrometer screw to one side of the interference pattern iuch that the

point of intersection of the cross-wires coiniide with centre of one of the bright fringes

say first fringe. Adjust the position of micrometer screw so that the vertical wire exactly

coincides with the center of the bright fringe. Note the P.S.R and head scale coincidence

of the fringe. Find the T.R & as 0" fringe by counting the no. of bright fringes move

lhe micrometer screw towards right side and adjust the micrometer screw. So the cross

wire coincides with the 5e fringe. Then note P.S.R and H.S.C find total reading R,

repeat experiment and note observations for l0',,15'h,2Oh,2Sh an{ 30n bright fringe.

Note readings in table. The diftaction betweenRoandR, gives the fringe width of 5

fringes. Find the average width of 5 bright fringes .From this find The width of the one

ftnge P,

fuadopting the same procedure as above.

T
J

I

{

6.r.'sU pei{"bl
4t.ir

geco?t a

B*:"Tt.
Pte"e o4 4rrossrairc

lr
,:t'

T
31

*L
h

q,

fig 15.2

6;c -prece



, (4).To dctermine distance 'dt bbh'een. 'the virtuel soUrcesS,andsz:Lens

rlisplacement :

method

Take a convex lens of focal lenglh 15 cm and mount it on the fourth,up right.

interpose the up right carrying the convex lens between the biprism and the eye piwe

without distgrbing the positions of the slit and biprism. Adjust adjust the position of the

lens so that its center lies bctween along the line joining the centir of the slit. The biprism

and the point of intersectio:.1'of cross-wires. In order to get two positions of the lens to.-
:

fomt two distinct images of the goherent soucesStandS, 'Move the eye piece to a

suitable distance so thatthe distance between the stit and eye piece is greater than four .

times the focal lenglh of the lens. move the lens slowly towards the biprisn turtil two

sharp and magnified images gf virtual sources SrandS, are formed in the focal plane of-
I

eye piece, adust the position of micrometer screw such that the vertical cross wire '

coincides with left edge of one image. Note the P.S.R and H.S.R. Find total reading 11:

.Move thqmicrometer screw in one direction and adjust tlre position of micrometer scrcw.

so that the vertical cross wire coincides with left edge of other image'

then noie P.S.R and H.S.C find T.R & the diFaction between I$n4& gives tbe 
-

distance dt between the two magnified images of the co.herenl sotrces. Now mgve the

lens towards eye piece. And biprism fixed. Repeat the same procedtse as was adopted

above and note readings. The difference betweenlrandR, gives the distanced, .Between

diministred image of the coherent sourcgs. The distandtb"tn'"* wo coherqlt sorries

can be found using the relation

l

Obrenations:

No. of divisions on the head scile =

Pitch of the sctew



Least cout (L.C) = 
= = 

P=itch qf th.e screle
No ofhead scale divisions

l.To deteruine the fringe width fi, :_

Distance between slit and eye piece D, = cm

zero eiror

divisions

correction
divisions

SNo No of
bright
fringe

Micro meterreading Total niading
a+(nxLC)

Widrh ofthe 5
fringesP.S.R

a nrm
H. S coincidelrce

Observed corr€cted
I 0 & xo

2 5 4 xl
3 l0 R, x2
4 .15 &' xi
5 20 & x1
6 25 l(: x,
7 30 & xo..

Average width of five fringes x - .....; mrh.

Average fringe,widf' - xa Pr: 
3.=r...'.. 

mm

2.To determine the fringe wiilth p2 :
Distance between slit and eye piece D2

Divisions
=.......Cm

SNo No of
bright
fringe

Micro meter reading Totul reading
a+(nxLC)

Width of the 5
fringesP.S.R

alnm
H. S coincidence

Observed con€ctod
I 0 & .ro

2 5 4 xl
3 l0

R2 x*-
4 l5 & x3
5 20 x. x1



BIPRISM

t"l--lt i30

r\verage width of five fringes

Average fringe width Br:

l-ni typeor
lmbge
formed

Distance between

f}rlcnlafions:

x = ...... mm

x
-3...... mm
)

i"-fo determine the distance'd' between two virtual sources SrandS, z

i..C of the micrometer screw : mm.

two virtual sources d,= JM =

Dr=

F,:

'{'r .:enutions:

i. 'ihe optical bench should be made perfectly horiaontal using leveling screw and the

spirit level.

2. 
,Il.re slit should be vertical and narrow. The stit should be erected parallel to the

reflecringedgeofthebiprismtogetwelldefinesfringes.

3. A lare.e no. of observations should be taken to determine the mean fringe width'

mm : ... . ... cm.

d,:
d=JM

dr:Dr:
0, ==

Distance
between
tvvo

irgrages

oincides with left edge of

First image
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4' The micrometer screw should always be moves only in one direction to avoid back
lash error

8' The index error should be found and the correction has to be added to the distance
D between the slit and the eye piece up right.

Results:

Wave length of the Exp.value

sodium light Qv\Ao

Std.value Deviatior,

s893 A

vrvA QUESTTONS:

l. What is biprism ? How it is constructed?

A)'A biprism is a combination of two acute angled thin prisms, each of refracting angle
about joined base to base. It is made from a single glass plate by suitable grinding and
polishing.

2. What is an optical bench?

A)'A horizontal metal (or) wooden base of nearly two meters long with a millimeter scale
fixed on one arm is called an optical bench.

3. What is function of biprism?

A) To produce two coherent images of the given slit which are separated by a small
distance. The two images behave as coherent sources and when the wave trains from
these two coherent sources superimpose on a screen then they produce equally spaced

alternate bright and dark fringes.,



E)GT: 16
LASER

Aim: To determine the wavelength of the laser source using a plane difhaction grating'

nl$.?fr; 
He-Ne laser, a prane diftaction grating, a thin rope, meter scale and a screen.

sind
Formulr: , = 1;-

Where 1=Wave length of the laser light

0 =angle of diffraction'

N:number of lines per cm on the grating

m=order of diffrriction"

,inO=*
./D'+5rm'

Where ym=linear separation of different order diffraction maxima's from the central

ma:rima.

D-distance between the grating and the screen'

Procedure:
SCREEN
(wArL )OI FF RACI ION

GRATINO

L ASgR SOURCE

RD CROER MAXIMA
OROE'T MAXTMA

RST CRDER MAXIMA

ENTRAL ilAXIMA



Mount the given laser source whose wave length is to be determined, horizontally on
a stand' clamp diffraction grating venically on a stand. such that the light emitted from
the laser source is incident vrormally ou the grating .place the screen at a suitable
distance from the grating in order to visualize the various orders of the aimut"o images
of the laser beam on it Now switch on the laser source, adjust tJre relative orientation of
laser with position of the screen with respect to the diffraction till a central bright red spot
with about (4)or(5)spots on either side of the central bright spot and measure fte linear
separation between screen and grating .Find the angle of diffiacti on 0 andsind
'Substituting the values of N, m and sind in the formula the wave length zof given
laser source can be calculated.

Repeat the experiment with grating of different number of lines per cm and note
the obsennations in table. In addition to by,varying the distance between the screen and
the grating measure the distance of first, second, third and fourth order maxima from the
central maxima and find the values of sind using the formula note the observations in
table.

Result:
Wavelength of the given laser sourc e is...,.. A"

Observations:

l.To determine the linear separation ym strd the wave length .

No. of lines per cm on grating N =

Distance between screen and grating D = om

Orderof
ditfraction

Linear separation
sin9: . sindfr=-

Nm'Left
Acm

Rieht
Bcm

Mean
(A+BV2

mean value of I :



2. To determine the linear separation in Ym and the wave length for different

vrlucs. of N:

Distance between the screen and grating p : cm'

N = 2002. 54, 500n.54, 10002'5 4, 1500D54'

mcanvalue of )" =......' cm

3. To dctermine the lineer separation ym for difrereRt values of N.

sinA:-A
./D'+Ym-

" sindn=MOrder
of
difta
-ction

No of
lines
on
grating
per cm

Linear seParation

IFft
Acm

Right
Bcm

Mean
(A+By2

I
78.74

2

I
196.852

I
393.72

t
590.552

" sind
tL =-

Nm
s.
No

Distance
betlile€n
the
gating
and ths
scregn

D

Distance from
the central
ma:<irna

Ym

Order
of
diftacti
on

m

,irra:#
./D'+Y

I 50 I

2 45 L

I3 40
4 35 1

5 30 I
I6 25

7 20 I

8 l5 I

9 10 I

l0 5 I
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;'
Precautions:

l. The screen should be moved carefully till the'spots are clearly visible on it"
2. [^aser light soruce should be switched offafter taking the observations.

3. The grating should be clamped on the stand so that light emitted bu laser should

incident normally on it.

4. The grating and the screen should be at the same heigbt

Calculifions:
.lJor N = ,D= cD, D =1, Yr=. cm

^ sind
/v=T= Cm:il

cm

. sind
^=,-=2N

Yr= cm

^ sina, =-=
3/V

ctn:
4.For N=

,D:. gtn, lll=1,

, sind=+=
,lo2 +rl

,D= GF, m=1, Y1

Y- sing. sin9-#l--= A--=
,lo2 +rl 4N

,

2.For N,D= cD,

3.For N=

sina='_-L=
,lD2 +Yr2

D =1, Y2

sind=&=
,lD2 +r|

vrvA QIJESTTONS Ar\tD AI{SIVERS:-
l. What is meant by laser ?

A.LASER means Light Am.plification by stimulated Emission of radiation. '

2. What are the properties of laser ?

A.l.Higb monocbromacity 2. Hieb directionality

3.High degree of both spatial and temporal coherence.

4.High brig:htness. 5. Highly polarized 6. Highly energetic Z. High Intensity



EXPT.No.lT
TI{ERMO EMF

Ain:- To determine the thermo E.M.F generates in a thermocouple, tsing the

potentiometer

Apparatus:

key, two resistance boxes, a standard cell of E.M.F (or) a Daniel cell with a fully

saturated, copper sulphate solution, a sensitive galvanometer, a high resistance, jockey,

connecting wires and water path with suitable heating arrangement.

Formula: '

where

E=P.D. across I cm of the potentiometer wire

x mean balancing length.

:5xl micrb voltsl

E= thermo E.M.F generated in the thermo couple.

I : mean balancing length in cm.

, l, +1,
l=-

2

/, = balancing lenglh while heating part

/, : balancing length while cooling part.

Proce{ure:,

where

Fig. I



AB is the potentiometer wire of length 'L' and resistance.( .Connect a storage bell of
E'M'F volts. plug key 4, Rh, and two resistance boxes & and & in series with the

wire AB which forms a primary circuit as shown in diagram. Connect the + ve terminal
of the standard cell Sc to the junction'C' between the two resistance boxes 4 and &
and connect its ;ve terminal to the jockey (I) through a very sensitive galvanometer G
and higb resistance H.R before taking observations, close the key. press the jockey on the
potentionlbter wire near the two ends A,B. then the deflection the galvanometer should be
opposite.

Fig.2

a). keep the 'Rh' at zero resistance throughout the experiment put.R, =0 and un plug a

tesistance of 5 ohm from box rtr. Close the primary circuit .press the jockey at different

points on potentiometer wire and obtain the approximate balance point where the

galvanometer shows no deflection. then short circuit the H.R press the jockey on the

wire and find exact balance unit point. Note the balancing length /, cm.

b). keep & = 5Cl and & = 0 r€peat the same procedure as was adopts above and find

the rough balance point. Again short circuit the H.R and locate the exact balance unit
point. Then not.the balancing ,, cm. obviously, the resistance of (tr-l) cm of the

potentiometer wire =5 ohms.



The resistance 'r' ofthe entire length (l000cm) of the potentiometer is given by

,= 1 x100Ohm
(lr-lr)

5000 ,= ;7 0n'

Repegt the experiment varying resistances in 4 *d R, and i4 each case note the

balancing lenglh tabulate observations in table. Find mean value of 'r'

(II) CALIBRATION OF POTENTIOMETER WIRE:

(a) To calibrate the potentiometer wire-for copper constantan couplqr

According to ohms law when a ho. of resistances are joined in series the P.D across

any resistance. is proportion to its resistance, for the same current flowing through all the

resistances

For a copper constantan couple the E.M.F developed is 40 micro-volts when the temp.

Difference between the two junctions is

The maximum E.M.F developed in couple for 100'c temp difference between the

nvo junctions is given by

E.M.F=40100 micro volts

=40x103 micro-volts

:4 milli volts

I milli volt = l0-3 volts

lmicro volt = l0{ volts

according to equation E = at+bt2 where a" b are constants and they vary from couple to

couple.

The potentiometer wire should be sensitive enough to measurb the voltage of micro-volts

thog". Therefore, the pgtentiometer is to be calibrated for fall of required potential drop

per millimeter length bf the wire and then the E.M.F of the thermo couple should be

measured.
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As theE.M.F developed in copper-iron couple is nearly l5 micro volts per "c 
.

so the potentiometer wire should be calibrated such that the potential difference between

its ends is 5 milli volts per cm. According to ohms law a P.D. of 5 milli volts develop

between the ends of a potentiometer wire resistance 'r' Ohm. Then the'resistance R in

& in series with the wire which develops a p.D of l.0g volt. is grven by

R _ 1.08

RL 0.005

.'.R-216R, ohm

now connect the circuit shown in diagram.

llpg out a resistance of 216r ohm from resistance boxR, .connect the *ve terminal of a

Daniel cell of E.M.F l.08vols to the junction 'c'of the two resistances boxes R anrtRr.

Connect -ve terminal of the standard cell to the jockey through the galvanometer and e

high resistance from .R, nearly equal to the resistanceR, in unit the galvanometer shows

no deflection . then the circuit H.R adjust rheostat so that the galvanometer reads zero

deflection now P.D across the resistance &(l.0SZ) and P.D between the ends of ihe

potentiometer wire will be S-milli volts;



b).to crsma ficffcrflcncter ryire for copper-iron couple:.

For'copper-irorr couple E.M.F developed is nearly 15 micro volts. When the temp.

difference betrveen junctions is

the max. E.M.F derdoped in couple for l00oc temperature. Difference between

the trvo junctions is glvcn bY

E.M.F=15 x lfi) micro-volts

=1500 micro-volts

=1.5 milli volts

The potentiorneter shorld be calibrated such that the P.D between its ends is 2 milli volts

(o0 2 micro volts. Accofding to ohms Law 2milli volts (or) 0.002 volts develop berween

ends of wite of rcsistsncc.lf' ohms, then the resistance'R in & in series with the wire

which develops a P.Dof L08 volts is given by

f, _ 1.0!
Rt. 0.002

.'.f,=540nr Ohm

the *niel cell of E.M:F=I.08 V is balanced with the E.M.F develops across the

iesistance and the P.D betwen the ends of the potentiometer wire will be two milli volts.

The potentiometer is now ready for measuring,,themo E.M.F developsat different

temperatures of the thermo couple.

Gmpt:

t
!

)
lona&lc



To measure the E.M.F of the copper constantan'theranhm*

Fig 17.3

(rlr) To measure the E.M.F of the copper,cons0antsfrfhemo tbupl,or

After calibrating the potentiometer wire for measuring,the E.&f.Rof.copperoonstqr,rt&n

couple disconnect the Daniel cell without disturbing the primary circuit. Conne4ge,
thermo couple between the terminals A and thejockey as shown in diagram. Arrange

couple such that the hot junction in melting ice.

Graph:

Draw a graph with temp. of hotjunction on the x-a:<es and,thermo E.M.F
developed in couple on the y-axes. A straight line passing the origrn witt Ue obtained.

l_
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Obsewations:

To determine the resistance'rt of potentiometerwire:-

Precautions:

l. The ends of the connecting wires should be clean and the tight connqffo"t should be

made.
r -- -.,:-^- r chnrrld he nresseo qeNrY.

2.Ttiejockeyshoutdnotbedraggedonwires.tshouldbepressedgently.

Balancing
length

Difference
(lr-lt)

Resistance

Rr=#S.No -Resistance 
in

& ohm
&cm

ll

I
0 5

) 0 l2

2

Mean of r = ........ohm

To measure the thermo E'M'F of copper constantan couple:

Balancing tength -Thermo EMF
in micro-v

E

Thermo EMF
per degree
difference of
temp E/t

S

No
Temp of
hot
junction While

heating
ll

While
cooling

l2

Mean
l=(tr-lr'1D

I 10

2 20

3 30

4 40

5 50

6 60

7 70

8 80

9 90

l0 100
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3. The thermo couple should not touch ttre bbnqrm (orliqside the.vessel
4' The coldSurction should be kept in convenient clistance from burner.
5. While taking the observations, the tdrnperature of hotjunction should Ue rniaintainea

constant.

6. The junction of thermo couple should be,properry welded.
7. Thecell used in primary ciroqlt must have i. constant E.M.F.

vIvA QUESTTONS AND ANSWERS
l. What is a potentiometer?

A'It is a device usedto measure the'potential diffErence)it consists of a long, t6n
uniform wire of rnanganin (or) constantan fixed tr a wooden board. 

/

2.whatare uses of potentiometer?

A.1. To measure the thermo E.lu.I.F

2.,To compare E.M.F of two cells.

3. To calibrate an amrneter and voltmeter

4. To determine the inteml resistance of cell.
3. What is potential gradient?

A'The change in potential per unit length of the potentiometer wire is called the potential
graldient.

4. why manganin is preferred formaking potentiometer wire?
A'Manganin has low temperature coe'fiFrcient of resistance and high resistivity.
5. Wlrat is meant by E.M.F of cell?

A' The E'M'F of gell is the potential dl.fference across ttre'tgfriErls of the cell u&en the
cell is in arl open circuit i.e., wh-eii no currehtis drawn fronl ihe cell.
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CENTRE FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION ACHARYA NAGA&'LIhIA'UNWER,SITY:

How to prove the tansverse nature of light ?
Now the lilht polarised by one tourmaline crystal is passed through other touuraline

crystal.When its optic axis is parallel to the former one, it passes through without obs0uction .Ifthe
second crystal is rotate4then the intensity oflight eminating from second cqystal varies. Its intensity
becomes zero u&en the optic ocis oftwo crystals are perpendicular to each other .This means that the
vibrations are perpendicularto the direction ofpropagation of light. Ifthey are parallel to the propaga-
tion ,then intensity would have been the same in all cases. Hence we can infer that light has tansverse
nature. Generally the first crystal is termed as polariser and second crystal.as analyser.

I2.3 PLANE OF POLARISATION AND PLANE OF'VIBRATION :.

PISNH OF
)t*4FilSATION

Fig 12.2

When ordinary light is passed through toumaline crystal, the light is polarised . The vibrations of
polarised light are confined to a single plane. The plane in which the light vibrations are confined and
perpendicular to the direction ofpropagation is called '?lane ofVibration".The plane perpendicular to
the plane ofvibration and has no vibrations is called'?lane ofPolarisation" (Fig. 12.2).

12.4 BREWSTER'S LAW :-

One simple method ofproducing polarised light is ttuough reflection: The liglrt ray reflected
fr,om a glass plate is pamially polarised .The extent ofpolarisation changes with angle ofincidence . This
angle ofincidence is termed as angle ofpolarisation .

IIIVI
Brewsterconducted experiments with differentreflecting surfaces artddiffetent angleiof

insidence. Heprovedthat fore4chreflecting surface there isone anglc ofpolarisationfbrwtrichthb;
t€fl€ctedlightisalmostoompletelypolarised. Atthis instance, the anglebetrveenreflecledray**lbt,

PLANE OF VfSHATISN

rcfrac&drayis90o. ,si
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He also proved that the tangent ofthis particular angle ofpolarisation p(for which the reflected light is

completely polarised) is equal to ttre refractive index of the material ofthe refracting surface pr = Tanp .

B@:-

Ft q.l2,3, "o

From the fig 12.3 suppose the angle of incidence of light incident on a reflecting strface of refractive

index lr is 'p' .This is also call6d as angle ofpolarisatioq . Let 'r' be the angle ofrefraction .By the

principle ofreflection , the angle ofreflection =angle ofincidence .

Angle ofreflection= p, i = p

Brprryster's law states that lr = Tanp (12.1)

ButF=#=#

Sinp Sinp Sinp
rdr-rD=--4 

-=-
Sinr Cosp Sinr

. Hence the angle

polarisecl .

+ Cosp = Sinr

+Sin(900 -P)=Sinr
.'. 900.1 P =,,r._,? r * P = $Qo

between reflected and refracted rays is990

p6r.

I
a

I
t

I
I

,/

'y'/

when reflected light is completely
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12.5 LAW OF IVIALUS :-
This law indicates the intensjty ofpolarised light . when a completely plane polarised beam isincident on the analysel 'the itt"^fii,llt potariseaiiehr dryrurq @ugh trre *rw, *ries as the

;:ffii3"cosineoftheanglebetrveentheptaneor-ffisrniJionoftheanalperandtheplaneof
Proof:-

r\
FTANE OF

POtsFilS€fr
a'

t,

a

b
\ PLATIE OFr TANALYSEff

L.
s A

F.ig r2,.4

As shown in the fig 12.4 let a, be the ampJitude ofthe pr*" *'0' betheanglebetweenthepolariseranianalyser.If**rlrrt"amprit'deofthe 
praneporarised

;?il:ffi**T:o**',"*-o''oiliilo'*Ji'*l*,*,r*,(aces6)
#ffi::TKtcurarto*"',''""i;;'",;;#;:,ii"ffi ]x::rfjf,'*,,rn*through

.'.Intensityoflightfiansmittedthrcughanalyner= 
I, = (aCosg)2 .

... r, = Iocos2'orle a cos20 _ MALU'LA* 
= aacostg = Iocos2'

when 0 =00 i'e' when analyser and polariser are parallel to each other

when 0=n / 2i'e' when *"lr;la porariser are perpbndicurar to each other.

This is wrrat that is observed rr""l";l ,n the case oftourmarine 
"r*r.
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*ffieoinetotheconceptof doublerefr ""tif 5:^Xi:gi,tt:'E'erote Buru6 rv urv vv..vvr- -- - 
fial is aregular

arisandpr.incipalsectionwhichwillbeanufri"*a"otu"a"gfiItherconcepts 
'crys

struct[€.

6

ootic axis :- 
A fine passing through any one 9fttr3 

urynt comers(where the three obtuse

angles meet in a crystal) and making :gffi;;"s with the three faces which meet at this corner '

i"il," G ait"",ion ofttre optical axis ofthe crystal

Principal section :- 
_r_: -1- ^^_+^iro rhp nnric. axis and is pemendibularto the opposite

Anyplanewhichcontainstheopticaxisandisperpendibulat

facesofacrystaliscalledPrincipalSection :o o,. enlled Uniaxii
Thecrystalshatingasingle.o.nticaxisarecalledUniaxialcrystalsandthe

crystals containing *o opti" *: t" called Bi-axial crystals

l2-1 DouBLE REFRACTTON 
,rrr"" *, understood a bit about the crystals . we consider aniso-

mpiccrystals [crystalswhicht*n.ar"r"ntpi.vti.utglon"tti.sindifferentdirections]'
Whenunpolarisedlighttavelsthroughanisotropiccrystalslike

calcite , the r6fracted light is sprit upinto-'two refracted rays . one which obeys ordinary laws of

refraction ca'ed ordinary refracted d;;;i;tt1wr,{Joesnot 
obev refraction laws called

Extra-ordinary refracted iay .The orairiurv ,uy has?lane^oi'ii*io"s perp:ndicular to the princi-

pal section of trr. 
"ryrta -a "*t 

u-oru*;,*i * piane of vibrations in the principal section'

- Inttresgdoublv*fi""ti";;'v'd;;f-T$;;crvstalsthivelocitvofordinaryand
€)$ra-ordinary rays aro-equal 49rg * ,tgi" opti, oi" rra iiili*ia "wrtar, 

there-are two optic ar<is

alone''t'i'tr*;1#;;ffrtffill:on of spritting ".q.{'*1":11'3-into.ordinarv 
and extra-

ordinary rays in a double refracting ctytr"rt it *[td "Double Refraction "'

{ noot VF -1.. 
*

Fig 12.5


